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Abstract 
The starting point for the thesis Is the problem of producing classroom 
assessment materials which are compatible with current language learning 
methodology. An account of language learning for communicative purposes Is 
followed by an exploration of how far testing has reflected the same Interests, an 
exercise which reveals a mismatch between teaching materials and assessment 
procedures. To establish what, In practice, communicative learning materials 
demand of students, a system Is developed for the analysis of the content of 
course books. This provides a basis for assessments which reflect the materials 
and methods used In a particular classroom, taking Into account the students' 
current contexts, both social (as Individuals and groups within the school) and 
geographical (relating to the location of the school and the likely contacts of 
students). The thesis then reports on a project, undertaken with the 
collaboration of teachers and learners, which alms to put Into effect the proposed 
sequence of an analysis system followed by an assessment system. 
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Chapter one 
A communicative approach: 
theory & practice 
1.1 Starting points 
The original Impetus for this thesis was the view that language learning and language 
testing should be more closely related. The adoption of a communicative approach 
to teaching and learning has not been followed by a commensurate change In testing 
and assessment methods, but there are two Implementations of communicative 
theories which suggest that the relationship between learning and assessment Is 
crucial: they are useful starting points for the discussion which follows In the first 
two chapters, and underlie the project which Is reported on later. 
The first Modern Languages project of the Council for Cultural Co-operation of the 
Council of Europe, starting from a conference at RUschlikon, Switzerland In 1971 
was a vast undertaking Intended to'make the free movement of men [sic] and Ideas 
In the European area easier by Increasing the scale and effectiveness of language 
learning' (van Ek 1975). The Graded Objectives In Modern Languages movement 
(which came to be known as GOML) was a series of local Initiatives by teachers 
supported by Local Education Authorities In the UK as a means of motivating the 
new, unselected secondary school learners of French and German In secondary 
comprehensive schools (Page 1973 and 1974, Davidson 1973). Both developments 
are examples of a communicative approach to language learning, but the differences 
between the two are relevant to the theme of this thesis. The Council of Europe 
were primarily Interested In language learning and Its social Impact over a large 
number of different countries -Trim ( 1996: 8 1) reports that by 1996 there were 44 
states Involved - whereas the British developments were a series of local responses 
to the lack of materials available for teaching pupils of lower ability and the 
likelihood that these pupils would not be adequately served by the external 
examination system then existing. The Council of Europe project was Interested 
first In language learning for adults, and the need for relevant tests was discussed 
subsequently (although Implied from the start in the idea of a continent-wide 
'Unit/Credit System' -Trim et al 1973); GOML schemes In general began with Ideas 
for new kinds of test and then (in most schemes) undertook the design of materials 
to prepare for them (Harrison 198S). In both cases, teaching and learning on the 
one hand and testing and assessment on the other were seen as interdependent 
means of fulfilling the same end: the learning of applicable language skills. 
The underlying motive of this thesis Is the view that testing, or more broadly 
assessment, should be more frequently considered as part of learning and should 
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therefore be much more Integrated with classroom events than it is conventionally 
allowed to be. As In the Council of Europe's approach, the classroom should be 
preparing learners for active use of the language In the future; as with the GOML 
schemes, assessment should relate directly to what has preceded It by reflecting the 
aims and content of an applications-oriented methodology. In addition, assessment 
should occur regularly In the classroom, and relatively informally, so that It helps 
learners to appreciate what they can achieve In cooperation with each other and 
with the teacher. The natural consequence of this argument Is that It Is the teacher 
who should be undertaking the assessment of his* students, preferably with the help 
of colleagues, and especially If some formality is to be attached to the results. 
1.2 Background 
The 'communicative approach' to language learning began in the early 1970s as a 
general movement towards change In second language (1-2) teaching methods which 
seemed revolutionary at the time, though It contained elements of previous concepts 
of how foreign languages are to be learnt. Howatt (1984) sees various aspects of 
communicative Ideas In movements given such labels as Natural Method, Conversation 
Method and Direct Method, and usefully sums up the underlying philosophy. 
Learning how to speak a new language. it is held, Is not a rational process which 
can be organized in a step-by-step manner following graded syllabuses of new 
points to learn, exercises and explanation. It is an intuitive process for which 
human beings have a natural capacity that can be awakened provided only that the 
proper conditions exist. ... someone to talk to, something to talk about and a desire 
to understand and make yourself understood. 
Howatt 1984: 192 
Brumfit & Johnson (1979: 24) suggest three areas contributing to communicative 
teaching: the sociological (sociolinguistic), the philosophical and the linguistic. In 
a later paper, Brumfit defines in short what the term 'communicative' Implies 
(without however using It): 
The central issue Is the insistence that language Is fluid, dynamic and negotiable and 
that this fact needs to be recognized in the process of teaching. 
Brumfit 1984: 314 
He then goes on to list six sources for this view of language: linguistic discussion 
and the notion of communicative competence; anthropology, with speech events 
Influenced by, for example, participants, setting, topic; sociolinguistics and concern 
with social context; social psychology with Its recognition of In- and out-groups; 
philosophy and the concept of the speech act; and ethnomethodology, which 
Includes emphasis on negotiated conventions and the systematic nature of much 
apparently spontaneous activity (1984: 314-5). (For a full account of these and 
other more remote Influences on current thinking, see Howatt 1984. ) 
As the arguments for communicative methods developed, a variety of explorations 
of the field covered the ground In some detail from different points of view (starting 
Throughout this thesis. the masculine form is used without intended prejudice to represent both male and female genders. 
perhaps with Wilkins 1972 and 1974, Widdowson 1978 and 1979 and Brumfit & 
Johnson 1979, following up with Johnson & Morrow (eds) 1981, Johnson 1982, 
Brumfit (ed) 1986, Clarke 1987, with discussions multiplying over the years up to 
Cook & Seldlhofer (eds) 1995, and still continuing). 
1.3 'Communicative' in theory 
A useful way forward at this point In the present discussion could be to attempt a 
distillation from key texts which set out some of the principles of communicative 
language teaching and to draw from it guidelines which may eventually become a 
scaffolding to support the building of the present argument. Morrow (198 1), for 
example, suggests five principles which 'might guide us in search of a 
[communicative] method': 
Know what you are doing ('every lesson should be an operation of some kind 
which the student might actually want to perform In the foreign language' ); 
2. The whole is more than the sum of the parts ('a communicative method ... 
operates with stretches of language above the sentence level, and operates 
with real language In real situations'); 
3. The processes are as Important as the forms, eg - Information gap ('one 
student must be In a position to tell another something that the second 
student does not already know') - choice (the speaker ... must choose not 
only what ideas he wants to express at a given moment, but also what 
linguistic forms are appropriate to express them') - feedback ('what you say 
to somebody depends not only on what he has just said to you (though this 
Is obviously very Important) but also on what you want to get out of the 
conversation'); 
4. To learn it, do It (what happens In the classroom must involve the learner 
and must be judged In terms of Its effects on him'); and 
S. A mistake Is not always a mistake ('a communicative method ... may well 
... require the flexibility to treat different things as "mistakes" at different 
stages in the learning process') (Morrow: 1981 59-66). 
Johnson's (1982: 163fo 'five principles as demonstrated In a "communicative" 
exercise type' are: Information transfer, Information gap, jigsaw, task dependency 
and correction for content. 
'Information transfer' Is concerned with asking the student to extract 
Information and use it for a purpose. 
2. An 'Information gap' occurs when there Is 'genuine Information flow In the 
class; the students tell each other things they do not already know: 
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3. The 'Jigsaw' principle (adapted here by Johnson from an Idea first exploited 
by Geddes & Sturtridge ( 1979) for listening exercises) requires that students 
should work at tasks they cannot complete satisfactorily without the 
contribution of others. 
4. 'Task dependency' Is explained as the need for the student to use the 
Information given in some way for a reason, if only his accountability to 
another student for comprehensible Interchange. 
The 'correction for content' principle measures up a student's language 
production In two ways, for communicative efficacy and grammatical 
accuracy, the latter at some other stage Uohnson's Italics). 
It Is apparent that these two early leaders In communicative methodology differ In 
what they see as the most Important principles of the approach even though they 
worked together as colleagues (eg Johnson & Morrow 1979, Morrow & Johnson 
1979). They agree that students should use Information for a reason or to achieve 
something they might want to perform outside the classroom; that they should be 
telling each other things they don't already know; that they should be using 
language purposefully; and that errors should be treated differently depending on 
what kind of exercise the students are engaged In. But Morrow also gives priority 
to realism, choice and learning by doing, and Johnson Includes cooperation. These 
principles are now to be explored further under the headings application, information 
gap, purpose, error, realism, choice, learning by doing, cooperation. 
Principle I 
Application: The students should use information for a reason or to achieve something 
they might want to perform outside the classroom. 
This principle opens up the whole area of needs: the point of learning In a 
communicative approach Is that It should be a direct preparation for communicating 
with others. But there Is a problem with this apparently logical Idea, which Wilkins 
puts succinctly: 
Most teachers. working within school systems, face a situation where accurate 
prediction of future language needs is scarcely possible. In that case the teacher 
has to make certain assumptions about what will be of greatest general value to 
his pupils. 
Wilkins 1974: 59 
Brumfit agrees that the teacher does not often have the opportunity to take Into 
account the needs of his students: he has to 'teach as efficiently as possible within 
the social and administrative constraints Imposed'. Brumfit sees effective 
communicative strategies as providing 'one major way of maintaining motivation' 
(Brumfit 198 1 b: 47). A means of engaging this motivation is to ask secondary school 
pupils themselves what they would like to see Included in their foreign language 
courses (Clark 1987: 144). Those working with adults, particularly In contexts 
where Special Purposes can be Identified, have an easier task in shaping learning to 
practical ends. The most comprehensive attempt at a description of needs In this 
sense Is probably that developed by Munby (1978), but as a system It Is at once too 
detailed and not Individual enough. It Is not applicable in wide areas of language 
learning (Nunan 1988: 20), runs the risks of trivialisation of behaviour and a check- 
list approach (White 1983: 76) and Is'uItimately unworkable' (Morrow 1983). 
But the Council of Europe project, which began In 1971 and has continued to 
develop since (see Brumfit (ed) 1995), seems to have successfully reconciled broad 
alms and a restricted syllabus (eg van Ek 1975). Initially, It had a diverse clientale 
In mind: adults learning languages In order to Interchange Information and Ideas 
with others In an Increasingly mobile population within Europe (Richterich & 
Chancerel 1978). These learners include both native speakers of various European 
languages and immigrant workers, and so are diverse within a common culture, or 
at least a culture to which the learners are to adjust. At the same time, It produced 
detailed syllabuses at defined levels, Threshold and Waystage, In several languages 
(Shiels 1995). For a less specific audience, whoever the learners may be, Ellis 
Includes In his suggestions for an optimal communicative environment for classroom 
language learning, that 'the students have the opportunity to participate in the 
kind(s) of discourse (planned and/or unplanned) which correspond to their 
communicative needs outside the classroom' (Ellis 1990: 127). And WIddowson 
suggests, with an even broader perspective: 'what seems to be needed Is a 
presentation which sets problems... which are situation and not language centred... 
The crucial point Is that they should provide for the development of abilities for 
coping with real life subsequently. ' (Widdowson 1984: 225). 
The needs discussion should therefore be centred not on the words essential to 
topics, or the structures required for a dynamic, or the functions/notions/situations 
which may or may not confront the learner (all necessary on occasion, but 
Incidental), nor yet on a system like Munby's which attempts a comprehensive but 
In the end Impractical analysis of instrumental demands. It logically starts from the 
learner, as both Munby and Richterich & Chancerel Insist, but ends with coping, with 
the possession of those skills which will enable the learner to deal with his future 
encounters with others and his ensuing entanglements with the language. (For a 
detailed account of needs analysis, see West 1994. ) 
Principle 2 
Information gap: The students should be telling each other things they don't already know. 
This principle may be appropriate for learners, but does not necessarily apply In the 
same way to talk from the teacher. Howatt quotes the principle laid down by 
Sauveur in 1874 that the teacher should ask only 'earnest' questions, that Is, not 
necessarily ones to which he does not know the answer, but ones to which he Is 
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genuinely looking for an answer. 
There Is a view at the present time that the only genuine classroom questions are 
ones to which the teacher does not know the answer.. all other 'questions' are 
merely code-practising devices. This is not. it seems to me. necessarily the case. 
Howatt 1984: 201 
Widdowson's (1978) simple but exact illustration of the dichotomy between a real 
question and a false one Is to differentiate between teacher sentences such as 'what 
Is on the table? ' and 'where's the duster? ', the answer to the former being obvious, 
but to the latter unknown to the questioner. The Information gap principle thus 
starts at the level of a basic Interchange In the classroom - question and answer. It 
rests on the distinction between what Brock (1986) calls 'display' questions (in 
answer to which the student shows that he knows something of the language) and 
'reference' questions (where In his answer the student explains something he knows 
but others don't). But the Implications vary depending on who are the contributors 
to the exchange. Display questions may serve a useful function In exchanges 
between teacher and learner, but are less likely to be realistic between learner and 
learner If the context Is meant to be 'communicative. ' The distinction between 
knowing and not knowing can be further developed through variations - from small- 
scale. limited ones like'one speaker must not know what the other speaker Is going 
to say' (Ellis 1982: 75) to elaborated ones like Prabhu's three types of 'meaning- 
focused activity', Information-gap, reasoning-gap and opinion-gap (Prabhu 1987: 46). 
These all refer to learner-learner exchanges, with the assumption that there must 
be some communication to be made, otherwise the deployment of language Is 
pointless. But Widdowson's example Is only a small peg on which to hang a large 
argument, which is the distinction between 'usage' and 'use', a theme to which he 
constantly returns In later papers. 
The teaching of usage does not appear to guarantee a knowledge of use. The 
teaching of use. however, does seem to guarantee the learning of usage since the 
latter is represented as a necessary part of the former. 
Widdowson 1978: 19 
Allwright proposes a similar relationship In suggesting that linguistic competence Is 
part of communicative competence. 
If this way of specifying the relationship is generally correct.... we would be well 
advised to focus on communicative skills, in the knowledge that this will necessarily 
involve developing most areas of linguistic competence as an essential part of the 
product rather than focus on linguistic skills and risk failing to deal with a major 
part of whatever constitutes communicative competence. 
Allwright 1979: 168 
There are links between these concepts and the use of the necessary language for 
completing a task, Including finding fitting solutions with the cooperation of a 
partner: In this case, the Information gap lies between the language users and what 
they will need to do, since at the start, neither knows what the solution will be or 
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how they will get there. 
Principle 3 
Purpose: The students should be using the language purposefully. 
There are several strands to 'purpose. One of these Is consideration of what the 
learnerls using the language for. In general terms, he should be using the language 
'in order to exchange thoughts, feelings and wishes with [others]' aespersen 
1904: 4); 'to make things happen' (Hodgson 1955: 97); 'to use language to some 
purpose, to communicate and be communicated to, to assume certain roles' 
(Corder 1973: 49); 'to make contact with each other as people, to exchange 
Information and opinions, talk about experiences..: (van Ek 1975: 11). These are 
general alms, formulated for a variety of contexts at Intervals over ninety years and 
Imputed to learners by teachers and theorists. 
A second strand to purposefulness Is the commitment of self to the communication 
In progress: the 'thoughts, feelings, wishes' and 'Information, opinions and 
experiences' necessarily Imply the expression of some individual, personal 
predilections In the communication. If the classroom work is to be so organised 
that 'students feel the need to communicate In the L2' (Ellis 1990: 126), If the 
student'starts with something that he wants to say and with a person to whom he 
wants to say it' (Stevick 1976: 107). the student must be given the opportunity to be 
himself, which leads on to the question of individualisation. 
The literature on this topic over the past twenty years Is extensive, Indicating that 
It has been considered an important consequence of adopting a communicative 
approach to language learning. Individuallsation Is normally considered either In 
the context of providing self-access materials In study centres (Geddes & Sturtridge 
1982, Sheerin 1989,199 1) or as ways in which students may be encouraged to relate 
personally to work In class, Implying adaptation of method and material so as to 
engage the varying Interests of the students (British Council 1978). This principle 
can be carried out of the classroom into the world outside. as with LI helpers (Riley 
(ed) 1985) and the placing of students In job-like situations in the local community, 
such as teaching (Carter & Thomas 1986). 
Two areas of discussion In language learning take an interest in the learner as an 
Individual whose Interests and capabilities are to be taken Into account: language 
acquisition and learner differences. It might seem at first sight that they are 
Interconnected, but the former Is based on a theoretical construct and the latter 
Investigates causes and effects. It is to be expected that, even if there Is an 
underlying order of acquisition for all learners, as claimed by Krashen, each 
Individual comes to the point of learning with a different set of expectations, 
experiences and abilities, so that the reaction to any Input Is different for each 
learner. But the rules are held to be universal, so that within Krashen's five 
hypotheses (the acq u Isition-I earning distinction, the natural order hypothesis, the 
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monitor hypothesis, the Input hypothesis, and the affective filter hypothesis - 
expounded In, for example, Krashen 1982) It Is Important that there should be 
escape routes. Language acquisition may follow a set order, but It Is clear to those 
not entirely convinced by Krashen's arguments that Individual differences will occur. 
The power of the monitor to tempt the learner Into producing correct forms will 
vary with the Individual; the affective filter will be silted up with varying Innate 
deposits of motivation, self-confidence and anxiety. Both the monitor and the 
affective filter hamper the pure acquisition process and are presumably to be 
excused as Inbuilt failings. Skehan (1989: 3) points out that the monitor does not 
connect up with other aspects of the model, being the product of learning rather 
than part of the process of acquisition; and McLaughlin, In the course of a 
devastating attack on the whole of Krashen's approach, suggests that he 'has 
provided ... no basis for relating the affective filter to individual 
differences In 
language learning' (1987: SS). 
Learner differences In aptitude, motivation and language learning strategies are 
clearly related to the concept of Individuallsation In a communicative classroom, 
provided they can be put into effect. Skehan, after reviewing a wide range of 
research on Individual differences In second language learning, concludes that In 
practice, the choice provided by Individualised learning materials seems to have 
provided 'choice for Its own sake, rather than principled choice linked to learner 
characteristics' (1989: 140). Nearly ten years on, It seems that actual research 
studies are still not exploring the existing theories, and that'there Is scope now to 
explore just how- Instruction can be adapted to take account of the person who Is 
most Involved, the actual learner' (Skehan 1998a: 28 1). The formation of an lATEFL 
Special Interest Group for Learner Independence In 1986 Is an Indication of the 
perceived Importance of this concept for teachers, but their Interest Is apparently 
less In the possibility of principled variation In materials and teaching method to 
accommodate Individual characteristics than In sociological aspects of learner 
autonomy, such as learning how to learn and self-assessment, as reported for 
example In Allan &Timmer (eds) (1996). 
Principle 4 
Error: Different approaches to error are required according to the kind of exercise the 
students are engaged in. 
'Traditional syllabuses: maintains Brumfit (1979: 187) 'have always had a basis In the 
accurate construction of the target language, rather as if it were a building being 
built to a blueprint. ' With a grammar-translation syllabus -a misnomer according 
to Howatt, for 'it draws attention to two of the less significant features of the 
approach' (Howatt 1984: 13 1) - error Is to be blundered Into and constantly 
corrected (Harrison 1975). According to the behaviorist theory which underlay the 
structural approach, the student must get everything right from the beginning, on 
Is 
the principle that early habits, bad or good, will be permanently retained. So 
learning by heart Is Important. repetition (eg through drills, facilitated by the use of 
language laboratories) Is a means to an end and correction becomes endemic In 
language classrooms (Dakin 1973). 
Corder (1973) attributes to Selinker the Invention of the term 'Interlanguage' to 
describe the unstable but systematic developing language of a learner. And It Is 
Corder who defines most patiently the differences between one kind of'error' and 
another. Native speakers have lapses (slips or false starts), and make errors 
(breaches of the code) and mistakes (producing Inappropriate utterances such as 
social gaffes or wrong use of register). Learners also make errors (though these 
are the result of utterances In a 'different language' like that of a child learning L I), 
have lapses (though these are of no immediate relevance) and make mistakes 
(though these may be acceptable when they would not be with an Ll speaker) 
(Corder 1973: 259-61). The object of error analysis is therefore 'to describe 
the nature of the learner's Interlanguage and to compare this with the target 
language' (ibid: 274). 
But the starting point of this discussion was the need for varied attention to error, 
depending on the kind of activity being demanded of learners. The balance required 
between accuracy and fluency as requirements for learners' output has been a 
recurring theme In Brumfit's writing. A summarising statement of the Issue Is: 
However the syllabus is organised,... the teacher will have to offer some 
opportunities for work which is aimed at accuracy. and other opportunities for 
work aimed at fluency. Important as the accuracy work may be, it will be during the 
fluency sessions - whether silent reading, or group discussion of various kinds - 
that the strategies for Independent learning, and Indeed the real Internalisation of 
the language, will be being developed. 
Brumfit 1981b: 49 
There are social as well as linguistic reasons why learners' errors should not be 
dcorrected' to conform with a notional native speaker norm. Widdowson points 
out, as Corder had earlier ( 1973: 260), that poetry Is deviant language. The violation 
of conventional norms Is the result either of deficiency (= error) or of heightened 
proficiency (= art) (Widdowson 1984: 246). He adds: 
So to correct learner language without communicative warrant in order to bring It 
into line with what an alien society regards as proper comportment Is to impose 
standards of behaviour which in all probability the learner cannot identify with and 
in which he has no social investment. 
Widdowson 1984: 249 
The Important phrase in this comment is 'without communicative warrant'. 
Principle 5 
Realism: The method operates with real language in real situations. 
If, as maintained above by both Morrow and Johnson, language Is to be used by 
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learners to communicate with a purpose outside the classroom, and with practical 
applications In view, realism Is a factor which has to be taken Into account. The 
first questions here are however, What is real language? and What are real 
situations? The situations come first, for they call forth the language. 
The Immediate reality Is the classroom itself, and this Is where Natural methods 
begin, as In Gouin's series, for example, with the students suiting the word to the 
action. "'I walk towards the door/I draw near to the door/... I get to the door/I stop 
at the door. I stretch out my arm/I take hold of the handle/I turn the handle..: " 
(Gouin 1893: 13 1). This may look quaint to the modern eye, but It Is a forerunner 
of the use of the classroom as a resource. Any other'real' situations are In practice 
only representations of reality, for skills work Is done mainly for teaching purposes: 
the text read or heard Is only incidentally a means of cultural enlightenment; the 
writing and speaking are mainly done to practise writing and speaking. The nearest 
the learners approach to real situations for using language in the classroom Is In 
activities such as role play (in which they are being someone else), simulations (in 
which they may be being themselves, but In fictional circumstances), group 
discussions (in which they may give their opinions, but perhaps on topics which do 
not essentially concern them), and finally In what might be called 'commitment' 
activities (in which they do give something of themselves, but to peers and a teacher 
rather than in self-motivated interaction with others). The opportunity for 
learners to use language In real situations may occur outside the classroom, In 
various contexts: for courses In Britain (or other L2 environments), communication 
with host families, where they occur, is Inevitable (and desirable), and for some 
courses there are more deliberately Introduced contexts such as sports tuition as 
complementary activities to language courses (see ARELS 1994) and arrangements 
for special project work In the local community (eg Carter &Thomas 1986). But 
the Impact of these Is not normally evaluated as an element in the learner's progress 
with language. 
All these Instances are aspects of 'authenticity', a concept which has provoked 
endless discussion from the earliest days of the communicative approach. Wilkins 
launches the debate with a definition: 
... authentic language materials. By this Is meant materials which have not been 
specially written or recorded for the foreign learner, but which were originally 
directed at a native-speaking audience. Such materials need not even be edited. in 
the sense that linguistically difficult sections would not be deleted, although the 
linguistic content of such texts could well be exploited in various ways. 
Wilkins 1976b-79 
This Is authenticity of text. But as Clark points out, there are other kinds of 
authenticity to be considered. Bringing Into the classroom a wide variety of real 
bits of language (tickets, advertisements, travel brochures, timetables, menus ... ) will 
not ensure that what the learners do with them Is necessarily useful (Clark 
1987: 149), let alone 'authentic'. Clark suggests that there are authenticitles of 
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purpose, of response, of conditions, and of purpose to the learner as learner (Ibld: 
206). There Is also the question of authenticity of task: are the learners being 
asked to do something with the material they have been given in a way which 
reflects their likely Involvement In real life outside the classroom? Edge maintains 
that authenticity of task can be achieved by Introducing an exercise which involves 
admittedly artificial division of Information shared out to pairs, then to individuals, 
and applying It to a real-life situation (Edge 1984: 259). Breen finds authenticity 
(though he does not use the word) In what each individual learner brings to a task 
- his Interpretation of what Is offered, which will be different for each one (Breen 
1987: 23-46). And yet another aspect of authenticity Is what kind of output learners 
are expected to produce. Is it merely the appropriate response to a situation, or Is 
It a matter of giving learners scope to express themselves In the foreign language? 
(Maley 1983: 299). A common answer adopted by course book authors Is to relate 
learning material to current events In a way which It Is hoped will encourage the 
learners to respond, but then there Is the problem of transience: the material 
cannot afford to be too closely related to the present or it will soon become 
unmotivatingly historical for subsequent learners. 
It seems from the above discussion that 'real' language is easier for the teacher to 
provide than 'real' situations. The most Important result of language learning must 
In the end be the ability to cope, no matter how this Is achieved. 
We do not begin with authenticity; authenticity Is what the learners should 
ultimately achieve: it represents their terminal behaviour. 
Widdowson 1979: 166 
The practical application of this dictum depends on finding material with which 
learners can use their available language and at the same time extend It In directions 
which they find authentic for them. 
Principle 6 
Choice: The students must have a choice of both ideas and language. 
Choice implies a range of options, but at elementary levels the learner's options are 
by definition limited. Morrow explains that when the learners as speakers or 
listeners are controlled by the teacher, they are not learning how to speak 
realistically, that is, under the pressure that language use Involves. Nor are they 
learning to understand when there Is doubt as to what Is to come next. They are 
not being given the chance to choose what they will say or to respond as they feel 
appropriate. Learners also need to anticipate if they are to make useful 
contributions from their own experience. Anticipation Is necessary In all language 
use and language learning (Corder 1973: 120), and this can be put Into practice In 
the classroom, for example by setting tasks which allow for learner planning CFoster 
& Skehan 1996) and In reading exercises which ask learners to predict what a text 
may be about before reading It in detail (Grellet 1981: 18). 
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Perhaps the common factor between these two apparently conflicting suggestions 
(spontaneity and anticipation) Is the Importance of appropriateness of utterance, so 
that In a communicative approach more time Is spent on learning different ways of 
expressing the same function In different contexts, than on articulating the 
structures which underpin them. The question then becomes one of grading: how 
far teachers should go at any given point In the course In exposing learners to the 
variety which may be possible for the expression of any one move, for example the 
multifarious ways of asking the time as listed by Trim (1978: 41-2). There is no doubt 
that learners do need a range of resources In terms of functional alternatives for 
picking their way successfully through the minefleld of social solecisms: In the 
event, limits will be set by the contexts In which the learner will need to deploy his 
language skills in due course. For example, operating in the upper reaches of social 
life may demand less actual knowledge of the L2 than coping with day-to-day 
practicalitles such as organising plumbing repairs. But the plumbing vocabulary may 
be found In a dictionary and illustrated by gesture, whereas failings In the inferences 
made and understood In the niceties of social Interaction may have devastating 
consequences (Harrison 1980). 
Morrow's proposition that learners should be given choice Is taken further In his 
suggestions for using texts In a communicative approach. Choice Is 'a key factor 
underlying involvement In a text', since In real life people choose what they will read 
or hear. He would like to offer learners not only a range of texts to choose from 
but also a choice of what to do with the chosen text (Morrow & Schocker 
1987: 252). Nunan (1989: 20) also suggests that learners should be Involved In 
designing or selecting tasks and allowed to choose what to do and how to do It. 
Even within a structured situation set up by the teacher for particular purposes, It 
Is Important that students should have the maximum opportunity to choose, 
deciding for instance what will take place, even making their own cue cards (George 
1981: 85). 
We need to provide consistently throughout the language-learning process 
occasions an which the learner expresses what he himself wants to express 
through the forms of language that are available to him at his particular stage of 
language learning. 
Wilkins 1974: 76 
The questions then are how to find out what the learner wants to express and how 
to accommodate-the possible variety of wants within a single classroom. 
Principle 7 
Learning by doing: The students must be involved in what happens in the classroom. 
Rogers (1983) identifies two kinds of learning. At one end of a continuum of 
meanings Is 'the kind of task psychologists sometimes set for their subjects - the 
learning of nonsense syllables... Such learning Involves the mind only'. But there Is 
also significant, meaningful, experiential learning. 
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It has a quality of personal involvement - the whole person in both feeling and 
cognitive aspects being in the learning event. It is self-initiated. Even when the 
impetus or stimulus comes from the outside, the sense of discovery. of reaching 
out. of grasping and comprehending, comes from within. It is pervasive. It makes a 
difference In the behavior, the attitudes. perhaps even the personality of the learner. 
(Rogers' italics) 
Rogers 1983-20 
Applying these principles to language learning Is a small step for communicative 
theorists. Wilkins characterlses the situation with the comment that learning 
activities should be representative of learning objectives, which 'reflects that 
essential truth of the behavlourlst view that "we learn what we do", while not 
Insisting on too narrow an Interpretation of do. We cannot learn what we have not 
experienced' (Wilkins 1974: S9). On the other hand, 'learners are not necessarily 
best prepared for a given set of terminal behaviours by giving them practice In these 
behavlours alone' (Maley 1983: 299). Being Involved in what happens In the 
classroom Implies a commitment of self not just to situations but also to 
developments and outcomes, which means joint responsibility with the teacher and 
other learners for the way in which activities work out and progress Is achieved. 
Underhill shows how this can be done: 
The explicit belief of humanistic psychology is that under the right conditions of 
supportive non-interference, people can be self-directing and resourceful about 
what they need to do to make progress which they experience as significant. 
Underhill 1989: 255 
This not only sums up what 'humanism' offers language learning In terms of 
approach: it also encompasses the self-centred (in the best sense, 'self-aware' 
rather than 'egotistical) development of human relationships, In which L2 learning 
can play an important part. 
Principle 8 
Cooperation: The students should be working at tasks they cannot complete without the 
contribution of others. 
The mechanical Interpretation which may be put upon group activities such as 
'Jigsaw listening' (Geddes & Sturtridge 1979 - though not Intended by the authors), 
regarding them merely as an arrangement of bodies In classrooms In formations 
which will engender language, falls short on the social Implications. The point Is 
that a properly communicative exercise cannot be completed unless every 
participant contributes his share. There Is little benefit In a partly achieved end: 
success Is either all or nothing. The same applies In principle through all language 
In use, for if no-one Is listening, there Is little point In speaking. Putting this Into 
practice leads to an emphasis on group work, Involving the sociological aspects of 
the classroom and the responsibility of the learners for shared progress. This would 
appear to be the converse of the need for IndivIduallsation as discussed earlier, but 
In a curious paradox, it is only by co-operating (in Its most literal sense of operating 
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together) that the Individual can learn how to cope with expressing his Individuality 
to others. Even In competitive situations, the task cannot be completed without an 
opponent to confront and outdo: participants are cooperating even as they compete. 
Eight principles 
Any attempt at summarlsing the above commentary on the communicative 
principles proposed by Johnson and Morrow Immediately comes up against the fact 
that they are not as distinct from each other as at first appeared. There is overlap 
In several areas, for example between application and realism, between information 
gap and purpose, and between learning by doing and cooperation. But the 
discussion has served to show how the communicative approach Is claimed to be 
different from other theories of language learning. Nunan (1989: 194-5) provides 
an overview of eight approaches and methods (derived from Richards & Rodgers), 
which differentiates theories of language, theories of learning, objectives, syllabus, 
activity types, learner roles, teacher roles and roles of materials. Nunan's chart Is 
helpful In that It shows that there are many more concurrent views than might be 
expected about preferred ways to learn an L2, and that there is no clearcut 
differentiation to be made between communicative and all other methods. 
Objections and continuities 
Two recent papers which still, after 2S years, Include 'communicative' In their titles 
(the concept is evidently still not worn out) are more critical than appreciative of 
the spread of the communicative approach. Ellis questions Its universal relevance, 
offering evidence that In Far Eastern cultures considerable difficulty arises In the 
confusion between different world-views, and that the best the Western teacher can 
hope to achieve Is that of cultural mediator. This means not just recognising the 
tradition of Chinese culture (and others similarly hierarchical) that the classroom Is 
always to be teacher-centred, but discussing methodology with learners and 
showing empathy with the experiences of others (Ellis 1996: 217). This Is an 
exemplified extension of Maley's argument (1983). confirmed by experience In Japan 
(Sano et al 1984). Karavas-Doukas, In the other recent paper, writes that classroom 
studies (she refers to seven examples) seem to suggest that fully communicative 
classrooms are rare, In Greece at least. 
Broadly speaking. the communicative approach appears to have brought 
innovation more on the level of theory than on the level of teachers' actual 
classroom practices. 
Karavas-Doukas 1996 
She goes on to report her findings from the use of an attitude scale with Greek 
teachers of English. which show that there was a considerable discrepancy between 
the teachers' classroom practices and their expressed attitudes. The question then 
arises of what criteria she uses to represent a communicative approach. They are 
derived from a direct practical example, since they refer to the Greek English 
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language curriculum and communicative textbooks Introduced In 1987. They are: 
group/pair work; quantity and quality of error correction; role and contribution of 
learners In the learning process; role of the teacher In the classroom; 
place/importance of grammar. These are the course book manifestations of 
communicative principles In Greek classrooms. 
Some attempt should now be made to sum up what communicative theories may 
mean as guiding principles for practice In language classrooms. It Is difficult however 
to draw encapsulating conclusions from the elaborations of eight communicative 
principles as set out above. Any overall view Is likely to refer to humanism and 
social context as guiding lights, for the emphasis Is on offering the learner ways of 
achieving personal commitment In the learning of the L2, some choice In the 
subjects that the language will deal with, and continual reference to the people and 
situations Influencing the appropriateness of the language used. 
1.4 'Communicative' in practice 
Course book interpretations 
The next task Is to consider how far the discussion of communicative principles 
over the last 25 years has been IMDlemented In actual learninz Drocedures. The 
simplest way of establishing the Impact of this fresh approach Is probably to explore 
what course books offer as suitable teaching and learning material. Eight 'post- 
revolution' course books have been Investigated with this aim In mind, not 
necessarily those claiming specifically to be communicative, though all at least 
acknowledge the trend. So as to limit this choice and at the same time Improve 
comparability, all examples are at Intermediate level. They are listed chronologically 
below, with brief Indications of the reasons for Inclusion: 
Strategies (Abbs et al 1975) -a pioneer and best seller 
Quartet (Grellet et al 1982) - deliberately espousing the new approach 
Cambridge English Course (Swan and Walter 1985) - best seller 
Headway (Soars & Soars 1986) - best seller 
Cobuild (Willis &Willis 1989) - based on a corpus of 'real' English 
Workout (Radley & Millichip 1993) - learner Independence 
New Headway (Soars & Soars 1996) - best seller . what changes from Headway? 
Lifelines (Hutchinson 1997) - new - 'post-communicative'? 
The most direct source of attitudes Is authors' Introductions, In which they lay out 
their offerings and explain their Intentions. These expositions of the eight courses 
were compared In detail with the eight principles set out above, and the results are 
given in Figure I. I. The notes in each of the 64 cells In the diagram are Intended to 
represent the possible answers of the course book authors to questions about how 
far they put Into practice the theoretical touchstones of the communicative. 
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Figure 1.1: Reallsation of principles In course book Introductions 
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The first point to be made is that there are only nine occasions where there is no 
response to a communicative principle as listed above. This seems at first sight to 
Indicate that authors have been aware (or keen to show awareness of) these 
principles and have Incorporated them In their courses. However, seven of the nine 
gaps occur with courses which have appeared In the last six years (since 1993), which 
seems to show either that the principles are so well established that they are taken 
for granted, or that they are now wearing thin In the face of experience of the kinds 
reported by Maley (1983) and Karavas-Doukas (1996). It Is likely that information gap 
Is now considered obvious, but choice and cooperation have apparently fallen Into 
disrepute: the promoters of self-realisation such as Rogers, Stevick and particularly 
Moskowitz (1978) are out of favour. On the other hand, the newer courses give 
emphasis to the learner as an Individual who should be encouraged to learn how to 
learn and to work out systems and rules for himself. There is a general return to 
grammar exercises, revision, checks and tests (in New Headway there Is a 'Test your 
grammar' section at the start of every unit, and 'the amount and the level of the 
grammatical Input has been Increased' [in comparison with Headway]). Grammar Is 
also the starting point for all the main units in Lifelines. And it Is now called plain 
6 grammar' with no mention of the soft-pedalling 'structures. 
Reading Figure 1.1 vertically, the differences between courses up to 1993 are as much 
In wording as in substance, though Strategies specifically addresses the student rather 
than the teacher; Headway emphasises the Importance of the individual (choice, 
learning by doing); CEC Is concerned with teacher attitudes (error) and student 
Involvement (choice); Cobuild Is perhaps surprisingly short on comments about 
realism, in view of Its data base; and Quartet gives most space to its orientation to 
students (purpose, cooperation) and Its guidance to teachers (error). Workout Is 
concerned about mixed-ability classes and variations In teaching conditions, and so 
provides extra materials and encourages student Independence; New Headway Is 
somewhat thin In Its relationships to the eight principles, sidelining functions and 
situations Into a'Post Script' section; Lifelines Is thinner still, Its Introduction to the 
teacher's book consisting of two pages of list-like exposition (compared with eight 
pages of justification and a bibliography in Quartet) which concentrate on the three 
key features of the course: flexibility, Interest and coherence. 
Considered horizontally, the diagram indicates that there is more to be recorded 
about error, realism and choice than about information gap and purpose. The 
Implications are that the first three areas are considered Important aspects of the 
courses as practical Implementations of communicative theory, and the latter two 
either so trivial that there is no need to mention them, or so obvious as to be taken 
for granted, though the likelihood Is that they are subsumed under other headings, 
such as applications and realism. 
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Demands on course book writers 
The course book Introductions surnmarised In Figure /. / give an overall view of the 
problems which course book writers face In meeting the demands of the market 
while at the same time attempting to put into practical form the current Ideas about 
language learning. Few of the writers represented In the list above seem to have 
found the necessary balance between marketing and substance. Perhaps the most 
fundamental problem with a communicative approach Is the relationship between 
notions and functions on the one hand and grammar and vocabulary on the other. 
A course book needs to suggest ways In which functions can be taught without 
merely supplying lists of alternative responses for given situations - the 'phrase- 
book approach' condemned by critics of communicative syllabuses as little better 
than the traditional practice of learning vocabulary by rote. Notions may be 
translated from the abstractions of a thesaurus ('Abstract relations, Space, Matter, 
Intellect', to quote the first three classes In Kirkpatrick's 1987 edition of Roget) Into 
words concerned with length, width, thickness; or time, days, months; and so on, 
but the same difficulties arise In helping the learner to Interlorlse them without the 
mindless repetition of the grammar drill. The most obvious answer to these 
problems is to set the learning of language in contexts so as to clarify the range of 
possible applications, but only New Headway and Lifelines are recorded as including 
this as a principle. Perhaps It is too self-evident for the other authors to mention. 
A second difficulty Is Introducing change to teachers who are happy with their 
current methods (and also to students expecting language education on 
conventional lines - 'where's the grammar? ' they are heard to ask). They need to 
be convinced that the new methods will be more productive than the old. For 
these traditionalists, only good experience with communicative Ideas such as group 
work and Interactive tasks will be convincing enough. But trials are rarely offered 
to teachers: course books are more likely to be Imposed from above, for various 
reasons. For example, educational authorities may need to show that they are 
keeping up with current trends; publishers constantly need new courses as the best 
sellers are spread abroad and eventually become over-exposed, especially since 
'authentic' material fairly rapidly becomes out of date; private schools need new 
material to guard against the boredom of students and possible staleness of 
teachers. Course book writers' response Is either to find new trends to exploit (eg 
learning to learn) or to provide a wide range of material with the hope of offering 
something for every teacher outlook and every learner Interest. 
The overall Impulse of a communicative approach on course books has however 
been towards conformity. The eight courses considered above are all aware of the 
consequences of promoting Interaction between learners In preparation for life 
outside the classroom: group work, the Importance of Individual Input, and above 
all the development of the skill of speaking. 
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1.5 Testing in the classroom 
The main Interest of this thesis however goes beyond teaching/learning Into 
assessment, specifically the relationship between the language as it is taught and 
learnt In the classroom and the content of classroom tests. How are teachers 
expected to link them? There are two likely sources of Information which may help. 
The first Is teachers' books on how to write tests. A wide range of these Is available, 
from Lado's pioneering 'teacher's book on the construction and use of foreign 
language tests' (1961) to Bachman & Palmer's account of'designing and developing 
useful language tests' (1996). Those which specifically mention the need for direct 
links between learning and assessment include Harris 1969, Valette 1977, Harrison 
1983b, Carroll & Hall 1985, Heaton 1988,1990 and Hughes 1989. But all these 
authors deal with tests as an add-on mechanism at various points In the course and 
are concerned with the priorities of test-making rather than the Integration of 
classroom activities and assessment as two components of a single process - 
learning. Weir seems to be alone In appreciating the force of the connection: 
It would be useful if the criteria employed in the assessment of language 
production on tasks could be related In a principled way to the criteria for the 
teaching of a skill... 
Weir 1993: 40 
The other source of testing linked to learning could be the test material included In 
course books, where It might be expected that the assessments would relate 
specifically to the course which has gone before. When they are not designed as 
directly relevant to external examinations (and understandably therefore Imitate In 
learning activities the forms of test appearing In those examinations), course books 
often Include tests, sometimes In a separate test book for students. For example 
Meanings into words (Doff, Jones & Mitchell 1983) - 'a course In grammar and its use 
In communication' which tries to ensure that'the relations between form, meaning 
and use are perceptible to the student at every stage'- Includes class tests which are 
'designed to check students' progress every four units'. The content of these tests 
does reflect the content of the relevant units, but the formats are largely traditional: 
sentence rewriting, asking questions, gap-filling, vocabulary and composition. 
Another course book which includes tests Is The Cambridge English course (Swan & 
Walter 1985). It Is claimed to be a 'multi-syllabus' course, 'designed for adult 
students who are learning English for general practical or cultural purposes' -a 
description which might seem to Imply communicative assessment. But the tests 
are of structure, vocabulary, pronunciation, listening and writing, all according to 
well-tried formats: gap-filling with verb forms, missing words, reordering of jumbled 
words, and so on. There Is no context longer than the isolated sentence except In 
the listening test and In writing. for example, a description. Finally, the Collins 
Cobuild English course (Fried Booth, Willis &Willis 1989), with Its new emphasis on 
'natural' English as available from a large corpus of several million running words, 
Including spontaneous conversation, might be expected to break new ground in the 
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tests It provides. These again relate closely to the material in the course, and do 
Include more convincingly realistic material, both in terms of language used and 
visual representation, and more context is given for the points tested. There are 
some more discourse-based formats such as matching, but there Is still a high 
proportion of multiple-choice, true/false and gap-filling formats on Isolated 
sentences rather than tasks requiring the Integration of skills and an overall 
communicative purpose. 
None of these three sets of course book tests shows any appreciation of what 
Howatt regards as the mainsprings of communication: they do not make clear who 
Is being talked to, the value to the student of what Is being talked about, or what 
the point of understanding and being understood might be. None of them gives any 
Indication of criteria or content for the assessment of speaking. None of them 
considers the Integration of skills which seems to be a necessary consequence of a 
communicative approach. None of them sees assessment as an integral part of 
classroom events Instead of an added chore for both students and teacher at 
designated points In the course. 
Course analysis and relevant assessment 
If classroom assessment Is to reflect learning In anything approaching a full sense, 
the first essential Is to establish what the learning In question has consisted of. 
Some kind of analysis of learning activities Is clearly necessary, and the most obvious 
place to start is course books, since they are easily available and static. The 
rationale of the present thesis Is that if an analysis system can be developed to 
capture what a course book demands of a learner, this same system may later be 
extended or adapted to record whatever may happen In any classroom, Including ad 
hoc developments Initiated by both teacher and learners. It is Intended that as a 
result of the analysis, an assessment can be generated for a specific context (a 
particular class of learners with a particular teacher In a particular place at a 
pertinent point In the course), but the system from which the assessment is derived 
may be universally applicable. 
The thesis therefore aims to develop a process of analysis followed by a process of 
assessment. The process of analysis Is to take the form of a record of what a course 
book demands of the learner so that this can used as the basis for assessment. 
Some starting point has to be found which will lead to ways of actually producing 
both analysis and assessment material, less theoretical than Bachman's components 
of language competence for testing (1990: 87) and more practical than Munby's 
operational instrument for syllabus design (1978: 154-189). Course book analysis Is 
often undertaken during teacher training (eg McDonough & Shaw 1993), partly as a 
way of exemplifying variety In practice and partly to encourage a critical approach 
to materials. But this kind of analysis takes a teacher's view of what a course 
consists of and Its relationship to method. It Is not interested In the detail of what 
the learner does, but In the content of what Is to be presented and In what order, 
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and how the teacher will put it Into action. An assessment of the kind envisaged 
In this thesis is interested In what uses the learners can make of the language they 
now have available to them to deal with events which they can see as relevant to 
their own personal view of the world. The question of what 'communicative 
assessment' might mean Is discussed later, but for the moment the principle may be 
stated that what is meant here by 'assessment process' Is something which gives a 
learner factual Information on what he personally has achieved with a task 
undertaken in cooperation with other learners. 
The learner as protagonist 
The learner is therefore the centre of Interest for this thesis. The strategy adopted 
for the course book analysis has been to consider the course book almost as If It 
were an Interlocutor communicating directly with the learner. A class consists of 
Individual learners, each of whom Is presented by the course book with a series of 
activities designed to promote his learning, but he needs to understand what Is 
required of him In response to its demands. From this appreciation of the 
Importance of the Individual there has grown the principle that the analysis of 
learning material should be done from the point of view of a learner. Looking at 
an activity set up by the course book, the question to be asked by an analyser Is: 'I 
am the learner: what do I have to do to fulfil the demands of this activity? ' This 
dictates the form of the analysis, which in principle follows the order of necessary 
responses from the learner when faced with an activity presented to him by the 
course book. 
The process of assessment Is Intended to provide learners with tasks which they 
can reasonably be expected to cope with as a result of the preceding work (since 
the assessment is ultimately derived from the course book). At the same time, It 
will Indicate where they stand In relation to the world outside the classroom (since 
the tasks will demand learners' discussion and decision-making on potentially 'real 
life' events). The tasks contribute to an overall structure which demands the 
involvement of learners as themselves (not acting characters, as generally In role- 
plays), making decisions on practical Issues which could affect them (not on 
hypothetical politico-moral Issues, as generally In simulations). 
The argument which supports these developments has been drawn from several 
fields, principally the continuing discussion about what 'com mu nicative testing' In 
EFL may mean (eg Bachman 1990, Alderson & North 199 1), but also relevant 
systems of testing In secondary schools In Britain (eg Page & Hewett 1987, 
Pennyculck & Murphy 1988), the recording of achievement both In school and 
beyond It (eg Burgess & Adams 1980, Broadfoot et al 1988), and procedures 
which guide adult language learners towards autonomy (eg Riley (ed) 1985, 
Dickinson 1987). 
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1.6 Definition of terms 
'Terminological traps, 
Rowntree offers a useful starting-point: 
... the field of assessment Is full of conceptual quagmires and terminological traps 
for the unwary or the short-sighted. 
Rowntree 1977: 9 
There does Indeed seem to be some difficulty In the literature In differentiating 
between the terms 'test'. 'examination' and 'assessment', quite apart from 
'evaluation', which Is coming to be used as an umbrella word to cover anything at 
all to do with considered judgement, in or beyond education. To start the 
discussion at this, the widest end of the topic, It Is Instructive to consider the very 
broad view of Rea-Dickins & Germaine: 
Evaluation has a different overall focus and several different purposes from student 
assessment. While evaluation may be seen as a 'means' analysis (it Is Intended to 
serve the learning process), student assessment has a much more limited 
perspective with a focus on the'ends' of learning in terms of what the learner 
has achieved at particular points. 
Rea-Dickins & Germaine 1992: 5 
At the other end of the scale from general to particular, Hughes succinctly defines 
a language test as 'any structured attempt to measure language ability' (1989: 4). 
Sitting at some point between these extremes, Pilliner (1968) discusses 
examinations and tests, and offers several possible bases for distinctions between 
them: time (an examination Is a group of tests 'all administered to the same 
persons'); hierarchy (professors examine, teachers test); and subjective assessments 
(examinations) as against objective ones (tests). Pilliner prefers this last means of 
differentiation, but would probably admit that his choice Is somewhat arbitrary and 
affected by convenience for the argument of his paper (Pilliner 1968: 21-2). 
Bachman suggests that'what distinguishes a test from other types of measurement 
Is that It Is designed to obtain a specific sample of behavior' (Bachman 1990: 20-1). 
This Implies that nothing which falls beyond the sample required Is to be allowed, a 
restriction which seems to ignore any creative use of the language by the student, 
unless originality Is to be defined as a behaviour and then sampled In some way. The 
breadth of view needed to encompass further considerations of this sort would 
alone justify the use of 'assessment' Instead of 'test' In the present case. But 
Bachman also comments on the terms 'assessment' and 'appraisal': 
There appears to be no careful delineation of these two terms in the measurement 
literature, although they have been used in conjunction with impressionistic 
approaches to measurement ... and large-scale programs aimed at measuring a wide 
range of characteristics. 
Bachman 1990: 50 
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There are however some helpful definitions from fields other than L2 learning. 
'Appraisal' Is used In a quite specific sense by Tough ( 1976,1979) In her work In LI 
with primary school children (aged 7-13) in England: 
We have used the word appraisal then, quite deliberately and see it as quite 
different from the concepts of measurement and evaluation. We are not advocating 
that teachers should try to place the child in any category, or rank him against 
other children. Appraisal in our view means building up a picture of a particular 
child. being able to recognize what he is already able to do in using language and 
discovering what he may not yet be able to do by talking with him. 
(Tough's italics) 
Tough 1976: 34 
This approach is much closer to that of the present work, butbuilding up a picture' 
Involves for Tough taking time (up to half a day on each occasion) to find out what 
the child can do, and this Is not possible in the EFL context, where the constraints 
of contact time and student numbers In classrooms have to be taken Into account. 
The Task Group on Assessment and Testing (TGAT), set up In 1986'to advise on the 
practical considerations governing assessment within the national curriculum' (in 
England and Wales) defined 'assessment' as 'a general term enhancing [sic] all 
methods customarily used to appraise performance of an Individual pupil or a group 
(DES 1988: preface). The report uses the term 'test' In the sense of 'any of a broad 
range of assessment Instruments with standardised rules of administration and 
marking which ensure comparability of results'. These definitions seem to imply 
that'test' equals 'assessment' with comparability attached. For Gipps, writing more 
generally In the context of assessment In education In the 1990s, 'assessment' 
Includes tests, examinations, practicals, coursework, teacher observations and 
teacher assessment (Gipps 1994: 2-3). 
Discussing assessment In the wider area of education In general, Rowntree can 
afford a more sociological approach which at the same time appreciates the 
importance of the individual: 
... assessment In education can be thought of as occurring whenever one person. in 
some kind of interaction, direct or indirect, with another. is conscious of obtaining 
and interpreting information about the knowledge and understanding. or abilities 
and attitudes of that other person. 
Rowntree 1977: 4 
This, as Rowntree later points out, Includes both assessment by one learner of 
another and self-assessment by the learner, as well as the more traditional 
judgements of teachers about learners. 
In sum, the term 'test' seems to be applied to mechanisms which are structured, 
objective, specific and In some contexts of relatively low prestige; 'appraisal' implies 
more general judgements, often spread over time and/or including a range of 
procedures designed to obtain Information about various aspects of the student's 
standing; an 'examination' Is regarded as a formal occasion which presents 
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candidates with various kinds of test; 'evaluation' Is an all-embracing concept which 
Includes judgements about administrative efficiency and value for effort spent -a 
market-forces approach; and finally, 'assessment' Is either regarded as an umbrella 
term for all procedures which obtain information about student progress and status, 
or Is used In a particular sense for a universal phenomenon - the way In which 
people respond to situations and to each other. As further evidence of how 
confusing attempts at definitions In this field can be, Rea-Dickins & Germaine 
(1992: 3-4) use as an example of'evaluation' the same sort of'natural activity' among 
humankind as that suggested by Rowntree to illustrate 'assessment'. 
Examinations vs assessment 
Tests and examinations (the latter considered as formalised groups of the former) 
have always been regarded as having a considerable contribution to make to 
education. They may be welcome as a goal for teachers as well as for students, as 
a system which is more admissible socially than nepotism, and as an external and 
therefore impersonal assessment which lifts from the teacher the responsibility for 
decisions which could blight his relationship with student and parent (see 
Hutchinson & Young 1962, Montgomery 196S, Bruce 1969). But it may not be 
entirely unfair to attach to them concepts such as rigidity, unrealistic expectations 
of accuracy, undue Influence on the curriculum, inadequate representation of 
learners' achievements, resistance to change and the dominance of administrative 
demands over learning priorities (see, for example, Pearce 1972, Burgess & Adams 
1980, Broadfoot (ed) 1984, Gipps 1994). And there are wider Implications, relating 
to social hierarchies: 
We try to discern merit in whatever form, particularly 
In the form we prescribe, the form of order; 
And so It appears 
Our young friend here 
May have to wait, 
Or else acquire the things we have In mind that all 
Right-minded persons sincerely approve, 
Viz.. qualifications 
And subservience. 
Our time is short. 
Champkin 196S: 26 
Examination thinking and procedures seem unsuitable for present purposes. In 
contrast, 'Assessment' has associations with understanding, co-operation, positive 
attitudes, Ipsative procedures ('In which the pupil evaluates his/her performance 
against his/her previous performance' - Gipps 1994: vil), attention to the individual. 
Informality, continual review and 'freedom to learn' (one goal of which is 'helping 
students to prize themselves, to build their confidence and self-esteem' - Rogers 
1983: 3). Current practice In many classrooms Incorporates 'humanistic' approaches 
(Stevick 1980,1982, British Council 1982, Underhill 1989). In spite of some backlash 
against them (eg Gadd 1998 and Arnold 1998). and It would be Interesting to 
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consider, as a means of further extending the concept, how far their principles can 
be applied in the development of assessment materials. Whether the assessment 
procedures eventually proposed by the present work do help to 'build learners' 
confidence and self-esteem' Is perhaps for the learners themselves to judge. In any 
event, further investigation on these lines goes beyond the scope of the present work. 
The justification for the use of the word 'assessment' in the argument of this thesis 
is that It Includes much more than 'test, is not to be equated with the limited 
formality of 'examination', cannot afford the time needed for'appralsal' and Is less 
subject to market forces than 'evaluation'. So the current definition Is: 
For present purposes, assessment is a procedure for providing a 
learner with helpful information about his current status in specified 
aspects of his learning. 
Proficiency, achievement and diagnostic feedback 
Several kinds of Information can be provided by assessment which Is helpful to 
learners, and also to their teachers. This thesis Is concerned with two: Information 
about the learner's application to realistic ends of the language which has been 
covered In the learning programme so far; and Information about the components 
which have (and have not) been sufficiently absorbed Into the learner's available 
language. The first of these requires the assessment of achievement (and to a certain 
extent proficiency) whereas the latter requires an emphasis on the diagnosis of 
adequacy (and inadequacy). Achievement relates to what has been learnt; 
proficiency to what the learner can do with the learnt material. Achievement looks 
back; proficiency looks forward. Both are Interested in a general capacity - the 
learner's ability to cope with situations, to understand and be understood, to 
operate as a language user In the context provided by the assessment. The crucial 
differences between achievement and proficiency lie in the alms of the assessment 
and the source of Its criteria for success. 
Proficiency Is defined and debated In terms of Its component abilities, as set out In 
descriptive frameworks (eg Bachman 1990: 42). These components are what 
Bachman and others call 'facets'. The existence of these components Is postulated 
by speculative analysis of language In action (resulting In a patterned array of 
competences - see Bachman 1990: 87), and the use of tests to test that Individuals 
do use them in the appropriate conditions. Statistical treatment of the results of 
these tests provides the justification for attaching descriptive labels to the facets of 
the concept 'proficiency'. Tests designed to assess a learner's skills in the named 
facets will then show how far he Is proficient. There Is no Interest In how this 
proficiency has been arrived at, only a calibration of Its existence In a given sample 
of a learner's language use. 
Achievement on the other hand has as its aim the recognition of progress In relation 
to preceding learning, and Its criteria are therefore drawn from what has gone 
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before. Success Is considered in terms of the learner's familiarity with the language 
he has met, whether in class or beyond it, and Is reported back as a reflection of 
what he can do with It. 
These descriptions have been presented as a dichotomy, but the relationship 
between proficiency and achievement is more complex. There are elements of 
achievement In proficiency, for the candidate who has had no class experience Is 
rare; there Is even more overlap with proficiency In an achievement test If It claims 
to show how the learner uses language for a purpose beyond the classroom, though 
this Is the chief aim of 'communicative' teaching. In an attempt to clarify this 
potential confusion, a further definition is to be added to those suggested above. 
For present purposes, the assessment of language achievement is 
derined as the process of reporting what language a learner has 
available from preceding learning to deal with situations representing 
his likely use of language in the future. 
In comparison, the definition of diagnostic assessment is relatively simple. 
For present purposes, diagnostic assessment is defined as the 
process of reporting back to the learner and teacher with a detailed 
account of how the learner has used the mechanics of language, so 
that they may appreciate progress and recognise areas of shortfall 
for future improvement. 
The present concerns are therefore with quite restricted, though frequently 
needed, types of language assessment. Fuller discussion of the more general 
purposes of testing, as relevant to this thesis, appears In Whitehead 1962, Ingram 
1977, Rowntree 1977, Page & Hewett 1987, Skehan 1988. 
1.7 Method 
The term 'empiricism' Is applied to both a philosophical position and a method of 
Investigation, but It Is as a method that It guides this thesis. 
... empiricism advocates the collection and evaluation of data. In this sense the 
focus Is on experimentation and an empirical Investigation is one guided primarily 
by Induction from observation rather than by deduction from theoretical 
constructs. 
Reber 1985: 238 
In terms of assessment, this translates into a concern with content validity rather than 
construct validity, since what Is of Interest is the data appearing from the observation of 
relevant material rather than data resulting from the investigation of theoretical models. 
In brief. the aim Is to produce from the summarlsed results of an analysis of teaching 
material (Input as found) a set of assessment materials which are related specifically 
to the learners' current standing (repertoire as found), and which require them to 
use the language they now have available to them (output as found) to solve by 
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discussion and decision some living problem (context as found). Throughout all this, 
the researcher's decisions are Inevitably modified by a variety of experiences - of 
course books, of teaching situations, of teacher and learner reactions. But there Is 
one overriding obstacle to objectivity: 
We recognize that It is never possible to be completely objective, that all 
experiment Is contaminated by the presence of the observer, not so much because 
he is there but because his results depend on his view of what he thinks he sees. 
Davies 1977a: 3 
1.8 Preview 
In the concluding section of a paper commenting on communicative testing In the 
previous ten years, there appear some suggestions for the future, among which are 
several which are taken up In this thesis: 
... how to control what the test demands of the student without pinning him into a 
situation where he cannot show what he could be capable of, how to bring a 
dynamism into assessed exchanges which will go beyond the mundane buying of the 
railway ticket, and so on. The encouraging moves of the moment are those which 
Investigate what the student Is being asked to do, what the text consists of, looking 
for the construction of communication as well as its constructs. 
Harrison 1991: 104 
The following chapters attempt to put this theory into practice. Chapter 2 offers 
an account of what 'communicative' may mean for the assessment of learners' 
available language (a phrase used henceforth to describe whatever language a 
learner can bring to bear on a given task at a given moment). Chapter 3 takes up 
and Investigates key areas of likely difficulty In a research project Intending to devise 
language assessment systems which reflect a communicative approach to learning. 
Accounts of three stages of such a project then follow: Chapter 4 describes the 
development and use of a system of analysis for course books; Chapter S deals with 
the derivation of assessment specifications from the analysis; and Chapter 6 reports 
on the development of assessment materials and a series of trials with various 
groups of learners. Chapter 7 then discusses systems for making judgements about 
the spoken texts which these learners created and how useful feedback may be 
presented to learners and teachers. Finally, Chapter 8 reviews the work done. 
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Chapter 2 
Assessment and communication 
2.1 A sequence of interpretations 
Introduction 
Chapter I has Included a discussion of communicative language teaching and 
learning as a first step In Identifying classroom activities, with the aim of eventually 
setting up relevant classroom assessment. This chapter now considers developments 
In applying the principles of a communicative approach to testing and assessment, 
both in theory and In practice. It starts with a historical survey which looks for 
early signs of communicative Ideas In what are usually considered to be 
traditionally-inclined texts on testing. brings the discussion forward to include 
communicative theory In testing, and then goes on to explore how far this theory 
has been reflected In practice In existing tests and examination systems. 
Form and use 
Concern with the application of language In use rather than solely with Its form 
appears, rather surprisingly In view of his reputation as the diehard structurallst 
(see Davies 1978), In Lado's classic teacher's book on 'the construction and use of 
foreign language tests' (Lado 196 1). His chapter headings may Indicate an atomistic 
approach - eg sound segments, grammatical structure, vocabulary - but he asserts 
that the aim should be to test'language in use' rather than the training which went 
Into the learning (46). He discusses the view of speaking as 'the ability to express 
oneself In life situations, or the ability to report acts or situations In precise words, 
or the ability to converse, or to express a sequence of Ideas fluently' and quotes a 
3-point rating scale 'describing the responses to be expected and the score to assign 
to each' (240). But he Is sceptical of the scale, preferring an approach through 
Iternised 'signaling systems'. In which 'the situations become of secondary 
Importance, since they must not be a decisive factor In the test' (24 1). His overall 
thesis Is that it is the difficulties for the L2 learner which need attention In testing, 
with the rest being Ignored (29,246), and this has parallels In principle with current 
Ideas about the assessment of language in situations, where the context Indicates 
what elements are critical for communication, and other aspects such as formal 
accuracy may be considered less Important. But Lado does not allow context as a 
testable element, In contrast to the present Insistence that context affects the 
appropriateness of the language used. In both Instances, there are critical points to 
be Included In the assessment: the interest In precision Is now concentrated on 
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what language is right for the situation rather than on Lado's concern about what 
language Is 'right' in a more normative linguistic sense. The nub of the 
communicative assessment problem is that precision is not a quality Inherent In 
situations, since variability and fluidity are essential aspects of the individual's 
reactions to his surroundings. 
Lado's argument Is that situations are not a sufficient basis for generating 
achievement scores because they are too varied to be sampled and In any case do 
not necessarily require knowledge of language for successful participation. 'The 
elements of language on the other hand are limited, and It Is more profitable to 
sample these elements than to sample the great variety of situations In which 
language can be used. (27) Consistently with Lado's guiding philosophy, the reading 
and listening texts contain problems (in this case for speakers of Spanish) and the 
students' comprehension Is tested 'precisely at those points at which the problems 
are crucial' (232). In speaking tests, again, 'the general technique is simply to give 
the student sufficient clues to produce certain utterances that contain the problems 
we wish to test: (242) But Lado then goes on to offer two sample topics for role 
plays, one describing to a Spanish-speaking person 'the town or city In which you 
live', the other trying to persuade a German to emigrate to the United States (244). 
It Is difficult to suggest what specific points will occur inevitably, or even regularly, In 
these speech samples so that the kind of testing Lado demands can be undertaken. 
On the other hand, they do not relate directly to the principles of purpose and 
realism as characterised In Chapter 1: for example, the candidate has no particular 
person to address and so has no indication of what Interests to respond to. 
In due course, the reputation of Lado's book Inevitably fades until it is regarded as 
only 'a pioneering work which retains its value as a comprehensive guide and a 
check list of test types' (Davies 1977b: 104). It has become apparent that restricting 
testing to points of difficulty not only Implies a different syllabus for each pairing of 
Ll vs L2, but cannot cover enough ground for overall strengths and weaknesses to 
be reported. But Lado's definitions still hold as useful reference points, for 
example his differentiation between achievement and proficiency. 
The tests we have discussed in this volume attempt to measure how much of a 
foreign language a student knows. Such tests are usually called achievement tests, 
making reference to the fact that students have to struggle through a course or a 
learning experience of some sort to "achieve" a certain amount of control of the 
language. When the same tests are thought of independently of the learning 
experience, they may then be referred to as proficiency tests. Proficiency tests 
measure how much of a foreign language a person (not necessarily a student) 
knows: (Lalos italics) 
Lado 1961: 369 
This Is an admirably clear benchmark against which to consider later Imprecisions. 
A significant problem for the present work lies In which of the two labels should be 
applied to the kind of classroom assessment which Is to be developed: achievement 
because there Is a direct relationship between the assessment and the previous 
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learning; or proficiency because the aim is to show how far the learner may be able 
to use this previous learning to operate in the real world beyond the classroom. 
Potential confusion between the two terms for this work stems from the 
distinctions to be made between competence and performance. The contrast has 
been made from different points of view depending on the interests of those making 
It. The clearest Instance of this differentiation Is between competence as the 
underlying Inborn facility with language, as contrasted with performance as the 
outward manifestation of It - what language users actually do. This view Is 
elaborated In Chomsky's writings (see Allen & Buren 197 1) and pursued by Hymes 
(1972) Into social applications. The division Is at base a philosophical one, but 
comes to be used as a contrast In terms of testing and assessment, as a practical 
Issue (Morrow (1977) and as a theory relating competence to performance (Canale 
& Swain 1980, Canale 1983. Bachman 1990, McNamara 1995 and Skehan 1998a). 
The Issue Is Important here because it affects both specifications (content) and 
judging systems (marking). If the main issue Is how well the learner has mastered 
the syllabus (representing course book content and any other additional objectives 
proposed by the teacher or by various Interests external to the classroom), the 
assessment needs to show only that the learner can respond to exercises In language 
use which represent what has been offered for learning. If on the other hand the 
main Issue Is how well the learner uses the language he has available (which he has 
gathered from all useful sources, both In the classroom and beyond It), the 
assessment needs to show how far he can apply himself and his skills In tasks 
representing real-life applications. The requirement is then not only knowledge/skills 
but also commitment, since without It, the Interaction required by the tasks cannot 
be successfully pursued to a conclusion. These suggestions are for the moment 
speculative and will need to be elaborated, so from this point onwards, reference will 
be made to various thinkers' conceptions of 'achievement' and 'proficiency' In an 
attempt to build up a constructive definition for present purposes. 
A different approach to language testing Is Introduced by Carroll, who discusses'the 
psychological principles underlying the elicitation of language behavior and the 
Interpretation of that behavior' (1968: 46). The phrasing of this statement makes 
clear that Carroll Is still working within the 'behavioral' tradition, Spolsky's (1978) 
'psych ometric-structu ral ist' phase, but he breaks new ground In proposing that It 
may be enough from a practical point of view'to construct tests that measure only 
Integrated performance based on competence' (Carroll 1968: 56). He then adds an 
Important rider about Intentions. 
Apparently the extent to which a language test should attempt to measure specific 
aspects of competence depends upon its purpose - that Is. the extent to which 
there Is need for diagnoses of specific skills as opposed to a generalized. overall 
assessment of proficiency. 
Carroll 1968: 57-8 
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Davies (I 977b) approaches the problem of coverage by considering 'a new kind of 
examination' which attempts to build in both psychometric objectivity and linguistic 
realism and to work with detailed reference to a syllabus (52). This new approach, 
he reports, has looked at the needs of the pupil and so contains 80% 
speaking/listening rather than 80% reading/writing. (The needs are hypothesised, 
not the subject of analysis, as envisaged by Richterich & Chancerel 1978). Davies 
builds up a comprehensive syllabus from a matrix of components, plotting skills 
against levels. Levels In this Instance are not grades of difficulty but categories of 
language, what Davies calls 'levels of linguistic analysis' (66), from Phonology, 
Grammar and Lexis to Context and Extra-linguistic, a categorlsation Influenced 
perhaps by Halliday's concept of 'delicacy' (Halliday et al 1964). Davies develops 
this suggestion In a series of matrices which progressively Illustrate his panoptic 
coverage of testing, each cell in the final overall matrix containing an example of 
possible test content (72). He then gives examples of test techniques which fulfil the 
requirements for each of the 20 cells (79-109). 
The most likely areas for finding the seeds of communicative testing, If any, In 
Davies' matrix are the levels slots labelled Context and Extra-linguistic. For example 
Speaking: Context has a question-answer test In which the candidate Is asked to give 
'what seems to you an appropriate answer' and a picture description which 
becomes a story; Speaking: Extra-linguistic Is the equivalent of the free essay and 
takes the form of completion of a picture story. But these production tests, having 
rather reluctantly envisaged simulated real conditions, then treat them In a 
traditional way by assessing the language used rather than the meanings achieved. 
In Davies' survey article on language testing (1978) discusses several Issues raised 
by the differences between the two editions of Valette's Modern language testing 
(1967 and 1977). He points out that though Valette quotes Spolsky's (1978) three 
stages in the development of language testing - presclentific, psychometric- 
structuralist and psycholinguistic-sociolinguistic - she gives examples of only the 
second. He suggests that Valette's lack of examples for the third stage may be 
because of lack of rigour In these forms of test (149). In fact, howeverValette 
discusses all the 'presclentific' tests: translation both Into (260) and from (209) the 
1-2, composition (I I references) and Items of grammatical, textual, or cultural 
Interest (passim). She claims moreover that In the latter sections of her chapter 
on Methods of Evaluation, 
the emphasis shifts (from discrete-point items] to the testing of communicative 
competence and suggestions about other global tests of language ability, such as 
clictations and cloze procedures. which measure the students' ability to function 
when there is reduced redundancy (that is, when elements are missing or difficult 
to understand). 
Valette 1977: 310 
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Valette's view of the achievement/proficiency distinction starts from the standard 
comment that achievement measures how much the student has learned In the 
course of Instruction, but makes the point that not all programs are the same (5): 
the Implication Is that achievement tests are representative, and sampling therefore 
a crucial Issue. The aim of the proficiency test Is to determine whether the 
language ability measured corresponds to specific language requirements. This 
means that she regards proficiency as cutting across placement (ready for a 
course? ), achievement (capable of reading professional literature? ) and prognosis 
(skilled enough for a Foreign Service posting? ), even though from a different 
perspective all these situations could be regarded as representing achievement of 
one kind or another. However, one of her comments could have been made as the 
first step In an argument for the change to a communicative approach In testing: 
The aim of the language course is the development of communication skills. 
Communication is a meaningful activity, and the test items should, as much as 
possible, be presented in a meaningful situational context. 
Valette 1977: 4 
The equivalent passage In Valette's first edition of 1967 speaks only of enjoying 
literature, appreciating the culture and conversing freely (4). It must be admitted 
thatValette appears to have caught on to the new idiom but not worked out how 
fundamentally It may affect testing practice, and this is perhaps the point which 
Davies was making In a different way with his comment on the lack of examples. 
The notion of integrative testing Is developed by Oiler Into a wide-ranging principle, by 
which he maintains that there Is common ground to all language tests, as represented 
In cloze and dictation. These and other 'pragmatic' tests could be substituted for more 
traditional tests, saving the time and detailed attention required by, for example, Lado's 
separate tests of elements contributing to language proficiency. Oiler's approach to 
substantiating this Idea Is through correlation studies which he claims (Oiler & Strelff 
1975, Oiler 1978, Oiler 1979: 58) answer the problems presented by the testing of 
communication by focusing on candidates' 'expectancy grammar'. 
Oiler's concern with normal constraints and pragmatic mappings leads him Into 
claiming that there Is only one competence which needs to be assessed. This Unitary 
Competence Hypothesis (UCH) Is parallel to another contemporary concept, 
General Language Proficiency (GLP): the similarities and differences are discussed 
by Vollmer (198 1), but he finds neither convincing In the light of the research 
evidence (166). Contributions to the discussion by Hughes (198 1) and Davies (198 1) 
explain their scepticism about the statistical methods used. The debate continued 
for some years, with both empirical research studies and discussion of the qualities 
of tests and subjects. These developments are recounted by Skehan (1984,1988). 
who summarises: 'the statement of the UCH generated an enormous quantity of 
research and Increased understanding of testing and analytic techniques. But... the 
extreme form of the LICH Is now untenable' (1988: 213). Some of Oiler's 
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suggestions forpragmatic' tests live on, chiefly dictation and cloze tests, but the fact 
is that they cannot fulfil the claims he makes for them. 
A further development of testing by gap-filling Is cloze is the C-Test, which Is 
claimed to be an advance on cloze, with its 'rather considerable problems' (Klein- 
Braley & Raatz 1984: 135) This technique Is further elaborated by Klein-Braley 
(1985). Instead of deleting words, the C-Test deletes the second half of every 
second word. But the C-Test has Its own problems, for example reading difficulty 
and the fact that responses may be found in the surrounding text (Hughes 1989, 
jafarpur 199S). 
A useful account of the background to cloze, C-Test and dictation is offered by 
Hughes (1989), who gives explanations of various kinds of cloze, with examples, 
then a rationale for the C-Test and an example, then a description of dictation and 
how It may best be used. But from a communicative point of view there are still 
fundamental problems with all three: none of them allows spontaneous production 
by the candidate; there Is no oral production; and all depend on a knowledge of 
the language system rather than the ability to operate it (Morrow 1977). 
Oiler's approach to achievement as opposed to proficiency Is In effect to deny Its 
separate existence as a concept. But he admits It Is a major concern in schools. 
where the curriculum Is commonly tested at Intervals, and especially at the end, 
with what are normally known as achievement tests, relating specifically to what has 
been covered In the course. 
With Oiler's hypothesis failing Into disfavour, alternatives needed to be considered, If 
Indeed they had ever been discounted by the mainstream of testing specialists In view 
of Oiler's theories. If not one, several; if not unitary, plural. Carroll's (1968) approach 
again becomes relevant: he looks forward past Oiler to the argument that context 
Includes situation, for It Is only a small step from pointing out the importance of 
textual embedding in the testing of language to considering where and when the text 
occurs. (This applies both to texts presented to the learner and to those produced 
by him. ) The importance of context Is emphasised by Rea (1978), who suggests that 
this Includes linguistic creativity, defined as the ability to generate 'novel' and 
appropriate utterances, and the ability to communicate within a specified situation, 
both of which are best measured directly by genuinely communicative settings. 
These steps towards the consideration of context are encouraged by the writings 
of sociolinguists (eg Pride & Holmes (ed) 1972. Glglloli (ed) 1972) and become a key 
consideration In commentaries on the communicative approach to learning (as 
reported In Chapter 1). Hymes' (1972) definitions of competence and performance 
are especially relevant when the discussion turns to testing, for a vital consideration 
Is whether It Is the learner's capacities or his applications which are the subject of 
assessment and hence of the information gathered from him and about him and, In 
the final analysis, for him. 
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Spolsky's often quoted history of the development of language testing In three 
phases (1978) - prescientific, psycho-structural and Integrative-sociological - places 
communicative language testing In the last phase. For him, the main new departures 
are firstly an emphasis on 'the creative element of language, the Infinite nature of 
the set of possible sentences, and the Incompleteness of grammars attempting to 
characterize knowledge of a language' (ix). Secondly, there Is now a 'need to test 
communicative competence, which Includes the notion that knowing a language 
Involves being able to use It In certain circumstances ... [and] ... allowing 
for the 
knowledge of different varieties and the ability to handle them In different 
circumstances' (lx). His approach at this time Is thus shaped both by the aftermath 
of Chomsky's theories and by the impact of Hymes and others on the sociological 
front, with the balance In favour of competence rather than performance as the 
criterion for validity. 
What the Introduction of sociological concerns Into the language discussion means 
for testing Is explored by Morrow (1977,1979), who suggests that features of 
language use which are not measured In conventional tests must be taken Into 
account if a test Is to be considered communicative. These are: 
Interaction -'What is said by a speaker crucially depends on what Is said 
to him'; 
unpredictability - the problem of processing language In real time; 
context - both situation (physical environment, participants' characteristics) 
and language (textual coherence); 
purpose - why things are said and how to achieve one's own ends; 
performance - accepting the less-than-ideal limitations of spontaneous use of 
language and strategies for coping; 
authenticity - mainly simplification of text; and 
behaviour . 'A test of communication must take as its starting point the 
measurement of what the candidate can actually achieve through language' 
(1979: 150) 
Morrow then goes on to consider what these criteria Imply for tests as mechanisms 
for producing information about students. A test of communicative ability will have 
at least the following characteristics: it will be criterion-referenced; it will be 
concerned with content, construct and predictive (but not concurrent) validity; It 
will rely on qualitative rather than quantitative modes of assessment; and it will be 
more concerned with validity than with reliability: 'Spurious objectivity will no 
longer be a prime consideration' (p 15 1). He argues that concern with performance 
Is quite novel for tests and points out several problems with It, for example 
generalisability - whether performance In one situation can be taken to represent 
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an equivalent performance In another - and the ways In which qualitative assessment 
Is to be Implemented. 
Following on from this argument. Morrow suggests that performance tests are 
necessarily Integrated (the whole of language in use being more than the sum of the 
parts) and that for proficiency testing, 'It seems Incontrovertible that performance 
tests are necessary'( 1979: 15 1). For diagnostic testing, on the other hand, he 
considers that discrete-point tests might be useful, as exemplified In the 1977 paper. 
Morrow's view of achievement and proficiency Is that performance (le Integrated) 
tests should be used for both purposes. Proficiency tests will be offered In terms 
of specified communicative criteria, which means: that pass/fail gives way to 
reporting what a candidate can do; that profile reporting (on separate skills) Is 
helpful for differentiated assessment; and that syllabuses will need to specify types 
of operation, content areas and criteria for assessment. But achievement testing 
should also consist of performance tests because Morrow sees It as 'misguided' to 
use discrete feature tests for this purpose. 
All this chop-logic about the terms Morrow uses may seem finical, yet It Is 
Important that defensible labels are attached to the purpose and scope of an 
assessment system, and In particular any system which may be proposed for a 
designedly learner-based specification, as In the present case. If the learner Is to 
work at tasks to demonstrate his ability to use the language he has learnt so far, It 
Is Important that the purposes of the tasks, and hence the purposes to which he Is 
applying his language skills, should be clear not only to the writer of the materials 
but also to the learner Involved, so that he can see the relevance of what he is doing 
to his life beyond the classroom. 
These two publications of Morrow's (1977 and 1979) were prepared as part of the 
development of a new communicative examination for the Royal Society of Arts 
(RSA). In a contemporaneous but separate project, the Council of Europe were 
concerned that the Threshold level specification for a communicative approach (van 
Ek, 1975) should be represented in a test. A series of experimental tests were 
prepared and trialled. culminating In one example of a T-level test, developed over 
three years In five countries (Groot & Harrison 1979). This was mainly traditional 
In format, and a paper was commissioned to explore more radical possibilities. The 
purpose of the paper was to discuss the assessment of 'the "application of T-level" 
rather than the "acquisition of T-level"', In other words, taking a proficiency rather 
than achievement perspective on the problem (Harrison 1979: 1). The discussion Is 
summed up under 'evaluation rules' for each criterion: realism; redundancy; the 
necessary response; appropriate use; natural use; practicality; non-linguistic factors. 
These abstract nouns are supported by examples of linguistic events and potential 
circumstances, but the discussion now seems somewhat repetitious and yet at the 
same time Incomplete. Nevertheless, the ideas remain a continuing undercurrent to 
the present work. 
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A theoretical set of principles for suggesting what communicative learning (and 
following on from It, communicative testing) might consist of Is Canale & Swain's 
framework of constructs (1980). They make several Important contributions to the 
'communicative' debate, In a paper which has been frequently cited as a source of 
Inspiration for later writers In the field. The first contribution Is a detailed 
discussion of the relationships between communicative competence and 
communicative performance. They conclude that the former is part of a more 
general language competence and the latter part of a more general language 
performance (1980: 7), but make no attempt at succinct definitions of the two 
concepts. They do, however, set out five principles which they consider essential for 
the development of a syllabus adopting a communicative approach (and since their 
concern Is with testing as well as learning, It may be assumed that the same 
principles apply In a communicative approach to testing): 
It must aim to facilitate the Integration of three competencies: grammatical, 
sociolinguistic and strategic; 
0 It must take account of learners' communicative needs, both fixed and 
Interim, In these three areas; 
It must allow the learner the opportunity to respond to genuine 
communicative needs: 'We think that exposure to realistic communication 
situations is crucial if communicative competence Is to lead to 
communicative confidence' (p2); 
It should make use of those aspects of communicative competence acquired 
with the first language; 
0 It should provide Information, practice and much of the experience needed to 
meet learners' communicative needs In the second language, and also build 
on some awareness about language and culture (Canale & Swain 1980: 27-8). 
The notion of 'communicative needs' recurs frequently in the elaboration of these 
five principles, but the phrase Is evidently interpreted in a vaguer sense than that 
envisaged by Richterich & Chancerel's (1978) Identification of Information from 
various sources to help the learner make decisions, and even further from the 
comprehensively specific requirements listed by Munby (1978) for designing 
syllabuses. In sum, Canale & Swain associate a communicative approach with more 
realism for learners so as to meet their 'communication needs', without defining 
what 'communication' Implies for methods or materials, or Indeed what 'needs' 
might entail In this context. 
Another of Canale & Swain's contributions Is to undertake a discursive survey of a 
wide range of opinion which leads them to propose a theoretical framework for 
communicative competence which rests on three main competencies: grammatical 
competence, sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence. (Canale later 
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(1983) added a fourth component, discourse competence, the ability to handle 
language beyond sentence level. ) The label 'grammatical' Includes not just grammar 
as understood In texts used In traditional language learning, which Spolsky would 
call 'prescientific', but also lexis and phonology - le the total of the mechanical 
aspects of a language. This leaves 'sociolinguistic' to cover rules of use and rules of 
discourse and'strategic' as the means of coping with breakdowns In communication, 
either grammatical or sociolinguistic. Within each of their three components 
Canale & Swain propose probability rules of occurrence, a suggestion which leads 
on to consideration of authentic texts and of the availability of choice to the 
learner 
In his language production (3 1). 
The first Implication for testing Is that both competence and performance must be 
tested (34), even though It Is 'important to keep In mind that one cannot directly 
measure competence: only performance is observable' (6); but at the same time 
dcommunicative competence ... Is observable Indirectly In actual communicative 
performance' (29). The second Implication Is that both discrete-poInt and 
Integrative tests should be used in their proposed communicative approach because 
the former may be more effective In making the learner aware of, and In assessing 
the learner's control of, the separate components and elements of communicative 
competence (34-5). This sounds more relevant for what Is usually termed 
'diagnostic' testing. In which the aim Is to give detailed feedback on points which the 
learner might with profit review. 
Terminology Is straightforward for Johns Lewis (1981): she adopts a definition of 
communicative competence from Hymes, meaning something more than a functional 
approach, and including all the non-linguistic factors beyond the spoken/written 
word which contribute to the social meaning of an Interaction. She dismisses both 
traditional discrete-point testing (as exemplified by Lado and Heaton) and 
Integrated testing (as exemplified by Oller) as Incapable of assessing communicative 
competence because they are not representations of 'natural' use of language: they 
Ignore what ethnomethodologists call the 'etcetera principle', by which speakers 
omit many things for economy, and the 'ad hoc' principle, by which hearers make 
sense by filling in unstated propositions (26). She offers several suggestions for test 
types which might conform to her demands, but not all of them are 'natural' In the 
sense she has defined earlier, though all'connect with the real world' In some sense. 
Harrison (1983a) suggests three desiderata for a communicative test: it should 
assess language used for a purpose beyond Itself; It should depend on the bridging 
of an Information gap; it should represent an encounter. These lead on to the further 
suggestion that 'the answer to the question : Is It communicative? depends on the 
circumstances and the ability of the test technique to fit them' (79). He then raises 
four Issues which he considers crucial in the discussion of communicative testing: 
content. which demands that learning, assessment and application should be 
recognised as In some kind of interplay with one another; 
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groups and the individual, with the Implication that communication requires 
more oral testing In groups and yet at the same time more concern with the 
Individual's readiness; 
judgements, relating to decisions on what has been understood by the 
candidate and also to the problems In assessing live exchanges, Including the 
importance of context; and 
realism, to Include the nature of the task, the plausibility of the student's role 
and the authenticity of the language Involved. 
Rea (1985) points out (as Moller did In 1981) that the idea of relating language 
testing to communication Is not new. She refers back to half a dozen discussions 
on the distinction between language competence and language performance, from 
jB Carroll onwards, and to discussion of situational appropriateness of utterances 
and communicative realism. Rea's concern Is mainly with the Integration of testing 
within a programme of Instruction, that Is, progress testing. For this, she outlines a 
system with a diagram (30), but there Is no detail on the testing Itself. 
Swain (1985) on the other hand, explains at some length what communicative 
testing means In the context of Ontario's province-wide assessment of the 
communicative performance of Immersion students at secondary level. She suggests 
that there are four principles of communicative test design: 
9 start from somewhere 
9 concentrate on content 
0 bias for best 
9 work for washback. 
Starting from a theoretical framework (eg Canale & Swain 1980) 'assumes that a 
64 scientific" rather than "evaluation" model underlies test design and 
Implementation' (38); concentrating on content Is Implemented by providing 
Information In a booklet on a theme (in this Instance, summer employment for 
students) which promotes motivation and offers students information which Is new 
to them and from which they may learn something; bias for best means giving the 
student favourable conditions, eg being allowed to work at their own speed and use 
dictionaries and other reference help; and working for washback means Involving 
the teachers In the development work, and also In administration and scoring for 
practical purposes, since the scale of the enterprise demands It, and also because 
'we hope not only to change aspects of what Is taught but also to suggest alternative 
teaching-I earn Ing strategies' (44). 
Skehan's survey of 1988,10 years after Davies', covers new ground, for the key 
Issues have changed. His five sections deal with the structure of general language 
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proficiency; communicative testing and ESP; developments In achievement testing; 
test method effects; and advances In statistical techniques (Skehan 1988: 211). 
However, he considers that the debate over the conditions which make a test 
communicative does not appear to have made much progress: current reference Is 
still to reformulations of the performance conditions set out by Morrow (1977 and 
1979) (p2 15). But problems such as how a specific performance may be generallsed 
and what performance tests Imply are reported to be the subject of wide-ranging 
discussion and varied experiment. A crucial question is still that of generalisation 
or transferability, which was seen to be a problem ten years earlier (Morrow 1977). 
The way forward Is for tests 'to be justified (and their general Isabi I ity established) 
by a mixture of theoretical and empirical work' and this should Include the further 
development of performance tests, a special case of direct tests, a well-known 
example of which Is the FSI Interview and Its derivatives (216-7). Skehan cites 
further examples of tests designed to test candidates' ability to cope with realistic 
tasks, but concludes that the problem has not yet been solved. 
The main question here Is whether such techniques are likely to give measures for 
individuals which are accurate reflections of how they would perform when 
confronted with real-life communication. 
Skehan 1988: 218 
As to proficiency and achievement, Skehan separates them so far as to allocate them 
to different sections In his survey. Proficiency Is what the construct discussion Is all 
about; achievement Is concerned with the growth and development of proficiency 
over time. This area Includes longitudinal studies, coursebook progress testing and 
second-language acquisition research. Skehan thus takes a much more complex view 
of achievement than the usual flat description of It as the aim of tests (or 
examinations) at the end of a course. 
Restricting his scope and at the same time accepting the challenge of a concept 
which, as shown above, has multiple Interpretations, Weir (1988) writes under the 
uncompromising title Communicative language testing. His approach Is to consider 
what communication Involves, and he concludes that a variety of tests Is now 
required, rather than a single 'best test' (11). A test within what Weir calls 'this 
communicative paradigm' might, he suggests, be concerned with: 
0 emphasis on Interaction between participants 
0 unpredictable form and content 
0 purpose, fulfilling some communicative function 
0 relevant texts and authentic tasks 
0a profile of performances In various contexts 
0 emphasis on appropriateness of language used 
direct testing methods 
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qualitative rather than quantitative assessment of productive abilities (32-33). 
On the distinctions to be made between performance and competence, Weir 
suggests that there are bound to be confusions. His views echo Rea's (1985), that 
competence cannot be evaluated except through Its realisation In performance 
(Weir 1988: 10). 
Weir does not mention the terms achievement or proficiency in the 1988 book, but 
he takes a classic approach (no different from Lado's) In his book for language 
teachers: achievement should be firmly rooted In previous classroom experiences 
and proficiency Is concerned with a candidate's ability to perform In a specified 
target situation (1993: 5,6). 
A more theoretical attack on the problem of communicative testing Is undertaken 
by Bachman (1990). who calls his book (after apparently much deliberation - see p 
lx) Fundamental considerations in language testing. The difference between this and 
Weir's commitment to the communicative Is significant. Weir (1988) Is Interested 
In what benefits theoretical discussion may offer for the design of tests to be used 
with students In the field: Bachman is more concerned with further theorlslng 
about what communicative competence may be shown to consist of, which leads on 
to abstract discussions centred on construct validity. Bachman's brief discussion of 
communicative testing (1990: 320) appears as an aspect of 'authenticity' among the 
'persistent problems' for the future. He considers the concept to be summed up 
In the four criteria offered by Swain (1985), as quoted above - start from 
somewhere, concentrate on content, bias for best and work for washback, with the 
addition of the notion of an Information gap, as suggested by Morrow (1979) 'and 
others'. He supports the Idea of a thematic Integration which relates a series of 
tests to a common subject (egWesche 1987) or to a source booklet (eg ELTS and 
TEEP). His overall view however (with Shohamy & Reves 1985) Is that the only 
purpose of the interaction between tester and testee Is to obtain an assessment of 
the testee's performance (20), which, though true In a literal and myopic sense, Is 
not far from the traditional cat-and-mouse game of examiner and candidate trying 
to outwit each other through the medium of the examination paper (Harrison 
1979: 7) and a long way short of Swain's principle of 'bias for best'. Bachman's 
contention that oral examination interviews have their own illocutionary 
authenticity Is Illustrated from his own experience, but sudden switches of topic and 
role, as he practised them on the occasion he quotes, do not enhance the value of 
exchanges in tests as communicative events, and deserve the candidate's 
expostulation: "'You crazy!... (1990: 321). 
Bachman's main contribution to the language testing debate Is his further 
development of earlier formulations of competency, especially that of Canale & 
Swain (1980) and Canale (1983). He sees communicative ability as a complex of 
competences, knowledges and mechanisms, with strategic competence In a central 
position and context of situation out on the periphery (I 980: 8S). He claims that this 
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structure builds upon the empirical findings of a study by Bachman & Palmer which 
suggests that 'the components of what they called grammatical and pragmatic 
competence are closely associated with each other, while the components they 
described as sociolinguistic competence are distinct' (86). This seems a fairly flimsy 
foundation for the complex and wide-ranging structure which follows, and In the 
event Is not directly reflected in It. The diagram illustrating Bachman's concepts (87) 
shows organizational competence and pragmatic competence as subsidiary to language 
competence, and at the same time leading to two more competences each 
(grammatical competence and textual competence under organizational competence, 
and illocutionary competence and sociolinguistic competence under pragmatic 
competence). Out of these four competences fall 14 other lower level concepts. He 
follows Canale & Swain (1980) In labelling all the mechanics of language together as 
'grammatical', adds cohesion and rhetorical organisation under textual, and then sets 
out four functions under illocutions and three sensitivities and a cultural factor 
under sociological. 
This Is a sizeable labelling exercise, intended to set out a comprehensive description 
of what the overall concept'language competence' may consist of, but It is not clear 
how all t hese dimensions can be taken Into account In the assessment of an 
Individual student on a specific occasion, though they might conceivably be applied 
In practice across multiple assessments and on various occasions. The attempt at 
total coverage suggests comparisons with Munby's specifications of needs (1979), 
and seems likely to have the same stultifying effect In Implementation. 
Bachman's view of achievement testing is given In one short paragraph. 
These tests, or quizzes, which are based on the content of the course, are referred 
to as achievement or attainment tests.... While the specific types of tests used for 
making decisions regarding progress and grades may very greatly from program to 
program, It is obvious that the content of such tests should be based on the 
syllabus rather than on a theory of language proficiency. That Is. they will all be 
achievement tests. 
Bachman 1990: 61 
It Is clear that at this point Bachman's main Interest lies In concepts rather than In 
practicalities. He claims that there are two types of definition of language 
proficiency (41-2): the first says what the learner can do, the other says what 
knowledge he possesses. The first Is operational, defining how the learner applies 
to situations what language he has; the second Is componential, defining a set of 
abstract abilities. 
In spite of quoting Morrow (1979). Swain (1985) and Wesche (1987) among others 
who have already developed practical examples of communicative tests, Bachman 
seems to consider that communicative approaches to language testing have not yet 
borne fruit, for he calls for a combination of the second and third trends suggested 
by Spolsky into a'psychometric-communicative' trend. This will 'appropriately apply 
the tools of psychometrics and statistics to both the Investigation of factors that 
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affect performance on language tests and the development of reliable, valid, and 
useful tests of communicative language abilities' (299). But if there Is the 
Incompatibility which later writers (eg Gipps 1994) find between newer kinds of 
educational assessment and traditional forms of reliability estimates, this hope 
seems likely to remain unfulfilled. 
Bachman's exploration of competencies may have been so thorough as to have 
exhausted Interest In competency theories: perhaps there is little more to be said 
on the subject. But McNamara (1995), after discussing what performance may 
mean by reviewing a range of abstract models of competence from those Implied by 
the FSI tests of the 1950's to those explicitly described by Canale & Swain (1980) 
and Bachman (1990), ends with the argument Is that although progress has been 
made In the description of the components which go to make up language 
performance, there Is more work to be done on the modelling of non-linguistic 
factors, which Is so far Inadequate. He seems to be looking for new themes to 
explore, and offers a new angle on learner Interaction by pointing out that not 
enough attention Is given to what happens between participants In language 
performance, the present concentration being almost entirely on the activities of 
the Individual candidate. In a later paper, he finds a wider area of Interest In the 
ethics and social Impact of assessment, which has been affected by 'a profound 
theoretical reorientation' (McNamara 1998). 
This theme is explored by Gipps (1994) from the starting point of a'paradigm shift' 
In assessment, 'from psychometrics to a broader model of educational assessment, 
from a testing and examinations culture to an assessment culture' (Gipps 1994: 1). 
The broader model has several strands relevant to the present discussion, the first 
of which Is a potential connection with a communicative approach. It was pointed 
out In the early days that attention to exchanges of meaning Implied the need to 
accept multiple, Individual interpretations, so that the traditional emphasis on 
reliability was no longer adequate to cope with the results of assessment based on 
social appropriateness rather than Ineluctable accuracy. Morrow (1979) made the 
point In relation to the development of the RSA test (as It was then); and Underhill 
(1987) attacked 'testing experts' for Insisting on traditional measures of reliability 
for speaking tests. Both were criticised In their time for polemic against received 
wisdom (Alderson 1981, Fulcher 1990), but now current thinking seems to have 
caught up with the notion. though not the Implementations, they suggested. 
A second strand In the new discussions Is the notion of evaluation as a means of 
obtaining Information about existing educational processes, or even bringing about 
developments - Rea-Dickins & Lwaltama (eds) (199S) - with the assessment of 
students as an Important but only contributory element (Rea-Dickins & Germaine 
1992). This perspective recognises the importance of Interested parties beyond 
learners and teachers, such as school administrations, parents, employers and any 
Individuals or agencies who are part of the context or are to be considered as 
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'stakeholders' (Gipps 1994, Rea-Dickins 1997). This viewpoint leads on to a third 
strand, a political/social Interest In accountability, which looks for value for money 
In educational commitments and results in pressure on examination results. This Is 
countered by practitioners' demands for more open and fair assessments over time, 
with portfolios of work and statements of achievement rather than 'sudden death' 
examination papers (eg Brindley 1998). These effects are observable not just In 
Britain but also In the United States and Australia (McNamara 1998, Brindley 1998). 
The difficulties In allocating social expenditures are compounded by movements of 
people In search of work so that language assessment becomes an aspect of 
Immigration policies (Hawthorne 1997), and by the demand for flexible training for 
short-term employment (if any). At this point, the ethics of testing comes Into 
focus, and in language assessment this results In a special Issue of Language Testing In 
which Spolsky (1997) gives a historical perspective to 'gatekeeping', Lynch (1997) 
searches for the ethical test and Davies ( 1997) sets out demands for professionalism 
In language testing. 
Finally, there Is renewed Interest In what empirical evidence the learner can offer 
beyond contributions to Introspection studies (Faerch & Kasper (eds) 1987). For 
example, the content of scales, rather than resting on speculative descriptions 
written by testers, may be better derived from learner responses (Chalhoub-Deville 
1995, Fulcher 1996); learners may arrive at responses differently for tests 
considered to be equivalent (Douglas 1994, Shohamy 1994); learners at Interview 
are likely to be treated differently because of varying 'supportive practices' In 
Interviewers' reactions to learner responses (Ross 1992, Lazaraton 1996). This 
concern with Individual variation Is another aspect of the fairness debate: how to 
ensure that assessments report accurately on the learner when there Is Increasing 
pressure on results. 
Summary 
These current discussions are not explicitly about 'communicative' assessment. 
They take communicative aims for granted and go beyond them to Investigate what 
society Is demanding of assessment and what Implications this has for theory. The 
Interest of the present work is more restricted: It considers only what Impact 
theory may have on practice so as to Inform a specific Investigation of the 
relationship between learning and subsequent assessment. For this, some summary 
Is required of the above account of theories, from Lado to McNamara. Several 
themes recur, and relating these to the eight principles appearing In the review of 
communicative methodology of Chapter I could be useful in showing how far the 
terms used In learning and the terms used in assessment may be congruent. A count 
of topic references in the discussion so far shows that, in approximate order of 
frequency, the recurrent testing themes are: 
so 
authenticity (to Include such concepts as realism and natural use) 
" context situation (information gap, appropriate use, circumstances) 
" performance (interaction, groups, bias for best, can do, profiles) 
" context language (competencies, washback, awareness) 
" needs (prior analysis, purposes) 
" integrative (global) 
" strategies (processing, non linguistic, prior knowledge) 
" qualitativelquantitative (judgements, criterion reference, test method) 
" generalisation (representative) 
Of the writers on communicative testing who have been quoted above, the least 
concerned with the methodological principles Is Oller, who has his own approach 
based on his independent theory. He Is not Interested in realism, only 
representativeness, and In this he is In company with Alderson (1983), who 
maintains that communicative tests as such are not needed, and Davies, who 
considers that communicative language testing does not require that the tests 
themselves should be communicative (1986: 6 1). But Oller's promotion of Integrative 
testing, even though resulting In Indirect (and, to some commentators, Inadequate) 
tests, is consonant with the general view that communication always Involves more 
than one language skill, even though this principle is not necessarily put directly Into 
practice In tests. For Skehan's review ( 1988) interest also lies elsewhere, In that he 
Is reporting on development since the previous survey on testing, and his finding Is 
that there has not been much advance in ideas about communicative testing over 
the previous ten years. In company with Alderson & Weir, he is concerned about 
generalisation, the extent to which a communicative test, given Its Identity with 
context (which is in principle specific), can be accepted as representing performance 
on other occasions. Those referring most frequently to the eight principles are, 
perhaps not surprisingly, Morrow (who had a major part In formulating them) and 
Harrison (who Identified them In Morrow & Johnson's writings for the purposes of 
Chapter 1). The principles most often mentioned by both methodologists and 
testers are authenticity, needs, context (of both language and situation) and strategies 
(coping with situations and Interactions, both 1: 1 and In groups). The 
correspondence between these accounts of communicative concerns In learning 
theory and testing theory Is otherwise somewhat Indirect, Implying that at an 
abstract level of discussion, the concepts associated with communicative 
teaching/learning and communicative testing/assessment are some distance apart. 
On the other hand, testers have their own concerns, Including such concepts as 
performance and qualitylquantity, though materials writers and teachers might well 
benefit from considering them with their own alms In mind. But the differences in 
wording, and therefore apparently of view, between methodologists and testing 
specialists may be merely the result of differing discourse for essentially similar core 
Ideas, since there seems to be little Intellectual contact between the two groups, 
except In the person of Morrow. 
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At the start of this chapter the difference between achievement and proficiency 
testing was foreseen as a problem for the present work. Various commentators' 
views have been reported on at intervals during the above discussion In an attempt 
to find some. consensus of opinion, and the arguments condense Into two 
dichotomies. The first Is distinguishing achievement testing as the assessment of 
specific, taught skills at points within the course and at the end of It, from proficiency 
testing as the assessment of overall abilities as applied to the requirements of the 
outside world. Parallel with this distinction Is the difference between competence 
and performance, which Is often discussed but usually as reflecting a separation 
between the definition of a theoretical construct for academic purposes on the one 
hand, and on the other, all kinds of examination and test. Bachman confuses the 
Issue by dividing the theory which is to form the basis of proficiency testing Into 
operational and abstract abilities. Harrison confuses the Issue further by maintaining 
that the assessment of proficiency may well centre on the use of language for 
practical purposes, but the language which is so used has been methodically learnt, 
mainly In a classroom, so that elements of achievement must also be Included. A 
solution to these nomenclature/concept convolutions Is offered by Canale (1985), 
who suggests the concept 'proficiency-oriented achievement testing', which he 
defines as 'the systematic study, within a specific course or program, of students' 
progress In actually putting to use what they are learning, Le. their progress In 
transferring controlled training Into real performance: After such lengthy 
rumination, It Is with some relief that this definition can now be accepted as 
adequate for the purposes of the present work, with the understanding that 
henceforth the word 'achievement' carries these proficiency-oriented Implications. 
2.2 Applications 
The review of theories, opinions and attitudes which has occupied this chapter up 
to this point does not carry the argument forward far enough for practical decisions 
to be made about what Is to happen In actual tests, beyond ensuring that as far as 
possible any materials should fulfil the criteria described above as 'testing themes'. 
However, as theorists constantly maintain, there needs to be a theory on which 
practice Is to be based. The question now Is therefore how this theory Is to be 
achieved, If it Is not to be by means of Propositions derived from numerical 
(probabilistic) data. Propositions of this kind are to be ruled out because any data 
collected for the purpose of deciding on the communicativeness (or otherwise) of 
tests are achieved by setting students tests which are by definition not 
communicative, since they cannot have been set according to an as yet unstated 
theory. If communicative tests are different in kind from 'traditional' tests, neither 
construct nor concurrent validation may be based on comparison, even If it builds 
up through the complex correlations of factor analysis. An alternative Is to reverse 
the approach by studying existing tests which have some claim to 
communicativeness, with the intention of discovering what their particular 
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implementations of the above criteria may imply for the present work. The results 
of this study are likely to suggest problem areas which need further discussion. 
The selection of tests or test systems as representing communicative testing In 
practice Is problematical because there are far too many to be considered. For 
example, Jones found that In 1982 there were already over 100 speaking tests In 
existence (1985: 77). One solution to the sampling problem is to find examples 
which Illustrate different kinds of approach to the assessment of communicative 
ability and then apply to each example the list of criteria derived from the reporting 
of S2.1 above. 
Sixteen tests (or testing systems) were Investigated in the light of these criteria. 
There are ten which are general In application and widely available, though aiming 
at a known candidature, two developed as tests for specific purposes and four of an 
experimental or Investigative kind. Inevitably there are constraints In every case 
which limit the realisation of communicative principles, however far It was envisaged 
that they would be Implemented. The Investigations are intended to show what has 
been achieved in the development of testing procedures relevant to commonly held 
views on the nature of communicative assessment. 
An example of the Information obtained for each test or testing system Is given In 
Figure 2.1, which represents the syllabus of the English Speaking Board. Similar 
descriptions of the other fifteen are given In Appendix 2.1. Each description gives 
references, origins and characteristics of the test, and then summarlses Its response 
to the nine areas discussed above, ending with a summary of the main attributes of 
the test In relation to communicative criteria. 
The results of this survey are reported in Figure 2.2, and a commentary then follows. 
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Figure 2.1: An examination syllabus with communicative elements 
ESB 
references: English Speaking Board ( 1994/5) Syllabuses for EAL (English as an Acquired Language); 
Bumiston (1968.1982) Creative oral assessment (Southport: ESB) 
origins & characteristics 
1953. Established'to promote & encourage all aspects of oral communication', as an Improvement 
on the then current concern with elocution and correct speech production In examinations for 
public speaking and drama. Mainly for LI speakers, but also 'a finely graded series of assessments 
for students for whom English Is not their mother tongue-frorn the simplest introductory level 
Foundation through Intermediate to Advanced'. Oral test only. 
authenticity 'to encourage enquiry, experiment. discovery & enthusiasm [which] Involves the 
64reporter" In a variety of preceding practical written work & encourages dialogue with skilled 
adults In & beyond school & college'. personal project as topic for presentation & discussion 
context situation 'to give confidence in speaking English In a group situation ... a supportive 
atmosphere is promoted'; 'to provide a meeting point of craft. trade, commerce, science, arts & 
leisure activities through oral. manual & visual presentation to a participating group' 
performance task is to express own enthusiasm, explain. respond to questions on topic/artefact; 
Individual written report from examiner to candidate 
context language'[at earlier levels] considerable tolerance towards errors In grammar & 
pronunciation ... the main priority is communication' 
needs [no mention of analysis] 
Integrative 'not only effective oral communication but to heighten aural sensibility so that listening 
becomes an active disciplined experience'; 'all candidates will be expected to be active members 
of the listening group. asking questions & joining in discussion' 
strategies 'candidates sitting in semicircle with the assessor as part of the group'; 'facilities for 
displaying candidates' pictures. drawings ... must be provided'; 'at this level [Advanced] It Is 
important that candidates are able to use strategies to overcome limitations of grammar & 
vocabulary' 
qualitativelquantitative 'useful for examiner to assume that the candidate Is "average" until he 
proves otherwise'; statements illustrate requirements forA-E on fan-shaped diagram; 'although we 
do not assess numerically it is useful to think in terms of' percentages for each section of the 
examination, with project weighted double; total aggregated In terms of S categories (pass. good 
pass, very good pass, credit, distinction) to arrive at final grade [guidelines on how to do this]; not 
summation of marks to a total; individual report 
generaftsation presentation and discussion skills regarded as transferable to everyday contexts; 
moderating: 'a wise examiner goes through marks with the teacher at the end of the day & 
discusses any anomalies' 
attributes 
speaking as a key to personal development 
group assessment 
individual reports 
aggregation of judgements 
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Figure 2.2: Communicative criteria and tests 
CRITER10N 
authenticity i; ontext performance context needs Integral" strategies qualitative/ generallse 
situation language quantitative 
ES8 commitment present, 096K 
prsperston in 
s6vsnce; ipeakin a, nvembe 
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of judilernents; 
19S3 to own enthuse. aranver " listening of group Individual 
project questions: groW discussion "port 
FSI ff-ard attitude scale 
19S6 conversation approach 
marked 1Y 1 /2 
ARELS utterances rIst 
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2.3 Commentary on survey of tests 
The Issue now Is how theoretical concepts have been realised In practice. 
The summary (Figure 2.2) represents the salient points of the tests and testing 
systems Included In Appendix 2.1. Entries In this summary include only those 
aspects specifically mentioned in the literature which seem to add Impetus to the 
progress of Implementing a communicative approach to testing. As a general survey 
of Innovation, Figure 2.2 (read vertically) offers spot checks on how much advance 
has been made over the last 40 years in the areas regarded as important by 
communicative theorists. The extent to which these examination systems appear to 
have Introduced communicative Ideas is Indicated by a horizontal reading. 
The patterns In Figure 2.2 are scattered. The blank cells indicate not that there Is 
nothing to record. but that the test system In question does not appear to offer a 
noticeably communicative development in the relevant area. It would have been 
possible to find a comment for each cell In the diagram, but this would not have 
brought out the Individuality of testing systems. For example, 'context language' 
contains only two entries because the use of texts (rather than sentences or short 
unconnected snippets) to supply context for the language being assessed Is fairly 
universal, and so did not merit a special note as a reallsation of theory. Of the two 
entries under this heading, appl kation of constructs' (Avlp) Is a uniquely stated aim, 
even though it may well underlie others' productions, and 'Intentions specified, 
though common to many other tests, Is presented as a new departure for FCE. Again, 
ARELS, though pioneering In Its time, has only two special mentions, 'utterances for 
social situations' and'marked 0/ 1/2, appropriate rather than accurate'. These Instances 
underline the fact that the chart represents the researcher's choice of entries, based 
on a review of the literature which is Inevitably selective. 
The pattern of Figure 2.2 Is nevertheless a useful starting point for some promising 
observations about communicative testing In general. The vertical readings should 
perhaps be discussed first, as being indicative of how far the theorists' criteria have 
been put into practice. The highest number of entries (12 out of a possible 16) 
appear In the quantitativelqualitative area. At the centre of this concept is the 
difference between norm- and criterion-referencing, though the distinction may be 
considered more of a cline than a dichotomy, or even two aspects of the same 
concept (Davies 1978), in spite of claims that In a particular situation the principles 
of criterion-referencing have been exactly applied. This Is very rarely the case In 
the testing systems under review, if it means strict adherence to the rules set up In 
expert definitions. These expect a description of the objectives or domains which 
are to be attained, the setting of cut-off scores Indicating 'mastery', and possibly a 
system of reporting back In the form of attainments rather than scores (Brown 
1980: 96). The criterion-reference/norm-reference problem is acute where language 
Is to be tested In accordance with a communicative philosophy, since the'usage/use, 
contrast (Widdowson 1978) Is parallel with a difference between knowing and 
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applying, the former being appropriately assessed by cumulative scoring of Individual 
units of knowledge, and the latter needing some more descriptive attack on the 
problem of how the results of an assessment are to be Interpreted. An approach 
through the accumulation and manipulation of numerical data will result In 
probabilities; the description of what is to be attained and a statement recording 
whether It has been attained or not will result In representations. The first 
approach results In a definite score (or grade) which is likely to be less accurate 
than It appears to be; the second results in a statement which may be understood 
In different ways. It seems only fitting that the use of language Itself, rarely less than 
ambiguous, should be assessed by means of an Interpretative system of reporting. 
The concept of performance (column 4 in Figure 2.2) relates to what the candidate 
Is asked to do, or more accurately what he has been asked to show he Is capable of 
doing, which is a step further from actuality and overlaps with the concerns of 
generallsation. But this keyword also includes the nature of candidate response, and 
since this Is capable of almost Infinite variation, It seems Important to look for ways 
of operating mark schemes which can accommodate a range of acceptable 
responses, by setting up assessment criteria which go beyond the one acceptable 
answer which has been forecast and to which all candidates must conform to gain 
credit. This Is a justification for a task-based approach which asks the individual 
student to deploy his language resources to achieve an end, often In collaboration 
with other students In a group, and this brings a new perspective to the Idea of 
6approprlacy'. This keyword also concerns whether or not performances are to be 
reported In separate categories, whether representing skills or competencies; and 
how far statements of achievement are feasible. 
Some consideration of context situation (column 2) Is essential In communicative 
testing, and Is mainly achieved In the testing systems under review by the use of a 
source booklet, which Includes a range of material which may or may not be used 
as a basis for the tasks to be attempted. But the use of a source book has 
Implications for candidatures. In an ESP context, which Is by Its nature limiting, a 
source booklet Is both helpful to test setters, since it shortens the search for 
materials, and also reassuring to candidates, because it places them In what should 
be a familiar world. But with a more diverse clientile the relevance of the contents 
of the booklet comes Into question. An alternative Is to build the test sequence on 
a storyline which gives an extending context to the language being assessed: the 
longer this context goes on the more students learn about the situation and the 
more they can appreciate what 'appropriate' means. A further advantage of this 
strategy Is that the more familiar the situation becomes, the less time Is required 
for a candidate to settle Into the necessary perspective. 
In view of the importance attached to strategies, both as the evidence of a 
competence and as lubrication for the smooth running of a communicative 
exchange, they seem to be specifically mentioned more rarely than might be 
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expected, though a syllabus will often expect that strategies will be taken Into 
account along with more central requirements. Other aspects under this heading 
Include supplementary factors which are not directly within the language exchange, 
eg relationships with Interlocutors (as member of group, as attentive listener) and 
the use of LI (which Is rare). 
It Is surprising that there are so few entries under the three headings context 
language, (which Implies a more or less universal use of extended text as source, as 
explained above), needs and generatisation. There appears to have been a move away 
from the specification of needs, as exemplified In theory by Richterich & Chancerel 
(1977) and Munby (1978), and In practice by Carroll (198 1), the only example of 
thoroughly researched needs being for TEER which was Intended for a particular ESP 
audience. And this may be the reason for the decline In popularity of the concept 
of needs: tests, like course books, need to be aimed at as wide a clientile as 
possible to reach viability - not necessarily just In financial terms, but also In 
reputation and credibility, so that aiming a test at too specific a candidature Is 
counter-productive. But FCE, which might be expected to embrace communicative 
principles only with reluctance In view of Its traditional status, Is constrained by the 
conservatism of Its client6le rather than Its own. UCLES conducted a survey 
among users of FCE to advise It on what the content of the revised examination 
should be, and the result Is a different attitude, but many of the same actual formats 
as before. The content of the generalisation column Is linked with sampling, and this 
Is an area rarely mentioned In syllabuses and Introductions to testing systems, 
though It must Influence decisions about what Is to be Included and what omitted. 
Even If not referred to, It may loom large In Initial consideration of target groups. 
Horizontally, the most frequent entries overall are for ESB, IELTS, CCSE, Avip and 
DEIC (S each), and the least, FSI, ARELS. T level and FCE (2 each). In the case of 
ESB, this Is not surprising because the Board was early In recognising the 
Importance of personal commitment from the student, and hence commitment of 
the examination system to the Individual. The ESB system Is centred on discussions 
starting from a student's Interests, prepared extensively in advance, presented to 
other students (and to the assessor as a member of the group) with artefacts and 
visual Illustrations as available. An Important by-product (which would now be 
called backwash) is the Influence of the research and presentation practice 
demanded by the system on the Individual's confidence and self worth. Enthusiastic 
and convincing accounts of her experiences as participant - examiner, group 
member, observer - are given by Burniston (1968,1982), and sentimental as her 
accounts may sometimes seem, the fact is that her commitment to the Individual 
does lead In logical sequence to the Implementation of many tenets of the 
communicative approach before It was ever discussed as a new development. 
The Introduction of new tests Is constrained by many factors, but a serious 
retarding influence on possible change Is the administrative demands of the testing 
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organisation, particularly In the matter of candidate numbers and location. The case 
of IELTS Is typical. Several aspects of the original ELTS (1980) which attempted to 
put communicative principles Into practice, for example source books and the effort 
to set up needs analyses (however speculative In the event - see for example 
Clapham 1981) have been abandoned in IELTS (British Council et al 1989,1997). 
The extension of the range of Intended candidates from post-graduates and 
undergraduates to include not only technical trainees (which had been envisaged 
from the beginning), but also secondary school students and Immigrants, has 
evidently demanded too large a library of Interest-oriented source books. 
On the 
other hand, the use of bands for the reporting of results has remained, 
largely 
because they gained understanding with the establishment of ELTS and have become 
an accepted International currency among users. 
The Royal Society of Arts' CUEFL was developed from Morrow's (1977) theoretical 
paper on communicative testing, and it is therefore to be expected that CCSE, Its 
successor, would be mentioned fairly frequently in Figure 2.2. Morrow's desiderata, 
which were discussed earlier In this chapter, are In the main fulfilled, 
but his 
emphasis on the problems of generalisation, as chiefly a matter of sampling, 
does not 
seem to have moved further forward than the specification of a syllabus for a wide 
general audience of 'adult users' (another example of a constraint Imposed by the 
examining board so as to encourage high numbers for viability? ). But at least there 
are detailed statements of the degrees of skill required for each 'area' (Reading, 
Writing, Listening, Speaking) at each of the four levels. The most striking departure 
Is from Morrow's original requirement that 'performance tests are necessarily 
Integrated'. CCSE (& CUEFL before It) offer certification In the four skills (areas') 
Independently, so that candidates may take some or all of them at one time and 
some at different levels from others. This Is an admirably flexible arrangement, but 
undermines one of the main arguments in communicative polemic, that the 
exchange of meanings between two people (with very few exceptions) Involves 
more than one skill. It may be that when Morrow talks of 'Integrative' he Is 
contrasting It with 'discrete point', meaning only that texts are acceptable but 
Isolated bits of language are not, but If so this Is something of a prevarication In the 
face of a change of theoretical stance. 
Another test system allocated five comments in the chart Is Avlp. Here, a source 
book Is appropriate, for the candidates are a homogeneous group: secondary school 
students on 'Immersion' courses (le learning school subjects through L2). And It 
provides for the Implementation of several communicative Ideas, for not only Is It 
derived from student preference In topics (with their consequent Interest and 
Impetus towards the completion of tasks). but It gives the students an Impression of 
authenticity, and allows integrative use of skills. Finally, this Is the first explicit 
reference In these test systems to allowing candidates' answers to shape the 
marking, which means that Instead of setting targets which candidate performance 
Is to reach, the criteria set for assessment take account of the communicative value 
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of student responses at pretesting. The same principle has been persuasively 
argued and successfully applied in secondary examinations In History (Southern 
Regional Examinations Board 1980,198 1). (This Is categorically different from the 
well-established procedure for pretesting objective test Items, which produces 
numerical data on which the value of Items for future use is to be judged. ) 
The Institute of Linguists has always been concerned with language performance In 
practice rather than display of knowledge about language, so that Its step Into a 
communicative approach has been a relatively short one. Its latest syllabus In 
English as a foreign language (DEIC) Is not surprisingly among those with five entries 
In Figure 2.2. It Is the only scheme which provides a dossier of photocopied real 
material for candidates to work with in the completion of relevant tasks, with a 
deliberate mix of skills, again In a realistic situation. Explicit targets are set for each 
task In the form of a brief for the candidate, and examiners work from an 
assessment checklist which must be fulfilled for the candidate to pass. There are 
three modules and a background knowledge paper, all of which may be taken 
separately, but the Diploma Is awarded only If they are all passed within a specified 
period. Additional requirements are laid down for the award of Distinction. Of all 
those recorded In Figure 2.2, this scheme approaches most closely the conditions 
for criterion-referenced assessment, as described for example by Brown (1980). 
2.4 Consequences 
The uneven relationship between theory and practice which has appeared In Figure 
2.2 Is now to form the basis for further discussion on central problems In the 
development of assessment systems which not only follow communicative principles 
but also relate directly to preceding classroom events. Three areas have been 
Identified as problematical, and the background to each of them and Its Impact on 





The responsibility of this chapter Is to investigate topics which are likely to cause 
problems In the assessment of language performance. The labels attached to the 
areas discussed below - tasks, levels and judgements - are to some extent arbitrary, 
but they allow a range of Issues to be conveniently gathered under headings. 'Tasks' 
Is concerned with what the student is asked to do In classroom activities and 
assessments, the central problems being the nature of a task, Its relationship with 
'real-life' demands, and what it expects of a student. 'Levels' Is concerned with 
decisions about learning syllabuses and test specifications, the central problems 
being sequencing and the justifications for It. 'Judgements' Is concerned with what 
decisions may be made about the value of a student's engagement with class work 
and assessment material, the main problems being the Interpretation of relevance In 
responses and the nature of the Information which Is to be carried back to students 
and teachers. 
These three areas link back In various ways to the criteria Illustrated In Chapter 2. 
For example authenticity has considerable bearing on tasks In Its concern with real 
Input, realistic Interchanges and relevant output; It also relates to levels, for example 
In the simplification or otherwise of Input texts; and It concerns judgements In so 
far as marking systems need to consider the acceptability of responses for real 
world use. In addition, running through all three areas, Is the notion of 
generallsation: it is important that any assessment systems proposed should widely 
applicable in principle, Independently of specific learner interest or particular 
school circumstances. 
The following three sections visit each of the topics In turn, referring to the nine 
communicative crIterla as they appear relevant, and the chapter ends with a 
summary of the conditions which will need to be addressed In the development of 
the present project. 
3.1 Tasks 
The difficulties to be encountered with the concept of'task' begin with problems of 
definition: what exactly is the nature of a task as used for assessment purposes? 
What differentiates one task from another, especially when they are linked In a 
sequence? How 'real' can a task be when it Is done In a classroom setting? How 
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will learners know what a task expects them to do? 
Definitions 
Considering classroom activities as 'tasks' is commonplace, since any work done by 
any student can legitimately be so labelled, from looking up words In a dictionary to 
completing extensive assignments as homework. The Importance of the concept for 
present purposes Is that communicative language learning and assessment expect 
students to learn 'how to do things with words'. With this memorable phrase of 
Austin's (1976), a philosophical argument about performative verbs Is extended by 
Wilkins (1972) and others Into a discussion of practical applications for functional 
uses. The fundamental Idea of a communicative task Is that it goes beyond the 
limitations of the standard'PPP' (presentation, practice, production) lesson which Is 
reviewed In detail by Skehan (1998a: 93-5) as an all-pervasive classroom procedure, 
and described by Rockwell (1998) as an Inadequate teacher-training convention. 
The demand of a task which Is additional to the PPP procedure Is that It requires a 
personal interaction between learner and text In the broadest sense. 'Text' here 
Includes both spoken and written language and the production of other learners as 
well as teaching materials of whatever kind, including visual material. There Is also 
a requirement that the learner should be challenged with a problem which is not a 
mere manipulation of language, and this In turn means that he will need to 
concentrate on meaning (the what) rather than form (the how), and reach some 
kind of solution In collaboration with (or In spite of the opposition of) other 
producers of text. A task such as this gives the learner the opportunity to apply 
what he has learnt to a realistic purpose, and at the same time Involves him In an 
encounter with other minds which widens his knowledge of the language and how 
It can be used. These conditions Introduce the notion of the Individual learner both 
contributing to and benefiting from Involvement In a task. In brief, a task Involves 
personal commitment and collaboration with other learners and at the same time 
extends the learner's experience. 
But defining exactly what Is meant by'task', In this sense of an opportunity to apply 
learned skills, Is problematical. A reference to Piaget (1926) may help. The essentials 
of a task in Piaget's experiments were: a starting point which was of Interest to the 
children and at their level of understanding; a problem which contained specific 
elements to be achieved; and an open approach to the content of the response, 
provided the specified elements were Included. These three conditions (mutatis 
mutandis) are equally important in the setting of communicative tasks for language 
learners, as will become apparent In later discussion. 
More recent and more topically pointed definitions oftask' range from the convoluted 
to the practical. Candlin's 'working definition of a language-learning task' reads: 
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One of a set of differentiated. sequenceable, problem-posing activities involving 
learners and teachers In some joint selection from a range of varied cognitive and 
communicative procedures applied to existing and new knowledge in the collective 
exploration and pursuance of foreseen or emergent goals within a social milieu. 
Candlin 1987: 10 
This complex attempt at a comprehensive statement which will define a universal 
application of the concept results in a formula which Is so wide In Its application 
that It no longer has much specific gravity: It becomes merely something that may 
or may not happen In the language classroom, or beyond It. 
Nunan describes a more focussed equivalent. 'the communicative task, as 
A piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending. manipulating, 
producing or Interacting in the target language while their attention is principally 
focused on meaning rather than form. 
Nunan 1989: 10 
This definition Is general as far as activities Is concerned, but has one ImPortant 
element: the attention of the students on meaning, 'getting something done', with 
language as a means to an end rather than as an end In Itself. 
Another, wider ranging, definition offers details on how a task Is set up In the 
language class and what it requires of learners: 
"Tasks", in the context of language teaching, are genuine or simulated situations 
containing the features of real normal communication. In which learners have to 
apply their ability to use language to achieve the objective Inherent In the situation. 
... Accomplishing the task should involve learners In using language to overcome 
information gaps. react to what they have said or written to them appropriately. 
and to display to the full their attainment of flexibility and variety. 
Heyworth 1984: 6 
In spite of its odd wording, this definition is helpful for this discussion because It 
raises further questions, such as the difference between 'genuine' and 'simulated'. the 
nature of an 'objective Inherent In the situation', the necessity for an 'Information 
gap', and the ways In which 'flexibility and variety' may be demanded by a task. 
Skehan summarlses various aspects of task-based Instruction (1996,1998), and then 
proposes a definition which sums up the views of a range of writers: 
a task is an activity In which: 
- meanins is primary; 
- there Is some communication problem to solve; 
- there is some sort of relationship to comparable real-world events; 
- task completion has some priority; 
- the assessment of the task is In terms of outcome. 
Skehan 1998.95 
All these examples of definitions seem to show that encapsulating the Idea of 'task' 
In a simple formulation Is a surprisingly complex undertaking. The difficulty lies 
mainly In finding a general enough definition to fit all circumstances. A request from 
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a teacher to a learner about the opening or shutting of classroom windows fulfils 
the requirements of Skehan's definition, but seems too trivial to count as a language- 
learning exercise. And yet tasks of this kind are included In Trinity College's 
examinations at the lowest level (Trinity College 1994), In a series of examiner 
demands which nevertheless falls to constitute a 'communicative' test because the 
requests being made are unconnected with any overall context and appear to exist 
solely for demonstration purposes. At this point, some further Investigation seems 
necessary to help decide what activities may qualify as tasks. 
Task types 
One attempt to differentiate tasks according to their relationship with the real world 
suggests two general categories of situational task: simulations and puzzles (Harrison 
1982b: 405). A simulation In this case is based on the premise: Suppose you were... (in 
some real situation which could require your language skills). A puzzle Is based on 
the premise: Here Is a task... (with a problem to be solved, not necessarily one related 
to your eventual use of language). But the concept of a simulation has had wide 
application, and equally wide definition, from the field exercises of Army officer 
training to short Interactions In classrooms. In the EFL field, the benefits of a 
simulation are generally considered to be much the same as those of role plays, and 
the two activities are often linked together as variations on one kind of activity. This 
occurs both In theoretical discussions (eg Wilkins 1976a, Dickinson 198 1. Scarbrough 
1981, Crookall 1984) and in practical suggestions for teachers (eg Herbert & 
Sturtridge 1979, K Jones 1980,1982 & 1985, Goleblowska 1990, Porter Ladousse 1983 
& 1987, di Pietro 1987). Sets of material for role plays and simulations are published 
for classroom use, sometimes with Input materials In photocoplable form (eg Lynch 
1977, Hicks et al 1979, Brims 1982, L Jones 1983 among other more recent examples, 
many of them now Incorporated In course books). 
Various kinds of classroom Interaction need to be differentiated In order to suggest 
which may be considered 'tasks' In the sense being Investigated here. Role plays 
Involve participants In some event, but as other people, not as themselves (Porter- 
Ladousse 1987); drama Is a large r-than-I ife presentation of fictional events (Maley 
& Duff 1978, Butterfield 1989); case studies come from real life but do not typically 
Involve decision-making; and the In-tray exercise of management training seminars 
Is usually a lone activity without group discussion. Some of these conform to 
Skehan's definition, but none fulfils the conditions for Individual Involvement set out 
above: personal commitment, collaboration and extension of experience. A 
simulation however has particular and promising attributes. The essence Is action: 
whatever documents may be used for input, whatever roles are allocated, the most 
Important point Is that participants work together to come to conclusions about 
the Issues presented, making decisions, responding to others Involved, and reaching 
some sort of end - both a purpose and a closure In the Gestalt sense (Clarkson 
1989). It Is important for learners to know that they have achieved something by 
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taking part In the simulation and at the same time feel that they have arrived at a 
satisfying conclusion. One further essential for a simulation, which Jones (1982) 
Includes under 'motivation, is that participants will be making real decisions on the 
basis of the responsibilities they have undertaken, the Information they have been 
given, and their own knowledge, attitudes and character, which they inevitably bring 
to the situation, so that they are committed to personal Involvement In the action. 
This suggests that science fiction and other fantasies are not strictly within the 
rules, although Jones Includes them provided the result Is personal commitment to 
discussion and decision, even If not In a realistic context. Jones sums up his account 
with the short overall statement: 'a simulation Is reality of function In a simulated 
and structured environment' (Jones 1982: 5). Further discussion of the theory and 
practice of simulations Is provided by Taylor & Walford 1978, K Jones 1980,1985, 
Wright 1980 & 198 1, L Jones 1983 and FR Jones 199 1. 
All the activities discussed so far can be considered to be variations of the concept 
'simulation' because they have some relationship with the real world. The concept 
$puzzle' encompasses any Interactivity which does not claim to represent life 
outside the classroom. One of these Is 'game', an Idea which has an extensive range 
of connotations. Wittgenstein's concept of a 'language-game' Is 'a more or less 
complicated shared human activity which might, or might not, have a utility which 
could be grasped and stated outside the game' (Kenny 1975: 168). This concept of 
$game' lies at the philosophical end of the range, with Berhe's psychological 
Interpretation of 'games people play' (1966) somewhere In the middle and Rixon's 
suggestions on how to use games In language teaching (1981) at the more literal 
end. This last Is the usual meaning attached to 'game' In the present context, as a 
classroom exercise which stimulates useful activity with language but is not related 
to real-life decisions (eg Lee 1965,1979, Byrne & Rixon 1979, Wright et al 1979). 
But even In this restricted sense, a game is still a 'shared human activity', which 
exemplifies the essentially dual (at a minimum) nature of language use, and at the 
same time Is an opportunity for Individuals to contribute aSDects of their 
Individuality to a common cause. Other kinds of 'puzzle' are Information gap 
exercises (eg Geddes & Sturtridge 1979,1982, Klippel 1984, Ur 1981); activities 
Involving the commitment and revelation of self (eg Moskowitz 1978, Brandes & 
Phillips 1979, Porter Ladousse 1983) and tricks and manipulative problems labelled 
literally 'activities and puzzles for language learners' (Maley & Grellet 1981). 
Tasks In language learning and assessment have both linguistic and phenomenological 
aspects. In terms of the communicative approach, the Idea of 'task' Is consonant 
with doing something constructive with the language. Any activity In a language 
lesson might be termed a task. but the communicative assumption is that 
mechanistic learning, for example sense-less repetitive drilling, can contribute little 
(if anything) to the actual learning process (Dakin 1973). The point of an interactive 
task Is that It represents a situation Involving others, so that there Is an external 
purpose In mind - the application of language to situations presenting problems. 
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These problems can be considered to be of two kinds: those Inherent In the 
situation and those arising from the linguistic demands made of the learners 
Involved, who grapple with them with mind and language. The linguistic problem Is 
succinctly described by Wilkins: 
The ability to perform is a matter of selecting accurately from the repertoire of 
language possessed by the individual at that stage (lexicon, syntactic rules. 
phonological rules. etc. ). and of carrying out the complex linguistic tasks and 
sub-tasks involved in acute, temporal synchrony. 
Wilkins 1983: 35 
At the same time, task-based learning and assessment, when related to situations 
external to the learning process, are consonant with the daily acts and aspirations 
of human beings, coping with the world as they experience It In the present. Giving 
learners something relevant to achieve provides a motivation beyond the use of 
language. Some principles of Gestalt psychology suggest useful guidelines: 
We tend in perception to complete what is Incomplete, just as in behavior we tend 
toward a situation which Is completed and feel tension until it has reached some 
conclusive stage. This Is the law of closure... 
Rivers 1964: 179 
In more philosophical terms, a relevant task fulfils the Gestalt principle of offering 
the possibility of choice. 
For existentialists the notion of 'existential choice' Is fundamental to being human. 
This means that each of us is choosing what we accept, reject. think, feel or how 
we behave. 
Clarkson 1989: 13 
Reaching the end of a task will engender a sense of achievement; what Gestaltists 
term the satisfaction of a need. What Is required for present purposes therefore Is 
some means of offering learners the opportunity to use the language they have 
available to solve a problem which Is worthwhile from their point of view so that It 
satisfies their need for active engagement in both fields. 
Authenticity 
True authenticity, however It may be defined, Is Impossible in the classroom, other 
than In teacher/learner organisational exchanges. Davies calls It a 'chimera' 
(1978: 225). But the problems Inherent In the relationship between a task undertaken 
In a classroom and a real-life event must be solved If the principles of communicative 
learning are to be carried through into classroom testing. What the test theorists 
say about it has been discussed In Chapter 2, and its practice has also been touched 
on, with the intention of exploring the nature of authenticity In testing: here, the 
concern Is what makes a task authentic and how authenticity, as far as It exists, can 
be promoted In devising tasks, with special reference to assessment. 
A broad perspective suggests that the best that can be done Is to ensure that 
attention Is given to the origins of Input and the context of the students' future use 
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of the L2. In spite of the varied authenticltles suggested by Clark (1987), the 
essentials for an assessment task are only three: how nearly the stimulus material 
approximates to a real-life manifestation; how nearly the action demanded by the 
task reflects the requirements of a real context; and how far the task enables (or 
requires) students to find language appropriate to that context. 
A variety of authenticities Is suggested by Breen: 'In language teaching.... authenticity 
of data, authentic communication, authenticity to the state of the learner, and 
authenticity to the classroom Itself have to exist In a state of Interplay. ' (1983: 59). 
Widdowson goes further, writing of 'authenticity not as a quality residing In 
Instances of language but as a quality which Is bestowed upon them, created by the 
response of the receiver' ( 1979: 16S). This sets the problem In a different 
perspective: real texts, real tasks, real language are subservient to real 
communication. Evidently, for assessment purposes, authenticity will depend on 
judgements made about what happens In an Interactive task, and this can realistically 
be made only about the actual, identifiable responses produced by each student. 
But the multiple nature of these responses is such that they need to be approached 
from several angles, to Include not just fluency and/or correctness, use of strategies, 
appropriateness of language to situation and the other desiderata proposed by the 
theorists, but encompassing also appropriateness In the wider context of 
participation: who says what in response to what (input from both task and other 
participants), how far Involvement In the task brings each participant's creativity 
(imagination, Inventiveness, Idiosyncrasies) Into action. Finally, It Is Important to 
recall that authenticity In all cases also Includes the context the students bring with 
them (which has been aptly termed 'baggage') and the contexts they find themselves 
In as learners, as well as to the context of the language they need to negotiate with. 
Expectation and rubric 
When an Idea for a task has been prepared for learners to use, the question arises 
of how It Is to be clearly explained to them, for there will always be intentions and 
Implications which are not self-evident. This may Involve an example or a trial run. 
In any case, the teacher can extend the explanation as necessary, using it as part of 
a learning process. He may even decide to give no preparatory Information at all, 
as a deliberate problem within the task. 
But rubric Is a perennial difficulty for testing, since the candidate must understand 
what he Is to do before the task starts. It should be possible to explain it to the 
learners In such a way that their response Is not muddled by the mechanics of the 
task, but can be considered a clear Indication of performance. At the same time, 
there are many other factors beyond mere Instructions which Impinge on students' 
attitudes and commitment, for example the Importance for them of the outcome, 
the value they see In the tasks, even the nearness of the end of the course. 
Solutions Include Introductions In the students' LI where this is possible, eg In 
homogeneous Ll classes; practice with formats and content, eg using books In 
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preparation for Cambridge examinations (which fill 12 pages In Longmans 1997 
catalogue); worked examples at the beginning of each test paper, though these must 
strike a balance between comprehensiveness and time spent In absorbing them; 
grouping of questions Into types, eg all listening before all reading, all objective Items 
before more open-ended ones; and a thread leading through a set of tests so that 
the situation Is already clear before a new section starts and does not need to be 
worked Into afresh each time, eg a storyllne, a source book. An exhaustive list of 
all the factors Involved In rubric Is attempted by Bachman & Palmer (1996: 181-19 1), 
and this gives welcome If pernickety attention to an aspect of assessment which Is 
sometimes taken for granted or at best understated In discussions about test 
writing. Heaton's more practical coverage ( 1988) on the other hand, though helpful 
In principle, does not deal with the particular conditions arising from the 
assessment of Interactive language use. Long and colleagues, as quoted by Allwright 
(1988: 153), refer to 'the frustration felt by practicing teachers at the apparent 
Inability of their students to transfer knowledge of the target language to situations 
outside language classrooms'. And, it might be added, to situational assessment 
tasks within classrooms: students need to learn how to use what they know to fulfil 
the demands of a task, a transfer from fragmented learning to concatenated doing. 
This Is an additional element In learning which was sometimes neglected In early 
$communicative' materials but has been encouraged by the extended availability of 
resource books for teachers about applying the learnt to the situational, such as 
those referred to above. The difficulty of explaining adequately still remains. 
Task and assessment 
Throughout the above discussion, which has covered types of Interaction which 
could be classified as tasks, the Issue of authenticity and what is expected of 
learners, there has been no attempt to define the concept of 'task' for present 
purposes. The discussion has been mainly concerned with tasks for teaching and 
learning. and though the burden of this thesis Is that learning and assessment 
systems should be more closely allied, there are Important differences to be taken 
Into account, beyond the mere addition of considered judgements to suitable 
classroom activities. Tasks for learning purposes may Include many activities which 
are not necessarily communicative In Intention. The aim of tasks concerned with 
Improving listening and reading, or developing grammar and vocabulary is to build 
up the learner's repertoire of language without needing to be 'realistic' tasks In the 
sense expected by 'authenticity'. Tasks for assessment purposes on the other 
hand can restrict themselves to the application of what has been learnt, gathering 
together what has gone before, and applying It to a situation which will be as 
realistic as possible. Assessment can show students that they have been learning 
something they can use both now and later (inspiring motivation for future learning) 
as well as giving them Information on what they have achieved so far. 
For the purposes of the present project, an assessment task Is to be defined as an 
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activity which 
I puts Into practice preceding learning; 
2 Involves learners In productive Interactions with text, Including that produced 
by other learners; 
3 takes Into account authenticity, contexts, performance, needs, integration, 
strategies, quantitative judgements and generalisation (see Chapter 2); 
4 gives learners helpful Information about their standing, both In detail 
(diagnostic) and In general (achievement). 
3.2 Levels 
The difficulty with levels In language learning is that they cannot be linked Into a 
logical order of progression. In terms of language, no word or construction Is 
necessarily more 'difficult' than any other. Defining sequences In accordance with 
mental development (Plaget 1926) cannot apply directly to adult language learners; 
and the results of relevant research across the curriculum (eg Biggs & Collis 1982 In 
a range of subjects; Harlen et al 1977 and Shayer &Adey 1981 In science; CSMS 1980 
In mathematics) do not offer enough parallels with language learning to be useful. 
But pure linguistics Is not helpful either. Chomsky Is'sceptical about the significance 
for the teaching of languages of such insights and understanding as have been 
attained In linguistics and psychology', including the results of studies In concept 
formation (quoted In Allen & van Buren 197 1: 1 S2). Others, however, faced with the 
problem that a communicative view of language learning logically excludes the use 
of hierarchical assemblies of language elements, find It difficult to formulate answers 
to the problem of syllabus definition. Corder, maintaining In 1973 that no ordering 
Is possible because 'the structure of language Is a network of Interrelated 
categories, no part of which Is wholly independent or wholly dependent upon 
another' (Corder 1973: 297), later modifies this view to allow forTeacher Talk' as a 
means of grading the language the learner Is exposed to, and'a programme In which 
the syllabus sets the learner Increasingly complex and demanding communicative 
tasks to perform' (Corder 1980: 87). Krashen argues that, from the point of view 
of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) theory, the main suggestions for the grading 
of Input are that there Is an 'average' order of acquisition of grammatical 
morphemes for English as a second language (1977); that Input of the early learner 
should be made more comprehensible by the teacher's modifications (1982: 64fo; 
and that the Input should be Just beyond the student's present capacity (1982: 21 ). 
The first of these Is taken up by Pienemann and others. Research into the order 
of elements in language acquisition has shown, Plenemann argues, that word order 
In German is a fixed sequence for some Romance language learners, and further. 
that morphosyntactic features appear In order for ESL learners withVietnamese and 
Polish as LI (Plenemann et al 1988). This Is an Interesting finding for theories of 
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SLA but unless it can be shown to hold good over a much wider range of language 
activity, It Is not a particularly useful guide In the writing of syllabuses either for 
courses or for assessment. 
A logical order of difficulty? 
As traditionally applied In language learning. the Idea of levels seems to develop In 
two directions: accumulation or extension. Accumulation depends on counting, on 
the addition of more material to a starting base, probably In a particular order, but 
certainly on some principle of Increasing value. so that upper levels contain more In 
terms of difficulty or applicability, and In any case represent Increased merit on the 
part of the student. Extension on the other hand relates to a widening focus of 
Interest for the learner, Influenced In principle by social needs and based on 
recycling of functions In ever more complex Interactions. It Is associated with the 
appreciation of context and so deals with the appropriateness of a student's 
response rather than Its exactitude, allowing him to react as an Individual to the 
demands of different situations. 
Attempts to place the components of language learning In a cumulative order have 
a long history, from Comenius (1648, quoted by Kelly 1969) to Plenemann (1988) 
and beyond. Comenius suggests that dimensions might include the few before the 
many, the short before the long, the simple before the complex, the general before 
the particular, the nearer before the more remote, the regular before the Irregular 
(Kelly 1969: 224). One difficulty with these categories Is that they do not allow for 
different kinds of learner. For example, adults may well appreciate an approach 
which narrows down from the general to the particular, but school pupils would be 
better served with a curriculum which began with the particular (as reflected In 
their experience - family, home, school) and worked out to the general. Another 
problem is that Comenius' order does not take account of the nature of language 
development, for example that the irregular Is likely to be the most frequent and 
hence the most useful. 
If frequency is taken as a criterion however, further difficulties arise, since no 
Intrinsic ordering of vocabulary Is possible, In spite of the efforts of Thorndike & 
Lorge (1944). who provided teachers with a word book of 30,000 words; West, who 
edited a General Service List (19S3, though the workgoes back to 1936); and more 
recently Hindmarsh (1980), who produced 'a graded word list for materials writers 
and course designers'. with a'particular orientation towards the First Certificate In 
English' (vi). As Mackey (1965: 1 S9-20 1) points out, the problems with word counts 
Include what is regarded as a word, which texts are to be used for the counting and 
what exceptions are to be made to the literal results of the counting. For example, 
the French government sponsored the preparation of Le ftanqais fondamental as a 
guide for syllabuses, based on spoken French, derived from 163 conversations 
resulting In 3 12,000 words, of which those occurring 29 times or more were listed. 
In addition, the list includes useful words which do not necessarily occur often, 
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established by asking pupils In a wide selection of schools to list what they 
considered were the 20 most useful words under 16 topic headings (Minist&re de 
I'Education Nationale 1972). But even this extensive trawl does not give equal 
value to the days of the week: Mackey comments that dimanche, lundi and samedi 
appear In the first thousand words, but mardi and jeudi in the second (Mackey 
1965: 182). How far one would have to go to come across mercredi and vendredi Is 
not recorded. Wilkins, In his full account of the shortcomings of vocabulary lists 
(1972: 112-118) instances 'Thursday' in the same way as a possible absentee from a 
frequency count. He adds that anomalies like this raise doubts about the assumption 
that underlies all frequency studies: 'If frequency does not reflect usefulness In this 
case, why should It be thought to do so elsewhere? ' (Wilkins 1972: 116). 
The advent of computerlsed counting, which can produce corpora containing 
millions of'running words' and In theory has no end, enables much more data to be 
consulted. Meara considers that It has made all previous listings out of date, 
especially since 'authoring programs exist which will allow the non-specialist to 
undertake his own analysis for his own particular purposes' (Meara 1980: 223). But 
the problems are still the same, even with 20 million words, which was the count 
for the Birmingham corpus as early as 1987 (Carter 1987: 12). What Is a word? 
What kinds of text are represented? How does frequency relate to usefulness? 
The arrangement of grammar In an order of Increasing difficulty might seem more 
justifiable than the listing of vocabulary because hierarchies clearly exist In the 
system, for example differences In verb forms (from past simple to past perfect or 
from active to passive). But even here, there are problems. Four distinguished 
grammarians produced a general syllabus for teachers which is 'divided Into six 
Stages ... in an endeavour to mark steps towards progressive 
levels of competence'. 
They somewhat apologetically admit that It Is not statistically based, but'It Is on the 
basis of [the authors'] combined experience... that they have agreed where the 
limits of this book should be drawn and In what order individual items should 
appear' (Alexander et al 1975). 'They have taken into consideration such factors as 
apparent frequency of occurrence, productivity, general usefulness, progression from 
simple to compound and complex, and pedagogical expediency'(v). This Is a unique 
and valuable reference, but still cannot solve the problem of what grammar Is to be 
taught at what level to fulfil the demands of a given situation. 
Practical guidelines on the use of both vocabulary and structure for the writers of 
graded readers are suggested by O'Neill (1987). They are divided Into four stages, 
for each of which there are general guidelines, general criteria for vocabulary 
selection, a vocabulary list and a structure list. The first handbook (1968) was based 
on an analysis of coursebook material available at the time, but was revised (1987) 
to reflect some of the critical changes In language teaching and materials design 
which had taken place In the meantime, Including the suggestion that students now 
get to grips with authentic English earlier than before. O'Neill Is well aware of the 
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consequences of a communicative approach but Is caught In a publisher's trap of 
having to specify what Is acceptable In a graded reader at a particular level, as 
advertised. His main criteria are 'accessibility (within the general reading 
competence of the student) and motivational push (driving the student to read on 
and even to skip over some language which Is too difficult)' (1987: 1). But the 
Impression Is that overall, ONeill Is not entirely out of sympathy with strict control 
of Input to language learning, based on'general and Intuitive judgements about what 
Is appropriate and what Is not. The guidelines... are the product of more than half 
a century of this kind of Intuition'( 1987: 2). 
This constant search for a logical set of rules for relative difficulty underpinned 
what Modern Language teach e r-agitato rs of the 1970s and 80s called 'a defined 
syllabus', but the restricted coverage which resulted paradoxically led to texts, 
situations and marking schemes for the examination papers which were even more 
artificial than before (see Davidson 1973, Moys et al 1980, Page 1974, with 
counterblast from Tucker 1982). In EFL the urge towards comprehensive definitions 
has brought ever more plurally detailed objectives for course books (for example 
Swan & Walter's 'multi-syllabus' of 1985 which 'is based on a combination of eight 
different syl lab u s-Inventorles'). The defined or specific syllabus tends to be 
associated with exactitude and expectations that a prescribed body of learning will 
have been accumulated by the student for each level In turn. This may be justified as 
clarifying alms and achievements but does not chime with the plurality and open- 
endedness of communication as It occurs. 
An attempt was made by van Ek to overcome this problem: his apologia for the T 
level syllabus Insists that the Intention Is for It to be only one of many such 
syllabuses (as the T level test Is In the same way only one of many possibilities - 
Groot & Harrison 1979), and that the content Is therefore open to addition and 
amendment according to circumstances. There Is nevertheless reference to frequency 
and the relative Importance of Individual words In the syllabus (van Ek 1973). His 
somewhat sophistical argument In defining the threshold level and at the same time 
Justifying the lists Is that it Is 'the level on which the learner has the ability to 
communicate In those verbal communication situations in which It may be expected 
that, as far as vocabulary and syntax are concerned, the lexical and syntactic command 
provided by the Items of the lists suffices' (van Ek 1973: 102). In the same report, 
Wilkins takes a less prescriptive view. 'By considering first what the content of 
utterances Is likely to be, It Is possible to decide which forms of language will be most 
valuable'. He also proposes recycling at higher levels (Wilkins 1973: 143). 
A logical order of social needs? 
Perhaps, instead of counting vertically, with the Inherent difficulty of setting cut-off 
points which cannot exist In actuality, the syllabus writer could think laterally. The 
extension model of Increasing coverage In language learning Is dependent on social 
rather than pedagogic concerns, on the situations In which a language user may find 
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himself, on his needs In terms of language for the Interactions likely to Involve him, 
or his own Interests, In the widest sense. The student's progress up any set of levels 
In this perspective Is usefully to be considered as an expanding universe of language 
contacts, well represented by Trim's parallel with individual mobility. At first, the 
child crawls around the room, then a house, and then his social context extends In 
turn to the supermarket, mother's friends, his own friends, school, town, work, links 
with other networks In other cities and In other countries (Trim 1978: 7). This 
Image Is also Intended to illustrate the stresses of an adult L2 learner: frustration 
In situations which he Is, like a child, Incompetent to handle, but only because of 
Inadequacy of language. This leads to the suggestion that instead of generallsed 
objectives such as elementary, intermediate and advanced, 'one looks to providing a 
learner with the body of knowledge and the skills he needs to solve a defined 
communication problem' (Trim 1978: 8). The necessary definition has been 
transferred from the components of language to the uses to which It will be put. 
This Is the logic behind the analysis of needs. If the reason for learning a language 
is practical rather than educational (though education is never far behind), both 
learner and teacher have to know what the practical ends are. Richterich & 
Chancerel propose an approach centred on the learner and his freedom of choice 
(1977: 7). For the Individual learner, they envisage a two-stage analysis, before the 
course and during the course, and In addition set out a series of different kinds of 
Information which should be obtained to Implement the principle of needs, for 
example by the learner, the teaching establishment and the 'user Institution'. But It 
Is clear that Richterich & Chancerel, writing under the aegis of the Council of 
Europe, have a wider Interest than merely deciding what a learner wants to learn. 
The premise is that needs analysis is part of a social (and political) stance which 
allows the Individual, by Implementing his wants, to develop as a responsible 
contributor to a democratic state. The Ideals are 'to facilitate the free movement 
of people and Ideas In Europe... to make the process of language learning more 
democratic ... to provide a framework for close and effective International co- 
operation In the organisation of language learning' (Trim 1978: 1). 
Possible solutions 
But no such broad Idealism can inform, except at very long range, the procedures of 
the present project. Practical solutions to the problems arising from the notion of 
levels In devising assessments for the classroom may however appear if the ideas 
discussed above are considered In conjunction with the tests analysed in Chapter 2. 
One suggestion for example is that tasks can become progressively more complex 
as a reflection of ever higher levels of demand. The theory supporting this Is 
expounded by Corder (1980) and realised in (eg) the ARELS oral (ARELS 
Examinations Trust nd). Another is to set increasing demands of social Interaction. 
This Is the progression suggested by Trim (1978) and put into practice In (eg) the 
OMLAC materials (OMLAC 1978), which are related to a day trip at Level I and to 
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a stay with a family at Level 2. an approach which was adopted by many of the 
GOML groups (Harrison 1982a). A third communicatively appropriate cline for 
levels Is to set up criteria in detail in accordance with a system of recycling of 
functions at ever higher levels of social sophistication, which Is envisaged by Wilkins 
(1973) and attempted In (eg) CAE (London) (ULSEB 1986), where 'has shown the 
ability to' statements on certificates reflect the detail of the test specifications at 
each level. A fourth strategy Is to sidestep the levels problem altogether. If the 
development of assessment materials is to be based on the demands which may be 
made of the learners by the work done In a particular classroom, It might In theory 
be possible to set tasks which could be tackled at any level, with less being expected 
of participants at the lower levels and more sophisticated responses required at the 
higher. A theoretical example of this approach Is suggested by Harrison (1979: 12) 
and a practical one Is the use of overlapping sets of reading texts for the three 
levels of CUEFL (RSA 1985). In practice however there might not be enough variety 
either In language demanded or In task type for communicative Interactions to be 
developed In this way. 
For this project 
In the classroom, the level of the learners has already been ascertained by some 
kind of placement or promotion procedure, and this level is put Into practice by the 
teaching materials, generally a course book. For assessment which Is Intended to 
reflect the course content therefore. It seems as If concern with levels In general Is 
beyond the remit, in that the task of setting levels has already been done by the 
demands of administration for homogeneous classes and the responses of 
publishers to customer demand. In this case, the project's aim must be to reflect 
the levels reallsed in the course book (or other material In use for teaching/I earning 
purposes), and to be guided by Its organisation. Yet within this given level for the 
class, the assessment system still has to decide what Is acceptable In a learner text 
and what Is not. For example, a present continuous Instead of a present simple 
might be allowed to pass at lower levels, but not at Intermediate; 'past machine' 
could be regarded as serving for 'time machine' at Intermediate, but not at 
advanced. Some guidelines may however appear when the approach and content of 
the course book Is considered In detail as a model for the approach and content of 
the assessment: this Is the province of the next chapter. 
3.3 Judgements 
There are several aspects of judgement which affect all testing and assessment 
procedures, from administrative decisions about who Is to be tested, for what 
purpose and when, down to the finest details of a marking scheme, and all of them 
can cause difficulties. The two especially problematical issues for assessment which 
claims to be communicative are reliability and marking systems. 
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Reliability 
The account of tasks given In the preceding section has been in essence a discussion 
of validity - what Is the content of the assessment system, how it relates to what 
went before (achievement, which In the present case is classroom activities and 
learning) and how It relates to what comes after (proficiency, which means how well 
the student applies what he now has available to a new challenge In the form of a 
task which Is related to previous work, but expects him to weave in strands from 
other learning). This section Is more concerned with reliability - the problems of 
ensuring that as far as possible the outcome of an assessment Is consistent as to 
marking (both between markers and between judgements made by the same 
marker); repticable as an assessment (the same material will produce parallel results 
on a different occasion); and generalisable to other uses than the present (new 
material can be used on the same basis to produce similar results). This last 
condition Includes aspects of validity, since different content will be relevant for 
different learners. 
Lado Illustrates the concept of reliability with a question: 'does the test yield 
dependable scores In the sense that they will not fluctuate very much so that we 
may know that the score obtained by a student Is pretty close to the score he 
would obtain if we gave the test again? If It does, the test Is reliable' (Lado 1961: 3 1). 
More recent writers equate reliability with overall consistency, a wider application 
of the concept, elaborated by Bachman (1990), who refers to 'classical true score 
measurement theory', with Its references to true score, error score and observed 
score, and follows this with comments on Its shortcomings; then deals with 
correlations between parallel tests; internal consistency; and Intra-rater and Inter- 
rater rellabilities. This is an impressively comprehensive coverage of reliability as 
traditionally understood. 
But reliability is particularly difficult to establish In communicative assessment, for 
several reasons. The emphasis on integration rather than on Individual items each 
testing some example of the same skill, means that It Is no longer certain what 
credit for a single 'Item' represents. Communication is considered to depend on 
personal Interpretations - of what Is said and what Is to be said (and equally of what 
Is written and what Is to be written) - so that there Is rarely such a neat outcome 
as an untrammelled right answer. As Davies observes, 'once we admit Into the 
equation the testee's awareness of context everything becomes possible' (1988: 4 1). 
One of Davies' examples, however, is a sequencing Item using farmer duckling killed 
the the, and Davies suggests that the correct response 'must be' The farmer killed the 
duckling. But one of Hudson's divergent thinkers (Hudson 1967) might well argue 
that the duckling could kill the farmer If It crossed the road in front of his 
motorcycle or If It gave him fatal gastroenterlds: Davies does not carry his 
4everything becomes possible' far enough. Another difficulty In demonstrating 
reliability In communicative assessment Is that one of Its alms Is to offer the student 
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the opportunity to show how much he can do with his present equipment of 
language, so that the more credit he can muster the better, and if the whole class 
reaches a satisfactory standard (however that may be defined), congratulations are 
In order, rather than disappointment at the resulting skew In the distribution which 
makes reliability calculations otiose. 
Early doubts about the value of reliability as understood In classical theory became 
more Insistent with the discussion of communicative testing In general (Morrow 
1979) and of the Importance of the Individual contribution to speaking tests 
(Underhill 1987). Both these polemicists were derided In their time, but more 
recently their doubts have been supported In discussions of 'a paradigm shift, from 
psychometrics to a broader model of educational assessment' (Gipps 1994) or 'a 
profound theoretical reorientation' (McNamara 1998). At the same time, and not 
coincidentally, there as been a move away from traditional views to a concern with 
social values and ethics (eg McNamara 1998). 
An interest in the individual's achievement rather than comparison of candidates In 
groups suggests that other means of Interpreting results need to be found. The 
notion of criterion-referenced assessment Is defined by Brown as: 
Assessment that provides information about the specific knowledge and abilities of 
pupils through their performances on various kinds of tasks that are interpretable 
In terms of what the pupils know or can do, without reference to the performance 
of others. 
Brown 1980. vii 
This approach apparently gives the student priority. He Is not being compared with 
others in order to show his relative achievement, he Is on his own facing and dealing 
with a task designed to show what he can do. Results are to be reported as 
Indicating 'mastery' of whatever the criterion Is, as represented In tasks forming a 
'domain' In which the student Is to show mastery. But difficult questions arise: 
what Is the criterion? how Is It represented In tasks? what cut-off point represents 
mastery? - if less than 100%, In what sense is lt'mastery'? The only way to answer 
questions like these Is to refer to the performances of a group of students: the 
criteria and standards of a test need to be norm-referenced before It can be 
described as criterion-referenced. Gipps reviews the progress of this approach from 
1963 on, concluding that 'strict crIterion-referenced assessment Is clearly 
unmanageable and undesirable' (1994: 96). 
The Introduction of Item Response Theory (IRT) Into the field of language testing in 
the 1980s (Baker 1997) provided a new basis for statistical explorations of test 
results. It was described by Weiss In 1983 as an area which promised to have 
... profound Implications for the Improvement of psychological measurement and for 
the solution of a variety of applied problems that have not been adequately solved 
by over half a century of classical psychometrics' (quoted by Baker 1997). The basis 
of IRT Is the relationship between the characteristic measured by a given set of 
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Items, conceived of as an underlying continuum and represented by a numerical 
scale, and the responses of testees to suitable test Items. The main assumptions of 
IRT are: that the Item characteristic curve (ICC) produced by responses states the 
relationship between probability of a correct answer to an Item and 'ability' level; 
that Items measure a single ability or trait; and that 'the probability of a person 
answering any one Item correctly is not affected by Information regarding that 
person's success or failure on any other Item(s)' (3 1). But even If the procedure 
seems to deal with the Individual, It does so by setting him up against the results of 
group testing, so that the generalities of bulk statistics still apply. Buck (1994) 
maintains that all three models of IRT are 'statistical models and have no 
psychological or cognitive justification. 
In spite of its apparent exactitude, mathematically achieved, the procedure Is bound 
up with probabilities, just as with classic psychometric models: we are guessing (or, 
as In actuarial calculations for insurance, betting; or, as in medical research, 
predicting) that circumstances are, or will be, as the calculations lead us to expect. 
Individual factual Instances are not catered for (eg a stated high proportion of 
smokers are reported to die annually from carcinogenic diseases, but Individual 
grandfathers may live to 94 still smoking 40 cigarettes a day). This kind of 
approximation Is rather far from the alms of the present project, which are centred 
on relating assessments to previous work in class and offering the Individual student 
and the teacher practical guidance on how far they have succeeded. 
Gipps (1994) suggests that the term 'reliability' should be dropped In favour of 
'comparability', which Is related to the use of an assessment - 'if performance 
assessment Is used for accountability purposes then great care will need to be taken 
to ensure comparability; for teacher assessment for formative purposes 
comparability Is of lesser concern. '(171) The difficulty however Is achieving that 
convenient (even If In current circumstances spurious) 'proof' of consistency which 
traditional reliability offered. Parlett & Hamilton (1972) and Parlett (1974) suggest 
'illuminative evalVation' as a way forward. This Is concerned with description and 
Interpretation rather than measurement and prediction, and It operates by means of 
an 'Information profile' which Is to be derived from any of a range of resources - 
observation, Interviews, questionnaires and documentary and background sources. 
This seems to be a long answer to a short question - Is the system consistent? - but 
the principles on which It Is founded are attractive: open-ended exploration with no 
preformed prejudices, focused enquiries, and accurate and sensitive reporting on 
well-organised data (Parlett 1974). 
Marking systems 
The judgments most commonly associated with testing are those made In the 
marking of students' answers or responses, though they are in fact only a small 
(though vital) element the whole series of decisions which need to be made in the 
trajectory from test specification to results. Other decisions may have more effect 
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on the overall shape and approach of the assessment than the mere allocation of a 
value to a candidate's response. but this valuing Is nevertheless a crucial point In the 
process. The tester's approach to It colours (or Is a reflection of) his attitude to 
the learner. It Is In this area that the dichotomy between communicative learning 
principles and traditional testing principles Is at Its clearest. Historically, 
'subjective' marking tends to be associated with a negative attitude, the expectation 
that the candidate will not live up to the model set by some mythical perfect 
answer. Essays written In examination halls on whatever subject will be considered 
excellent If they reach 70%. The procedure Is associated with a concern with 
'standards' which are destined to be unmet by candidates. On the other hand, 
'objective' methods (though, as Pilliner (1968: 2 1) points out, they are objective only 
In the marking) may assume that 100% Is a possible achievement, and this is plausible 
In mathematics or perhaps In the sciences. However, It Is unattainable In language 
assessment In general (even if it may be achieved, with dubious relevance, In some 
'objective' testing procedures) because of an Inevitable divergence of views about 
what Is 'correct', or as currently formulated, 'appropriate'. A positive approach can 
take this divergence Into account by accepting what candidates offer, preferably by 
setting up the marking on the basis of trials and/or pretesting, as exemplified In 
Harrison (1975) and Swain (1985). 
Marking of productive language use (writing and especially speaking, with their 
support materials) has been described as falling Into two systems: by categories and 
by units (Harrison 1986). The categories system Is based on concepts reflecting In 
some way the reasons for assessment In the first place, principally relating back by 
way of content validity to construct validity. Heaton (1988: 99) suggests a variety of 
criteria, for example grammar, vocabulary, phonology, fluency. The principles of this 
system are implemented by allocating a proportion of points within a stated total 
(say 4 concepts x5 marks = 20). Another approach Is to use rating scales of the kind 
which list criteria and set a range of awards, say I to S, for each, and the assessor's 
task Is then to locate a candidate's performance between extremes, for example, 
between 'foreign' and 'native' against the criterion: style of expression (Cohen 
1980: 120). This Is a similar approach to that of the early FSI oral Uones 1979). 
In the 'units' system of marking, units represent Individually assessable entities 
within a test and are marked cumulatively by the addition of credits to reach a total, 
which may or may not have been predicted, for example awarding one mark for 
communication and another for correctness to succeeding transactions in a 
speaking test (eg Ilyin 1976, Groot & Harrison 1979). In principle, category systems 
Include scales and band scores when used in the assessment of language production: 
these operate differently from the traditional essay marking only In the fact that the 
matching of student output is made with a globally described level of performance 
which incorporates several concepts at once, rather than a set of scores allocated 
to a series of concepts and totalled Into a single number. 
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Category and unit systems are two routes to the same end point (a score) but the 
high road (categories) starts from constructs and arrives at judgement in the form 
of opinions, whereas the low road (units) starts from Individual tasks and finds Its 
way by discovering what appears en route, achieving understanding and Interaction 
with events along the way. A unit system therefore seems more suitable for 
communicative testing, which Is concerned with a developing Interaction between at 
least two participants and the assessment of outcomes rather than artifacts. 
Applied to the assessment of speaking, for example, It deals with textual 
contributions to the discussion rather than conceptually linguistic connotations of 
what Is said, by taking both the language used and the Implications conveyed by It as 
explorations of meaning and the building of understanding between participants. 
However, there are two major problems with the units system. One Is how a unit 
Is to be defined In continuous text. When an exchange occurs on a simple turn- 
taking basis, with one statement followed by another as in a simple oral test, there 
Is no difficulty in deciding what constitutes a unit: Its boundaries coincide with the 
beginning and end of each Individual's contribution. When a more Informal 
discussion or narrative results from a task, boundaries are difficult to set. For 
example, a pair of learners working together may produce exchanges In which an 
opinion or a story continues over several clauses (complete sentences being rare In 
Informal speech). The problem then Is for an assessor to recognise divisions 
between the points made by the speaker or to break up the text on the basis of 
grammatical form. Neither of these systems of chunking can be based on simple, 
clear-cut boundaries. 
The other problem Is level of attack. If a judgement Is to be made on aI (for 
communication) +I (for correctness) basis, the decision Is affected by how error, 
or In more communicative terms, appropriateness, Is treated. The system is highly 
effective with assessments at a low level, because candidate contributions are short 
and error Is likely to be gross, but both problems become more Intractable as 
assessments reach higher levels, unless the exchange Is tightly structured and so 
likely to be less 'realistic'. (These problems are discussed further In Chapter 7. ) 
Nevertheless, the system has direct relevance to the principles on which, It has been 
argued, communicative assessment stands. Its main theoretical advantages are that 
It directly echoes the sequence of understanding followed by judgement which 
occurs In language exchanges (so that In practice it is straightforward for the 
assessor to apply); that It Is reliable In application because it is limited to the award 
of three rather factual elements for each contribution (which again helps the 
assessor In practice by restricting his possibilities, giving him fewer categories to 
learn and simpler decisions to make than with more detailed schemes); and that It 
allows for variation beyond the simple communication + correctness criteria, since 
candidates may make their own personal contributions: they are not expected to 
produce a response as predicted by a mark scheme, but may be as inventive and 
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original as they wish, provided the result is appropriate to the situation. 
In view of these positive benefits for assessment, the Intention Is to apply the unit 
system In some form In this project, as being generally In sympathy with 
communicative principles. 
If additive scores and the manipulation of numerical data is problematical, perhaps 
words can provide more directly helpful Indications, as descriptions of quality rather 
than Indices of quantity. Assessors can work with characterisations of what Is 
expected at each level on a scale of descriptions. These descriptions are usually 
produced as an individual expert's - Or, better, a group of experts' - view of what 
Is a good performance and what Is a poorer one, within a range of possibilities at a 
given level. An individual candidate's performance is then matched with a 
description. (Examples are given by Jones 1979, Carroll 1980, Carroll &West 1989 
and an exhaustive account of scales of language proficiency Is given by North 1995. ) 
But the descriptions are not normally distilled from actual performances: they are 
Idealistic likelihoods, so they are In effect only a little more actual than scores with 
suggestions for Interpretation attached. For example the ELTS assessment scale as 
first devised (UCLES/BC nd) has been criticised as'attempting to describe not what 
actually happens In communicative situations, but what communicative theorists 
think happens in communicative situations' (Fulcher 1987: 290). But the levels do 
eventually derive from data, either through experience In use, or, as In North's work, 
by asking experts to understand and then grade given statements (North 1995: 158) 
so as to build up a consensus on what the wordings mean. Fulcher (1996) suggests 
a data-based approach to scales: he reports on an analysis of transcripts from 
Interviews which found six phenomena Interrupting fluency. Chaloub-DevIlle (1995) 
suggests further a research approach 'that derives scales empirically according to 
the given tests and audiences, which extends the concept to Include variation 
according to the uses to be made of results. 
But even In these schemes, candidates are being fitted Into pre-described behaviour 
patterns (however empirically established) at predestined levels, when the Individual 
may be at various levels on the various elements Included In a description - another 
aspect of the four-skills reporting problem reported above In relation to Morrow 
(1979) and CCSE (UCLES 1990). This Is part of the difficulty of what Is to be 
Included at any given level: in theory. the same attributes should be Included each 
time, but it may not be possible to find an exponent for a particular aspect of, say, 
phonology at all of nine levels of a scale. It Is also difficult to find positive wordings 
for Increasing levels of performance without using value words such as 'better' or 
$more', which are open to varying Interpretation and are somewhat less than 
Informative. In his discussion of bands and scores, Alderson (199 1) details problems 
and difficulties and then points out that scales can be written for and used by 
different interpreters - users. constructors and assessors. His summary of the 
advantages of r-eporting scores on scales suggests that scales can provide 
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Information about what a score means; can help to reduce the spurious impression 
of accuracy that a score gives; can help to Improve the reliability of subjectively 
judged ratings; and can provide guidance to test constructors (Alderson 1991: 85). 
The chief drawback however Is that, In the interests of generalisation, candidates are 
being labelled with concepts which are only an approximate fit to a wide range of 
possibly relevant achievements. 
With the intention of setting up more fitting scales, Upshur &TUrner (1995) developed 
an'empirically derived, ordered set of binary questions relating to boundaries between 
levels on the performance being evaluated' (1995: 3). The procedure Involves teachers 
In deciding on the most Important elements In the successful completion of a task and 
then arranging these elements In a structure which allows yes/no decisions to be made 
on responses In an order which relates directly to marking, This system Is 
demonstrated as Improving the reliability of scoring, but has two major disadvantages: 
that each task needs Its own set of questions and that group decisions agreeing the 
questions require extensive discussion time. 
But If descriptions are In principle acceptable, It might be possible to write 
statements to fit candidates rather than fit candidates Into pre-existing statements 
on the basis of 'I have done x' rather than 'He can do x', or even 'He has shown the 
ability to x'. This Is the principle of Records of Achievement (ROA), adopted as a 
policy for all secondary schools In England and Wales In 1984 by the Department of 
Education & Science and the Welsh Office. There are various kinds of record, but 
'the main feature which they have In common Is that they set out to record 
achievements or experiences of young people, or assessments of their personal 
qualities, which go beyond examination results' (DES&WO 1984: 2). This was 
official approval of a movement which started In 1969 with the Record of Personal 
Achievement scheme, developed by a committee led by DR Stansbury and 
subsequently adopted by Wiltshire County Council and distributed by them In 
response to demand from schools in other parts of Britain, for example Yorkshire, 
Somerset, Scotland and Northern Ireland (Swales 1979). Further early examples are 
the Record of Personal Experience (Stansbury 1974,1980) and the Scottish pupil 
profile system of 1977 (Broadfoot 1980). The principles and practice were taken up 
and further explored by the Schools Council (Balogh 1982) and the National 
Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) (Goacher & Reid 1983). A series of pilot 
schemes was promoted and financed by the DES and evaluated nationally (Broadfoot 
et al 1988 and 199 1). But In the summer of 1989, possibly because It foresaw problems 
of control as much as finance, the Govern ment'tu rned Its back entirely on records of 
achievement, except for the reporting of national curriculum attainment' [le 
examinations] (Munby 1989), though local schemes still persist. A useful review of the 
whole field, with varied examples, is provided by Broadfoot (ed) (1986). 
The application of statements to assessments of communicative language use seems 
to have advantages over other reporting systems, both verbally descriptive and 
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statistically derived. Words can tell us what has been achieved as an earnest of what 
proficlencles may be expected. But there are still enormous problems, for instead 
of the common currency of figures (however probabilistic and therefore 
approximate), the medium is words, with all their potential for disagreement and 
misunderstanding. As Brindley (1998) points out, In his extensive discussion of 
schemes for 'outcomes-based assessment'. 'assessment criteria will be Interpreted 
differently by different audiences according to their previous experience, 
unconscious expectations and subjective preferences regarding the relative 
Importance of different communicative criteria'. But Gipps suggests that better 
models for current Interests are procedures such as 'standards-referenced 
assessment', In which experts' (teachers') standards are encapsulated In verbal 
descriptions and then Illustrated with exemplars which specify the standards to be 
applied; and target-related assessment, In which 'the targets are described In the 
syllabus; teachers are given explicit criteria for judging student performance; and 
there are descriptions of what students do at any particular stage (Le. exemplars). ' 
(GIpps 1994: 94-5). These approaches differ from those reported on by BrIndley 
(1998) In that they make a two-pronged attack on reliability by including both 
explicit criteria and exemplars of actual performances, thus approximating more 
nearly to Fulcher's requirement that scales should be drawn up on the basis of 
performances rather than speculation. In spite of the difficulties of drawing up 
criteria which are explicit enough, this Is an approach to assessment which Is most 
likely to be consonant with the alms of the present project. 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter has attempted to set out the factors which will most affect the 
reallsation of a practical scheme for assessing students on the work they have done 
over a period in the classroom. Tasks need to be set up with the consideration of 
multiple factors beyond any realism they may have for the students concerned, such 
as the way in which they are presented, the relationship between quality of response 
and difficulty of problem (Pollitt 199 1), the nature of the demands to be made on 
participants (Skehan 1998) and the ways In which they are organised so as to 
provide material for Informative assessment. The Issue of levels has been side- 
stepped with the justification that any scheme of assessment which closely follows 
classroom events Is governed by the pre-existing allocation of learners to classes 
and course books to learners, but It remains to be seen whether this stance Is 
adequate for the reporting of useful results. judgements have been related to a 
discussion of reliability, but perhaps more Important for the project is to find some 
way of arriving at a system of reporting (preferably in words rather than In figures, 
though exploring the possibilities of both) which will give students and teachers 
useful feedback on how successfully communicative the students have been. The 
next chapter now explores how the ideas discussed In the previous three chapters 
can be applied to practical ends. 
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Chapter 4 
Analysing the course book 
4.0 Introduction 
In this chapter the aim Is to report on setting up a systematic procedure to provide 
a basis for assessments which will reflect previous learning In the classroom. 
Reference points are needed for an analysis of what has been presented as 
Instruction, and the simplest solution seems to be to ask the course book to 
provide them, since It Is an Important factor In the majority of classrooms. But the 
course book can contain only part of what Is presented and discussed In any lesson, 
for teaching materials can only suggest what a teacher might do. As Allwright points 
out, teaching materials 'contribute to the management of language learning, but 
cannot possibly cope with many of the Important decisions facing the "managers" 
working in their various situations' (Allwright 1981: 9). Nevertheless, the course 
book may provide the starting point for the development of a universal system of 
analysis which can be applied to any classroom activity whatever Its origin - for 
example materials provided by the school, the teacher's own materials, 
supplementary activity books, or work with authentic texts. The analysis Is to be 
worked out on an empirical basis, that Is, starting from what exists and building up 
from trials with a range of course books until a consistent form Is reached which 
can then be applied to the course book In use In a particular classroom. It is hoped 
that the resulting data can provide the basis for a test specification which Is 
demonstrably derived from Immediately previous learning and which leads on to 
relevant assessment. 
4.1 The course book 
For and against 
In discussion about course books, there Is some confusion In nomenclature, some 
writers referring to 'textbooks'. though this term seems more appropriate for 
books used in teaching such fields of study as History or Physics, and defined by 
Chambers (Schwatrz et al 1988) as 'containing the main principles of a subject'. 
Both expressions occur In the sources referred to In the following account, but the 
connotation Is the same: a coherent series of units for learning at a given level 
published In one volume (or sometimes two, If there is a teacher's book). The term 
'course book' Is however used throughout In this thesis. 
There are objections, both theoretical and practical, to the use of course books In 
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language classes. Those objecting are well represented by Sheldon, who describes 
them as a'necessary evil'; but In response, Whitney summarlses the position more 
positively. 'Although not every teacher uses them - Indeed, some teachers, 
especially native speaking teachers, are frequently dismissive of them - textbooks 
are an Inescapable part of our professional lives. ... There are In fact 
large numbers 
of teachers who, for a time at least, seem to be quite happy with the books that they 
are using, and for whom, In practice, the textbook Is Indeed necessary but also 
helpful' (Whitney 1988: 235). Sheldon goes on to complain that they often fall 
short. 'ELT books are frequently seen as poor compromises between what is 
educationally desirable on the one hand and financially viable on the other' (Sheldon 
1988: 237). Allwright takes a wider perspective, Including In his discussion all kinds 
of teaching materials, and offering two different views of their role: either to make 
sure the syllabus Is covered, that the exercises are well thought out, and so on, 
which he calls a 'deficiency' view, making up for the teacher's potential 
shortcomings, with the result that the best teachers will not need the materials at 
all; and a 'difference' view, which sees two kinds of expertise at work, that of the 
materials writer and that of the teacher, allowing the best teachers to get on with 
fostering language learning In the classroom (1981: 6). O'Neill, In response to 
Allwright, deals with what he calls 'textbooks', though they are only a subset of 
Allwright's 'teaching materials' (which include 'Ideas books' and 'activities books'). 
O'Neill maintains that textbooks are needed to set a framework within which 
teachers and students can look ahead, look back and catch up, and In any case It Is 
for the teacher to adapt and Improvise: the textbook Is only a jumping-off point for 
the teacher and the class and should not aim to be more than that (1982: 110). 
Medgyes ( 1986) represents quite forcefully the case against the textbook: 'it Is too 
general, boring, stuffed with clIch6 characters; It usually restricts activity to language 
presentation and controlled practice Instead of stimulating real Interaction. ... What 
Is advocated as a substitute Is a wide stock of flexible and authentic "supplementary" 
materials' (110). 
Such supplementary materials have existed In parallel with the course book since 
before 'Interactive activities' were Introduced to promote communication In the 
classroom. The relationship between these and course books Is partly 
complementary and partly competitive. No single course book, whatever its authors 
claim, can be comprehensive enough to meet all demands when one of the principles 
of communicative approaches Is that variation Is essential to meet local needs. 
Supplementary material Is therefore a valuable, if not Indispensable, resource. On 
the other hand, communicative tenets may be unacceptable In many cultures where 
seniority of age and experience are Inbuilt and not to be easily overturned by 
radical thinking among linguistics experts and English language teachers. The 
problems are discussed by several commentators, for example Maley (1986), who 
compares current practice with communicative approaches and finds the change 
from one to the other problematical; Edge (1987), who points out that 
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communicative methods may contradict educational cultures and may also suggest 
ways of behaving which are proscribed In students' everyday lives; and Jones (1987), 
who suggests that the majority of ELT practitioners world-wide will either not 
receive, or will misinterpret, the [communicative] message. The course book 
authors' answer to the potential puzzlement of teachers seems to be to offer more 
and more plurality In syllabuses and more and more advice on how to use them. 
But there are other unavoidable conflicts: Hutchinson &Torres (1994) point out the 
mismatch between moves towards greater negotiation and choice for learners on 
the one hand and the development of ever more structured textbooks on the other. 
They admit however that this structuring Is essential, for psychological and 
managerial reasons and for security In the face of change. 
In spite of all Its defects the course book remains the main driving force behind the 
work In most language classrooms, setting overall alms and objectives and at the 
same time detailed paradigms for teaching methods, so that they seem rather 
Inevitably to provide material for analysis. They cannot offer patterns and 
Instruction for all that happens In even the most devotedly controlled classrooms; 
Indeed, In the hands of skilled. Imaginative teachers, may represent only a skeleton 
on which to build a learning sequence. But for present purposes, which require a 
substantial and stable body of material on which to build a system of analysis, the 
course book seems the most economical and realistic starting point. 
Authors' Introductions 
If the course book is to be the basis for analysis, It might be Informative to consult 
course book authors to Investigate what they consider to be the Important aspects 
of their work. They tend to take for granted that anyone who is reading their 
Introduction is already committed to the use of a course book and needs 
persuading only that theirs Is the one to choose. A selective survey was undertaken 
of 17 course book Introductions dating from 1975 to 1996, and these represent at 
first sight some variety In authors' promises. 
The earliest course books claiming to be 'communicative' (Abbs et al 1975, O'Neill 
& Snow 1977, Alexander 1978) are Intended to represent a radical departure from 
a 'traditional' approach, eg: 'very different from that of the traditional structurally 
graded textbook' (Abbs et al 197S Strategies); 'pioneered the new communicative 
approach' (O'Neill & Snow 1989 Crescent 9A); 'radical departure from traditional 
course design' (Alexander 1978 Mainline Beginners). After a few years, authors begin 
to emphasise a variety of content going beyond the functional-notional, In apparent 
reaction to the Idea - never seriously proposed by any of their earlier colleagues - 
that functions alone are sufficient basis for learning: 'organisation Is... based on a 
combination of eight different syllabus-inventories... systematic teaching of 
vocabulary.. dictionary use' (Swan & Walter 1985 Cambridge English course). 
Another apparently reactionary move is a 'return' to grammar -a renewal which 
seems more polemical than actual: 'comprehensive coverage of the English 
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grammatical system... grammar areas are dealt with In more depth than is usually 
found In course books' (Soars & Soars 1986 Headway Intermediate). A more radical 
development is to call on the findings of a corpus to indicate what English Is actually 
used by Ll speakers: 'a mass of information from the careful examination of many 
millions of words... boldly features spontaneous conversation, language at Its most 
natural' (Sinclair, 'Foreword' to Collins Cobuild English course Willis &Willis 1989). 
Later course books are still attempting to combine the old and the new so as to 
appeal to as wide as possible a range of users: 'alternating units on grammar and 
vocabulary.. highly original tasks... Innovative Teacher's Book material... course can 
be tailored closely to the needs of Individual classes' Doff & Jones 1994 Language in 
use); 'combines the best of traditional methods with more recent approaches, to 
help students use English both accurately and fluently' (Soars & Soars 1996 New 
Headway English course). 
There Is no justification In any of these expositions for the use of a course book In 
principle rather than the use of the course book in question. The only exception to 
this rule which has been discovered Is In the 'Key-Notes' paragraphs In Soars & 
Soars' Headway Advanced, where the authors suggest that it Is only recently that 
course books have been written for the advanced student, and so find the need to 
explain why they have produced one. Even these students have gaps In their 
knowledge and 'it Is possible to devise a broad-based syllabus consisting of revision 
and new Input of both grammar and lexis. Added to this, there Is a strong reassuring 
feeling for a student who can say, "This is my English course book; I know what It's 
doing; I can learn from this: ' and there Is no reason why this should not also be 
true for the advanced student' (Soars & Soars 1989: 1). Further on, they add: 'Just as 
students benefit from having a course book. so teachers should feel reassured by 
having a framework and a direction on which they can build' (11). These comments 
could clearly apply to students and teachers at all levels, and the fact that they are 
made here, in the introduction to an advanced course, may reflect some 
unmentioned criticism of course books In general (or of one at Advanced level) 
which the writers feel they ought to refute. 
Two Interesting points do however emerge from the review of course books: firstly 
that the writers almost entirely ignore the proposition that the teaching of grammar 
Is not necessary for learning by communicative principles. Some over-enthusiastic 
teachers (perhaps misinterpreting Krashen's views on language acquisition) seemed 
to be claiming In the 70s that grammar was acquired along the way without direct 
Instruction, eg O'Neill & Snow's suggestion: 'The communicative approach focuses on 
acquiring the grammatical rules by using the language' (Crescent, 1989: 23), though 
they then add, 'However, there are times when the rules need to be explained'. Of 
the 17 texts consulted, only Crescent and Communicate (Morrow & Johnson 1979) 
omit grammar teaching altogether, and Quartet (Grellet et al 1982) makes it optional. 
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Secondly, the lack of variety between the earlier and later books Is remarkable. For 
example, the arguments for English Alive 2 (Nicholls et al 1978) and Approaches 
Uohnson & Morrow 1979), are Improved on surprisingly little by New Headway (Soars 
& Soars 1996), published 17 or 18 years later. Regarded as input for the analysis of 
course books, the survey shows only that the standard elements In a course need to 
be Included. 'We should always remember that new Ideas do not supersede earlier 
ones. Rather, they coexist with them, so that we can see older ideas In a new light' 
(Alexander 1978). But there Is one glimmer of guidance: through the list there Is a 
discernible Increase In attention to the learner, who In 197S Is provided with skills 
(Abbs et al 197S) but In 1986 is expected to take responsibility for his own learning 
(Soars & Soars Headway Intermediate) and by 1993 Is to be subjected to a systematic 
I earn er-train Ing programme (Radley & Millerchip Workout). This Is encouraging for a 
learner-oriented approach, as In the present Instance. 
Course book evaluation 
Another possible source of points of Interest for setting up an analysis which may 
lead to later assessment Is the evaluation of course books: Is there a framework or 
paradigm which, Intended to formalise the consideration of course book quality, 
could help to generate an assessment syllabus? Sheldon (1987), In his Introduction 
to acollection of essays' about materials evaluation, suggests that too many course 
books are vague about target learners, explain grammar too technically, are 
unsuitable in layout and rarely explain their rationales (p3). Cunningsworth 
(1984: 74ff) offers a long checklist of evaluation criteria, and though they are set out 
In the main as detailed questions for teachers to ask about the content and approach 
of a given course book, the answers say little about the demands made on learners 
by the language tasks set. McDonough & Shaw (1993) propose two approaches to 
evaluation, external and Internal. The former Is very general, dealing with blurbs and 
writers' claims, but'Internal' evaluation promises an 'in-depth Investigation' Into the 
materials. The results are disappointing. The topics on which questions are to be 
asked Include presentation of skills, grading, text beyond the sentence and 
authenticity, but go no further than these shallows: what students actually have to 
do to engage with the material offered remains unexplored at the deep end. 
One of Sheldon's 'collection of essays' however Is a contribution by Breen & 
Candlin, who suggest a series of questions for teachers which take a positive view 
of what might be found In a course book. Of the 34 questions they offer, the 
following three seem significant: 
2. [when they finish their course] What should [the learners] be able to do in 
and with the languagel 
8. What procedure or sequence of work does the learner have to follow in 
order to be successful at the task? 
23. In what ways do the materials involve your learners' values, attitudes 
and feelingst 
Breen & Candlin 1987: 14-20 
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These questions suggest directions In which the development of the present analysis 
might run, and will be will be one of the bases for the discussion which follows. 
Summary 
The justification for using course books as the basis for this present analysis Is that 
they are available In any classroom, are common to large numbers of classes (as 
teacher materials are not) and are relatively static (as teacher responses to the 
classroom dynamic cannot be) and so provide relatively easy access. The categories 
eventually arrived at can be applicable whatever the book used. An extension can 
even be envisaged In which the system Is applied to classroom events as they occur, 
so that when tangents suddenly appear and are pursued, or the activity proposed by 
the course book Is abandoned and a new activity Is substituted, these spontaneous 
events can be written up and included in the subsequent assessment. But the 
analysis of what happens In the classroom needs to start not just from the content 
of the course but with the students' reaction to It. The Important questions are: 
What are the learners being asked to do? and What does the activity look like from 
their point of view? The answers to these questions can then guide the design of 
assessment material which aims to cover the same ground as the learning. 
4.2 A system for analysis 
Events for the learner 
Little of the above exploration of guidelines to course book analysis for teachers Is 
of much help. What is needed for the present project Is detailed Information about 
what has happened In the classroom against the background of the course book, 
which, as noted above, cannot cover all possibilities. The aim Is to develop an 
analysis system which will enable the learning activities to be paralleled by 
assessment materials in which, as far as possible, the same things are planned to 
happen. Perhaps, taking further the questions asked by Breen & Candlin (quoted 
above), an analysis could be usefully based on the viewpoint of the learner. Breen 
has further helpful suggestions to make In this direction. In his discussion of how 
learners recreate a workplan he Includes their (the learners') questions: 'Why do I 
need to do this? ', 'What am I working on? "How do I go about It? ' and'Where am I 
wo 
, 
rking? ' (Breen 1987: 23-46). This approach seems to offer a useful perspective. 
If the analysis looked at the course book from the learner's standpoint it would 
bring Into focus what was actually being demanded by the material offered. 
Three examples of analysis systems drawn up to Investigate examinations In modern 
languages provide some general guidelines for this approach. James & Rouve (1973) 
described language performance by undertaking a survey of syllabuses and schemes 
of language examinations In schools and In Further and Higher Education In order 
$to answer the question which we imagine would be put by any potential employer 
(or admissions officer) ... What can this applicant actually do? ' (1973: 1). 
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A later survey, of modern language examinations for secondary school pupils at the 
age of 16+, was 'an attempt to provide a critical analysis'. but took on a polemical 
tone, attacking the examining boards for their traditional approach and their 
unwillingness to provide detailed Information about aspects of the setting, content 
and marking of their examinations (Moys et al 1980). Finally, an analysis of the 
examinations of one board, the Institute of Linguists (Harrison 1979,1980a) 
developed a system for comparing the Institute's syllabuses with those of other 
examining boards, starting from the question: 'What does the candidate have to do 
In order to give the examiner something to assess? ' In this analysis, a coding was 
applied to the skills required for each activity, Including six beyond the standard four 
(listen, speak, read, write): understanding of the visual, summarising, showing 
knowledge of content, giving a mechanical response (eg in multiple choice testing), 
performing some physical act, producing a non-linguistic response on paper (eg 
draw). This coding system was later adapted for use as guidelines for test 
specifications (Harrison 1983b) and becomes the starting point for parts of the 
coding used In the present analysis. 
In view of these precedents, and because a learner-centred approach promised to 
be particularly apt for course book material claiming to be communicative, It was 
decided that the the analysis was to begin with the learner. The analyser needs to 
put himself In the learner's shoes: 'If I were a learner faced with this task to fulfil 
with this material, what would I actually do in attempting to carry It outV The 
Immediate Implication of this Is that the material has to be considered as a series 
of things to be done (le tasks), each of which makes different demands on the 
learner, but together with others In the series operates within an overall structure 
of constant components. The first step is to draw up a list of decision points for 
the learner - the facts which confront him as he works through a task - In the order 
In which he meets them as he responds. The aim Is to arrive at a logical sequence 
In the events which universally occur with any communicative exchange, Including 
suppositions about their Impact on the learner's mind and about his reaction to 
them. These Ideas were elaborated In a working paper (WP I) which charted the 
course of the development, but it is too prolix to be reproduced entire. The 
following discussion Is therefore based on quotations from It, suitably edited. 
Categories for analysis 
Several draft lists of categories were made and gradually refined through applying 
them to tasks set In a popular course book (Cambridge English Course 2- Swan & 
Walter 1985). This was chosen as a starting point because It had appeared 
consistently over several months In the list of top selling EFL books compiled by the 
Bournemouth English Bookshop and published In the EFL Gazette. 
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The first workable version consisted of the following categories: 
context content language 
who/where... receptive structure 
culture processing lexis 
group productive phonology 
simultaneity discourse 
The subheadings, for example, under context - wholwhere; culture; group, were 
subjected to a detailed discussion of alternatives and possibilities, and this process 
was repeated for all the categories and subheadings. 
4.3 Analysis Sheet I 
Layout 
After further debate In WP I, an analysis sheet was designed as a form on which 
categories of learner decision were arranged horizontally In the sequence In which 
It was Inferred he would meet them, with vertical space under each category 
heading for the analyser to enter a record of each task and Its demands. Figure 4.1 
shows this early draft version. After ten or so of these forms had been filled In 
(amounting to some 900 entries overall), including some for Cobuild Intermediate 
(Willis & Willis 1989) -a course based on 'real English' - preliminary rules for 
completion were laid down to guide the analyser, both to remind him of decisions 
made earlier and to promote consistency. But the categories were found to be 
Imprecise, and after several sets of detailed amendments had been made to category 
labels and groupings, the sheet was radically revised. 
If the sequence in which the learner had to make decisions was to be followed 
through logically, there occurred between receptive and productive an activity 
labelled processing In the draft analysis sheet (see Figure 4.1) which represented a 
potentially vast range of mental activity. The main difficulty was categorising 
relevant aspects of the notion 'processing' and recording them on the analysis sheet. 
It had been recognised from the start that the record would have to be a highly 
condensed version of what appeared In the course book, but the processing heading 
represented so much more than just a link between skills (eg using reading as a basis 
for speaking) that It was allocated to a new analysis sheet of Its own, labelled AS2, 
with the original now designated AS I (The final version of AS I will appear In Figure 
4.2, when the deNelopment of rules for completing It has been discussed. ) 
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Figure 4.1: Analysis sheet, draft version 
ex context culture group content language d emands 
receptive I processing productive simultaneity Structure lexis I pnonology discourse 
The implementation of AS I still presented problems, however. The most difficult 
were the reallsation of entries under 'language demands' (the last four columns In 
Figure 4.1) and the definition of the end of one task and the beginning of another. 
Language content 
Even taking into account the need for sampling, and hence for summarlsing Into 
entries on ASI, there was an acute problem In consistent and at the same time 
representative condensation, especially under the headings structure and lexis. For 
example, the structures needed for the completion of a task could go far beyond 
those purported to be the learning point, and the vocabulary for one task alone 
could sometimes, if comprehensiveness were to be aspired to, fill the whole column 
on the analysis sheet. Some kind of restriction was clearly necessary, but on 
principles which could be Implemented with consistency. A solution was found In a 
change of concept from the original 'language demands' to 'language essentials' 
(compare Figures 4.1 and 4.2), which helped to dilute the condensation problem: If 
the entries consisted only of those elements which were essential for the completion 
of the task, all others could be Ignored. Thus to control the entries required for 
vocabulary, the question from the learner's point of view Is'What words are essential 
for my completion of this task? ', and what is to be entered on the analysis sheet Is a 
a sample of the minimum few words without which it would be Impossible for me to 
do the task. ' (These wordings are taken from the Analysis Guide which was written 
In due course to explain how the procedure was to be implemented. ) 
Task boundaries 
It became clear after the completion of about 20 examples of AS I that there was a 
problem for an analyser In deciding where a task was to be recorded as starting and 
where It could be considered to be complete. The course book is not Itself 
necessarily a sure guide: It may set out steps within the Unit of the course, such as 
'Pre-listening task... Listening for gist... Comprehension check ... What do you think? 
' 
(Headway Intermediate pp 12/13, p6), but these represent different exercises on the 
same topic, whereas It Is probably more Important from the learner's point of view 
to take Into account a change of focus, either from pair to group, or from one use 
of the text to another, for example from listening for Information to discussion of 
Ideas. Systems of classroom observation (Allwright 1988, Chaudron 1988) are of 
little help because they are mainly concerned with teacher/pupil Interactions rather 
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than a learner's approach to materials, and In many cases rely on arbitrary timed 
Intervals In a continuous flow of classroom activities. 
A further difficulty may be caused by the course book writer's use of rubric, a term 
used here for all aspects of the instructions given to the learner as to what he Is 
expected to do In the task. These instructions sometimes take the form of 
Introductions, such as a mind-focusing activity which appears in the teacher's book 
but not In the learner's, or a pre-listening task which is then the basis for class 
discussion. The question then is: when Is a rubric to be considered merely as an 
Instruction for carrying out a task, and when Is It to be entered on the analysis sheet 
as a task In Its own right, and therefore constituting a new start? 
The problem of defining task starts became even more obvious when, as a test of 
analyser reliability, a repeat analysis was undertaken of the same pages In one of the 
course books, and discrepancies appeared. This discussion took place in another 
working paper (WP2), of which extracts now follow. 
The questions to be asked are the student's, eg: 'At what point does It seem to me 
that I have finished this task? What indicates to me that am I starting anotherV It 
might be Instructive to explore whether this approach could be useful for setting up 
defining questions for analysers. using some of the analysis headings as a guide. 
In the HI (Headway Intermediate) example (Tre-listening task... Listening for gist... 
Comprehension check ... What do you think? '), a sequence of activities Is suggested 
In the teacher's book (p 6) for the section headed 'Ustening'* In the student's book 
(pp 12-13). The starting point is 
a the teacher asks the students as a class three questions given In the teacher's 
book; then 
b the students listen to and at the same time read in the student's book the 
beginning of a radio programme; 
c they do a 'pre-listening task' (questions to discuss as a class); 
d they listen to the whole recording (Tstening for gist') and discuss In pairs 
whether their Ideas appeared In it; 
e the recording Is played again ("if necessary") and the students do a 
comprehension check, consisting of five factual questions about what has 
been said on the recording (how they are to be answered is not specified in 
the teacher's book - presumably as a class? ); 
then "students could ask each other questions about the tape"; 
g "Do the What do you think? questions" - three general discussion questions 
about the topic. 
Note: 'sin: le quotes' Indicate extracts from the student's book, "double quotes" extracts 
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from the teacher's book. 
Here are seven activities each of which could be entered In the analysis as a 
separate task. 
The discussion in WP2 explored whether both beginnings and ends of tasks should 
be Investigated to provide rules for analysers, but It was concluded that establishing 
the necessary conditions for beginnings automatically solved problems with ends. 
It was decided that these rules for analysers should take the form of choices which 
would be set up ?, s'lf/then' alternatives, and this was achieved by reviewing the tasks 
already represented on the analysis sheet and asking what conditions had suggested 
that a new task was beginning, according to the Information given to teachers and 
learners by the course book. 
The seven activities listed as a-g at the beginning of the exercise (see above) were 
therefore worked through In detail so as to set up the basis for a trial with course 
books of a limited part of the analysis sheet to help sort out possible rules for 
beginnings. The question at that stage was: Does a change within In category mean 
a new task! The WP listed possibilities: 
yes, change under this heading = new task ................ but only when 
I [first on new sheet] .......................................... not explanatory or short rubric 
2 topic .................................................................. beginning of new topic 
3 protagonist ('who') ............................................. where' also changes 
4 place Cwhere') ..................................................... who' also changes 
5 'group . ................................................................ [unconditional] 
6 status ('discourse') ............................................ social group also changes 
7 social group ('discourse') ................................ status also changes 
The number of changes is not by Itself enough to establish new task starts; and 
changes In 'skills' alone are Irrelevant. In practice, the beginning of a new analysis 
sheet requires a full set of entries so as to establish a starting point for changes, so 
the first rule relates only to rubric type. 
This and pairings of the overlapping 3&4 and 6&7 reduce the questions to five: 
I Is It a preparatory rubric? 
2 Is it a new topic? 
3 Do both 'who' and'where' change? 
4 Does 'group' change? 
5 Do both parts of 'discourse' change? 
A 'yes' answer to any of these questions means that the analyser Is to start a new 
task on the Analysis sheet. 
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But In the process of arguing through these questions, other uncertainties appeared 
which needed clarification, and these were summarlsed as four points: 
whether size of activity Is a factor 
when to Include rubrics 
when to Include optional activities 
whether to Include function 
The next stage was to apply the conclusions listed above with an Analysis sheet 
adapted to Include only the categories under discussion, firstly to find out whether 
the five questions were successful in defining task beginnings, and secondly to explore 
how far the four points were helpful In defining the nature of tasks for the analysis. 
This restricted form of AS I was therefore drawn up and applied to four varied 
course books. Two of them were eminent in best-seller listings in EFL Gazette 
(Headway Intermediate and Cambridge English course 2), another was uniquely 
corpus-based, claiming to represent actual communications (Collins Cobuild English 
course 2), and the fourth was Included at this point as an example of a course aiming 
at a widespread but specific audience of third-world teachers and students (English 
for French-speaking Africa 2- Mills et al 1986), In an attempt to ensure that the 
system could cope with other courses than those of British origin Intended mainly 
for use by European-oriented teachers. After a dozen applications (400+ entries), 
the Analysis sheets for each of the books were summarlsed to show how often 
changes In task beginnings were dependent on changes In category headings. 
Rubric 
The most complex problem Is how to cope with rubric. The distinction made above 
between explanatory and preparatory rubrics and the rule that activities not included 
In the student's books should be omitted from the analysis both turn out to be 
helpful, but not conclusive. The following are examples of difficulties and exceptions: 
The author's labelling of an activity as a'pre-reading' task does not 
necessarily mean that the whole of It can be classified as 'rubric'. For 
example, In H1, h was recorded as a separate entry from g because it included 
scanning of the text rather than merely discussion of points as preparation 
for reading. 
The fact that an activity does not appear in the student's book (even though 
It Is In the teacher's) overrides the distinction between preparation and 
explanation by which preparation is to be recorded but not explanation. The 
exception to this rule Is that when the activity Is by nature teach e r-activated, 
It should be recorded as an entry, for example dictation (EFSA h), the 
Inclusion of which In the student's book would be counterproductive (eg 
'Your teacher will now give you a dictation based on lines NN of dialogue 
X'). Another exception originally made for Cobuild d ("Before listening to the 
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tape Initiate a discussion about what kind of man the writer Is..: ', not 
mentioned In student's book but Instigating a task In the terms laid down) Is 
therefore omitted. This exception Is the only one of Its kind in the 54 
entries, and though It may be plausible. must be rejected In the Interests of 
simplicity of ruling and hence consistency. The final ruling is therefore that if 
an activity does not appear In the student's book It Is not to be Included In 
the analysis as a task, unless It Is provided for teacher use as an integral part 
of the task itself. 
Progressive rulings 
Near the beginning of the restricted analysis exercise, several cases of amalgamation 
occurred. This was when an entry was made and then, in the light of evolving rulings, 
combined with Its neighbour when the changes recorded were judged too minor to 
represent a new task for the learner. This development was typical of the trialling 
procedure, since experience of the analysis altered decisions as the rules became 
more apparent. Hence there were no amalgamations In the last three sheets, and 
unrecorded omissions were progressively more frequent. This does not invalidate 
the procedure, but does mean that there were a higher proportion of 'legal' entries 
towards the end. 
The questions for analysers to consider can now be reduced to: 
I Is the activity in the student's book? 
2 If It Is a rubric, Is It preparatory (rather than explanatory)? 
3 Is It a new topic? 
4 Do both'who' and'where' change? 
5 Does 'group' change? 
A'yes' to the first two means that the activity Is to be included In the analysis; a'no', 
that It Is to be omitted. A 'yes' to any one of the other three questions, taken In 
order, Indicates that the activity Is to be entered on the analysis sheet as a new task. 
The final version of AS I Is given In Figure 4.2, which Includes a sample of the analysis 
carried out for CEC2, Unit 4B ('People are different') and the relevant page of the 
learner's book. 
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Figure 4.2: sample of AS I applied: CEC unit 4B (student's book) 
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5011, ebody who 
Somebody Wl. ', O 'Idieve'. ý in 
SOrIlk1body -Aho Can't Sý-ý im, 
130fly A' I"o hw, got a cold 
N-omt., bewiy vv. h. o pop 
wh-o often haý bal 
NO,, I., ý; js; g0l il Ilc: ij- 
sunlebtaly win i is wry shy. 
wfi, i is mit sn. v n" ! fll 
Swan & Walter, Cambridge English course 2 (CUP 1985) 
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Figure 4.2: sample of AS I applied: CEC unit 4B 
4.4 Analysis Sheet 2 
When it became clear, as noted above, that a second analysis sheet was needed for 
'processing' because it required much more detailed attention than could be 
accommodated between 'skills' on the original analysis sheet, another working paper 
(WP3) was written to discuss what was involved and how the content of processing 
might be characterised for the purposes of analysis. 
The problems with processing arise because its workings are not directly 
observable and its effects not directly attributable. Though some sort of mental 
activity must occur in between 'input' and 'output', the task of describing exactly 
what this activity consists of and then turning the description into a list of found 
facts involves the reifying of decidedly vague concepts. For example, how is the part 
played by memory to be separated out from other components and how then will 
it be recorded in practical terms (words, numbers) on an analysis sheet? And what 
kinds of memory are involved in each particular case? 
The most obvious source for a supporting theory seemed to be psych oli ngu istics, 
and the most obvious starting point, Chomsky, but'what linguists [such as Chomskyl 
are really after is the set of utterances that an "idealized" native speaker would 
accept as being grammatical. ' (Greene 1972: 13,27). The present effort is directed 
towards describing the actual, not the ideal. Other approaches were investigated, 
such as Garman's concern with 'such questions as "How does a speaker go about 
putting ideas into forms that can be expressed as patterns of articulatory, or 
manual, movements? "' (Garman 1990: xiii) and Faerch & Kasper, who present a series 
of papers on introspection in second language research (1987). None of these 
however provided practical starting points for the kind of analysis required in the 
present case. But the 'processing' element does exist as an essential part of language 
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use, and therefore as something which needs to be recorded In some relevant way 
on an Analysis sheet. 
Perhaps a better attack Is to seek some structure within which labels can be 
allocated - that is, to concentrate first on how to formulate categories and then, as 
a result of experimental applications, consider what specifically linguistic elements 
should be allocated to them. Sternberg ( 1985) suggests that there are two kinds of 
theory for describing human Intelligence: explicit, which sets up a detailed 
specification of mental structures and processes; and Implicit, which relies on the 
perceptions of what the concept'Intelligent person' means to people In general. If 
the first approach Is taken towards the definition of 'language processing', It should 
be possible to start from a set of reasonable suppositions about what 'processing' 
might consist of, and then test them against examples found In the course books 
which are the current source of Information for the analysis. 
In the context of making decisions In second language acquisition about task 
difficulty, and hence sequencing, Skehan (1992), building on suggestions made by 
Candlin (1987: 18-20). proposes a scheme of elements representing clines along 
which difficulty for the learner may lie, under three headings, Code Complexity, 
Communicative Stress and Cognitive Complexity, with two subheadings under this 
last: Cognitive Processing and Cognitive Familiarity. For present purposes, the first 
main heading, Code Complexity, can be assumed to be covered by the final four 
columns of the analysis sheet, under 'language essentials'. 
Skehan's elaboration under the remaining three headings (1992: 198) were then 
listed In the Working Paper. As an example of this listing, the sub-headings for 
'Communicative stress' are given In Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3: Elements In communicative stress 
Communicative stress 
- time limits and time pressure 
- speed of presentation 
- number of participants 
- length of texts used 
- type of response 
- opportunities to control interaction 
(continued)... 
Skehan 1992: 198 
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Concepts of this kind seemed potentially fruitful as a basis for the present analysis, 
since they could be related directly to the 'What am I doing here? ' perspective 
(glossed as both: 'What's the point of my involvement? ' -a question of communication; 
and'What Is expected of me at this stage? ' -a question of resources). 
It was decided to set up a checklist on the basis of Skehan's categorlsation for 
analysis In the 'processing' column and use It on an experimental basis to see 
whether It would help to establish a set of categories under which judgements could 
be made about 'processing' for the analysis of course books. The elements In the 
checklist were labelled pressure, cognitive processing, and cognitive familiarity. But 
considering the point of view of the learner, as before, it seemed necessary to 
Include the response required by the task, so this was added as a fourth element. 
These were the elements Included in the first version of the checklist. 
The procedure followed on from entries made on an AS 1, taking the tasks listed 
there and continuing horizontally on to a second page, AS2. This contained a further 
series of columns headed with the elements which were now suggested for the 
proposed aspects of processing. In this way, the Information already recorded on AS I 
was used as the source of answers to the questions brought up by AS2. This 
relationship will be further illustrated in the account of the development of the 
analysis of processing below. 
It soon became apparent that this approach needed a different system of recording: 
not of essential facts as In AS 1, but of judgements about clines on a scale of 
difficulty. An arbitrary scale of I (low) to 7 (high) was postulated as a starting point, 
and events as found In the course book material were then graded against this scale 
for each of the four subheadings In the 'processing' column, as listed above. A 
review after 14 Analysis sheets had been completed, Including some repeat analyses 
of the same course book units, showed considerable variation In gradings, implying 
that more stringent rules of application were needed. The ratings were not failing 
Into patterns, as had been hoped, and there were no anchor points to which 
decisions on grading could be related. judgements evidently needed to be better 
specified. The checklist was therefore annotated to show details of factors to be 
considered under the headings and dimensions of demand for each, becoming 
version 2, an example from which Is given In Figure 4.4. 
This further definition would, It was hoped, make subsequent application easier as 
well as more accurate. It became clear at the same time however that the 
Information provided so far for AS2 was Inadequate for review purposes without 
some Indication of the reasons why the gradings had been allocated, so brief notes 
of one or two words were added to each entry from then on. And as a final 
contribution to consistency at this stage, grading was to be based on the system 
which starts from an assumption of'average' unless Indications are otherwise. (This 
approach has long-standing precedents in the oral examinations of the English 
Speaking Board (Burniston 1968) and the practical tests of the Associated Board of 
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the Royal Schools of Music). In the present case, a grading of 4 was to be regarded 
as an unremarked average, with comments thus being made only for positive or 
negative variations. 
Figure 4A Processing: Checklist version 2 
heading includes... level of demand 
(7 high >I low) 
PRESSURE 
time available speed of input (eg Ll speaker(s)) fast > slow 
speed required for (& In) response quick > relaxed 
N elements either series or parallel many > few 
participants many > few 
psychological learner to peers/lone stand up > hide 
competition Intense > weak 
COGNITIVE PROCESSING 
creativity finding something to say, 
constructing ideas, originality required > not 
matching same information, different 
modes (eg spoken or written) distant > close 
same mode, different information 
(eg compare experiences) distant > close 
N elements to be processed at once many > few 
remembering how much needed a lot >a little 
transfer concrete to abstract complex > simple 
abstract to concrete complex > simple 
(continued) 
After Analysis sheet 29, an accumulation of 108 entries, a summary was made of the 
notes which had been written to indicate the various aspects of difficulty within the 
four main headings. Examples are given in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5: AS2: draft notes on difficulty levels 
Pressure. grade 5: 
remember. speed, invent. search, L speed, S to peers, compete, agree...; 
Cognitive Processing, grade 6: 
search & match, quantity material. argue, match (socio). creativity. sort essentials, explain. create. 
elements, matching. invent.. 
(continued)_ 
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Figure 4.6 shows how the notes were gathered under group headings and the 
gradings distributed across the postulated range of 7 to 1. 
Figure 4.6: AS2: samples of notes on gradings 
7 5 3 
pressure speed remember own time 
Ll invent elements 




cognitive concentrate remember revise 
processing argue invent practise 




The result was rather unsatisfactory in several ways, but further discussion showed 
how these apparent shortcomings could be turned to advantage. The exploratory 
method of setting up 'codings' as succinctly as possible In words or phrases to 
characterise each concept as It appeared, Inevitably resulted In ambiguities and 
duplications. For example invent appears under 'Pressure' (column 3) and twice 
under'Cognitive Processing' (columns 2& 3); and elements appears underPressure' 
(column 4) and also under 'Cognitive processing' (column 2). In the first Instance, 
synonyms could be used to separate two applications of the same word In different 
areas, eg invent remained as an aspect of creativity under Cognitive Processing, but 
was subsumed Into speed of response for Pressure. In the second case, elements 
could be graded as either following each other In a series (under Pressure) or as 
occurring all at once (under Cognitive Processing), so that the context in which the 
words were used was also specified. 
For five areas of difficulty such as these, further thought suggested directions In 
which positive action could be taken, and these led on to another revised version 
of the checklist (version 3). This now Included, for each area considered relevant 
to processing: 
a definition of the main heading, with an Indication of origin and a key 
question the view of the learner; 
0 sub-headings representing aspects of the main heading; 
keywords (in bold type) for use on the analysis sheet to represent what Is 
to be graded; and 
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- the dimensions along which the grading is to be applied 
Figure 4.7 gives a sample of this layout. 
Figure 4.7: Processing: Checklist version 3 
PRESSURE (externally imposed; Q: how hard is the learner driven? ) 
PI time available for learner - speed of Input (eg L I) fast > slow 
- speed of response required quick > relaxed 
P2 N elements in input - facts (diachronous) x+y+z many > few 
- participants many > few 
P3 psychological -S to class stand up > hide 
- competition intense > Irrelevant 
COGNITIVE PROCESSING (internally operatinr, Q: what mental gymnastics are requiredl) 
CP I creativity - invent required > not 
- structure of ideas to find > given 
CP2 matching * same Information. with 
different mode (eg S toW) 
- same mode, with different 
Info (eg compare experience) 
CP3 N elements in task 
CP4 remembering 
CPS transfer 
- to be processed together (synchronous) 
- how much required 
- concrete (words) to abstract (ideas) 
(notions)to concrete (situations) 
(continued). - 
distant > close 
distant > close 
many > few 
a lot >a little 
complex > simple 
* abstract 
complex > simple 
Version 3 was tried out on the course book sample used for the 'task beginnings' 
Investigation as described above, bringing the total of entries up to 1242, which was 
considered to be an adequate sample for finding out how successfully the keywords 
could be applied In practice and to provide examples for the guidance of future 
analysers. Still further problems appeared, however. There were clearly too many 
keywords for practical application, but the evidence which had now accumulated 
gave empirical grounds for review and amalgamation of categories. In addition, 
there was still no structure for deciding what gradings should be applied within the 
area represented by each keyword. For example, the clines suggested under the 
heading'level of demand'. such as fast > slow, or many > few, did not give guidance 
on how fast was'fast' or how many was'many': some kind of calibration was needed 
to promote consistency of judgement. 
Both the multiplicity of key-words and the definition of levels were attacked by 
using what Ebel calls 'global quality scaling'; more specifically, a '9. pile' system for 
allocating grades (Ebel 1972: 150, also Broughton et al 1978: 147). This is a method 
of applying an Instant overall mark to extended responses to test questions, such as 
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essays or other written answers, either as a once-only spot judgement where an 
overall Impression Is all that Is required; or as a preliminary to further more 
detailed marking; or (in a competition, for example) as a means of eliminating 
answers which are clearly sub-standard before devoting more attention to the rest. 
The principle behind the system Is that It Is comparatively easy to decide which of 
two scripts Is more meritworthy than the other, and so to sort them Into two 
groups (the operation known as "paired comparisons'). In addition, as an extension 
of this comparative judgement, It should be possible to sort into three groups by 
deciding in which pile each new case should be placed by comparing it with 
allocations already made. If these three piles are again sorted Into three each, the 
final result Is nine piles on an equallsed distribution of merit. The system can be 
applied In any context of allocating values and Is particularly apt for grading 
difficulty In the present case because It begins with no preconceived notion of how 
difficulty Is to be described. It depends entirely on binary judgements about what 
Is found. Description of the dimensions along which difficulty may lie can be 
attempted after the allocations, If necessary. 
All the entries on the checklists for processing were transferred to small cards (7 
x7 cm) so that they could be used for 9-pile sorting by hand, according to 
perceived comparative difficulty. Examples are given in Figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.8: 9-pile cards: 6 examples 
sub-heading: input sub-heading: input sub-heading: response 
content: rubric alone content: travel brochure content: report to 
(tough text) teacher, class 
rating- rating: 5 rating- 3 
sub-heading: response sub-heading: input sub-heading: response 
content: chat with content: 4 texts content: homework 
partner of 14 lines 
rating: 2 rating. 4 ratinr. 
Applying this system threw up several rules which simplified the process In this 
case, for example: 
the entry'n/a' (= not applicable) was classified as zero, le pile 0; 
If a pile consisted of two or fewer cards, they were allocated to one or other 
of the plies on each side, whichever seemed more appropriate; 
the number of piles for any given heading therefore depended on the number 
of differentiations found to be feasible within It. 
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It Is notable that In this application of the 9-pile system, it was found possible to 
distinguish only four or fewer levels for 6 of the 23 headings. The most frequent 
division was Into 6 piles (this occurred for each of 8 headings), but In no case could 
the content under a heading be divided into all 9 levels, as the 9-pile system expects. 
The reasons for this may Ile in the lack of detail in annotations on which the grading 
was decided (necessarily short because of space available on the checklist), or, more 
fundamentally, In the nature of the entities to be graded. For example, the number 
of 'facts' to be coped with under 'load' produced the widest distribution, with no 
zero pile because It was relatively easy for the analyser to identify how many facts 
seemed to be Involved In a given task. On the other hand, 'Iink, with mode' Involved 
decisions about the distance between, for example, spoken and written versions of 
the same events, a conceptual Isation of a particular 'mental gymnastic'. 
It Is also worth noting that the number of cards (608) amounts to rather less than 
half the number of entries (1242). The explanation for this is related mainly to the 
Incidence of'not applicable' entries (n/a), where the event to be recorded either did 
not occur or was'given' (rather than to be found by the learner). The total of these 
zero ratings was 260. 
The cards were also used for amalgamation and redistribution under the headings 
where the results of the practical application of the checklist seemed to warrant 
them. As a result, the content under the headings was revised, with new keywords 
covering up to four of the previous subheadings. 
The detailed workings of the 9-pile system In this Instance, which consists of notes 
written to record the procedure as it was put Into operation, are Illustrated in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Notes resulting from 9-piling 
These notes were written to record the results from using the 9-pile system to assign values to 
the concepts represented by the headings on Analysis sheet 2 (AS2). The keywords had by this 
stage reached their final form. even though the layout of AS2 itself had not. The comments 
include in the listing: 
- the problems arising with the application of each keyword; 
.a question which would encapsulate the issue (the learner's'what am I doing herel') for the 
analysers' manual; 
- an indication of the most demanding ('top') and least demanding ('bottom') examples found In 
the course books; 
- an indication of the grading applied by including the next-down-from-the-top and the next-up 
from-the-bottorn 
For each keyword, P= problems, OQ = orienting questions, MP = marker points bottom (T) 
and top (A); 0= next pile, up from bottom or down from top. 
input (35 cards, 6 piles) 
p 
Complex criteria (x 3). Is R easier than U Is both together more difficult? Does adding v make 
it easier or more difficult? More support to meaning search or more to take in? 
OQ 
How much Input is there? & how quick does self have to be in receiving it? & how difficult Is It 
to take in? 
MP 
VR phrases, L; L model; all before; LTv; R headlines 
NR texts; RL(+W); R info, rules: R transcript; Ry nationalities, flags 
AR phrases, L Sts. T, L opinions; L Sts; L verse (son& R fast(time limit) 
NR texts & gaps; 4Y. R2Q; R& m/c; L dialogue &R items; L text; L scripted. half scripted 
response (29 cards, 7 piles) 
p 
Coincidence with last category: this is pressure, that Is form/content 
OQ 
How quick a response Is requirecif or can self take own time to resondl 
MP 
V own time; repeat; when ready 
0 copy; model; class chorus 
A make up mind, -,,,, uess; summarise; W pairs. S class 
0 role play; S Ideas; S, W; argue 
speak to class (9 cards. 4 piles) 
p 
18 n/a. Character of self = seriousness of effect - shpoutgoingUstand uphicle 
OQ 
How far Is self exposed to psychological pressure of S in front of peers? 
MP 
T no 
0 to group: pairs; in group 
A Yes; choice of T 
(continued). - 
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The final outcome of all this experimentation was therefore a checklist which had 
been refined through constant trial and revision. It could then be applied with some 
confidence In the trials of the whole process from course book analysis to 
assessment system. This final version of the checklist is set out In Figure 4.10, and 
the consequent form of AS2 given in Figure 4.11. 
Figure 4.10: Processing categories: operational version 
HEADING subsuming content/comment 
and keyword 
PRESSURE 
input speed, amount kind 
response speed demanded 
speak to class exposure 
competition game 
load facts how wide ranging 
participants how many characters. students 
together synchronic 
COGNITIVE PROCESSING 
search invent dig out of Imagination 
logic dig out of logic 
remember dig out of memory 
link with mode 
with info difficult to realise In 
to ideas coding, to differentiate 
to situations 
COGNITIVE FAMILIARITY 




Individual self important for individual 
emotion 
OUTPUT 




Figure 4.11: Analysis Sheet 2 
Analysis Sheet 2: processing 
I1 12 13 14 is 16 17 18 19 
task (as coi I) input response load search link know Individual dernand 
16 /S 17 16 A /6 13 /6 
An evidently viable system had now been set up for both AS I and AS2. The next 
step was for a set of about 40 analysis sheets to be completed without variation by 
the researcher and a further 10 by colleagues - staff and postgraduate students. 
These more constant applications demonstrated that a reasonable level of 
agreement was feasible, but showed that further guidance was needed for analysers, 
and a more comprehensive manual was therefore written to explain In greater detail 
how the analysis was to be carried out. 
By this time the material needed for any actual analysis to be undertaken had 
reached such proportions that It had become difficult to handle, partly because of 
sheer bulk. The analyser needed to refer to the student's book, the teacher's book, 
lists of what it was permitted to fill In on the analysis sheets (three pages at that 
time, since analysis sheet 2 contained examples which extended It to a second 
page), examples of past applications, supplies of blank forms, and now a manual of 
eight pages of closely-packed Information, Including explanations, examples and a 
glossary of terms which defined every word used In the system. All this paperwork 
needed constant cross-reference before each decision could be arrived at, a turning 
of pages to and fro which Increased the time and temper expended on the exercise. 
CS Computerisation of analysis system 
Some neater access was needed to replace such an unacceptably cumbersome 
procedure. This was provided by Introducing computer processing. HyperCard (C) 
Apple Computer Inc 1988) Is a computer-controlled filing system which represents 
multiple stacks of cards which can be Instantly accessed as required. This 
application of the HyperCard program was designed as a sequential procedure 
which led the user through the process of completing AS I and AS2 by making 
available to him three kinds of Information: administrative Instructions, guidance on 
what to enter on the Analysis sheets and a glossary of the terms used. Three 
different kinds of card were therefore designed, differentiated by layout and by the 
use of Italics and varying fonts, so that It was clear what kind of information was 
being consulted at any given moment. The total stack amounts to 118 cards. 
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The procedure Is self-explanatory, In that once the program has been Initiated, the 
user needs only to follow the information given on successive cards In order to 
complete the Analysis. In addition to the program and a computer to run It, he 
needs a sample of a completed Analysis sheet, blank Analysis sheets for completion, 
the course book (both student's and teacher's, if existing), and a pencil. 
Every card Includes'buttons', Icons which can be activated with the mouse. Two of them 
are labelled respectively with forward and reverse arrows ((: 3 *), and these effect a 
move to the next card In either direction. The other Icons, In the form of a circle or 
a square with words attached, Initiate longer jumps: to the next or last heading, or to 
the exit from the program. Within some cards there are words or phrases highlighted 
In bold, and these also act as buttons to access definitions from the glossary. 
First, some examples of administrative cards. Figure 4.12 is the explanation of the 
system as It appears near the beginning of the procedure, with chapter headings 
('heads') allowing the analyser to find different Information as required (Figure 4.13). 
The heads relate to different aspects of the scheme, some to the working of the 
card system Itself, some to the entries to be made; and finally there Is the glossary 
of all terms used, which avoids multiple page-turning by making all definitions 
available at the command of a key. 
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Figure 4.12: HyperCard: card system 
m2 MRC I l: HYPERCIIRD FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rnalqsis guide 
[3 eHit 
Card system 
To follow the Guide you work with a set of cards, like 
thisone. ran explanation filis more than one card, 
three dots appear In the bottom right hand corner. 
Clicking on the cýý button at the bottom of the card 
takes you to the next card; clicking on the 4ý3 button 
takes you to the previous one. The 'last head' 
button allows you to skip back to the start of the 
current heading, and 'next head'to the start of the 
nextone. You can leave the Guide at anytime using 
the exit box at top left. 
lost head 
<3 * 
Figure 4.13: HyperCard: headings 
neHt head 




Fj; r;, its - rele7exce 
* 
F-Arrits - tcwk Cýý 
ER? Fifs - contex? 
Earr; vs - skils 
Earrirs 
- holaxWe essestids 
EArriur - processing 
Glosjwy - (;; ý 
You can xitum To diji card at any tim thmu4h'exit' & Oan'beadirgs' 
To begin with, the analyser follows the sequence of cards straight through, referring 
to the glossary when necessary by means of the active 'buttons' which instantly 
bring up the necessary information and allow instant return to the point at which 
the sequence was left. But in due course (in practice, quite quickly) he can skip 
information he knows and search for information only when he needs a reminder 
or when there is too much to remember. The scheme is further simplified by the 
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inclusion of all examples for AS2 in the program, so that AS2 itself reverts to one 
page only, making it simpler for analysers to use. The following six figures are 
examples of cards which demonstrate the working of the system for AS I- 
Figure 4.14: Analysis sheets 
MflC I l: HYPERCHRU FOLDER: RI)I)H 4.1 
n oHit 
Introduction (Cam?, d) 
Analysis sheets 
The analysis is recorded on sheets listing elements 
which occur in any exchange of meaning. Ittreats 
the learning material as a series of tasks which the 
learner has to complete. You, as analyser, are to 
look at these tasks from the learner's point of Yiew 
('What do I haye to do? '), with the help of derining 
questions which keep this perspectiye in mind. 
last head 
Figure 4.15: Filling in the Analysis sheets 
MHC I I: HYPERCHRI) FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rn 
0 eHit 
neHt head 
Introduction (Cont, d) 
Filling in the Analysis sheets 
Cards with the title 'E ntries' exp la In what yo u are to 
, Ar ite u nder eac hs ub- head I ng on the A na lys Is s heet. 
For Analysis sheet 1 there are three categories of 
entry: closed, closed +, and open. 
For Analysis sheet 2 entries take the form of numbers 
which indicate grades. (These will be explained 
when you get there, ) 
lost head neHt head 
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Figure 4.16: What to write 
MRC ll: HYPERCRRD FOLDERA)pH 4.1 Rnalusis quide 
n eHit 
Introduction (oonr'd) 
[ What to ATite 
The cards tell you what to wrte in each column. A 
set of possble choices follows after the instruction 
ENTER 
last head 
Figure 4.17: Entries (2): task 
neHt head 
MOC ll: HVPERCRRD FOLDER: Fipv" 4.1 flneltisis quide 
eHit 
Entries (2): task 
You can now start on the first row of entries. 
First of all, to count as a task, the actiykly must appear 
in the student's book (ie not in the teacher's book 
alone). 
Secondly, there will be some form of rubric (find 
this term in the Glossary). The task starts with the 
rubric and ends when the instructions haye been 
carried out. Aememberý a preparatory rubric 
constitutes a task on its own. 
lost head neHt head 
Figure 4.18: Entries (3): task (cont'd) 
MRC I l: HYPERCRRD FOLDER: RpPH 4.1 flneltisis (juide 
e. 4it 
Entries (3): task (comr, d) 
column'. I 
heading: task 
ENTEP the title of the exercise as giYen in the course 
book, then under it a sequential reference letter a, b, 
C'... to Indicate each task as you Identify It. 
(r you are now on your 2nd or subsequent row and 
want to get back to the last explanation card you saw, 
click here: tasks 2+) 
lost head 
ýý3 * 
Figure 4.19: Entries (4): task (cont'd) 
MRC I I: HYPERCHRD FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rn 
emit 
neHt head 
Entries (4): task (cony'd) 
column: I 
defining question: whado1htw4rrodowjýhYhiri%pw? 
HsL closed+ 
E NTE Po ne of these 10 optio ns, or i no ne of them is 
appropriate, one of your own: 
act out complete discuss do find 
giue own guess inuent tell understand 
followed by an indication (in brackets) of what It Is 






The system for analysing processing on AS2, as explained earlier, is different from 
that for AS 1, and this is shown by Figures 4.20 to 4.23. 
Figure 4.20: Entries (20): processing 
MRC I l: HYPERCHRO FOLDER: RppH 4.1 R 
eHit 
Entries (20): processing 
Use Analysis sheet 2 for entries under the heading 
. processing'. Entries here take the form of grades 
(rather than descriptions, as In Ana lysis sheet 1). 
There are 8 sub-headings, representing elements In 
processing: input; response, load, search, link, 
know, individual, demand. For each ek-ment there 
aw a defining question, 
keymrds for possible aspects of the element, 
examples of dirferent levels or operation. 
lost head 
Figure 4.21: Entries (21): processing (cont'd) 
neHt head 
MHE WHYPERCHRU FOLDER: RPPH 4.1 finnigsis guide 
[: ] eHlt 
Entries (21) processing (amy, d) 
You are to grade the task by comparing what you find 
in the course book with the examples. Thefirstcard 
for each element gives the extreme grades, top and 
bottom, to help you judge what grade to enter on the 
Analysissheet. The next card gives examples of the 
other grades, V needed. The figure atthe top of each 
column (eg 16) is a reminder of the top grade. When 
you haye entered your grade, add a short coffrwrit 
(like those in the examples) to help indicate why you 





Figure 4.22: Entries (23): processing (cont'd) 
MRC I IMPERCHRO FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rnalysis guide 
n eHit 
Entries (23): processing (coAt, d) 
sub-headIng: 12 Input 
defining question'. howdenve isthe inputand how 
difficult is it to take in? 
keywords: density, quality 
E NTE Aa rati ng, max im um 6 
examples: 
high6,. understand joke, RTY listings &discuss, A 
authentic tourist text, Are politician, L Ll discussion 
low 1: L sounds for stories, vis pics for 'going to', A 
model sentences, A headlines 
last head 
<3 * 
Figure 4.23: Entries (24): processing (cont'd) 
neHt head 
MAC I I: HYPERCARD FOLDER: RI)I)H 4.1 Rnmltjsis quide 
El eHit 
Entries (24): processing (..,, d) 
12 Input- more examples: 
5: L interyiewques (role play), L sentences with 
elisions (& restore), R business ad & letters 
4: A match functions& sentences, review exs Mind 
rule, L sts' views on views of P text, L group discn 
3: Ld ia log ue, Ra nsyver (& fi nd q uestio n), R ro le p lay 
rubric &L partner doing K YisR 2 postcards 
2. L partner, A story title (& guess), A form 
Iasi head neHt head 
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All these cards headed 'Entries' belong to the set which gives guidance on what is 
to be entered on the Analysis sheets. A third kind of card is used for the Glossary, 
which defines all words used in the application and links them by means of'buttons' 
to the instructions given on the cards. Figures 4.24 to 4.26 are examples of these. 
Figure 4.24: Definition of'closed' 
MAC I l: HVPERCRRII FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rnalilsis quide 
clo3ed 
Closed lists axe used for enties in Analysis sheet I vhert 
there is a finile set vhich covers all alternatives, for 
axwriple under 'receptive' (colwnn 6), Limen, Read, 
visual, biboard. No other entries an alloved unless 
you find (exceptiorally) ftl you need Ln additionmil 
caiegory. Ifso, enierit, butinCAPITALSioasiDdrav 
attention to it as an exception. 
(0ba 
C-k-) 
Figure 4.25: Definition of'rubric' 
HRE ll: HYPERCRRD FOLDER: RppH 4.1 Rn 
rubric 
Instvictions in the course book explaining hov ID carry 
out & task. 
An explanatory rubric iells you hov the Wk is io be done, 
and is an integral pan of tAt lask (et Read the slory... 
A prepwalory rubric introduces iDpics, structures, 
vocabulary, etc, and vill consttute a wk on its ovn (eg 
Which of W folloving can you find in On pimre? )ý 
go bwc-k 
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Figure 4.26: Definition of 'author' 
MRC WHYPERCHRII FULDER: RvvH 4.1 Rnalusis ouide 
author 
vnier of course book w the other participant in task with 
learner, nuLirdy in mechwwal exercise vhich has no social 
conaxt 
example: 
author - self Look at the example. Then vrile the put 
tenses ad post partciplas of the verbs belov... knov 
neal go drink... CEC2 p 52 
( go back-ý 
Figure 4.27: Definition of'give own' 
MRC I I: HYPERCRRD FOLDER: RvvH 4.1 Rnalusis (juide 
give ova 
the task is ID give ovn viev, atument, experience... 
examples: 
What kird of person vrole this wule? WlAt makes You 
diirlk so? HI p271 What am the most common causes of 
accidents in your count-r Cobuild p5l 
go back ick 
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These extracts from the HyperCard stack Illustrate the way In which the system 
operates to lead the analyser through the analysing procedure with Information and 
guidance on how to complete the Analysis sheets. The full printout in Appendix 4.1 
Indicates the extent of the coverage and detail provided. 
4.6 Responses to the system 
At this point, It may be useful to attempt a summary of findings from discussions of 
the AS I and AS2 In final draft forms. There were two main trials with colleagues, 
one before and one after computerisation. On the first occasion, participants 
worked with the same examples from a course book, and discussion covered several 
areas of doubt which were thought to need clarification. Detailed revisions were 
suggested to make the manual easier to use and the Intentions clearer, for example 
rewording some of the defining questions, emphasising the difference betweenload' 
and 'Input', adding a noun after 'demand' in the 'task' column, filling out the code 
where It was unnecessarily abbreviated. More Important was the common feeling 
that there was too much detail to cope with, but there were no suggestions for 
deletions - all the areas Included seemed to be necessary for adequate coverage. 
But the main criticism was encapsulated In the question: 'who Is this learner? '. It 
was argued that the wide contrasts between student situations In various parts of 
the world, and the considerable differences obvious even between learners In the 
same classroom made a 'What am I doing here? ' stance too Individual for It to be 
adopted as a working hypothesis. Since this comment denies the whole principle 
of the analysis, some counter justification Is needed. For AS 1, the facts sheet, the 
approach was intended to define a task by means of a series of questions referring 
to the activities required to complete it, and the learner, no matter who, faced these 
demands as required of a learner, not this particular learner. The'l' who has the task 
to do Is confronted by a situation; the task certainly has an affective Impact on, me', 
who may react to It from a cultural background or with a personal emotion (eg like/ 
Indifference/ dislike) which colours'my' attitude, but this makes no difference to the 
facts of the task and Its demands. The previous experience of the particular learner 
Is not at this point relevant to the requirements of the task: the analysis records 
what Is required of any learner. For AS2, the judgements sheet, the same arguments 
apply, but in this case the question Is about what makes a task more (or less) 
difficult for a learner rather than about what It consists of. Again, for example, It 
Is obvious that some learners enjoy standing up In class talking whereas others 
cringe If asked to speak on their own, but these different personalities would agree 
that haranguing the class Is of a different order from talking quietly to a familiar 
partner (processing 13 - response). But this criticism of the approach from 'I' was 
not universally made: most of the contributors found no difficulty In applying the 
principle throughout, and some found it positively revealing. 
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At the second trial, which was concerned with the working of HyperCard, there was 
near universal agreement that the computerisation of the system made It simple to 
carry out, though there were still a few reservations about detailed wording. In the 
main, the system as such was considered to work well and to be a feasible means of 
course book analysis, If still highly detailed and quite complex In operation. 
The extent of the work with assessment sheets Is Indicated by the following account 
of development. Several variations on a tabular format were developed until the first 
trial version was arrived at. 40 examples of this version were completed 
(approximately 3500 entries) before the revision was made to separate out 
'processing' from the other categories. This was the point at which AS2 was 
Introduced. In the first version It was accommodated on two pages because 
examples were included to help analysers decide what to enter in the appropriate 
places. This was the version used by discussants at the review, but was considered 
too clumsy. All examples were subsequently Incorporated in the manual, which 
Immediately became a data base, for at this point the computerised version of the 
system was Introduced and more than 30 analysis sheets (now double sided, with 
ASI and AS2 back to back) were completed as the consolidating run (without 
developmental amendments to the system), giving rise to about 4500 entries. The 
trials with schools (Chapter 6) amounted to a further 30 sheets (4000 entries). 
The 9-piling exercise was carried out twice, once to set It up, using 600 cards to 
work out how the system would work for the allocation of difficulty levels to 
categories of processing, then again In a consolidating run of 900 cards to confirm 
Its viability and to provide examples for the manual. 
All this accumulation of Instances was Intended to establish the consistency of the 
system, firstly by discussion (an Interaction with the materials, In effect) to guide 
decisions on what was to be found; and secondly, when the operation of various 
parts had been consolidated, to demonstrate that no further changes need be made 
to the system for It be applied consistently to whatever learning tasks It might be 
asked to analyse. As Anastasl points out (1968: 84), homogeneity Is an Important 
factor In the reliability of a test: In the same way, the extensive use of the analysis 
system provided cumulative evidence that it could be consistently applied. This 
repetitive procedure also helped to ensure that anyone competent to do so could 
operate the analysis according to the manual. The next question then Is: how far 
does the system work consistently among analysers? Of the two kinds of rater 
consistency (Intra-rater, that Is each analyser within himself, and Inter-rater, that Is 
similarity between one rater and another) the more Important aspect In this 
Instance Is the former. The equation of one analyser with another Is less vital, 
because the ultimate goal Is for a teacher to operate the scheme for his own 
classes, or at most within the same school, and the particular nature of the situation 
of that class or school will Inevitably affect the way in which the scheme is used. 
The most important conditions for the consistent use of the system, as with any 
marking scheme, are the clarity of the rules by which the scheme operates and the 
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accuracy with which analysers apply them. What the decisions mean In abstract or 
'philosophical' terms Is In the end less Important (since possible interpretations are 
theoretically limitless) than agreement on their use. 
The other important aspect of reliability for the system is that its operation should 
be generallsable. The analysis system as It now stands Is capable of being applied to 
course books of different kinds at various levels, and of providing useful input for 
the preparation of assessment specifications which are thus defined by the content 
of the course book. Its strength therefore lies as much In Its content as Its 
consistency. The successful Identification of what Is required from a learner by a 
course book and allocation of the results Into Identifiable categories means that the 
system can be applied to learner activities of any Interactional kind, and this, If 
Interpreted In the ways which have been discussed In this chapter, means universally. 
At the same time, It has the potential to relate to the Individual interests and the 
needs of each learner, provided a way can be found of relating the work done In 
class to some productive procedure which will give him the opportunity to 
demonstrate what he knows. 
The system Is also administratively efficient: the use of HyperCard brought the 
application of the scheme down to manageable proportions and there seems no 
obstacle to its practical use by any qualified and Interested party given the will and 
the equipment. It Is tempting to suggest, though the Idea Is probably unacceptable 
for the traditional demands of reliability, that what actually appears on the analysis 
sheets Is In the end less crucial for the successful working of the scheme than the 
use made of it. 
4.7 Summary 
The search for an analysis system which could represent the content and demands 
of a course book was made by taking the learner's point of view In setting up 
categories to record the factual content of the materials offered. A separate set of 
categories was then devised to record elements of the processing required for the 
tasks and to estimate their difficulty levels. The procedure followed was to try out 
various forms of categorisation on a variety of course book materials on an Iterative 
basis, refining the analysis to meet problems as they arose, and then finally 
undertaking a run without amendment to consolidate the system. At a given point 
It was decided that the paperwork involved was too cumbersome, and a 
computerised version of the system was devised to reduce the load on the analyser. 
At several points In the procedure the system was tried out with colleagues, who 
reported difficulties, none Insurmountable, which were then worked through. 
The next step in the project Is to find some way of converting the findings of the 
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analysis system Into a relevant specification for an assessment which will provide 
the basis for the necessary Interaction. This Is the task for Chapter S. The following 
step is to provide a means of reallsing this Interaction In practice as an event In 
which learners can come together to work towards a fulfilling conclusion, using the 
language they have available for purposes which are to them self-evidently useful. 
This Is the task for Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 
Arriving at a specification 
5.0 Introduction 
The analysis system Is one link In the chain connecting learning with assessment. 
After the account of Its development given In the last chapter, the next links need 
to be described: how the system is applied to a particular course book, and how 
this analysis may be used for a specification which will lay down guidelines for the 
assessment. This chapter therefore has two centres of interest: the operation of 
the analysis system In practice and the use of the resulting data to produce a 
specification. It begins with a demonstration of the way in which the materials 
available to the analyser - the student's book, the teacher's book and the analysis 
guide - are consulted to arrive at a description of the demands of the course book 
as entries on the Analysis sheets. 
The second section discusses ways of arriving at an assessment specification, and then 
condenses the data resulting from the current analysis for this purpose. But this Is 
not all: It was argued In earlier chapters that recognising the learner as an individual 
and Incorporating various forms of authenticity were Important aspects of the 
proposed assessment system, and this suggests that assessment tasks should relate to 
future situations which are plausible for the learners In their physical and social 
context. To meet this requirement, which stands beyond the learning situation 
proposed by the course book and its analysis but Is nevertheless an Important element 
In the specification, the circumstances in which the learners are currently placed Is to 
be taken Into account and added to the summary of learning provided by the analysis. 
S. 1 The analysis in operation 
For the following demonstration of the analysis as It was applied In practice, extracts 
from the consolidating run mentioned In Chapter 4 will be used as examples. The 
three course books for this extended application of the analysis system were: Cobuild 
2 (Willis &Willis 1989), the Cambridge English Course 2 (Swan &Walter 1985) (CEC) 
and Headway Intermediate (Soars & Soars 1986) (HI). The first of these, as reported 
earlier, was designed as a communicative course based on a corpus of 'real' English, 
and the second two were highly successful and hence widely-used courses which 
evidently represented for many teachers and schools the best available. 
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Sampling 
It was clear that some kind of sampling of content was required, since applying the 
full analysis to entire course books would be too detailed for research purposes and 
even less acceptable for applications In the field, because too time-consuming for 
practical purposes. As In all sampling, the main consideration was how far the 
sample to be decided on was representative of the whole (Lewis 1972: 97), which In 
this case Involved decisions on the frequency of Analysis sheets In relation to the 
course book as a whole and what range of content was to be Included. 
The first decision on sampling was to analyse the first third of each course book, 
since those which did Include testing material tended to offer three sets of It at 
equal Intervals. Analysing the first third therefore offered the possibility of 
comparisons with existing testing and parallel applications In due time. Course 
books are usually set out In units, each of which contains a series of exercises, often 
following on over several pages, but usually starting consistently on either a left- 
hand or a right-hand page. In any case, authors tend to follow a fairly standard 
pattern within a book, probably to reduce the need for constant explanation and 
also to encourage familiarity and hence security for both teachers and learners. 
For example, Cobuild tends to start with listening or reading with some kind of 
comprehension exercise (eg note-taking), followed by discussion In class, then a 
more open-ended exercise for pairs or groups. So as a second principle, It was 
decided that in order to reduce the effect of patterns of this kind on the sampling 
and at the same time to enhance content validity, the analysis should be applied 
every 5 pages, thus starting on left-hand and right-hand pages alternately. This 
would avoid the standard unit start and in addition could break through other set 
patterns which might exist In the presentation of the course. The sets of analysis 
sheets for each book thus contained as random a sample as could easily be devised. 
In addition to the analysis of the first third of each book, the last units in CEC and 
HI were also analysed to explore whether any noticeable gradient could be detected 
In the material, though In the event none appeared. A further analysis was 
undertaken, on aa exploratory basis, of a course being used by the researcher as 
teacher (Headway Advanced Soars & Soars 1989), In connection with the simulations 
reported on in the next chapter, and another more directly targeted analysis was 
done of a course being used by teachers who had agreed to take part In the project 
(Language in use Intermediate Doff & Jones 1994). The latter application included 
analysis of materials written by the teacher: It fed directly Into the first structured 
experiment with a class, which is again reported on In the next chapter. In total, 
as stated earlier, the consolidating run and the analyses of these currently-used 
books and materials produced rather over 4SOO entries, which seemed an extensive 
enough application to claim consistency for the system. (The 34 analysis sheets 
Involved, and the further 30 generated by the trial series described In Chapter 6, are 
available from the researcher. ) 
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In the analysis of all course books, there are consistently 7 tasks entered on 
Assessment sheet I (AS 1). designated a to g, and these continue on to Assessment 
sheet 2 (AS2). This total of 7 was arrived at experimentally as being the number of 
entries which could be accommodated comfortably on an AS I and at the same time 
provide enough variety to cover the progression of tasks within a course unit. At 
the end of any pair of analysis sheets (AS I+ AS2), the next learner task to be 
analysed starts five pages on In the student's book. This pattern was repeated for 
the first third of each book, however many analysis sheets that might require, 
depending on the book's layout. 
The Instructions for completing the sheets are given In detail In the Analysis guide, 
as represented In Appendix 4.1, but In brief, AS I records what aspects of a task the 
learner meets In sequence as he deals with It. and AS2 sets levels of difficulty for 
aspects of the mental processes he needs to go through to complete the task. 
Further commentary on the development of the system has been given In Chapter 
4: the present aim Is to go through the procedure step by step to demonstrate how 
It Is put Into practice. 
5.2 The analysis system applied: AS I 
This section explains In detail how Analysis sheet I was used to record the content 
of a course book. The complete set of data for all three course books, as produced 
by the consolidating run, Is extensive; it is also largely repetitive as a procedure, 
though varied in content. It seems reasonable therefore to Illustrate the working 
of the system which runs from course book through analysis and on to assessment 
by reporting In detail on the data for one book, and In the following discussion, the 
analysis of the first third of Cobuild 2 Is used as a basis. For this demonstration, four 
samples of material from this part of the course book and the analysis sheets 
relating to them, as given In Appendix S. 1, will be referred to. Each of these sets 
consists of the following: 
extracts from the course book, both student's and teacher's pages, which are 
printed opposite each other In the spirally-bound teacher's book as published. 
(The student's book Is of course also published separately. ) It was Important 
for the analysis to consult both the material offered to the learners and the 
recommendations of the authors on how It should be handled. 
(in Appendix S. I these eight pages are referenced 'IS' to '4S' and 'IT' to '4T'. ) 
copies of the analysis sheets, AS I (factual) and AS2 (processing), relating to 
these extracts from the course book. The entries have been copied from the 
original pencilled version. 
(These eight pages are referenced 'I AS V to '4AS I' and 'I AS2' to '4AS2'. ) 
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Excerpts from this Appendix will illustrate how the analysis system is used, and in 
addition, reference will be made to the Analysis Guide (AG), given in full in Appendix 
4.1, to explain how its prescriptions were put into effect. 
As a starting point, Figure 5. / is a reminder of the headings of AS 1, which are set out 
in II columns, and under each of these a note is to be made by the analyser to 
record his findings after examining SB and TB and taking the advice of AG. 
Figure 5. /: AS 1: headings 
LAC Analysis sheet II ref: 
task context 
ý sheet 
skills language essentials processing 
1 2 3 41 S 6 7 
I 








roductNe structure p 
r. 
p 
NocWf-c - I mlat/ass/123 
It will be remembered that the analysis takes the learner's point of view and asks 
questions in the order in which he needs to answer them if he is to do the task set 
by the course book. The exception to this order is the processing which must 
occur between input and output (columns 6 receptive and 7 productive), which is 
allocated an analysis sheet to itself - AS2. (The way in which this sheet is completed 
will be explained in due course below, after AS 1. ) 
This demonstration of the analysis system begins on page 9 in Cobuild student's 
book (SB), and the associated teacher's book (TB) page 8; the Analysis sheet is 
number 5 1, which occurs part way through the consolidating run. The first row of 
this AS I is given in Figure 5.2 
Figure 5.1: AS 1: sheet 5 1, first row of entries 
LAC Anaýsis sheet II ref Cobuild 2 12. sheet 51 
task context I skills language essentials processmg 
1234S6789 10 1 
12 situation lexis. discourse top, c 
wholwhere 
set culture receptive productive structure 
fic4d/vocab/func 
0--ol-ly 
relat/ass/ 12 3 
IU LI - .. W 1-. B,. (1k)L w P'. WrP4. Ir4r.,. 12b Qf ---------------------- 
-d-. 1-4 Eý, F, h. Ca. k. .I by. b*. ftlkiýo --------- eruggie p-king 
--------------------- 
NOTE 1: 
In the analysis sheet above, each task is allocated a lowercase letter with brackets, 
whereas Cobuild allocates lower case letters alone, that is (a) = analysis; a= Cobuild. 
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NOTE 2: 
Quotations in the descriptions of the procedure detailed below come from three 
sources which are indicated by tinted initials behind the appropriate text; 
SB = Student's Book, TB = Teacher's Book R= Recordings. 
SB page 9 reads: 
12 Languages you've learnt 
a What languages can you speak? How many foreign languages have you learnt, or tried to learn? 
[tape l2b] b Catherine talked to someone called Stephen about the languages they knew. Listen 
and make a list of the languages they knew, and say how good they were at each. 
This text is accompanied by a drawing of several young people in a classroom with 
speech balloons containing 'Do you speak English? ', 'jSe habla espafiol? ' and 'Parlez- 
vous franqais? ' (see Appendix S. 1.1 S). 
The script of the relevant recording [I 2b], given on page 135 of TB, is: 
SB: How many languages do you speak? 
CM: Erm, well, I learnt, erm English, French and German at school, I know a tiny bit of Italian and 
a tiny bit of Greek, from travels, but I can't say that I really speak any of the foreign languages to 
any degree, any more. 
SB: Well apart from English and American which is fairly similar, I can get by in French and I can 
struggle through reading Italian and that's about it. 
TB comments: 
S1312a 
I Don't go into these questions in detail (omit them altogether if you want to do I 2g below).... 
Listening SB I 2b [I 2b] (unscripted) 
2 Students listen to the tape and take notes about Catherine and Stephen. Suggest they make a 
table to fill in and give them a framework like the following: 
Key CATH STEPH 
FRENCH learnt at school can get by 
GERMAN learnt at school no 
SPANISH no no 
ITALIAN tiny bit reads a little 
From these three sources of information (SB, the recorded tape and TB), the title of 
the unit and entries for the first task may be written in the appropriate columns of 
AS 1. TB says that I 2a may be omitted, so I 2b is the first task to be analysed. 
col 1: task 
The defining question for 'task' (as designated under 'Entries (4)' in the Analysis 
Guide), is: What do I have to do with this input? The category'task' is described in AG 
as 'closed +', which means entering one of the ten options given (eg 'act out, 
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complete, discuss, do ... understand..: ) or another considered by the analyser to 
be 
more appropriate. In this Instance, the students are to listen to a tape and show they 
have understood It by writing a list related to the content, so 'understand' (one of 
the given options) Is entered. AG also requests that a few words should be added 
In brackets to explain, and these are entered in the example as '(2 Brits talking). 
col 2: topic 
The entry under topic (defining question: What are we talking about? ) Is'open', le not 
given as prescribed alternatives In AG, but leaving the analyser free to find 
appropriate words. For this column, a'short description' is suggested by AG, so In 
this example, the entry Is 'languages'. 
col 3: situation - who 
AG suggests two options from a closed list of eight to answer the question Who is 
involved in this exchange? and the entry here Is 'L I' (=native speaker unedited) with 'self'. 
col 3: situation - where 
The three options are'classroorn, [topic place], neutral', the first and last closed and 
the other open, as answers to the question Where am I when this exchange takes 
place? For this task, the entry Is 'neutral', glossed In AG as 'place of exchange Is 
Irrelevant to topic'. 
col 4: set 
The defining question is Who else is involved with me in this exchange? and the options 
are 'I one/pair/grou p/class. Since the learners are apparently working individually for 
this task, the entry Is 'lone'. Some teachers might do this exercise In pairs, but the 
TB does not suggest It. 
col 5: culture 
What do I perceive as the background to this "change? can be answered by one of six 
options, or another if needed (closed +): 'British' is one of the options, and is entered 
here because the speakers on the tape are'L I persons' talking of their own experience. 
col 6: skills - receptive 
How does this input reach me? Is clearly by Listening, but there Is also a supplementary 
Reading Input In the SB text (going beyond mere Instruction or rubric) which explains 
what Is happening on the tape, so the entry Is '(R)L:. The R could include guidelines 
for the list written on the black/white board by the teacher, and this would be coded 
'b/board' ('teacher writing for the whole class'), but It Is In effect an explanatory 
rubric, which Is to be omitted, as AG explains In the glossary. The drawing in SB might 
be considered as another supplementary Input (vis), but it adds nothing to either L or 
R texts In terms of understanding, so Is Ignored for the analysis. 
col 7: skills - productive 
What kind of output do I have to create to carry out this task? Options are 
'S/Wlact/drawltick/none'. SB says 'make a list..: and TB suggests how this should 
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be done (... make a table... ). so that the entry Is W- 'writing as a productive 
activity' (AG). 
col 8: structure 
('the structure(s) which are essential for my completion of this task' - AG) Is 
entered as 'pres simple, Q forms, both of which appear in the taped conversation. 
col 9: lexis - field 
What is the semantic field within which this task is operating? Is answered by'languages'. 
col 9: lexis - vocabulary 
As with 'structure', the concept Is the minimum essential: 'sample of the minimum 
few words without which It would be Impossible for me to do this task' - AG. The 
entry lists four names of languages, then 'get by', 'struggle'. 
col 9: lexis - functions 
What am I doing with these words? Is entered as 'understanding' - AG proposes an 
open list. 
col 10: phonology 
Every L Input and S output Involves sound, so that entries In this column are potentially 
almost Infinite. Instead of 'essential' (as with structure and vocabulary), the concept 
which guides entries In this column Is 'features specifically mentioned In the course 
book as learning points In this task' - AG. Cobuild Is concerned with phonology only In 
the context of"controlled practice' of'useful and very frequent combinations of words 
In English In order to build up [students'] confidence and their ability to produce 
groups of sounds and Intonation patterns accurately and spontaneously' (TB: 111). As a 
result, most entries In this column are blank In this analysis. 
col 11: discourse - relationship 
What is my relationship with other participants in this task?, with 4 options: 
'equal/subordinate/superior/outsider'. In this Instance, the entry Is 'outsider', since the 
learner Is listening to a conversation without taking part In It - as a'fly-on-the-wall'. 
col 11: discourse - assumptions 
What needs to be common knowledge between me and the other participants, to the 
extent that we do not have to refer to it? An open category, for which the entry here 
Is 'speaking languages'. 
col 11: discourse - level of expectation, 1/2/3 
The defining question is, How high are the expectations of my understanding beyond the 
literal text?, with I low and 3 high. The entry here Is 1, In the expectation that 
learners In an EFL class will have no difficulty In making necessary assumptions 
about learning languages. 
The analysis of the task described in col I of sheet SI is continued with AS2 (on the 
reverse of AS I), for elements of processing to be entered. But the processing 
entries are based on a different approach, so it seems best to continue with a report 
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on a second row of AS 1, which begins with a new task. 
The definition of a new task for the purposes of the analysis was a problem 
discussed at some length in Chapter 4. The difficulty lay in deciding what conditions 
were to be applied to the course book material to indicate when a new task began, 
and it may be recalled that a set of questions was finally arrived at to guide the 
analyser in this decision: 
I Is the activity in the student's book? 
2 If it is a rubric, is it preparatory (rather than explanatory? ) 
3 Is it a new topic? 
4 Do both 'who' and 'where' change? 
5 Does 'group' change? 
For the Cobuild analysis on sheet 5 1, the next activity does occur in SB, which is a 
positive answer to the first question. It reads: 
[tape 12c] c Many people say that the British are very lazy about learning foreign languages, 
because they think that when they go abroad they will usually be able to find someone who 
speaks English. 
To find out if this was true, we asked a variety of British people from different walks of life about 
their language learning experiences. 
TB advises: 
Students read the introduction to I 2c. Ask them if they feel that English people are lazy about 
learning other foreign languages. How many British people do they know who can speak their 
language really well/quite well/just a bit? Encourage them to comment if they wish. 
Under 'rubric' in AG glossary, the definition is: 
rubric - Instructions in the course book explaining how to carry out a task. 
An explanatory rubric tells you how the task is to be done, and is an integral part of that task 
(eg Read the story ... ). 
A preparatory rubric introduces topics, structures, vocabulary, etc, and will constitute a task on 
its own (egWhich of the following can you find in the picture? )' 
Under these conditions the introduction labelled 'c' in SB, used as advised by TB, is 
clearly preparatory. so the second task on AS I begins with it. In the analysis, working 
to its own system of labelling tasks from (a) to (g), this task is designated (b). 
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Figure 5.3: AS I sheet S 1, second row of entries 
The script of the relevant recording [I 2c], given on page I 3S of TB, starts: 
Meriel West, Travel Agent, currently working in New York. 
We were taught French at school, but very badly. We had to memorise lists of verbs, instead of 
being given sentences to learn which we could use in everyday speaking. I took another French 
course a few years ago, and we learnt some quite useful things. I also tried to learn Russian, but 
I did not get very far, although it was interesting. In fact I found a number of words have nearly 
the same pronunciation in both Russian and English. 
Richard H Turner, student of Engineering at Loughborough University. 
The foreign languages I was taught at school were Latin, German and French. However, the only 
language I actually learnt was French. (Although I 'picked up' English at the early age of one. ) 
My French has been particularly useful. For example, reading the instructions on imported 
packets of French coffee. Also on one occasion, whilst on holiday in France, when a vineyard 
owner explained how he produced champagne. When in France, the most useful phrase is 
'Parlez-vous anglais? ' which means'Do you speak English? '. However I once mistakenly asked a 
puzzled French man if he spoke French! (He did. ) 
Two other speakers contribute to the recording, with about the same amount of 
text, but the first two indicate for present purposes the kind of language and 
information given. (The whole text is reproduced as transcript in Appendix S. I -IT, 
and also as a graphic in SB, as pseudo-real cuttings - from magazines? - irregularly 
superimposed on illustrations of people and objects which might be connected with 
the speakers). 
TB's advice (above) suggests that students should read the introduction to I 2c and 
then the teacher asks them questions about the British and language learning. This 
introduction apparently ends at '... language experiences! in SB, for the next 
suggestion from TB is about reading and listening (in that order). 
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So the second task as far as AS I is concerned Is: 
col 1: task 
(b) 'discuss (British people & languages)'. 
col 2: topic 
languages, the same as for row 1, so 'ditto' entered. 
col 3: situation 
teacher discussing with students, a classroom exercise, so the entries read 'T - sts 
('when the whole class Is participating In the task' - AG), classroom'. 
col 4: set 
'class'. 
col 5: culture 
as before, so 'ditto' again. 
col 6: receptive 
reading the Introduction and listening to the teacher's questions and to the other 
students discussing - '(R)L: again. 
col 7: productive 
making a contribution to the discussion, so'S' Is entered. 
col 8: structure 
as before: 'ditto'. 
col 9: field 
languages 'ditto'. vocab as before plus 'lazy', function Is 'discussing'. 
col 10: phonology 
no sign of particular attention to phonology: entry Is 
col 11: relationship 
mainly with other students, since teacher is expected only to start off the discussion 
(and Is not regarded by TB as a dominant figure), so this entry Is 'equal'; the 
assumptions are still about speaking languages; and the level of expectation Is still T. 
Two more examples of AS 1, as given In Appendix S. 1, have been chosen to Illustrate 
the effects of different kinds of task. The first demands some lateral thinking, 
Involving the invention of a text for a devious postcard. It occurs In the third set 
of sample pages reproduced In Appendix S. I, beginning with page 19 In both SB and 
TB of Cobuild. The AS I Is sheet 53. It Is the second task on this sheet, part of 
Unit 33 In the course book, entitled 'Holiday postcards'. The relevant part of AS I 
Is given In Figure 5.4. Comments are made on Important points arising In the course 
of the work, and these are added as footnotes, headed Observation. 
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Figure 5.4: AS I sheet S3: three tasks 
. 
The first task on this AS I is not of interest at the moment. It is entered as: (a) 
'understand (postcards and reasons for)'; it incorporates the first three activities in 
the course book. The second activity is therefore labelled V in the course book, 
but appears as (b) on AS 1, the second task as far as the analysis is concerned. 
SB reads: 
33: holiday postcards 
d Imagine you are on holiday abroad. You write a postcard to a friend. Your real purpose is to 
persuade them to meet you at the airport or station. But of course you want to do this without 
actually asking them directly. Write the postcard. 
TB reads: 
Planning 
ýM Elicit a few ideas about how to drop hints, eg ON 
We don't get back till 10.30 at night. I'm afraid the children will be very tired. 
I hope we don't have to wait too long for a taxi/bus at the airport. 
It will be nice to get home but I always hate the long busride from the airport. 
I wish we'd left our car in the airport carpark, but it's so expensive we couldn't afford to. 
It is probably better not to put these on the board in full, otherwise all you have left is a 
mechanical copying exercise. In groups students write their postcards. Go round and help 
as necessary. 
In the first task, the students have already read and discussed the content of two 
postcards reproduced in SB and heard two LI persons discuss them on tape. 
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As Figure 5.4 shows, task (b) on AS I begins: 
col 1: task 
What do I have to do with this input? 'Invent' Is one of the 10 alternatives given by 
AG, and the analyser adds the clarification '(a postcard text)'. 
col 2: topic 
The obvious answer Is 'postcards, which Is the same as for the previous set of 
entries. 
col 3: situation - who 
The demand ('Imagine... Write..: ) comes from the book, or more precisely, the 
authors of it, as opposed to the others In the list of closed options - 'course 
characters, LI person, originator' ('writer/speaker of text used In course book, as 
opposed to author = writer of course book'), 'partner, students, teacher'. Entry Is 
therefore'self - author', since the student Is writing to fulfil the authors' request, even 
though his text is Intended for a fictitious third party (see Observation I below). 
col 3: situation - where 
There Is no given context, and yet It Is not quite a straightforward classroom 
exercise: entry Is 'neutral', a decision buttressed by the fact that postcards can be 
written anywhere. 
col 4: set 
TB says 'in groups students write their postcards'. but in practice each student Is 
Intended to produce an Individual version. Entry: 'Ione' (see Observation 2 below). 
col 5: culture 
Students are to Imagine they are "on holiday", so presumably they are writing home: 
culture must be 'own' (but see Observation 3 below). 
call 6: receptive 
Entry Is '(R)' because at this point the only reading Is of the background to the 
student's supposed postcard writing. 
col 7: productive 
The student is to write: entry'W'. 
coll 8: structure 
The postcard Is to be modelled on instances just read and discussed (exercises a- 
c In SB), so the structures are likely to be any of the same - 'pres, neg. past, modal 
(could), future, pres perf'. 
col 9: lexis - field 
As before, 'holidays'. 
col 9: lexis - vocabulary 
Words as for the task before, since recent use Is likely to propose repetition, but 
the student is also expected to find ways of hinting and may well therefore need to 
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find his own means, entered as '+ own'. 
col 9: lexis - function 
Asking without asking Is represented by'hinting'. 
col 10: phonology 
none. 
col 11: discourse - relationship 
Author Is Instructing student what to do: entry Is 'sub'. 
col 11: discourse - assumptions 
What one can or cannot do when 'postcard writing. 
col 11: discourse - expectation 11213 
More than the standard 'Wish you were here'; some subtlety Is required, but 
examples are given: entry Is T. 
Observation I 
The use of an Imagination-stimulating task produces difficulties for the analysis: 
although 'author' Is the Instigator of the exercise, and Is In the end the person for 
whom the postcard Is to be written, the Intended recipient of It Is 'a friend', a kind 
of role player. But neither SB nor TB characterises the friend (beyond the 
supposition that he Is helpful, and/or gullible), so that the exercise becomes one of 
devious writing In the abstract rather than a communication with another known 
person. This Is the basis for choosing 'author' as audience. 
Observation 2 
Another problem with this task Is the potential confusion between'lone' and'group' 
In col 4: TB suggests 'in groups students write their postcards' and that the teacher 
should'go round and help', implying that the students are to help each other and be 
helped by the teacher, so that cols 6 and 7 should Include (L) and (S) respectively. 
This may be taken as an admission by the authors that the task Is too difficult for 
students working on their own, yet the final product seems Intended to be a 
postcard from each Individual. Somewhat unforgivingly, 'lone' Is entered in col 4 
and the skills remain (R) and W alone. 
Observation 3 
The location of the friend to whom the postcard Is addressed Is not given, but the 
assumption must be that the writer Is returning (home) from holiday. In that case. 
why not write In L I? 
The next task on the same AS I is concerned with a different topic (which defines a 
new task In accordance with rule 3- see above). It Is one of a series of 
'wordpower' sections recurring throughout the course book, Intended to 'cover 
particularly common target words which have a number of Important meanings or 
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uses, for example the word way' (TB: iv). 
SB says: 
Wordpower: time and money. 
I time = minutes, hours, days, week, months etc. 
Mummy and Daddy went back to Ireland some time ago. 
It'll rain all the time. 
How did they spend the time? 
2 to have a time. 
It sounds like you had a good time. 
We had a dreadful time. 
3 time = an occasion when something happens 
The second time was when we went to eat at a hamburger restaurant. 
I've already boarded this flight five times and every time I ended up in Cuba. 
This time our friend left a warning note. 
4 time = two o'clock, 8,30,1720 hours etc. 
What time is it? Do you have the time? 
5 times 
The taxi cost five times as much as the bus. 
Which category do these examples belong to? 
(a) Took a very long time getting there. 
(b) People we met on it said they'd been many times before 
(c) Look at the time. We're going to be late. 
(d) But next time I knew I could do it. 
(e) We had a very busy time at work last week. 
(f) My job is a hundred times more difficult than playing the piano. 
[then another exercise with 'spend money/time'] 
TB advises: 
I In pairs students match sentences a-f to the correct lexical categories, Refer them to the 
Lexicon for further explanation of the categories. 
2 Students find the words in sentences g-I [in the second exercise] which can be used with 
both time and money. 
[Key to exercise given] 
3 Ask students if there are words in their own language which can be used with both time 
and money. In English there is a saying: 'Time is money'. Do they have a similar expression? 
AS I therefore is completed as follows: 
col I task 
This is a vocabulary exercise based on sentences which are unconnected with each 
other except by particular words that they contain. The entry in the first col is 
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therefore 'do' ('mechanical exercise which has no social context'- AG) with '(vocab 
exercise)' In explanation. 
col 2: topic 
The same as the title of the section In SB: 'time and money'. 
col 3: situation - who 
TB says students are to work In pairs, and this presumably carries through to the 
second exercise, but as with task (a) above, the origin of the material Is the text- 
book writers, so the entry combines these participants In the entry'author - self - 
partner'. 
col 3: situation - where 
In this case, clearly a classroom exercise: entry is 'classroom'. 
col 4: set 
In accordance with TB, entry Is 'pair. 
col 5: culture 
The exercise seems Intended to relate to CHE ('common human experience of a 
cultural kind, eg Do you get up as soon as you wake up? 'AG). But In spite of the AmE- 
Influenced neologism'It sounds like (sic) you had a good time', the mixing of simple 
past and present perfect with 'already' in ' I've already boarded... every time I ended 
up... ' and references to hamburgers and Cuba, the Idiom and ambience are essentially 
English, In an almost Christopher Robin vein: 'Mummy and Daddy... a hundred times 
more difficult.. how much did you actually spend? ' Entry Is therefore 'British'. 
col 6: receptive 
The exercise is generated In print in SB: entry Is W. 
col 7: productive 
The end product of the exercise is matching sentences with categories, so the entry 
Is'tIck' ('marking non-verbally to indicate a choice ... In tasks requiring ... numbering, 
lettering. underlining etc' AG). There Is also some L and S Involved because the 
work Is to be done in pairs, but this Is not the object of the exercise (see 
Observation 4 below). 
coll 8: structure 
The sentences are mainly In past tenses, so entry is simply 'past'. 
col 9: lexis - field 
The point is vocabulary learning, mainly about time, so the entry is '(uses of ) time, 
vocabulary'. 
col 9: lexis - vocabulary 
Here Is a case where the salient words could be listed, but In fact there is much 
more to the sentences than merely 'time' and 'spend'. The entry Is an admission of 
defeat: 'misc (sentences)' (see Observation 5 below). 
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col 9: lexis - function 
The use of square brackets round '[learning vocabulary]' Is Intended to indicate that 
the object of the exercise Is not a functional achievement but a learning activity. 
col 10: phonology 
None again: entry Is 
col 11: discourse - relationship 
The authors are in charge, but pairs discuss, so entry Is 'sub/equal'. 
col II discourse - assumptions 
The purpose of the exercise, as students are aware, Is as entry says: 'learning'. 
Cal II discourse - expectation 112/3 
For the students, learning Is the point of being In the classroom: entry Is '1'. 
Observation 4 
This task Illustrates the problems of differentiating in the analysis between an 
activity Intended to improve learner's skills In exchanging meanings In order to 
achieve an end (communicating) and an exercise which takes Individual Items of 
language with little or no context attached and asks learners to learn them. It 
Introduces Into the decision-making the question as to whether all skills involved 
should be recorded, even If peripheral to the main object of the task, as in the use 
of pair work in a vocabulary exercise. The difficulty Is that class work of whatever 
kind may be done in pairs, so that the entry'pair' In col 4 set could become universal 
and therefore undifferentlatingly meaningless. The fact thatTB suggests It does not 
mean that the exercise Is necessarily Intended for the promotion of learners' 
discussion techniques. In practice, the attempt was made to enter 'pair' or 'group' 
only when this method of working promoted exchange of opinion on a topic 
external to the classroom, and not when It was used as a collaborative effort to find 
answers to preordained questions. This Is a fine line to draw, but seems necessary 
In the context of defining variations In task demands. 
Observation 5 
A second problem exemplified by this task is the recording of vocabulary In col 9. 
The shortcomings of word lists as prescribed learning alms, and their even more 
detrimental effect on test specifications, were discussed in Chapter 3; for the 
analysis, the need for alternatives to listing Is acute, partly because of limited space 
In AS 1, but more fundamentally because If learners are to make the best of what 
they know to reach the conclusion to a task, they need to be given the freedom to 
use whatever vocabulary they can retrieve, from whatever source. They are not 
restricted by the need to'know' a stated body of content, as sometimes demanded 
by teachers to examinations (Page 1983); the analysis has Indicated areas of topic 
and lexis within which (and beyond which) the learners are enabled to operate by 
the relevance of the scenario. 
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5.3 The analysis system applied: AS2 
An account of the implementation of AS2 is now required to complement the one 
that has just been given of AS 1. The same four tasks will be used to exemplify the 
working of 'processing' as recorded by the analysis system, but the reference will 
now be mainly to AG, since SB and TB have already been extensively quoted above 
in the explanation of AS 1. (It will be recalled that the Analysis Guide is given 
complete in Appendix 4.1, and the relevant pages of Analysis sheets and course book 
material appear in Appendix S. 1. ) 
AS2's gradings of processing elements are made under 8 sub-headings: input, 
response, load, search, link, know, individual and demand, and below these at the 
head of AS2 are given the highest available grade for each: a denominator which 
varies from /7 to /3. As explained in Chapter 4, decisions are to be made in relation 
to defining questions in AG (as with AS 1), and in addition there are keywords for 
each concept, to help focus the analyser's understanding of the field intended. 
Again, examples are given in AG. but this time they cover the whole range of 
judgements for each concept: they were all taken as examples from entries on AS2 
in the consolidating run. The analysis again takes the learner's point of view, so that 
the questions asked (for example, 'How dense is the input and how difficult is it to 
take in? ' - sub-heading 12) have a learner's perspective. This puts into practice 
Gipps' suggestion (1994), which was referred to in Chapter 3, that one way to 
promote consistency is to set up criteria and illustrate them with exemplars. In 
addition, it includes reminders (in the form of keywords) of the concepts on which 
the criteria are centred. 
Figure 5.5: AS2 sheet 5 1: rows I and 2 
LAC Analysis Sheet 2: processing 
I1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
task i) Input response load search link know individual demand 
/6 /S 17 /6 /6 /6 /3 /6 
(a) understand 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 (2 Brits talking) simple text W list L2 xLIs L& list recognise names of re speaking W list of a 9 lines, L of names 9 lines names of languages languages 
I languages 
(b) disc uss 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 4 (Brits & R. T talk. S if choose to class recall own 
I 
people & own own S to class languages) sts discuss discussion experience my language experlence experience 
Task (a) is 'understand' (2 Brits talking)', which is carried across from AS 1. The 
entries are now made under sub-headings rather than under columns as on AS I- 
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sub-heading 12: input 16 
- defining question: how dense is the input and how difficult is it to take in? (AG). 
- keywords: density, quality (AG) 
Learner listens to a tape of 2LI persons, 9 lines of text In the TB (set In a column 7.5 
cm wide). (see Observation 6 below) 
- examples of gradings: high 6: understand joke, R TV listings & discuss ... ; low 1: L 
sounds for stories, vis pics for'going to'... (AG) 
- grade entered: 2, with comment'simple text 9 lines, U. 
sub-heading 13: response IS 
- defining question: how quickIpsychologically pressurised a response is expected from me? 
- keywords: pressure, speed, competition 
Learner lists languages and names and checks the one against the other on the basis 
of notes made from listening to tape. 
- examples: high 5: L numbers &W, speedread &S to class ... ; low 1: In own time, 
homework... 
- grade entered: 3, 'W list of names'. 
sub-heading 14: load 17 
- defining question: how many inputs are there and how many are happening at once? 
- keywords: quantity, simultaneous, N skills 
Learner listens to 2 Brits In turn. 
- examples: high 7: 30 lines of transcript, R 700 words, all class Involved ... ; low 1: 
sounds, R grammar point, L partner.. 
- grade entered: 2, L 2A Is, 9 lines'. 
sub-heading IS: search 16 
defining question: how much logiclimaginationlmemory do I need to carry out this task? 
keywords: find, Invent, work out, remember 
Learner lists languages and names and checks the one against the other on the basis 
of notes made from listening to tape. 
- examples: high 6: improvise, formulate narrative, work out pattern from examples... 
low 1: fit to pattern. produce In parallel, remember own experience. 
- grade entered: I, 'L & list'. 
sub-heading 16: link 16 
- defining question: how difficult is it for me to transfer word to idea, text to meaning, & 
vice versa? 
- keywords: apply, extract, compare, rearrange 
Learner extracts Information from tape and applies It In list. 
- examples: high 6: extract discussion & S, apply principle to this case ... ; low 1: apply 
greetings to situation, apply learnt rule... 
- grade entered: Wrecognise names of languages'. 
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sub-heading 17: know 16 
- defining question: how far is the task/content/ situation likely to be familiar to me? 
- keywords: know, recognise, connect 
Learner hears names of languages. 
- examples: high 6: specialist topic, principles of organisation ... ; low 1: own 
convictions, own experience, facts about self... 
- grade entered: Wnames of languages'. 
sub-heading 18: individual /3 
- defining question: how committed am I likely to be to the task, how relevant is the 
content to me? 
- keywords: own, interest, useful, intriguing 
Learner lists languages and names from tape. 
- examples: high 3: hypothetical, no necessary Identification, no relevance ... ; low 1: 
own convictions, own experience, facts about self... (see Observation 7) 
- grade entered: Vre speaking languages'. 
sub-heading 19: demand 16 
defining question: what is expected in my response? 
keywords: fluent/accurate. vague/exact, closed/open 
Learner lists languages and names from tape. 
- examples: high 6: accuracy essential, fluent & accurate, L& guess what ... ; low 1: 
fluency not expected, underline grammar examples In text, discuss If want... 
- grade entered: 1,11st of 8'. 
Observation 6 
The transcript related to task (a) is 77 words long, but It was decided not to make 
word-counts of listening or reading texts for the analysis, to save time. 
Observation 7 
The grading for sub-heading 18 'individual' Is In an odd way the reverse of all the 
others In the cline of difficulty: for other sub-headings, the top grade represents 
difficulty and the lowest, least demand. For 'Individual', the top grade represents 
the frustrations of boredom and the lowest, the ease generated by enthusiasm. 
The next task to be discussed Is the second on AS2 (see Figure 5.5 above) and as In 
column I of AS I Is headed: 
(b) discuss (Brits & languages) 
sub-heading 12: Input 16 
defining question: how dense is the input and how difficult is it to take in? (AG). 
keywords: density, quality (AG) 
Learner reads statement about British being lazy about learning languages, then 
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discusses reactions with teacher and other learners. 
- examples: high 6: understand joke, R TV listings & discuss ... ; low 1: L sounds for 
stories, vis pics for 'going to... (AG) 
- grade entered: 2, 'R, T talk, sts discuss'. 
sub-heading 13: response IS 
- defining question: how quicklpsychologically pressurised a response is expected from me? 
- keywords: pressure, speed, competition 
Learner expected to contribute to class discussion, but no competition implied. 
- examples: high 5: L numbers & W. speedread &S to class ... ; low 1: In own time, 
homework... 
- grade entered: VS If choose to'. 
sub-heading 14: load 17 
- defining question: how many inputs are there and how many are happening at once? 
- keywords: quantity, simultaneous, N skills 
Learner has short introductory R text, listens to teacher, talks with rest of class. 
- examples: high 7: 30 lines of transcript, R 700 words, all class Involved ... ; low 1: 
sounds, R grammar point, L partner.. 
- grade entered: 3, 'class discussion'. 
sub-heading IS: search 16 
- defining question: how much logiclimaginationlmemory do I need to carry out this task? 
- keywords: find, invent, work out, remember 
Learner compares own experience with other learners' views. 
- examples: high 6: Improvise, formulate narrative, work out pattern from examples... 
low 1: fit to pattern, produce in parallel, remember own experience. 
- grade entered: 2, 'recall own experience'. 
sub-heading 16: link /6 
- defining question: how difficult is it for me to transfer word to idea, text to meaning, & 
vice versa? 
- keywords: apply, extract, compare, rearrange 
Learner hears and expresses views on Brits' language learning. 
- examples: high 6: extract discussion & S. apply principle to this case ... ; low 1: apply 
greetings to situation, apply learnt rule... 
- grade entered: Wpeople & my language. 
sub-heading 17: know 16 
defining question: how far is the task/content/ situation likely to be familiar to me? 
keywords: know, recognise, connect 
Learner listens/tells experiences of Brits' language learning. 
- examples: high 6: specialist topic, principles of organ isation...; low 1: own 
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convictions, own experience, facts about self 
- grade entered: l, 'own experience'. 
sub-heading 18: individual /3 
- defining question: how committed am I likely to be to the task, how relevant is the 
content to me? 
- keywords: own, interest, useful, intriguing 
Learner will have tales to tell, compare. 
- examples: high 3: hypothetical, no necessary identification, no relevance ... ; low 1: 
own convictions, own experience, facts about self... 
- grade entered: l, 'own experience'. 
sub-heading 19: demand /6 
- defining question: what is expected it) my response? 
- keywords: fluent/accurate, vague/exact, closed/open 
Learner will be expected to join class discussion. 
- examples: high 6: accuracy essential, fluent & accurate, L& guess what ... ; low 
1: 
fluency not expected, underline grammar examples in text, discuss if want ... 
- grade entered: 4, 'S to class'. 
This commentary is repetitive, which suggests that after some practice, analysers 
are likely to find the operation of the grading system fairly straightforward. The 
explanations for the other two examples of AS2, following on from the commentary 
given earlier on AS I sheet 53, will therefore be presented in more abbreviated form, 
without defining questions, keywords and examples, which have already been set out 
twice. As with AS 1, the first task on AS2 is to be omitted for present purposes. 
Figure S. 6: AS2 sheet 53: rows I-3 
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The second task on AS2 begins (see Figure 5.6): 
(b) invent (postcard text) 
sub-heading 12: Input 16 
Learner Is asked to write devious postcard to friend. 
- grade: l, 'rubric alone'. 
sub-heading 13: response 15 
Learner writes postcard In collaboration with partner, little pressure, model text 
available. 
- grade: 2, 'W: follow text for model'. 
sub-heading 14: load 17 
Learner to read 6 short lines of instruction, consult with partner. 
- grade: l, 'one Input (rubric)' 
sub-heading IS: search 16 
Learner needs to remember models, invent means of Indirect persuasion. 
- grade: 5, 'find story, persuade'. 
sub-heading 16: link /6 
Learner needs to formulate Ideas indirectly In writing. 
- grade: 4, 'express Ideas In W. 
sub-heading 17: know 16 
Learner writes own ideas. 
- grade: Wown story' 
sub-heading 18: Individual 13 
Learner's own Ideas. 
- grade: Wown story'. 
sub-heading 19: demand 16 
Learner required to write postcard, accuracy desirable, not essential. 
- grade: 4, 'W postcard'. 
The interest of this task Is in Its demand for originality: the learner is expected to 
find a way of requesting help by hinting that It Is required, but not asking directly. 
This Is reflected in high gradings for search, link and demand - that Is, finding the 
means with which to express what Is to be expressed - while the task mechanics 
(input, load) and the content (know, individual) rate relatively low. 
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The third task on AS2 begins (see Figure 5.6): 
(c) do (vocab exercise) 
sub-heading 12: input /6 
Learner Is given examples of the uses of the words'time' and'spend'. 
- grade: Vexamples of "time"'. 
sub-heading 13: response /S 
Learner discusses possibilities with partner and matches new sentences to 
demonstrated categories. 
- grade: 2, 'study, tick. 
sub-heading 14: load 17 
Learner reads II sentences demonstrating 4 different uses of 'time', considers 6 more 
sentences for matching, considers 7 quasi-synonyms for'spend'. 
- grade: 4, 'l 1 sentences, match with 4 concepts' 
sub-heading IS: search 16 
Learner Is to find concepts exemplified In sentences. 
- grade: 2, 'apply rule'. 
sub-heading 16: link 16 
Learner Is expected to compare new sentences with given examples. 
- grade: 2, match sentences to concepts'. 
sub-heading 17: know /6 
Learner is expected to find situations (in which sentences are set) to be familiar. 
- grade: WCHE' (= common human experience). 
sub-heading 18: individual /3 
Learner reads disconnected sentences for vocabulary exercise. 
- grade: 3, 'Just boring, bits'. 
sub-heading 19: demand 16 
Learner required to match new sentences with exemplified concepts. 
- grade: I 'tick. 
This task contrasts with the preceding one: It Is expecting not creativity but a 
literal application of rules presented In sample sentences. It expects high levels of 
simultaneity, the carrying across of Ideas from one place to another, but contains 
relatively low grading everywhere else, except In levels of potential boredom, which 
are high. 
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These four examples of tasks have shown how the analysis system is applied to the 
course, with reference to both student's book and teacher's book (with transcripts 
of listening Input), Including extracts from the Analysis Guide, which explains how 
the system works and offers examples of entries and definitions of terms used. This 
excursion through the completion procedures has covered the mechanics of 
Assessment sheets I (mainly facts) and 2 (mainly judgements) and has shown how 
the system works In practice - cumbersome to begin with, but becoming easier to 
apply as the method Is learnt by the analyser. At the same time it Is evidence that 
the system Is a consistent mechanism, asking questions which are relevant to the 
learner's situation and providing answers on a principled basis which builds up Into 
a substantial system of consistent Judgement. The next section can now deal with 
how the data accumulating from the 4SOO entries mentioned earlier - the result of 
the consolidating run - were used as a basis for a specification to guide the writing 
of assessment materials. 
5.4 The data: Assessment Sheet 
The results of the analysis as recorded In AS I are to be grouped according to the 
use which can be made of them. (Since the entries for AS2 are made on a different 
basis, they will be discussed separately. ) The first step In interpreting the AS data 
Is to add up the occurrences of entries for each column. This was done by totalling 
entries at the bottom of each AS 1, then carrying these totals forward to a grand 
total which, as explained earlier, represents the analysis of the first third of the 
course book. These totals were then grouped Into three sections, to provide 
various kinds of Information. 
Section 1: Quantity simply adds up the number of occurrences, and Is applied to the 
closed categories (le those with alternatives specified In the Analysis Guide) In cols 
I task, 3 situation, 6 receptive and 7 productive. The ratings as reported In Table 5- 1 
are derived from the number of tasks analysed for that book, 7 per analysis sheet, 
with 4-6 sheets per book, the number of sheets depending on the amount covered 
in the first third. For Cobuild, 4 sheets x7 tasks gives a factor of 28, so the task 
labelled as 'discuss', occurring on 10 out of 28 possible occasions, is rated 10/28 "2 
. 36. (This system incidentally puts ratings for all course books on the same basis, 
enabling comparisons to be made between them. ) Table 5.1 lists the ratings under 
the column/headings of AS I and adds an explanatory note for each, derived from the 
analysis guide In Appendix 4.1. 
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Table S. 1: Summary of AS I ratings for Cobuild 2. pp9-25: Interactions (quantities) 
columnlheading grading notes (from glossary, Appendix 4. I, Anaýsis guide) 
I task 
complete fill gaps In text 
discuss . 36 discuss topic/exercise with others 
do . 21 carry out instructions for mechanical exercise 
find . 07 find information. structures. words.. 
Invent Invent (eg complete a story) 
tell . 07 tell, narrate 
understand . 28 show understanding of text 
3 sitn: who 
author . 29 writer of course book as participant in task 
Ll . 29 native speaker of English. unedited 
originator . 18 writer/speaker of text used In course 
book 
partner/s . 57 other learner(s) In pair/group 
StIs . 25 student(s) when whole class Is participating 
T . 14 teacher as participant in exchange 
3 sitn: where 
classroom . 79 place where task occurs if not topic place 
neutral . 25 when place of exchange Is Irrelevant to topic 
receptive 
L . 61 listening as a receptive activity 
R . 61 reading as a receptive activity 
vis . 14 visual representation as part of Input 
b/board black/white board used by T for whole class 
(R) . 32 reading as subsidiary to other skill(s) 
(vis) visual as subsidiary to other skill(s) 
8 productive 
S . 68 speaking as a productive activity 
W . 25 writing as a productive activity 
(S) . 11 speaking as subsidiary to other skill(s) 
tick . 07 marking non-verbally to indicate a choice 
none . 07 where no entry can be made 
<-OS is represented as . 
The most frequent kind of task Is shown to be 'discuss' (. 36), followed by 
'understand' (. 28) and 'do' (. 21). As a consequence, partner provides the most 
Important Input (. 57), far ahead of 'author' (. 29) - which Is associated with 
contextiess exercises (eg on grammar) - and 'Ll'(. 29). This last figure, relating to 
the use of native speakers both as Input for understanding and as models for 
discusslon/discovery activities, Is surprisingly low, considering the authors' emphasis 
on 'real English' as supplied by the foundation corpus. The situation is most often 
$classroom' (. 79), which Implies little role play activity, for then the entries are made 
In Inverted commas, as 'airport', 'Interview room', 'on phone'. (These examples are 
from CEC. ) 
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Section 2: Coverage takes note of the range of material Included, and is applied to 
the open categories In cols 2 topic, 9.1 field and 11.1 assumptions. 
Table 5.2: Summary of AS I ratings for Cobuild 2. pp9-25: coverage (range of material) 
columnlheading N notes (from glossary, Appendix 4.1, Anaýsis guide) 
2 topic 
languages 6 what are we talking aboutf 





9.1 field what Is the semantic field In which this task Is 
languages 7 operating? 




11.2 assumptions what needs to be common knowledge between 
speaking languages 6 me and the other participants, to the extent that 
personal description 4 we do not have to refer to It? 
jobs/pay 4 
learning 3 
postcard writing 2 
holiday brochure 2 
jokes 2 
Table 5.2 contains tallies of the number of times entries appeared under these three 
headings which, with the overlaps between them, show the areas of Interest 
considered appropriate by the authors of the course books for the Intended 
learners. The overlap suggests that grouping topics under wider areas might be a 
way to summarise topic choice for the specification and hence for the assessments. 
A review of all three course book analyses Indicates that people, society, travel, money 
and tradition might be helpful megagroupings of this kind, but then It could be argued 
that justifications can be found for fitting In virtually any topic under these five. The 
problem Is that selecting topics on the basis of those found In course books Is 
either too restricting because too specific (and also therefore suspect in terms of 
generalisation), or too random because grouping of topics tends to be so general 
that the result Is no longer a helpful reflection of what has been discussed In 
previous learning. One solution Is to link the entries into themes, eg language-travel- 
h oliday-p os tcard-de scrip tio n, so that there Is coherence of topic as well as more 
likelihood of demonstrating transfer to other situations. This Idea Is taken up again 
In Chapter 6, In the context of materials writing. 
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Section 3: Location Is concerned with how far the course includes different 
Interactions and contexts, and is based mainly on cols 4 set, and 5 culture, with 
references back to aspects of I /. I relationships and 11.2 assumptions. The results 
of the analysis for Cobuild appear in Table 5.3, where again notes from the Analysis 
Guide explain the headings. 














grading notes (from glossary, Appendix 4.1, Analysis guide) 
. 39 when learner is working on own 
. 46 when one other learner participates In task 
. 14 more than pair but fewer than whole class 
. 43 whole class Involved together in task 
. 18 culture of learner's own background 
. 11 common human experience, personal 
. 54 culture of text or task Is British 
culture of text or task Is West European 
18 culture as worldwide, not personal 
culture of text or task is North American 
It. I relationship 
equal . 68 learner equal with other participant(s) In task 
sub . 36 learner subordinate to other participant(s) 
outsider . 11 learner not directly addressed (fly on the wall) 
11.3 difficulty or assumptions 
1 . 61 low expectations of understanding beyond text 2 15 mid - 3 . 18 high ... 
<. 05 is represented (is 
The data for location, as for interactions (Table 5.1), are presented as proportions. 
Cobuild apparently uses pair work most (. 46), closely followed by class (. 43), then tone 
(. 39), with group work well down (. 14). This reflects the pattern of a typical Cobuild 
unit which has learners working alone or with a partner to consider some kind of 
Input, then reporting back to the class as a whole, rather than working In groups. The 
main background culture Is British (. 54), with own and worldwide both at . 18. Reflecting 
the high Incidence of pair and class work, the most important relationship Is equal 
(. 68), with some sub (. 36) as the result of exercises Instigated by author. Finally, there 
seems to be little difficulty for learners In understanding the Implications of the 
settings for Interaction, the lowest level of assumptions scoring .61. 
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S. S The data: Assessment sheet 2 
An entirely different kind of data Is provided by AS2, which Is summarised In a 
fourth section of data grouping. 
Section 4: Complexity Is concerned with processing. Whereas the other three 
sections report mainly on factual elements in the course book by adding up 
instances as they appear, this section represents findings from the use of AS2, which 
attempts to deal with the cerebral activities postulated as requirements for fulfilling 
the tasks listed. The data appear in the form of gradings, as demonstrated In the 
examples worked through above. The listing In Table 5.4 below shows the median 
score of all grades allocated under each sub-heading, representing a set of typical 
values of possibly widely fluctuating gradings made on relatively short ranges of 
possible scores. The maximum grade for each sub-heading (ranging from /6 to /3) 
Is also given. The explanation In each case Is an adaptation of the defining question 
used In judging grades. 
Table 5A Summary of AS2 grades for Cobuild 2, pp9-25: processing (medians) 
sub-heading median gradelmaximum notes (from glossary, Appendix 4.1. Analysis guide) 
Input 2/6 how dense is the input & how difficult is it to take In? 
response 2/S how pressurlsed a response Is expected from me? 
load 3/7 how many Inputs & how many are happening at once? 
search 3/6 how much imagination/logictmemory do I need? 
link 316 how difficult is it to transfer word to idea & vice 
versa? 
know 3/6 how far Is task/content/situation familiar to me? 
Individual 2/3 how committed am I likely to be to the task? 
demand 3/6 what Is expected In my response? 
The value of this exercise depends on how these variations In difficulty (from 2/6, 
= 33% to 2/3, = 66%) are to be reflected In the writing of assessment materials, a 
formidable demand which appears at first sight difficult to fulfil, unless a vague 
middlingness of difficulty Is to be aimed at throughout. At this point It seems 
necessary to explore further the purpose and potential of the AS2 analysis. 
As discussed at length In Chapter 4. the theory was that if links could be 
systematically established between the cerebration required for effective language 
use and the actual event, it might be possible to devise means of assessing how well 
learners were exploiting whatever language they had available In the conditions set 
by a task. This theory Includes a range of different approaches to description which 
run from abstract concepts resting on statistical justification. for example the many 
competencies proposed by Bachman (1990: 87) to practical detail, for example the 
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marking guide set out In ARELS AP29, which explains how to decide what Is 
creditable In a learner's answer and what credit to give for it (ARELS nd: 100. The 
definitions arrived at In the development of AS2 lie at some mid-point along this 
scale from abstract design to building brick. 
Skehan's (1998) account of the Interplay between task and assessment has a different 
perspective, though It grows from the same root, since the sub-headings of AS2 were 
based on his categories (see Chapter 4 above). But he develops the questioning of 
what goes on between Input and output by Investigating firstly the Influence of 
learners' adaptation to the conditions under which tasks are done and secondly the 
varying characteristics of the tasks themselves as they affect performance. His list 
of task conditions which have been shown experimentally to affect learners' 
performance can be linked back to the sub-headings of AS2, as Table 5.5 shows. 
Table 5.5: Comparison of task difficulty factors (Skehan 1998) and AS2 sub-headings 
small number of elements 
concrete Information 
immediate. here-and-now 
retrieval of information 
familiar information 
load 
link (+ inputl) 
search (+ individual? ) 
search 
know 
This comparison shows that the work done by Skehan & Foster (1997) confirms the 
AS2 categories as being significant In the assessment of the output from task-based 
Interchanges, but brings the Interpretation of the results of AS analysis no further 
fo rwa rd. More generally, the present project takes Into account factors which 
Skehan (1998: 176) considers Influential, for example allowing the learners time and 
opportunity for control by setting open-ended tasks, reducing the 'stakes' by 
engendering an Informal setting and engineering surprise not only by unexpected 
events but also by Introducing unlikely contexts for discussion. But these are 
considerations which appeared during the development of materials, which is to be 
dealt with In Chapter 6. 
For the present, a working hypothesis suggests that further ways of deriving 
Information from the analysis provided by AS2 could Include: 
Investigating horizontal patterns In the AS2 results rather than vertical 
accumulations and so producing a profile of the demands of a particular task: 
this would allow Investigation of relationships which might exist between a 
task type and its demands under particular sub-headings; 
using the analysis system on assessment materials In draft, to see how far 
they match the outcomes of the prior analysis of the course book; 
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comparing learner performance on a task written to fulfil an analysis with 
that same analysis so as to explore whether the demands of the assessment 
task have Indeed met what the analysis system proposed as a specification. 
These are more general Indications of the Impact of processing on learner 
performance and task content, but are still derived from the Interaction of the 
learner and the material he Is to cope with, in an area which Is central to 
understanding of how the Influence of mind and attitude affect language learning In 
general and especially the Individual learner's responses. 
5.6 The data: Comparisons between course books 
An Important result of the analysis of the three main course books In the 
consolidating run Is the possibility of comparing one with another to establish 
whether the system differentiates between them, and If so, what differences It 
suggests. Since the analyses of Cambridge English Course (CEC) and Headway 
Intermediate (HI) were summarlsed In the same way as Cobuild, comparisons are 
justifiable and could be Instructive. The equivalent data for all three course books 
are laid out below In Tables 5.6 - 5.9. A commentary follows on each set of data. 
Under the heading of 'Interactions' (Table 5.6 - cf Table 5.1 above), Cobuild and Hl 
prefer tasks which expect students to 'discuss' and 'understand', and this Implies 
group and pair work and concern with input. The highest rating for CEC Is for'do', 
with a wider range of other task types such as 'discuss', 'guess', 'understand' and 
'match'. Cobuild and Fit have a more limited range of task types, concentrating on 
three In each case. There Is little difference between the courses on how far the 
tasks are directed by 'author', but Cobuild uses 'Ll' speakers to the same extent as 
'author'. whereas the others use them not just less, but not at all. Cobuild Is shown 
to be by far the most frequent user of work with partner(s); Cobuild and H1 are more 
likely than CEC to Involve the whole classful of students, but CEC uses more role play, 
judging by the five occasions on which participants appear In Inverted commas, to 
Indicate a 'lees pretend' situation. As regards skills, HI Is most concerned with 
listening, and the other two are not far behind. Cobuild gives equal weight to listening 
and reading, whereas the other two give reading less, but still substantial, emphasis, 
and visuals are less Important in Cobuild than the other two. On the productive side, 
speaking Is by far the most Important skill demanded by all three, but especially In HI; 
writing Is required more In CEC than In the others, but not by much. 
ISO 
Table 5.6: Summary of AS I ratings for three 
course books Interactions (quantities) 
columnlheading Cob CEC 
I task 
act out 
complete . 08 discuss . 36 . 15 do . 21 11 




tell . 07 . 05 
understand . 28 . 18 learn . 05 
match . 13 
recall 
summarise 
3 sltn: who 
author . 29 18 
course ch/s 
Ll . 29 
originator . 18 . 13 
partner/s . 57 11 





3 sitn: where 
classroom . 79 . 77 
neutral . 25 . 13 #airport 
'home' 
homework 
'in same house' 
'interview room' 
$neutral' 
'on phone' . 08 
7 receptive 
L 
. 61 . 64 R . 61 . 49 
v . 14 . 21 bb 
(L) OS 
(R) . 32 . 10 (v) 
8 productive 




tick . 07 
none . 07 . 01 























Table 5.7: Summary of AS I ratings for three 
course books: coverage (range of material) 
Cob CEC Hl 
2 topic 
languages 6 
jobs & pay 4 4 





jungle escape 3 




daily life 3 
TV 3 
children/sport 3 
pop singer 3 
women 2 
11.2 assumptions 
speaking langs 6 
personal clescrip 4 
jobs/pay 4 
learning 3 
postcard writing 2 











daily life 3 
TV 3 






















The'coverage' ratings for CEC and Hl In Table 5.7 show that the correspondence of 
topics among the three course books Is extremely thin, 'Jobs & pay' and 
'descriptions of people' being the only two common areas among the 17 topics 
listed. This spread of topics could Indicate either that there are so many possibilities 
that authors' choices are not likely to coincide, or that the sampling of the course 
books Is not dense enough (for example, that other coincidences may exist but do 
not appear within these samples), or that the one- or two-word summaries for the 
analysis do not reflect potential overlaps (for example, postcards, holiday, travel 
might all have been counted as aspects of the same area for discussion). 
Table 5.8: Summary of AS I ratings for 
three course books: location, quantities 
Table 5.9: Summary of AS2 grades for 
three course books: processing (medians) 
Cob CEC HI 
4 set 
lone . 39 . 31 . 20 
pair . 46 . 08 . 31 
group . 14 . 44 . 11 
class . 43 . 46 . 60 
S culture 
own . 18 . 08 . 11 
local 
CHE . 11 . 18 . 06 
British S4 . 18 . 40 
WEuropean . 13 . 17 




equal . 68 . 33 . 60 
sub . 36 S9 . 37 
sup . 08 
outsider . 11 . 05 
11.3 difficulty of 
assumptions 
1 
. 61 . 77 . 89 
2 . 25 . 21 . 11 
3 . 18 
<-05 is represented as 
Cob CEC HI 
Input A 2 4 3 
response /S 2 3 3 
load /7 3 4 4 
search /6 3 4 4 
link A 3 4 4 
know 16 3 3 4 
Individual /3 2 2 2 
demand /6 3 4 4 
Table 5.8 Is concerned with 'location', and a comparison of the three course books 
shows that they have different patterns of grouping: under'set', Cobuild Is shown to 
concentrate on pair. class and lone, in that order; CEC on class, group and lone; and 
Hl on class (by far the highest level), pair and lone. The reason for Hl appearing so 
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frequently class-oriented may be that this course offers less specific teacher 
guidance than the others, suggesting an authors' assumption that It Is for the 
Individual teacher to decide what set Is most appropriate for each task. Cobuild has 
a predominantly British cultural context, whereas CEC has equal commitment to 
CHE (common human experience), British, worldwide and none, and Hl Is mainly 
concerned with British and, to a lesser extent, worldwide. West European figures 
In both CEC and Hl, but not at any great frequency. The main difference In 
'relationship' Is between CEC and the others: It places the learner In a subordinate 
role more than half the time, with Cobuild and Hl rating'equal' In about two-thirds 
of cases. Finally, the degree of difficulty for the learner In entering Into the 
assumptions made by the speaker/writer Is higher for Cobuild than the others. 
Under 'processing'. In Table 5.9, It appears that Cobuild sets lower levels of 
complexity than the others, CEC demanding most for'input' and Hl most for'know'. 
In brief, Cobuild Is characterlsed by the use of native speakers as models, derived 
from the Cobuild corpus but also from the results of asking native speakers to 
attempt the tasks set for learners. This Input Is used for pair work, which reaches 
higher levels here than for the other two books. There is also more class 
participation In discussions. CEC on the other hand seems relatively authoritarian, 
more often demanding direct learning of grammar points and lexical areas, though 
relying on work In groups as well as for the class as a whole. For Hl. the Important 
points are that listening and speaking are more frequent as skills than reading and 
writing, and that working as a class Is more frequent than In pairs and groups. 
These comments on course books, made possible by the analysis system, are a by- 
product of a development concerned with the Impact of course book material on 
learners. But the Information Is useful In various ways because It Investigates 
learning material with a perspective different from that taken by other textbook 
evaluation procedures (reviewed In Chapter 4). It Investigates what demands are 
made on learners and so more easily distinguishes author assumptions and styles, 
Indicating for example the effect of policies such as reliance on Ll speakers and a 
corpus of English In use; the relative Importance given to different language skills; 
and relative expectations in the areas of mental processing. Possible uses extend 
from appraisal of new materials to Investigation of a course's use of particular 
components, for example listening as against reading or formal study as against 
group Interaction. 
S. 7 The analysis as a system 
The development work on course book analysis has resulted In a principled system 
which produces useful Information about the material presented to learners. The 
approach Is empirical: It takes the course book as found and analyses It from the 
learner's point of view, which means that by asking what the learner Is to do with 
the tasks presented, a detailed account of teaching/I earning material is built up. 
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This provides comprehensive information about the diverse demands of the course 
book, but resolves It Into comprehensible components In a sequenced pattern of 
activities. The analysis Is based on two patterns: factual and judgemental. The first 
Investigates what the learner needs to do and know to fulfil the demands of the task 
set by the course book: It Is justified by the logic of the learning events, taken In 
order. The second pattern, which relies on Informed judgements about the relative 
difficulties In the demands made by processing, Is justified by a theoretical structure 
which Is derived from well-documented debates In the literature. 
The system Is valid to the extent that It reflects what happens in the course book 
and brings this forward as a basis for assessment; that it accepts the theoretical 
stance of the course book authors towards language learning; and that It Is a 
convincing translation of what learners and teachers do in class Into a 
comprehensible coding procedure. It was developed through a series of 
experiments with a range of course books, using Iterative applications of a trial 
system with successive amendments until stability was reached, then a consolidating 
run to prove Its applicability. This extended development programme has resulted 
In a sophisticated analysis procedure which studies In detail the Interactions 
between learner and material, and learner and learner. The stability achieved and 
the range of material analysed means that the system Is not only specific to given 
series of events In one particular course book but also universal: It can be used for 
the analysis of language learning activities In general. It Is therefore consistent - or 
reliable - because It Is founded on extended trials, follows a logical sequence which 
Is transparent for analysers and so likely to produce similar results both over a 
period and in comparison with other analysers, and can be applied as a standard 
system to any language learning material. The outcome of all this development work 
Is practical both because its content relates directly to factual events In the 
classroom and because Its computer-based operation makes It relatively quick to 
learn and use In relation to the amount of detailed information It provides. 
S. 8 Organising the specification 
Providing for the individual 
The most familiar use of the term 'specification' relates to the description of 
components In constructions such as buildings or ships or engines; within 
examination boards It has connotations of precise prescriptions of what shall 
appear In tests. Munby uses It (1978) for his 'sociolinguistic model for defining the 
content of purpose-specific language programmes'. The difficulty here is that many 
language learners (for example those in the early stages at secondary schools) have 
no goal defined for them beyond a general awareness of how words and things are 
conceived differently In a foreign country compared with at home. In language 
learning for those with definite purposes In view, the specific aspects of a 
specification refer to their needs for language use In professional or working life, 
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such as the case of the Austrian waiter offered as a paradigm In early Council of 
Europe papers (eg Bung 1973). The problems begin as the specification turns from 
a prototypical Austrian waiter to one particular man living In a particular area, 
dealing with a particular type of customer. Munby's characterlsation Is so specific 
that If It Is to be taken literally, his model can operate only with named participants, 
that Is 'an Individual or the stereotype of a category of participant' (Munby 
1978: 52). When Carroll comes to apply Munby's procedure to putative overseas 
students aiming to attend courses at British universities, he sets up examples of 
participants to Illustrate a range of possibilities. However, these are not the result 
of 'comprehensive observational studies of the participants actually engaged on 
their courses', but profiles compiled by subject-qualified British Council staff, which 
were then personallsed so as to 'focus the collection and interpretation of data on 
a real, or at least putative. Individual' (Carroll 1981: 69-7 1). Clapham's comment that 
'without such [observational] studies, surely the profiles are almost useless' 
(Clapham 1981: 113) may be worth making, but a more serious principle Is at stake. 
In the wider perspective, the multiplicity of detail built Into the profile of one 
Individual for the purposes of test specification Is reduced In value In proportion to 
the extent to which each candidate finds the test less than specific to his Individual 
needs. Tests are not designed for Individuals, they are designed for groups: but 
within this generality Individuals may be given scope to define themselves. For the 
Individual, validity lies not In matching the test with his own uniqueness or even his 
own typicality, but In how far the testing system reflects the situations he will meet 
and the part he will have to play In them. 
This Is the basis for the present approach to specification. The course book has 
been sampled to provide a pattern of language encounters as made by students and 
the analysis thus represents what they have experienced In class. The project now 
needs to encapsulate that experience to provide the basis for an assessment. 
Use of data 
The summary of the analysis of Cobuild Is an example of what the system produces, 
but it Is not yet in a form which can be used directly by a writer of assessment 
material to guide him In his choice of content. The summary generally follows the 
order suggested by the learner's point of view, so that task comes first, followed by 
situation and skills. The writer needs a different perspective, since his development 
work has its own logic. For example there Is a need to set up as a starting point a 
plausible situation In which the learners' language Is to be deployed, and then to 
consider what tasks are likely to occur In that situation. A helpful approach Is 
therefore to start from topic. since this will lead on to consideration of the context 
In which the learners are at this moment, so that the assessment tasks they deal 
with may fulfil the main aim of the project: Individual feedback to learners with 
relevance to their situation. After topic, the next consideration Is the culture within 
which the action is to take place, followed by the tasks to be devised, the set In 
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which they are to be done and the skills required to fulfil them, with structure and 
lexis to be found as required for topic and task. The discourse elements will relate 
to topic and set. Finally, the processing needs are to be considered In relation to 
the preceding decisions. This succession of elements suggests a linear approach to 
writing, but In practice there Is Interplay between one element and another. with 
adjustments being made continually as the idea for an assessment exercise develops. 
The condensation of the analysis data Into a specification - In effect, a brief for a 
materials writer - Is Illustrated In Figure 5.7 with, as before, the data from Cobuild. 
Figure 5.7: Specification 
CDbuild 2: Units I-4, pp I- 29 
Topic: languages I have learnt. relationships with others, holidays and postcards. Jobs and pay 
Location: British 
Tasks: understand, discuss. do 
Set: pair, class, lone 
Skills: R, L; S 
Structures: present. past, comparatives 
Lexis: [as required by topic] 
Relationship: equal 
Assumptions: (as required by topic]. Difficulty: I 
Processing: input 2/6 (=33%). response 2/5 (40). load 3/7 (43). search 316 (50), link 316 (SO), 
know 3/6 (SO). individual 2/3 (66). demand 316 (SO) 
This specification is Intended to be used as a guide, not as a cast-iron framework 
Into which assessment materials are to be made to fit. Although efforts were made 
to sample the course book in a way which can be defended as representative, the 
result Is Inevitably an Interpretation of the content, and It seems unreasonable to 
use It rigidly to control what will eventually be an open-ended assessment. The aim 
Is to base the assessment on the previous work without demanding exact 
correspondence with the results of the analysis procedure. For example, the 
Cobuild analysis rates group at 14%. compared with 46% for pair (see Table 5-3), 
which would imply that the assessment materials should not Include much work for 
groups. On the other hand, from the point of view of assessment, there Is a need 
for group working, to give learners the opportunity to hear and respond to a 
variety of points of view and to contribute to a discussion, which In Cobuild Is 
evidently (according to the sample analysed) carried out In pairs or with the whole 
class together. Pair work Is useful for sorting out Ideas but Is not Interactive enough 
to represent varied discussion; class work Is useful for coming to a consensus but 
may put undue pressure on the individual who Is not happy to talk In front of 
others. Group work, though figuring small In the analysis, should therefore be given 
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a rather larger share In the assessment materials because It can provide evidence 
about collaboration and a participant's awareness of other participants. The 
Important principles here are that the specification is the foundation for the 
assessment and that all of it Is covered, but excursions outside it, if promoting the 
common sense of the tasks set (another way of looking at 'authenticity') and 
exploration of a wider range of learner skills, are to be Included. 
Information on context 
An Important principle, established as a result of the review of testing systems 
reported In Chapter 2. Is that assessment material should relate directly to the 
learner's situation. Some way is needed of establishing what this means, and the 
obvious answer Is Information from the school, and more specifically from the 
teacher of the class concerned. The procedure followed in the present case was to 
conduct preliminary guided Interviews with teachers who were to participate In 
trials of the system, and at the same time to collect non-instructional material 
which was available to students at the school, such as leaflets about events b'oth In 
the school and outside It and on noticeboards. This Information was Intended to 
clarify the content of class work, characterise the students and suggest plausible 
events to which the assessment material could be related. The Interviews with 
teachers were based on the questionnaire reproduced In Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.8: Enabling questionnaire 
School ... 
1. What book is this class using? 
2. What use is made of teacher's book (if any)? 
3. Are any other books used? 
4. 
S. 
6. What material provided by the school! 
7. What material provided by teacherl 
8. What individual learning provided? 
9. 
10. 
11. Are there any options for groupslindividuals? 
12. What are the students like? 
13. 
14. 
















ages. interests (ESP) 
nationalities 







things to see/do 
with families/accomml 
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The way in which all this Information Is gathered together and used as the basis for the 
writing of assessment material Is the subject of the next chapter, which gives an account 
of how preliminary experiments developed Into a series of trials In one school enabling 
both course book and situation to be represented in the assessment materials. 
5.9 Summary 
This chapter has demonstrated how the analysis system was put into effect for the 
sample of Cobuild used in the consolidating run, representing the first third of the 
course. Four samples of the analysis have been pursued in detail, with references 
to three sources of Information: the student's book, the teacher's book (including 
transcripts of tape recordings) and the Analysis Guide. This showed how each of 
the elements contributed to the Implementation of Analysis sheets I and 2 as they 
were applied to the tasks set by the course book. The resulting data were collected 
Into groups which related to different parts of the analysis and were then 
condensed Into a form which could be used as the basis for a specification. A 
detour was made from this sequence from data to specification for an Investigation 
of what the analysis showed of the similarities and differences between the three 
course books used for the consolidating run of the analysis system, and some 
conclusions drawn about the varying approaches of the three sets of authors. 
Finally, a further source of Input to the specification was described: a questionnaire 
with which teachers were consulted to enable the context of the learners to be 
characterised so that assessment tasks could be designed which related to their 
current situation. 
The next chapter Is concerned with the development of assessment materials and 
the conduct of trials with learners in schools. 
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Chapter 6 
Devising and trialling scenarios 
6.0 Introduction 
After the demonstration of the analysis system and of the way In which a 
specification Is derived from It, the next step Is a report on the development of 
assessment materials and the trials undertaken with them In schools. The materials 
are another link In the chain from the Investigation of Ideas and the formulation of 
principles to practical applications In classrooms. The first section of this chapter 
Is concerned with experiments In designing formats for exercises which capture the 
learner's Interest and at the same time reflect course book content. Theoretical 
principles and practical possibilities are discussed In turn, the one informing the 
other. This exploration starts from the perspective of the learner's personal 
Involvement, proposing situations for learners In Britain which are built on a 
sequence of realistic commitments such as finding somewhere to live while 
attending an EFL school. This leads on to an account of further experimental work 
with materials written to exploit the background of the learners' situation as found, 
first In PerO, then at a school local to the researcher and finally at a school In 
London. The enabling questionnaire, used to guide an Interview with the class 
teacher ('enabling' because It made possible the writing of pertinent material, and 
so named to distinguish It from the 'self-assessment' questionnaire used later with 
students), directed the content towards realistic tasks for learners In a particular 
place. It was introduced as part of an early trial at a London school, where the run 
of the sequence from Introduction to analysis to assessment materials was first 
used, to Investigate the viability of the system so far. 
The result of this development was a system for designing an activity In a format 
which was at the same time specific to a situation and yet flexible enough to 
accommodate the demands of a preceding analysis. This activity was labelled 
4scenarlo', and the second section of this chapter deals with this concept and Its 
organisation. A definition of the term is followed by guidelines for writing 
scenarios, with comments on their format and content. 
A series of trials is reported in the third section. The trials follow the sequence of 
procedures described In previous chapters, from course book analysis to scenarlo. 
They were undertaken In one school over a period of three months, and show what 
progress the project has made in practice. The data resulting from the trials are 
then discussed In a fourth section. 
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6.1 Development of assessment materials: 
preliminary research 
Early proposals 
The analysis had resulted In guidelines for some kind of Interaction, controlled by 
the content of the preceding course. But at the same time, the response of 
participants was to be uncontrolled, for any appropriate language they used and any 
appropriate conclusions they reached were to be accepted. The search was 
therefore for some set of mechanisms which would 
relate to past learning; 
offer open-ended choice to participants, both In decision-making and 
language use; 
relate to the present, that is the current social and geographical contexts 
of the participants; 
relate to the future, In that It would provide for feedback to participants 
on their potential performance outside the classroom; 
Include activities which would enable participants to show what they 
could do with their available language, both Individually and in cooperation 
with others. 
Examples of activities which fulfilled some of these alms could be found In 
simulations and other problem-solving activities, as discussed In Chapter 3, and from 
them could be drawn principles which would Inspire participants with O'Neill's 
(1987) 'motivational push', for example, working through conflicting evidence 
towards agreement (Lynch 1977, Jones 1983), taking part In progressive groupings 
towards a whole-class decision (Allwright 1979, Brims 1982) and engaging the 
perspectives, opinions and choices of Individuals (Maley, Duff & Grellet 1980). But 
these Ideas needed to be Integrated with guidelines laid down by the specification, 
representing both the content and the motivations of the course book. 
Another Working Paper (WP4) was written at this point to explore possibilities for 
the writing of assessment materials. Starting from the Importance given to the 
Individual learner In the work so far, the first ideas were principally concerned with 
where the learner was placed, that Is, his current situation. The discussion then 
expanded to Include meeting the requirements proposed by a specification. An 
early proposal was to start from student experiences In Britain, as In the CAE 
(University of London 1986) which In turn had been derived in part from the ARELS 
oral examinations (1967). (These test systems were described In Chapter 2. ) Any 
town In Britain of a reasonable size, if set In an area of Interest and containing one 
or more schools of EFL, could be the starting point for the Invention of a 
fictionallsed but realistic town (for example, a combination of Cheltenham, 
Gloucester, Bath etc to be called 'Chelster') which could serve for any L2 student 
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In Britain as a place for a tourist visit or for learning English. For source material, 
14 collections of realia on various topics were supplemented by photographs taken 
by the researcher of daily happenings In Cheltenham, some of them Intriguing (a 
window cleaner with ladder on bicycle, odd characters, people chatting, street 
scenes, eccentric shop fronts), and a recording of a local person talking about the 
town with the help of prompts from some of the material collected. 
A series of situations was set up, for example an Invitation from an English contact 
for the learner and a friend to spend a weekend in Chelster, and group of tasks 
connected with attending a local EFL school, Including looking for somewhere to 
live. But after extensive planning of drafts, the Chelster enterprise seemed capable 
of producing only tasks which were either touristic or boring, or both; they lacked 
the Immediacy required for students to feel personally Involved In events and 
decisions. Several principles did however emerge from these explorations. Among 
them are the following. 
Fiction clisation. Invention frees the materials writer from the literal, allowing him to 
add variety and the unexpected to stimulate Interest, while still enabling him to 
represent fundamental 'truth'. Realism Is not lost: authors from Hardy to Chatwin 
fictionalise the places as well as the events they write about, and this step away from 
reality enhances rather than diminishes the universality of their tales. At the same 
time, even though for Hardy Dorchester is Casterbridge, London remains London; 
with Chatwin the happenings on the Black Hill are Invented, but the Great War has 
a considerable impact on them. Local events become generallsed, national events 
remain historical. Novelists are skilled at showing us the essential truth of their 
characters and events, and materials writers concerned to stimulate the self- 
expression of learners could seek to provide opportunities for similar universal 
human truths to be explored In language classrooms. The aim should be to 
encourage learners to make something new out of the existing old. This means that 
even if the stimulus to language Is not strictly 'authentic' (as discussed In earlier 
chapters), the response can be. This Is an instance of 'considering authenticity not 
as a quality residing In Instances of language but as a quality which Is bestowed upon 
them, created by the response of the receiver' (Widdowson 1979: 165) - and also, In 
the present case, fed by the Imagination of the speaker. When he Is successful, the 
materials writer offers a task which Is motivating In itself and therefore draws 
necessary language from the learner - If the necessary demand to perform Is there, 
he can be confident that the performance will come. 
Choice. The learner must be allowed to make his own decisions and deal with the 
consequences. This sets the writer problems of coordination and follow-up, since 
plausible alternatives must be available, yet controlled by overlapping tracks, as In a 
maze exercise for language learners (eg Doff & Jones 1994: 22ff), so that there Is no 
commitment to writing an exponentially Increasing set of alternatives. Choices 
made between advertisements, for example, cannot be allowed to result in ten 
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diverging sequences of story with the need for materials to be Invented to match 
each of them. 
Variety. On the other hand, alternatives are necessary. They can include the 
same (or similar) Information but given a variety of slants. For example, the 
accommodation advertisements which were written for the Chelster exercise 
played variations on the same basic elements, and the listening texts which followed 
represented two different landladies' Introductions to essentially similar 
accommodation offered. Alternatives reinforce a situation's conditions, save time 
and space, and promote factual and social contrasts. 
Sequence. It Is helpful both to writer and learner if the sequence Is presented In a 
standard format - to the writer because It reduces the load of Invention (and 
explanation In rubrics) and to the learner because It makes It easier for him to 
understand what Is expected, especially after experience with the principles of a 
given format. The Idea of sequence can apply to set (Ion e/pal r/grou p/class) and 
activities (listen/speak-&-listen/write/speak-&-listen/report verbal ly/vote/write ... ) as 
well as the events of a storyllne. Familiarity and clear, logical connections are 
helpful In many ways. 
The next step in the development was the use of experimental materials In teacher 
workshops and in classrooms, where the current context of the work could supply 
the Immediacy lackIng In the Chelster exercises. 
Experimental materials in the field 
An early example of an Interactive exercise which was Intended to form the starting 
point for the assessment of learner's speaking skills was written by the researcher 
as an Illustration for discussion at a workshop with teachers In Pero. The courses 
being used in the teachers' classes were Cambridge English course I and 2 (Swan & 
Walter 1985), but no detailed analysis of them was undertaken, for the material was 
Intended as an experimental example of a possible assessment exercise, written to 
generate discussion at the workshop. The exercise was based on a letter which 
purported to have been received by the Director of the school, asking for 
suggestions for activities to occupy the writer's teenage son, who was accompanying 
him/her on a business trip to Lima. The teacher was to read the letter to the class, 
then have the students work In groups with publicity material about local events and 
finally agree a programme for the visitor. The last stage was for each student to 
write a letter to the visitor explaining what was proposed, and the best letter would 
actually be sent. The situation was one which could occur in actuality (similar 
letters had In fact been received by the Director) and It Involved students directly 
In a sequence of events which were realistic and required local conditions to fulfil 
It; It enabled the students to be themselves rather than play roles; It gave the 
students something realistic to aim for, with a slight edge of competition to It; and 
It set up a logical sequence of tasks, with both listening and reading as Inputs and 
speaking and writing as outcomes. 
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The participants at the workshop wrote materials for this exercise, and some were 
Interested enough In the idea to try It out with students In their classes between 
sessions. Recordings and transcripts were made of some of the students' spoken 
texts and examples of their letters were also brought to the workshop for discussion. 
The main achievement of this exercise as an assessment mechanism was that 
although it depended on Information specific to Its context (classes of adolescents 
In PerO), the principles underlying it could be adapted for universal application. This 
was an Important development which was to be become one of the basic principles 
on which later material was devised. 
Building on the experience of the work in PerO, the researcher wrote experimental 
materials for his own EFL classes, which he called 'simulations', mainly because they 
did not follow a detailed analysis of the course book In use. Three of these were 
written: Travel award, Alton Towers and Books for the library. The first two of these are 
now to be described, but Books for the library was used again with little alteration In 
the trial series, and therefore appears In Appendix 6.2 with the other trial materials. 
The Travel award simulation consisted of a set of Interviews: one group of students 
were Interviewers and another were Interviewees. (A similar exercise appears In 
the Bellcrest Series, OUP 1973. ) The Interviewees were to work In pairs to make 
an application for an award which allowed two people to spend four weeks 
anywhere In the world for any purpose they were Interested In, for example Third 
World support projects. They were given guidelines for writing a short statement 
and were then to be Interviewed. The Interviewers were to plan the proceedings 
and then conduct the Interviews, eventually having to report recommendations to 
the awarding body (ie the class as a whole). Both groups were given useful phrases 
as starting points. 
The visit to Alton Towers began with a newspaper article about this venue which all 
students were to read. The students were then given guidelines on how the visit was 
to be planned, by three groups of students, sorting out among themselves within each 
group which Individuals would undertake the various necessary tasks, for example 
finding out details of the events available, working out a timetable, arranging transport, 
organising food and soon. Finally, the class came together, the three groups presented 
their programmes and all together then decided which was the best. 
These materials were more experiments In task work for students than exercises 
set up for assessment purposes, but were Intended to be both useful work for the 
students and helpful experience for the writer. The students reported that they 
found them Interesting and Instructive and had enjoyed the experience; the main 
learning points for the writer were In organisation, such as fitting a number of tasks 
Into the time available, working out a viable sequence of 'sets' - lone, pair, group, 
class - and working at Intelligibility of Instructions. All the classes were using 
Headway Advanced, but no attempt was made to relate the content of the 
simulations directly to the course book: the aim was to Involve the students In 
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discussion which would demand practical use of the language they knew. 'The 
involvement every participant feels In the tasks they have to do means that for a few 
hours a simulation can seem just like real life, where everyone Is responsible for 
their own decisions and actions and shares In any collective decisions taken, too. ' 
Oones 1983: 1). 
The third development was undertaken at a school In London. The aim was to 
carry out the proposed scheme In full for the first time : an analysis of the materials 
used In class was to be followed by a specification, and a scenario (defined below) 
written on the result. The London school offered a class for a trial, with the 
promise of sophisticated recording equipment to provide the means for a review of 
students' spoken texts after the event. The outcome of the trial was Intended to 
consIst of: 
the results of the enabling questionnaire, used for the first time as a basis for 
an Interview with the class teacher; 
a sequence of Analysis sheets relating to the course book and the teacher's 
own material; 
the scenario, consisting of Introduction sheet for the facilitator/animateur, a 
note sheet for each student, texts of postcards and challenge cards; 
extracts from student written responses; 
answers to the self-assessment questionnaire completed by students at the end; 
a tape recording of students' spoken contributions to the discussion; 
a report on the results of the trial. 
The enabling questionnaire brought out one relevant and potentially disturbing fact 
at the start: the alternative teacher of the same class used a course book - Language 
in use, intermediate (Doff & Jones 1994) - but the teacher to be involved In the trial 
mainly used material she had herself prepared. This was a potential hazard for the 
system, for If the analysis Is to be carried out In advance, the teacher-made material 
needs to be integrated with the use of the course book (if any), so that the sampling 
system can be applied for the analysis. This means that the teacher must be able to 
predict the order In which his own materials will be used, so that they can be 
treated as, or In parallel with, a course book. In this trial, the teacher's class work 
for the period leading up to the scenario was well planned and so could be given to 
the researcher at an early stage for analysis In the usual way. There was no difficulty 
In applying the analysis system to this original material because' the learner's 
question - What am I doing here? - was still valid and the system was capable of 
answering It within the categories resulting from the development work with course 
books. But Integration Is essential: for example, the use of a set of teacher-made 
materials without reference to a planned sequence - or at least not one made 
available to the researcher - vitiated an attempt at collaboration at another school. 
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The responses to the enabling questionnaire also showed that the students had 
considerable autonomy in the work they did beyond the core class work, with a wide 
range of choice, that they were adult (18+), of mixed nationalities, and took part In 
local sports. Their main Interests In the environment of the school seemed to be to 
exploit the possibilities of being In London, at all levels of cultural sophistication. 
The analysis was applied to both Language in use and the teacher's material, sampled 
as before. Two outline scenarios were sent to the teacher so that she could choose 
which she thought would be more appropriate for the class, and the preferred 
scenario was then written. The trial was to occupy an hour's class time, and a 
recording was to be made of the Interactions resulting from the scenario. All this 
was agreed In advance, and the analysis (10 days) and scenario writing (5 days) were 
done within the time limits set. 
The scenario was Holiday acquaintances, an early version of Compatible friends, which 
was used In the trial series later (see Appendix 6.1). It began with a pool of 40 
postcards, of which each student was to choose one which reminded him or her of 
a holiday they had had and then talk about it with a partner. The second task was 
to discuss In groups of four handwritten postcards which threatened a visit from 
someone met previously on holiday, with a variety of personalities represented and 
the decisions resting with students as to whether they wished to see the 
acquaintance again or not. As an additional element In the ensuing 'telephone call', 
unexpected interpolations ('challenge cards') were handed out to students for them 
to derail the discussion and provoke unplanned responses. This strategy encourages 
learners to use their available language creatively to solve problems rather than rely 
on phrases learnt as clich6 responses to all likely situations. The scenario was 
written as Instructions for a teach erlan Imateu r. with set times suggested for each 
phase so as to fit the hour available, with a note sheet for each student on which he 
was to make notes as Instructed, to guide the later exchanges. 
At the end of the scenario, students were asked to fill In a questionnaire with sections 
on self-assessment and on how successful they thought the exercise had been. This 
was again the first use of this part of the sequence. and the results were somewhat 
equivocal. Some students asked for clarification, and this indicates that the questions 
were not necessarily understood and therefore accurately answered. The 
questionnaire was revised for future use. 
The school had supplied a state-of-the-art omnidirectional microphone attached to 
a high quality recorder. This combination was exceedingly sensitive and picked up 
any voice speaking In the room. It was thus ideal for recording Individuals but could 
not cope with three groups of students all talking at once: the tape contained an 
uninterpretable mush of voices which made a transcript Impossible. 
A report was written to summarise the results of the trial. There were several 
positive outcomes. The exercise stimulated the students Into talking about topics 
that were familiar from the preceding classroom work, and they responded with 
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Interest to the situation they were given. There was more writing In this scenario 
than In later ones, and some students showed both skill and Imagination In this part 
of the sequence. The researcher made considerable progress In the development of 
the scheme, especially In finding ways of Identifying students, accommodating 
various aspects of timing and undergoing the negative experience of using a 
recording technology too advanced for the circumstances. 
These three experiments were developmental stages in arriving at a viable system 
for the project. They provided opportunities for the application of the analysis, 
trials of the enabling and self-assessment questionnaires, development of the 
scenario as a vehicle for learners' participation and experience In tape recording, all 
of which were Important preparation for the series of trials which was to follow. 
6.2 The scenario 
Somewhere in the course of the deliberations about materials writing, encompassing 
the arguments In WN and the researcher's debates with teachers. 'assessment unit' 
became 'scenario'. The change represents a different attitude to the materials. Units 
Imply too close an Identification with the compartmental isation of the course book, 
coming at stated Intervals, seeming to set finite and predicted ends. The discussion 
which ran In parallel with the development of materials suggested that what Is 
needed above all is an assessment which connects directly with where the learner Is 
now, at this moment, In this place; Is open-ended enough to allow him to use his 
judgement In making choices; and so will lead him on Into discussion with other 
learners and eventually to decisions. For the purposes of this project, this 
concatenation of factual, affective and linguistic events Is called a 'scenario'. 
Connotations of the term 'scenario' Include (formally) the outline of a dramatic 
work and (informally) the setting for a joke. The meaning given by Chambers 
(Schwartz et al 1988) for its Informal use (annotated 'loosely') Is 'any Imagined, 
suggested or projected sequence of events..: But DI Pietro's definition for language 
learning purposes Is more restricted: 'A scenario Is a strategic Interplay of roles 
functioning to fulfill personal agendas with a shared context' (1987: 41). This 
definition gives priority to the exercise as a controlling agency rather than to the 
Apersonal agendas', an Interpretation supported by the activities DI Pietro quotes as 
examples of the exercise. For him, a scenario sets up situations with roles beginning: 
'You are..:, 'You have just..:, 'You must..: and continuing with Instructions as to 
what participants' circumstances and attitudes are to be, laying down the parts to 
be played. In sum, the principles are the same as those of what is commonly 
regarded (in course books and supplementary materials) as a role play, where the 
learner Is not'l' but someone else. As used for the present project, a scenario has 
more In common with a simulation Oones 1982), where each participant brings his 
own character and Ideas to bear on a problem which he Is to discuss with others and 
possibly solve, even If only reaching a potential solution to a potential problem, eg that 
of finding somewhere to live. The factors In common between DI Pietro's role plays, 
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Jones' simulations and the present scenarios are that conclusions resulting from the 
discussion are not preordained, and that the participants use whatever language they 
have available to Interact with others in order to reach their own conclusion. 
According to the criteria as finally formulated for the present project, scenarios are: 
" plausible. asking learners to work at tasks which are realistic for them in their 
present context; 
" external, representing a demand for some useful application outside the class; 
" local, relating to some event which Is appropriate for the learners at that 
particular school; and 
" personal, Involving each learner in discussions and decisions which depend on 
his own character and understanding. 
Even though as a structure a scenario now appears to have an Independent life of 
Its own, It Is required to put into practice the specification which has been derived 
from the course book analysis. This means that the writer needs to find some way 
of Integrating the specification, the scenario's demands for different kinds of 
Interaction and the circumstances surrounding the learners. The Information given 
In response to the enabling questionnaire for teachers now shows Its value: what 
the learners are to talk about Is essentially local - In place, in time and In the 
experience of participants. The tendency Is therefore towards the Individual In all 
senses - each scenario represents a unique occasion, matched with existing 
circumstances. This makes it all the more Important for a common layout and 
sequence to be set up so that the writer has a structure to fill rather than having 
to Invent one afresh each time. This Is not to say that scenarios must follow a rigid 
format, since the demands of a situation may require variations, but In principle It Is 
simpler for all concerned (learners, teacher, writer) If there Is a straightforward and 
familiar pattern to the activity. 
Over the period of development, the pattern of a scenario eventually stabillsed as 
a connected series of tasks which followed a standard sequence, though with 
variations as necessary for particular topics. The standard sequence was: 
Ia reading task (also Incidentally or largely visual) (Rv) for learners working 
Individually, with written checks (W); then - 
2a comparison/discussion for a pair (SL), with a further written check on the 
outcome (W); 
3a group discussion (SLR) In preparation for - 
4a class discussion/consensus (SLR). 
The different Interpretations of this sequence are shown In the report of the trials 
In the following section. The assumption is that all the skills required of the learner 
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by this sequence have appeared in the course book and hence in the analysis. and 
that discussions of various kinds - pair, group, class - will give enough scope for 
learners to use their available language in ways which the analysis has captured. The 
the examples devised for the trial series proved adequate to fulfil these conditions, 
as will be reported in Chapter 7. 
The essential elements of an operational scenario can now be characterised from 
two points of view, content and administration, with an added note on the learner's 
perspective. 
The content of a scenario Is to: 
be built on the specification derived from the course book; 
depend on a direct link with the learners' physical context; 
consist of a sequence of tasks following the logic of an overall purpose; 
Incorporate all four of the standard language skills (LSRW) In realistic 
combinations, plus others (eg visual recognition) as required; 
follow a sequence of 'sets' - Individual, pair, group, class; 
propose a conclusion to be reached by the whole class together. 
Advance planning Is Important, since three aspects of timing need to be taken Into 
account. When an analysis Is to be undertaken of a course book In current use, time 
needs to be allocated for It to be done in parallel with the class as It proceeds, with 
predictions of the date when the assessment Is to take place and of the point In the 
course book which will have been reached by then. The second aspect to advance 
planning Is how much class time is to be allowed for the scenario (a typical 
allocation has been one 45-minute lesson), with the consequent judgement on how 
much student activity the scenario can demand within the time available. The last 
timing consideration Is how soon the results can be given back to the learners, and 
this depends on the procedure chosen, from class discussion Immediately 
afterwards to more considered judgements by the teacher In the form of marks or 
scales or statements. and by the learners In the form of self-assessment procedures. 
(These outcomes are considered In detail in Chapter 7). 
Another aspect to administration for the trials was Identification of participants. It 
was obviously important to know which student was which In the sound recordings 
If a transcript was to be made as a basis for the consideration of marking schemes. 
A system was worked out over the series which ensured clear Identification In 
nearly all cases. The situation Is of course easier for a class teacher, who has a good 
chance of recognising voices. Briefly, the triple system eventually used in the trials 
was: to write a reference on each learner's note sheet, Identifying the group and his 
physical position In It; to make a note on the marksheet of some particularly loud 
or characteristic phrase as It was said, for linking later to the recording; and In the 
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last resort to ask the teacher to listen and Identify. The use of video recording 
would have made learner Identification easier and would have added a new 
dimension to the assessment by the possibility of observing, and perhaps even 
assessing, further aspects of discourse, such as body language and what 
anthropologists know as gesturality (eg Giglioll 1972). This was considered but not 
pursued, on the basis that It would add further complication to an already 
complicated assessment procedure. 
For the conduct of the trial, It was also Important for the researcher 
to allow time and space for discussion with the teacher both before and after; 
to set aside time for the course book analysis and the writing of the scenario 
before the trial; 
to write a post mortem report for the record Immediately after the event. 
From the learner's point of view a scenario should be seen as a useful way of 
spending a lesson, with helpful feedback resulting from It. Elements which will help 
to ensure this positive reaction are: 
the conviction of his teacher that It Is worth doing; 
some kind of Introduction which explains what a scenario is and what It does. 
Including essentially that It Is up to the individual learner to act and make 
decisions within the framework set up for him; 
clear Indications of what he Is expected to do (rubric); 
enjoyment of the activity while It Is going on and a feeling of achievement at 
the end; and finally, 
useful feedback information about what the learners have done both 
lndlvldually and as a class. 
This section has reviewed the development of the scenario as a means of providing 
a focus for student interactions. The Idea of a simulation, which Involves learners In 
fictitious events which lie outside the classroom, has evolved Into a more directly 
situation-based activity which takes Into account the students' current here-and- 
now and so provides motivation and relevance for their use of the language at their 
disposal. At the same time, a scenario has cogent rules which enable it to be 
designed and written according to the demands of a preceding specification, derived 
In this Instance from learning material used In class. 
6.3 Trial series 
A school In Bournemouth agreed to help with the trial series, and did so at regular 
Intervals over a period of three months. 
The main Information from the enabling questionnaire, which was completed at the 
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beginning of the series, but later amended to take account of new course books, Included: 
course books: Work Out Upper Intermediate (Radley & Millichip 1993), 
supplemented with teacher's materials; HeadwayAdvanced (Soars & Soars 
1989) and CAE Advantage (Kingsbury et al 1992) were the course books for 
later trials; 
a wide range of ancillary resources In the school; 
mixed European and Far East nationalities, aged 14-20+; 
regular student visits to London and places of Interest all over the West 
of England; 
local Interests general; 
all students accommodated with families. 
This Information made several contributions to the design of scenarios. Most 
Importantly, the course books were the basis for analysis and specification, as the 
project demanded. But the questionnaire was useful In many other directions. For 
example, the scenario Introduction to Dorset starts from the fact that the students 
have been in the area for some time and so would know what places might be of 
Interest to new students; A job in Dorset Includes advertisements for jobs suitable 
for the age group; and Compatible friends exploits the Idea of holiday postcards, 
familiar from their situation In a holiday resort and the temporary nature of their 
stay there, with the likelihood of transient friendships. 
Over a period of three months, the analysis-to-scenarlo procedure was repeated 
seven times. The first six scenarios were for two classes taught by the same teacher 
In succeeding lessons. For the first four, alternate units of the same course book 
were being used for each class. The next two were for classes using different course 
books, and the final one was an examination preparation class. A report was written 
Immediately after each trial. 
The analysis system worked well and produced specifications within the time 
available for the first four trials. but time was short for the fifth, so an abridged 
version of the analysis was used. This was an enforced but useful development. 
since the system had come to seem cumbersome with repeated use, and overlaps In 
categories had been suggested by the data, In which repetitions began to appear 
over time. The chief difficulty remaining In the annotation Itself was In column 9 
vocabulary, for no easily applicable solution had been found to the problem 
discussed earlier of how to record the 'essential' vocabulary for the completion of 
a task. The solution used was to refer to the broader category of lexis, Including 
field and function, so that learners would not be expected to'know' specifically listed 
words, but could exercise retrieval skills such as Inferring and guessing In the 
receptive activities and simplification and approximation In production. In both 
cases this means that learners would need to employ strategic approaches to the 
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exchange of meanings so as to exploit whatever language they had available. This 
decision has wide Implications, and these are taken up again In Chapter 7. 
The number of students In each class varied from 12 to 8, and In groups, from 4 to 
2. In total. there were 69 student participations In the 7 scenarios, some students 
taking part In more than one, but none in all. The Introduction to the students, 
made verbally by the researcher and/or the teacher, described the exercise as an 
experiment to see how far the scenario related to the work done for the course 
book, with no mention of 'test' or 'assessment' beyond the self-assessment 
questionnaire at the end. The reason for this was that students were not intended 
to be pressured by external demands, but only by their interest and their drive to 
complete, though this relaxed attitude may have been overdone at the first trial. In 
general, the students appeared to enjoy the experience. for there was no problem 
In encouraging them to speak, and some of the scenarios (notably Compatible friends 
and 4 characters) provoked frequent laughter. Their responses to the questionnaires 
which they filled In at the end of the exercise were on the whole positive (see later 
report and Table 6.1). 
The scenarios were written without difficulty In the time available and successfully 
fulfilled the criterion of local relevance. A complete set of the materials Is given In 
Appendix 6.2: a brief account of each scenario now follows. 
Introduction to Dorset 
situation: new students are arriving on Friday, activities to be suggested for 
them to do before they start the course on Monday. 
materials: colour pictures of heads, events list. 
goal: agree a timetable within the class for various activities. 
A job in Dorset 
situation: student has been Invited to stay on after the end of the course: he 
needs to find work to finance It. 
0 materials: advertisements from the local press. 
0 goal: discuss the jobs and who would be good at them. 
Compatible friends 
situation: a friend from a past holiday wants to get In touch again: shall we 
meet or not? (Adaptation to this course book of an earlier scenario. ) 
0 materials: 4 postcards for each group, sets of notes for phone calls. 




situation: a lecturer Is to be Invited by the students to give talk to 
the school. 
0 materials: outline information about 12 people, a biography of each. 
0 goal: agree who Is to be Invited to give the lecture. 
Books for the library 
situation: several books have been donated for the school library and the 
students are to choose which would be most suitable. (Adaptation of an 
earlier simulation. ) 
" materials: 8 paperbacks, representing a wide variety of topics and styles. 
" goal: agree as a class an order of preference. 
Afterthoughts 
0 situation: students to write short stories for the school newsletter. 
0 materials: none. 
0 goal: agree which of the stories produced Is to be sent in to the editor. 
Four characters in search of a drama 
0 situation: students to prepare a short play for the school end of term show. 
materials: pictures of 16 sculptures. 
0 goal: class to agree which play is the better (from 2 groups). 
The scenarios worked well In general. The linking of tasks to the students' present 
situation was successful: those relating to Dorset (introduction to Dorset and A job in 
Dorset) could be seen to connect In students' minds with places and events they 
were already familiar with; a visiting lecturer (Lecturer) featured regularly In the 
weekly events list; and finally, without the prior knowledge of the researcher, the 
story for the school newsletter (Afterthoughts) occurred just as the actual school 
newsletter was published (with this class teacher as editor) and the short plays (Four 
characters) were prepared at the time when the school pantomime was In rehearsal. 
One considerable success was the Identification for transcription purposes of 
Individual students as recorded on the tape. This had been foreseen as a potential 
problem, and early steps taken to resolve It were to allocate letters A, B. C to the 
groups and numbers to students within groups (AIA2, M, M) on a systematic basis 
derived from square sets In dancing (where the couples are numbered I to 4 In an 
anticlockwise direction, with I st couple backs to the band). In the same way, since 
there were never more than four students In a group, the student sitting back to the 
blackboard wall was always numbered 1, and the others identified In relation to him. 
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antic lockwi se. Th e note sheets were coded In advance for each student with letter and 
number and handed out appropriately when the groups had settled. A plan was then 
drawn of the class positions with names taken from the note sheets as the students 
filled them In. In iddition, the researcher made a list of names with their Identification 
codes and wrote against each name a few words noticeably spoken by the relevant 
student so that the voice could be matched with an utterance recorded on the tape. A 
final check, If needed, was to match a student's writing on the note sheet with his 
speaking on the tape. This rather elaborate system eventually worked well: In the last 
three scenarios no Intelligible utterance on the cassettes remained unidentified. 
The greatest logistical problem however, as with the London trial, was In the 
recording of students' talk. The Importance of this for the project was that methods 
of assessment were to be considered after the event, empirically derived from the 
data available, and for this procedure to be fruitful, enough student text (both spoken 
and written, but especially the former) had to be available for study. Better results 
could certainly have been obtained by recording the group discussions In a studio, 
but this would have been Incompatible with one of the essential alms of the project, 
to set up a classroom-based system for assessment. In the event however enough 
spoken text was collected to provide data with which to illustrate various methods 
of assessing for diagnostic and achievement purposes over a variety of task types. 
In this section the main empirical work for the project has been described: a series 
of trials which used the system of course book analysis and the rules for the design 
of scenarios to produce evidence about the application of the scheme In practice. 
This was done on a repetitive basis In one school, with variations depending on the 
content of the course books In use and the situation of the students In the classes. 
The results of this series of experiments are now to be discussed. 
6.4 Outcome of trials 
The data available from these trials were of three kinds: students' recorded spoken 
texts, their written answers on the note sheets, and their answers to the 
questionnaire. The most Important of these Is the first: what students say In 
response to the scenario Is to be the main basis of their assessment, since the 
overall aim of the scheme has always been to work with Interactions to provide 
evidence of student achievement. The written responses are less Important, for 
they are in theory notes without an audience beyond the student who wrote them. 
The results of the third source of student production, the self-assessment 
questionnaire, were Intended to achieve two ends: reflection by the student and 
Information about the scenario for the researcher. 
The spoken texts are considered In detail In Chapter 7. as input for the discussion 
of marking systems; accounts of the written work and the questionnaire results 
now follow. 
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For each scenario, three examples of responses to the note sheets are quoted In 
Figure 6.1 These represent a somewhat random selection, but are intended to be 
typical of the written results overall. 
As pointed out above, the notes are to be written by the student as reminders and 
prompts for himself, as Instructed in the rubrics. However, they have a hidden 
audience (of which the students were no doubt well aware) in the person of the 
assessor, In this case the researcher. But the fact remains that writing was 
Introduced firstly as a reminder for future talk for the student and only incidentally 
as a basis for an additional assessment. It was only In the course of the trials that 
the value of the written answers In locating and Identifying Individual students (by 
matching writing with speech) was appreciated and exploited. 
What the students wrote Is a clear expression of their own interests and of the 
relationships that they make with others, whether represented In pictures (introduction, 
4 characters), described In writing (Lecturer, Compatible friends), or In real life In the 
classroom (Afterthoughts, 4 characters). They respond positively to potentially real 
situations Uob in Dorset, Library), but can also Involve themselves In affective and 
Imaginative events (Compatible friends, 4 characters), seeing not only the Implications of 
what Is presented to them, but also showing skill In the language needed to explain 
how they respond (Compatible friends, Library, 4 characters). There are also Indications 
that they are putting Into practice effectively the language they have been learning 
(lexis specifically In Introduction and 4 characters but also generally; structure In 
Afterthoughts and Lecturer specifically, but also again In general). 
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Figure 6.1: Writing from scenarios: examples 
1. From A job in Dorset 
I would like to look after baby. My favourities hobbies are go to the shopping, go to the 
beach swimming 
2 animal assistants required 
because I am fond of animals, specially I love cats. I happy because I need money and 
I have more patient. 
I worry because I haven't experience. and the problem with the transport because 
I live far of Corfe Castle 
Elvira has chose taxi driver because she has experience and she likes to drive. 
2. From Books for the library 
quite Interesting, the writer tries to look at this world from a rabbit eyes 
encouraging, enjoy It if read it be heard 
no pictures, but not difficult 
not difficult. easy to understand 
the words are printed too small and quite long story makes me bored 
quite famous. but I think it is boring 
quite long. exciting. for English is good 
not difficult, but quite a lot of vocabularies 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
younger. intermediate 
I like the book which makes people to think 
Watership Down 
younger, Intermediate 
It Is interesting and it Isn't written down from human being's eyes 
The River 
younger. Intermediate 
I like to read a short story and easy to understand 
3. From Afterthoughts 
... that I told a rather fat friend of mine that she would survive the longest if there was a famine 
one day 
I wouldn't say such a thing any more because it hurt my friend 
Marlen told us she regretted not having said to another customer that It was her own turn 
Daniel regretted not having checked the timetable before so that he was forced to take a taxi 
because there were no more trains 
4. From Four characters 
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Jane 
energetic, strong, mysterious, relaxed cold 
beautiful, confident, independent 
strength and independence 
Self-assessment questionnaire 
The request to students to comment on the scenario they had just completed was 
Intended to achieve two ends: reflection by students on what they had done as an 
example of how much they could do with the language at their disposal; and at the 
same time Information for the researcher on the success of the scenario as a 
mechanism for provoking language use, as reflected In the views of students 
attempting them. The self-assessment aspect of the questionnaire was also seen as 
a potential basis for subsequent class discussion, as part of the Intended feedback 
to students, but was not used in this way In the trials. 
An example of a questionnaire is given in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Self-assessment questionnaire: content (from Introduction to Dorset, as an example) 
1. Class assessment 
I think that as a group we did well/fairly well/rather badly 
2. Self-assessment 
In the scenario, 
I could say what I wanted to say often/sometimes/not often 
I understood and talked well/quite well/with difficulty 
I found that talking about 
- people and relationships was easy/a problem/difficult 
- activities was easy/a problem/difficult 
- other things was easy/a problem/difficult 
- things that are happening now was easy/a problem/difficult 
- things that happened in the past was easy/a problem/difficult 
I found that discussing things with the 
other students was easy/a problem/difficult 
3 The scenario 
This is how successful I think the scenario was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise yes/not really/no 
- It Included a lot of what I learned during 
the course yes/not really/no 
- It showed me what I can do with 
the language I have learnt yes/not really/no 
4 Notes 
A summary of all answers to the seven questionnaires attached to the scenarios In 
the trials Is given In Table 6.1. The form of the first three questions remained 
constant for all scenarios: they dealt with how well the learners did as a group and 
how well each individual felt he had performed. The next three questions were 
amalgamated under the heading'lexis', and varied according to the demands of the 
specification for a particular scenario. For example, with Introduction to Dorset the 
topics were 'people & relationships' and 'activities'. together with a catch-all 'other 
things', whereas with Lecturer the topics were'people's personalities', 'arrangements 
and excuses', again with 'other things'. The two following questions dealt with 
tenses, explained without the use of metalanguage: 'things that are happening now' 
and 'things that happened In the past: these were collected together under the 
heading 'structure. The next question, 'discussing things with the other students'. 
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was constant In all versions, and headed 'discourse'. The last three questions were 
concerned with how effective the scenario was considered to be as a reflection of 
the Individual's learning, and were again constant over all versions. In later 
questionnaires, a comparison was asked for with previous scenarios, since some 
learners took part In more than one. A few further variations with questions related 
to Individual scenarios, for example one on speed reading for Lecturer, are omitted 
from the data In Table 6.1, as being unrepresentative. All are general questions, but 
they give a good Impression of what the learners felt about their Involvement and 
the success or otherwise of the scenario as a system. 
In Table 6.1 the total number of learner responses is given for each heading, varying 
according to the amount of amalgamation Involved, and then four columns are listed, 
representing percentages of positive, uncertain, negative and nil responses respectively. 
Table 6. h Self-assessment questionnaires: data 
percentages of responses over all scenarios 
question topic N positive neutral negative no response 
I as a group 69 61 39 0 0 
2.1 could say what wanted 69 64 33 3 0 
2.2 understood 69 26 64 7 3 
2.3-2.5 use of lexis 220 70 24 4 2 
2.6-2.7 use of structure 149 70 21 6 3 
2.8 use of discourse 69 51 is 2 1 
3.1 enjoyed scenario 69 65 32 3 0 
3.2 reflected learning 69 26 61 12 1 
3.3 showed can do 62 47 44 9 0 
The first fact to be commented on is that the responses are largely positive, 
perhaps because of the happy atmosphere of the classes or even out of a desire to 
please. But there are some relatively high returns for the middle (neutral) category, 
notably for understand (64%) and learning (6 1 %), and a more balanced distribution 
under can do (47/44/9/0). and this seems to Indicate that the students were thinking 
about their responses, not giving general, blanket approval to themselves (and/or 
the researcher). One Interesting point about the more negative responses Is that 
they tend to deny the alms of the project, Indicating that although students enjoyed 
the scenarios as activities, most did not see the exercises as using specifically the 
language they had been learning Immediately beforehand, nor as particularly useful 
In showing them what they could do with what they had learnt. It may be that 
students do not recognise In retrospect when they have been using language they 
have Internallsed: detailed analysis of the spoken texts produced in response to the 
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demands of the scenarios might Indicate how what they said related to what 
appeared In the analysis of the course books, but this Is beyond the scope of the 
present account. 
6. S Summary 
The development of scenarios worked well as a gradual progression from the 
experimental prototype, which used local materials to plan activities for a visitor, to 
the more demanding scenarios requiring an Imaginative response. For example, the 
first two In the trial series deal with familiar topics such as entertainments and jobs, 
Illustrated with pictures of people and advertisements, whereas later scenarios 
(particularly the last) require Imaginative recreation of character and place and 
depend much more on the learner's individual outlook and experience. There was 
a parallel advance In the administrative procedures for the trials, Including for 
example the timetabling of analysis and materials writing, the sequence of events In 
the scenario and Identification of students In the classroom. 
On the debit side, though various forms of check sheet were devised and 
experimented with over the eleven trials, the original aspiration to provide some form 
of reporting which would give Immediate feedback to students on their performance 
was unfulfilled. The alternative procedure suggested, reporting back to learners by 
means of written statements representing what they have achieved In taking part In 
the preceding scenario (to be described In detail In the next chapter), is only one kind 
of feedback, and further developments may be envisaged such as using some adapted 
version of the marking system to enable contemporaneous assessments to be made 
by a colleague, or more traditionally, playing back to the learners extracts of video 
recordings of their contributions and commenting on them. 
The scenarios themselves were effective In practice as a means of engaging students 
In a sequence of Interactions. The essential 'motivational push' was nearly always 
evident, and students reported positively In the main on their experience. The 
format eventually stabillsed as a single note sheet for participants, with a self- 
assessmentlevaluation questionnaire on the back, and this worked well both as a 
record of what had been done by the students and as an indication of their 
reactions. The main achievements of the trials however were the translation of 
specifications Into tasks and the matching of scenario content with the current 
context of the students. In addition, circumstances forced consideration of a 
abridged and therefore more economical version of the analysis system which was 
adapted for further trials as detailed In Chapter 7. 
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The questions originally asked of the trials in schools were: 
I Do scenarios produce responses from learners which are relevant to the 
previous course material? 
2 If so, are the the responses sufficient for assessment purposes, both as to 
quantity (enough) and quality (differentiation)? 
3 What form of mark scheme provides the most useful Information for learners 
and teachers? 
But the Information which would answer these questions remains for the moment 
inaccessible, for until some Interpretation of the responses of learners to the 
scenarios has been undertaken, they cannot be judged for their relevance to the 
previous course material or for their sufficiency In terms of assessment. This 
Interpretation rests on the application of a marking system to the transcripts, which 
Is the burden of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 
Reporting back to 
learners and teachers 
7.0 Introduction 
In recent chapters, the concern has been materials which refer back to preceding 
work in class and at the same time lead forward to assessment. This chapter now 
Investigates using the outcomes of these materials, reallsed in the form of scenarios, 
as Information for feedback to learners and teachers. There are two main Issues: 
to find principles on which appropriate assessment may be developed; and to set 
up a system which will give useful Information about participants' performance. 
Various approaches are discussed, such as adapting the course book analysis to 
provide categories for assessment of spoken texts produced by learners, and 
studying the texts themselves for Indications of suitable assessment criteria. In this 
case, the main problem Is how to interpret the texts so as to offer useful 
Information to learners and teachers on the learners' performance. 
It was proposed earlier that no detailed decisions should be made about marking 
systems until a series of scenarios had been trialled In the classroom to provide 
evidence about how learners responded. The only rule laid down In advance was 
that there were to be no rules governing the content of learner responses: 
participants were to use whatever language they had available to fulfil the demands 
of the tasks set. The evidence resulting from the use of scenarios Is now available, 
In several forms: learners' written notes on the Individual note sheets; their 
responses to the assessment questionnaires; comments from the researcher and 
teacher as Included In reports; and recordings of the learners' spoken Interchanges, 
with transcripts. As the commentary on the trials has shown, learners wrote a 
certain amount In the scenarios, but this was Intended mainly to allow 
administrative checks and to guide the learners themselves In their group and class 
discussions later In the scenario. These written responses and the answers to the 
'self-assessment' questionnaire were commented on In Chapter 6, and though there 
Is some potential for Investigating them as output, no further consideration is to be 
given to them here as potential sources for assessment, since the main 
preoccupation of the project has consistently been the assessment of spoken 
Interaction between learners. 
The following discussion Is therefore essentially concerned with the assessment of 
speaking, but In a generous sense, to Include the Influence of others' contributions 
to a discussion and decision-making for a given purpose. As explained In Chapter 6. 
the scenarios were designed to include a range of different kinds of Interaction, 
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from argument to narrative. At the same time, they were organised so that learners 
talked In a variety of social contexts, usually In a sequence from discussion In pairs 
(for clarification of the situation and their alms within it), to a group discussion and 
then to coordination of their Ideas with the class as a whole. The different kinds 
of talk resulting from this sequence, and the range of tasks set by the scenarios, 
together produced a variety of texts which will now be sampled, to guide a 
discussion of marking systems. The Intention Is to set up principles on which 
judgements are to be made about learners' production and to devise a mark scheme 
which will guide assessors In making relevant and consistent decisions. 
The original intention was that there would be three parts to the assessment: 
Interactions, achievements and group working. The first part was to report on what 
participants said In scenarios In order to fulfil their alms, with results In the form of 
statements, for example You understood what was expected or You started most of the 
discussions. The second part was to be a record of what means participants used 
to put their alms Into effect, with results in the form of a diagnostic report on 
language, for example scores for successful and/or Inappropriate use of lexis and 
structure, to be Interpreted by the teacher In terms of accolade or remedial 
suggestions. The third part was to provide further statements, this time on each 
participant's contribution to the group, for example You had useful things to say but 
you need to listen more attentively to what your partners are saying. As always in this 
project however, these elements evolved beyond the original concepts as work on 
the mark scheme progressed. An account of these developments now follows. 
7.1 Marking systems 
Some historical approaches 
Pollitt (1991) identifies two assessment strategies, counting and judging, and 
provides examples from different approaches to assessment In sports. Counting Is 
the method used In events like the high jump, In which competitors attempt higher 
and higher tasks until they fall; judging Is the kind of assessment used In Ice skating. 
where experienced observers make spot decisions on the basis of a long 
apprenticeship towards a consensus of experts. In the assessment of language, 
Pollitt argues, counting Is based on adding up scores (item-based testing) and Is 
mainly concerned with the difficulty of questions, making the assumption that all 
acceptable performances on any particular Item are equally good and setting as the 
criterion the quantity of acceptable performances. judging, on the other hand, Is 
based on the rating of a performance. with a concern for the precision of rating 
criteria, making the assumption that all tasks are equally difficult and setting as the 
criterion the quality of performance (Pollitt 1991: 52). The present project, starting 
from the dual aspiration of providing both diagnostic and achievement feedback, 
now needs to find adequate means of fulfilling these alms, with the transcripts as 
evidence to substantiate any proposals. Pollitt's counting and judging strategies 
seem at first sight to fit these needs rather accurately: diagnostic feedback may be 
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based on the counting of details In learners' output, whereas achievement may be 
reported In terms of judgements on successful Interactions. 
Counting Is applied in the more 'objective' types of test, where a score represents 
an accumulation of correct answers. But the questions to be answered have already 
been subjected to judgement as to what should and should not be included as 
content, and often also as to value on the evidence of pretesting. This Is the point 
of Pilliner's (1968) observation that 'objective' tests are objective only In the 
marking, for considerable subjectivity has gone Into their preparation. Procedures 
of this kind are not readily applicable to the assessment of spoken language, where 
even though an Interview may consist of prescribed questions, the answers are by 
their nature largely unpredictable, and judgement is required In deciding what value 
to attach to any given answer. 
In practice, a judging approach Is appropriate for oral testing because it can be used 
for relating performance to a set of criteria which are allotted marks by a mark 
scheme. The award of these marks Is within the examiner's gift and In awarding 
them he Is exercising judgement. Historically, as In the FSI oral Interview Oones 
1979), the total score Is an accumulation of judgements on such criteria as 
pronunciation, stress and Intonation, grammar, vocabulary and fluency (these are 
commonly quoted In books on testing for teachers. eg Heaton 1975: 94). But within 
this 'category approach' there may be an attempt to define points at Issue which 
have been isolated as objectives In a specification and so can be placed before the 
candidate to see If he can deal with them. For example an oral examiner may work 
through a series of tenses, or attempt to 'force' particular structures by the nature 
of the Input, or use pictures to test specified vocabulary. To this extent, the 
assessment may claim to be systematic and to represent a stated sample of content. 
Page (1983) offers a thoughtful discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of a 
'defined syllabus', suggesting somewhat reluctantly that lists are necessary for 
external examinations In schools. The present case is different because It rests on 
the notion that assessment should be organised to allow the learner to show what 
he can do with whatever resources he can muster. 
More communicative approaches demand more Integrative marking so that there Is 
less demand for specific responses. Marking criteria have been developed instead as 
headings for elements arranged In scales, for example the'accuracy, appropriacy and 
fluency' of the RSA model (Morrow 1979) which In turn became the 'degrees of 
skill' of the CCSE of 1990 onwards (see Chapter 2). More recently, criteria for 
assessment have been reinterpreted as 'facets' of proficiency (Bachman 1990). 
leading to scales for scoring which are 'based on theoretical definitions of the 
construct' and 'referenced to specified levels In different areas of language ability' 
(Bachman & Palmer 1996: 211). Developing theory into practice, UCLES has 
designed a current model of communicative language ability on the basis of the 
Council of Europe definitions for Threshold Level and Waystage (van Ek & Trim 
1990) as well as the work of Bachman (1990) and Canale & Swain (1980) (Saville & 
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Hargreaves 1999: 46). Marking Is done according to rating scales with defined 
criteria, derived from the UCLES model (itself derived from Bachman's (1990) 
work): grammatical, discourse and pragmatic competences and strategic 
competence (Saville & Hargreaves 1999: 45). 
Present Intentions 
The systems discussed above all depend on judgements because they are concerned 
with the rating of performances, and the present case is no different from them In 
Its concern with the assessment of speaking. They all claim to assess candidates' 
proficiency, that Is, their ability to operate In real situations. But the Intention of 
the present project, to provide three different kinds of Information - on alms 
expressed, mechanics of language use and group working - implies different 
approaches to marking. In Chapter 3, after a review of various marking systems for 
spoken language, It was suggested that there were two appropriate systems for 
present purposes: those based on 'units' and those resulting In 'statements'. The 
unit system Is essentially a means of attaching a numerical value to each event or 
utterance within a sequence of talk, a variation on the traditional mark scheme 
which ends In a score, but In the case of units, a positive award for communicative 
value on a rising 3-point scale rather than a score judged out of a maximum of (say) 
S points on (say) S criteria. The unit system can be an economical means of 
providing diagnostic Information about learners' use of the mechanics of language, 
as for example In the Ilyin Oral Interview (ilyin 1976). which Is based on a picture 
sequence and is scored on a 0-2 scale, with one point for appropriateness of 
response and one point for structural and grammatical accuracy. The T level test 
(Groot & Harrison 1979) marked each candidate answer, or question, on a 0/1/2 
basis In which the first mark was awarded for a successful communication and the 
second for accuracy. 
The second suggested system, resulting In statements, Is a means of describing In 
words what has been done as evidence of learners' skill In using whatever language 
Is available to them to cope with situations. This Is essentially a judging procedure. 
An early example of this kind of rating Is the SKF Stages of Attainment Scale 
(ELTDU/OUP 1976), which provides information about the language ability of 
personnel in industry, presented In two sections to meet the differing Interests of 
two kinds of reader: administrator and teacher. Each section consists of 'Can... ' 
statements at eight levels In three skills areas (Listening & Speaking, Reading, and 
Writing). Another example of this kind of procedure Is the matching of student 
achievement with the IBM scale (reported in Trim 1978: 68), for example'Can write 
letters making arrangements for business appointments', 'Can function in a small 
group planning projects' (these are two of some 100 statements at various levels of 
achievement). Similar judgements are made In using scale statements (North 1995), 
some of which may be empirically derived (Chaloub-Deville 1995, Fulcher 1996). 
In the present case, the diagnostic assessment Is Intended to be a detailed report 
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on what the learner does with language to express himself and how accurately he 
does so. The achievement reporting Is to be more broadly based, because It Involves 
Interpreting what the learner says in terms of the meanings he needs to convey. In 
both cases, the marking system Is to be derived from samples of learner text, with 
the primary aim of finding out and judging what the learners have done, not how well 
they have done it. This turns the original counting/judging distinction inside out, for 
judging Is normally concerned with how well and counting with what, but the 
reversal Is necessary if learners are to be given factual Information on which to act 
- what they succeeded In and where they fell short - rather than ratings which 
provide no particular Instances. The concept how well implies a comparison with 
others and a relationship with some external standard. It Is also likely to engender 
statements which include unspecifiable modifiers such as fluently, accurately, 
effectively, simple, routine; less, more; and some, most, which are not directly helpful In 
describing what has actually been achieved. In this spirit of directly relating 
assessment to performance, statements will report what a participant has done, 
without the predictions Implicit in statements which claim to report what a 
participant can do. 
The outcome of this discussion Is a confirmation of the proposal that the reports 
back to learners from their participation In a scenario should be concerned with 
the facts of their performance. The most useful information for learners is likely to 
be an account of the language they have used In a scenario, followed by statements 
which give them Indications of how they have participated with others, so that they 
see what strengths and weaknesses they have shown In their use of language for 
purposes which are relevant and practical for them as Individuals. 
7.2 Marking in principle 
In order to arrive at a marking scheme, some principles need to be established on 
which the marking may be founded. As always. the starting point Is what exists, 
which In this Instance Is learner talk as It Is recorded. In addition there Is, for 
research purposes, the luxury of transcripts, which are not usually feasible for the 
everyday. The data transcribed from the trial series, as described In the previous 
chapter, consisted of seven extracts (labelled A to G) from the recordings made of 
participants' Interactions In various scenarios. This collection of material was the 
evidence called on for an extended Investigation of marking possibilities, Including a 
viability exercise with expert colleagues. 
The first problem in the development of a marking system Is to find ways of setting 
up practical principles which, when applied to learners' output, will provide useful 
Information for them and for their teachers. As before, discussion of salient topics 
took place in working papers which explored alternative approaches and solutions, 
and the following discussions consists of extracts from these papers, suitably edited. 
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Tallying events 
An essential element In the assessment of speaking by a teacher in a classroom 
setting Is the time required to carry it out. Spoken language could be metaphorically 
represented as the continuous production of a ribbon of events Involving both 
expression and comprehension, even if woven by more than two participants, all of 
them working together contemporaneously and maintaining contact In real time. A 
few lines of a transcript from one of the scenarios, as given in Figure 7.1, will serve 
as an example of what the marking needs to cope with. At this point, the transcripts 
were simply the result of listening to the recorded cassettes and copying down 
literally as much as could be clearly understood, adding line numbers and 
clarifications [in square brackets] and including the occasional undecipherable 
phrase (underlined). 
Figure 7. hSample of transcript 
line ref text 
01 Al: saloon stock cars I think she [pic 14] will not be very Interested In it 
02 because she's more a 
03 A2: yeah 
04 Al: a one to look nice 
05 A2: I think this one perhaps - they go away to the bligbi Funskating attraction 
06 (reading events list] or er or even the windsurfing it can be... 
07 Al: to windsurf 
08 A2: yeh yeh 
09 Al: and from Italy she like the sea 
10 A2: sure 
11 Al: so it's done 
For someone listening and responding to a partner, as In this example, the process 
of understanding Includes a particular kind of assessment of what Is being said, 
Involving judgements about innumerable aspects of the speaker's Intentions (of 
which only some may be appreciated by the hearer) and about his means of 
expression (which may be interpreted In different ways by different hearers). In 
spite of this complexity, understanding nevertheless requires an Immediate 
response, even if this Is not verbalised. In the sample above, AI appears to be 
making the running on the whole, with A2 mainly agreeing (lines 03,08 and 10) but 
In the event It Is A2 who offers a suggestion (05-06) which Is elaborated by A1 (09) 
and then adopted as the answer to the task (11). The partners have clearly 
understood each other, processed each other's successive contributions, made 
Immediate judgements about appropriate responses and then spoken those 
responses within the short time allowed by continuous conversation. 
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Assessment by an external observer In order to construct feedback information for 
learners Is similar In principle but different In kind, for the response required 
demands a different kind of judgement. But one approach to a marking system for 
a live assessment could be to suggest that the same speed of interpretation can be 
learnt by an observer as by a participant, even if the use made of the resulting 
understanding Is different. If meanings can be exchanged at a given rate, including 
hearing, Interpreting the sounds heard, extracting the content, then formulating a 
response mentally and externallsing It In speech, might It be possible for a similar 
rate of transfer to some scoring or note-making system to be achieved by a listening 
but non-partIcIpatIng assessor? With practice, might categories of judgement be 
applied within the time scale of an unhurried conversation? 
The Implications of assessing contemporaneously with learners' speaking In the 
classroom were explored In another working paper, which began with a review of 
external observation procedures which showed that systems set up to analyse 
classroom behaviour In action are usually too closely related to pedagogic Interests 
for present purposes. They tend to be concerned with such topics as how the 
teacher controls class discussion and how students respond to the teacher's moves. 
In observation systems of this kind, Fanselow maintains, learner Initiative Is to be 
expected only'In a classroom setting without discipline' where 'students also react 
and solicit' (Fanselow, In Allwright 1988: 132). 'in fact, one central purpose of all of 
this systematic description Is to begin to Identify consistent relationships between 
characteristics of communication so that we can begin to base our teaching on 
evidence of effectiveness plus theory rather than on theory alone or one's whims' 
(op cit p 142). Fanselow's preference for a systematic structure Is Impeccable, but 
his concern here is teacher rather than learner effectiveness. 
Some means needs to be found of representing learners' rather than teachers' 
Interests In the application of an assessment system. Perhaps categorlsing learners' 
output In some way would provide a basis for the necessarily rapid decisions 
required for contemporaneous judgements. Flanders, for example, envisaged that 
observers of classroom events would memorlse all 10 of his categories of teacher- 
pupil verbal interaction and tabulate a unit of behavior approximately every three 
seconds (quoted by Allwright 1988: 37). A timed spot check system of this kind, as 
extensively used In classroom observation (for examples, see Croll 1986 and 
Allwright 1988), might be adapted for the assessment of language In use. 
A scheme for analysing events In language classes was proposed by Allen, Frohlich & 
Spada. Their COLT (Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching) observation 
scheme Is In two parts: Part A describes classroom events at the level of activity 
and Part B analyses the communicative features of verbal exchanges between 
teachers and students as they occur within each activity (Spada & Frohlich 1995). 
Both these sets of observations take the organisation of the classroom as a starting 
point. But It Is not accidental that the scheme's title refers to language teaching 
(rather than to language learning): again the focus Is on the classroom as an 
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instructional environment, whereas the interest of the present project is in the 
performance of each learner as a language user rather than as a class participant, 
even when he is interacting with another learner. Another difference is that in the 
present case the structure of the exchange is regarded as set up by the demands of 
the course book rather than by the intentions of the teacher, which may seem 
similar, but are by no means identical. The COLT check lists propose slots to be 
marked rather than comments to be made, so that there is room for as many as 80 
categories to be considered for every event observed in Part B. This is too 
crowded a menu for present purposes, where in the main judgement is to take 
precedence over counting. Nevertheless, the COLT scheme has many coincident 
points with any effort to represent communicative events in the classroom and sets 
some helpful pointers for directions in which the development of assessment 
procedures might run, mainly in terms of categories for consideration. 
Another potentially helpful example of classroom observation techniques, the One 
in five study (Croll 1986: 18ff) suggested further ideas. This study involved the 
recording on a checklist of individual children's classroom activities and interactions 
at 10-second intervals. Coding was carried out for 33 categories under 6 headings, 
covering teaching organisation, reading, curriculum content, child activity, pupil 
interaction and mobility. These categories were 'defined by the research questions 
which the observation was designed to answer', and resulted in scores representing 
the designated activities and interactions. In the present case, the hope was that 
definitions could be developed from the observation of learners in action rather 
than from a preconceived framework. 
In an attempt to explore further the ways in which an assessment structure might 
be based on learners' production, various forms of tally sheet (an example is given 
in Figure 7.2) were devised for experimental use with early scenarios to capture 
instant impressions of some of the interchanges achieved by participants. The point 
of these was to explore ways of encapsulating what learners said in a discussion, 
treating it as a succession of contributions and at the same time making judgements 
on the success of each element in terms of communication. In this way, starting 
points for marking might be identified, leading to a categorisation of elements for 
which credit could be given. 
Figure 7.2: Tallysheet 
Tallysheet 
mark 0/ 1/2: 0= attempt, I= adequate, 2= apt 
student events 
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The Interchanges were to be divided Into'events' and the three possible judgements 
on responses were to be labelled: 'O = attempt, I= adequate, 2= apt. Two main 
problems appeared: that the Identification of 'events' depended on a wider study of 
learners' speaking output than was available from a single scenario; and that 
entering a number on a checklist to represent a category (as In the One in rive study) 
Is a snap decision which can only record an occurrence and not the judgement of a 
value, as Is demanded by an 0/1/2 marking system. The tallying procedure was 
therefore overtaken by more detailed consideration of what the three awards 
(attempt, adequate, apt) might be made for, as reported below. 
The central problem for any form of judgement, whether concurrent or 
retrospective, Is to Identify what are labelled 'events' in Figure 7.2 and to divide the 
text up accordingly. Functions might seem an obvious point of departure, but there 
can be no systematic definition of where they begin or end, and in any case there Is 
always more than one function In operation at any given moment: 'Every adult 
linguistic act, with a few broadly specifiable exceptions, Is serving more than one 
function at once' (Halliday 1973: 34). The tallying system, though promisingly 
contemporaneous with the progress of the scenario, seemed Impossible to put Into 
effect unless workable definitions of the concept'event' be could be found. 
Such a definition might be derived from a system that already existed: the categories 
set up for course book analysis, as described In detail In Chapter 4. The question Is 
whether the definitions arrived at there might somehow be adapted for marking 
purposes, so linking directly back to earlier principles and at the same time 
following the logic underlying the analysis through Into assessment. A detailed 
exploration of this possibility was made, and though some positive results were 
Identified, there were considerable drawbacks, Including doubt about reliability and 
the number of relevant statements feasibly to be derived from the procedure. A 
further difficulty was that an adequate range of achievement could not be covered 
by adaptations of this kind. But this exploration of AS I and AS2 as sources of 
assessment criteria did suggest directions In which further development could 
move. It showed that It could be feasible to derive statements of learner 
achievement as logical Interpretations of what they said, and that levels might be 
considered as an Issue of comparisons within the data rather than a relationship 
with an external structure Imposed from outside. 
Learner alms as a source of statements 
The next move was to make more direct use of the language that the learners 
produced in response to scenarios. The chief argument supporting this Idea, apart 
from its link Into the work of the project so far, was that It recognised the learners 
as the originators of the transcript and hence the primary source of the 
statements. Seven extracts of cogent learner texts, taken from the 600 lines of 
transcript and labelled A to G, were used to provide a varied basis for a discussion 
of marking systems. 
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The transcripts were first considered as records of learners' alms, such as 
identification (of somebody or something), narrative (a sequence of events) or reasons 
(for events or attitudes). The next step was to set up some system for dividing up 
the text to represent alms that could be represented In statements. One approach 
could be to set arbitrary boundaries, for the principle of arbitrariness helps to 
promote consistency. It has precedents In the world of sport, for example, where 
rules are established to ensure fairness rather than logic as a basis for unbiased 
judgement (Pollitt 199 1). In the present case, bias could occur If some external 
system of division was applied which was related to teach er-orlented logic, which 
might allow classroom business to take precedence over learner production. It was 
therefore decided that the learner texts should be divided Into lines on an arbitrary 
basis, using as a horizontal boundary the measure (width of line) of the word- 
processing program In current use. 
In practice, however, this approach represented learner aims at too low a level of 
generality: a larger chunk of language was required as a base unit, and the use of 
width of line as a basis for text division could not operate as a substitute for rational 
linguistic groupings. What this exercise did achieve however, was an Indication of 
what more needed to be Included than the traditional concept of 'function'. for 
example Interactions such as self-correction, assistance from other participants, 
changes of approach and problems with formulation. It was also an Important step 
forward In establishing what learners say as the starting point for setting up a 
marking system, In line with suggestions made by Fulcher (1996) and others, that 
assessment should start from the language data rather than be Imposed on them. 
Units for analysing spoken text 
If arbitrary division of learner texts Is not a viable solution for assessment 
purposes, some other system needs to be devised of doing so rationally, generating 
manageable units, or chunks, within which assessments may be made of each 
participant's contributions to a scenario. Such a system could start from 
consideration of either speakers or text. Speakers take turns, or pause within a 
narrative or argument either to elicit acknowledgement or to take a breather 
(physically or mentally): any of these breaks In the text could be used to designate 
boundaries. Alternatively, since a text Is structured by grammar or discourse, or 
both at the same time, these textual shapings could be used as guidelines for the 
grouping of words. Analysis of spoken text, whether for discourse analysis or any 
other linguistic purpose, has always required some system of division Into units on 
which comment is to be made. Perhaps some of the same principles could be 
applied In the development of assessment procedures for learner texts. The Ideal 
unit for dividing up learner texts would be one which provides a chunk within which 
some relationship can be discerned between the actual words (or, In the extreme 
case, sounds) which are used and the purpose of the speaker, even If this purpose 
can only be arrived at by logical Inference. For example, Chaudron (1988: 45) defines 
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a T-unit as 'any syntactic main clause and Its associated subordinate clauses' and a 
communication unit as 'an Independent grammatical predication; the same as a T-unit 
except that In oral language, elliptical answers to questions also constitute complete 
predications'. Some further rules are needed to guide decisions for the present 
project and hence to Improve consistency In the division of text Into units, 
specifically what forms Indicate the 'Independence' proposed by Chaudron. 
Brock (1986) defines a communication unit - which she calls a C-unit - as a basis for 
Investigation Into the length and complexity of learner answers to 'open' as against 
'display' questions, the former being questions which are genuine enquiries to 
which the asker does not know the answer and the latter those which allow the 
responder to demonstrate skill with language rather than supply useful Information. 
The application of C-unit chunking to learner discourse Is usually In the context of 
research Into the nature of learner talk, for example the language learners use In 
response to different types of task (eg Foster & Skehan 1996, Skehan & Foster 
1997), rather than as a means towards articulating assessment. This Is probably 
because the C-unit seems at first sight too small a chunk for assessment purposes, 
either retrospectively or, especially, for Instant judgements. But If It could be used 
experimentally as a starting point for the analysis of transcripts It might accumulate 
around It practical pointers towards a chunking system which could be applied In 
the context of assessment, and might even suggest ways In which It could cohere 
Into larger and more manageable units. This was the assumption driving the next 
attempt at transcript Interpretation. 
As before, principles and then practice were argued through on paper: In this case 
a methodical justification for using C-units In an assessment system derived from 
the learner language which was available In the transcripts. The explorations of the 
transcripts showed that neither Chaudron's definitions of T. and C-units (as above, 
'an Independent grammatical predication' centring on grammatIcallty) nor Brock's 
(1986) C-units, as used by Foster ( 1993: 8) ('utterances which are meaningful but not 
necessarily syntactically complete') are adequate for present purposes because they 
do not offer enough guidance on how learner alms are to be allocated to linguistic 
events. The notions of 'Independent' and 'meaningful' are problematical, because 
both need to be considered In balance with context. What Is Independent In a 
grammatical sense may be part of a larger meaning (for example and we each know 
each other from several er letters so we know quite a lot of each other [Extract B] could 
be considered as two Independent grammatical clauses, but they are evidently part 
of the same mental concept, or 'meaning'). On the other hand, what Is meaningful 
may contain no syntax at all (for example laughter conveys understanding and 
appreciation and therefore should qualify somehow for Inclusion under 'meaning". 
even though it has no language content). 
The extended definition of Figure 7.3 Is therefore to be applied In marking transcripts. 
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Figure 7.3: Definition of a C-unit 
As applied to the learner texts of the present project, a C-unit may consist of. 
" an Independent grammatical predication consisting of a main clause and its associated 
subordinate clause&; or 
"a grammatically incomplete but elliptical statement or response which conveys a recognisable 
learner aim; or 
" an utterance which conveys a recognisable learner aim whether or not in the form of words. 
The value of the third condition above Is In making room for the assessment of 
responses furthering the Interchange with sounds such as 'yeah', 'mm', corrective 
murmuring within the group, and laughter. These express understanding, 
encouragement and other supportive moves and need to be credited to the 
Individual or group, as appropriate. 
Alms as a basis for categories 
With this new definition of the C-unit as the means of dividing up the transcripts Into 
assessable chunks for present purposes, It Is time to return to the discussion of what 
these chunks would contain. The starting point was originally to take the learner's aim 
as the most Important consideration In applying assessment to transcript, since If It 
could be Identified It would centre the assessment on the Individual. 
The development of an assessment system on the basis of allocating alms to chunks 
went through several stages, elaborated in a further working paper. The first step 
was to search through the transcripts In an attempt to Identify and list all 
participants' alms. This first list, drawn up In order of their appearance In the 
transcripts, resulted In a random and unmanageable collection. But It soon appeared 
that two more general varieties of aim could be distinguished: factual and affective. 
Under the heading 'factual' appeared 19 nouns, for example: acknowledgement, 
agreement, clarification ... ; under 'affective'. 16 nouns, for example: acceptance, 
accusation, apology.... Eventually there was found to be a need for a third category of 
events which were not part of the learner's communicative alms as such, but 
represented external factors in the structure of the Interchange, such as Information 
needed for the interpretation of the text (for example references to pictures or 
realla, prompts from one participant to another) and reference to administrative 
concerns. These could be listed as either nouns or adjectives: commentary, 
[incomplete], prompted, self-correction.... - 17 of these events appeared. 
At this point the list was converted Into a more coherent matrix In which headings 
were allocated to four categories, with events relating to areas beyond the task 
subdivided Into those concerned with the discussion and those resulting from the 
tape-recording process. These four categories were: factual, affective, interaction, ex. 
task. Each of these categories was considered as deriving from a different factor In 
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the Interchange: situation, learner, discussion and recording respectively. In an 
attempt to clarify the suggested categorisations, the contexts In which the 
transcripts were generated were defined as scenario, Individual, social and physical. 
Although this discussion helped to define the factors found In transcripts, the main 
problem with the matrix was that it contained too many elements if the system to 
be efficient, that is, easy for for assessors to comprehend and apply consistently . 
In an effort to redefine the relationship between the headings and texts therefore, 
and at the same time to reduce the number of elements and categories, a further 
revision was undertaken. In the course of it, the question arose as to which among 
the elements under discussion were likely to be specific to a scenario and which 
might have more universal application, for this could affect the appropriateness of 
different assessment methods. Linked with this discussion were further thoughts 
about differentiating the assessment of the individual from the assessment of group 
working. As a result of these Ideas, a distinction was made between Interactions 
which were concerned directly with the task (eventually to be known as 
transactions) and those which reflected participants' cooperative moves In 
completing It (activities). 
Summary of principles 
The point had now been reached at which the practicalitles of marking could be 
addressed. It had been argued that learner texts were to be divided up Into units 
(in this case, the modified form of C-unit as defined In Figure 7.3); each unit was to 
be labelled with an Interaction encapsulating the Intention of the speaker, such as 
agreement or clarification; each scenario was to be allocated further Interactions 
relating to cooperation between participants In completing It, such as resolving 
conpict or encouraging; and a diagnostic element was to be Included for each 
participant, based on the language he used to put his alms Into effect, referring 
specifically to structure and lexis. These decisions fulfilled the proposals made at 
the beginning of this chapter (though set out In a different order) that that there 
should be three parts to the assessment, all concerned with various kinds of 
participant engagement - with task, with language and with other participants. 
These were now to be combined in a workable marking scheme. 
7.3 Marking in practice 
Though the assessments of transactions and activities were both Intended to result 
In statements, they needed to be arrived at In different ways. The main distinction 
between them was that the first referred directly to the learner's alms In dealing 
with the task In hand and the second referred to how he cooperated with others In 
reaching solutions. The statements referring to alms would by their nature apply 
to the learner's performance In any scenario, for they would record what 
transactions he had carried out with his available language -a sample of his total 
capacity at this point. The other kind of statement would be specific to the current 
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scenario, since Its demands could require such differing cooperative Inputs as'keeping 
the discussion going' orresponding quickly', depending on the nature of the task set. 
(The third kind of assessment. of the learner's use of language, is to be considered 
later, since It Is concerned with diagnostic interests - means rather than ends. ) 
There was a related distinction to be made In the way each of the two kinds of 
statement was arrived at. The transactions were to be listed as a bank of learner 
alms from which the assessor was to draw an appropriate label for each unit of text, 
whereas the list of activities was restricted to those allocated to the collaborative 
work appropriate for the particular scenario. For activities, an assessment was to 
be made on the basis of a scan of each participant's transactions, then transferred 
directly Into statements. 
Universal and particular interactions 
The result of all this ratiocination is two lists, as given In Figure 7.4. List a, now 
known as universal interactions, are learner alms derived from Inspection of all the 
transcript extracts, as explained above, but sifted through and amalgamated Into 
fewer elements where possible. They are arguably common to all scenarios, If a wide 
enough range of activities can be considered to have been sampled by the scenarios 
devised for the trial series. The interactions are restricted by two considerations: 
that they reflect alms (what) rather than reasons (why) and that they Include only 
those which are susceptible to conversion Into statements. To Illustrate this 
requirement, Figure 7.4 Includes an annotation against each Interaction which offers 
a possible starting point for the writing of a relevant statement. List b, to be known 
as particular Interactions, are the demands made of participants by the pair or group 
work of a given scenario, and are not necessarily applicable to other scenarios - 
though many of them may be. depending on the nature of the discussion Involved. 
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Figure 7A Universal and particular Interactions 
List a: Universal 
- Initiation starting off a discussion, a new topic 
- acceptance understanding and working with others'output 
" implication making or taking a meaning beyond the literal 
" empathy showing understanding or other participants'reetings 
" Interpolation oiling the cogs or discussion 
-advance making a new contribution to the discussion 
" eloquence using words to good effect 
" emotion "pressing personal reelings 
" enquiry asking for information, for othersviews 
. offer helping the discussion on with inrormation, with opinion 
response taking up the discussion in answer to another participant's input 
denial disagreeing with facts or views given by other participants 
substitution replacing own word or phrase with another 
first aid asking for or giving missing language 
- conclusion finishing the discussion 
List b: Particular 
describing 
suggesting 













The first Intention was that the universal interactions would be available as a set, one Interaction 
being allocated by the assessor to each C-unit in a transcript. These sets would consist of 
extracts from an overall list, each set varying according to the demands of the scenario but 
overlapping with other sets as necessary, so that there would be in effect a small bank (drawn 
from a larger comprehensive bank) of permitted Interactions for the assessor to allocate for 
each scenario. This would reduce the task of the assessor by restricting the range of possibilities 
open to him. With the same aim In view, and also because less variation was possible In the 
demands of group work, four particular interactions were to be allocated to each scenario in 
advance to represent the performance expected of the pair/group as a co-operating unit. To 
help the assessor differentiate between universal and particular interactions, the former are 
listed In the mark scheme as nouns (initiation, acceptance, advance... ) and the latter as 
participles/gerunds (describing, suggesting, encouraging... ). 
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Both kinds of Interactions were allocated experimentally to each C-unit of the eight 
extracts from the transcripts so as to explore how successfully they could be applied 
to texts. This exercise showed that there was considerable overlap In the sets of 
universal Interactions, and separate lists for each scenario were therefore abandoned 
In favour of one consolidated list, In the Interests of simplicity. In addition, a single 
list, If It could be successfully applied, would promote a claim to generallsation. The 
single list Is therefore used in the draft mark scheme (as exemplified later on, In 
Figure 7.10). The particular Interactions remained In a separate list, from which four 
were to be selected for each scenario In advance as before. 
Diagnostic assessment 
The discussion reported In recent paragraphs has been working towards statements 
which would represent what participants In scenarios had done In terms of task 
fulfilment. But diagnostic assessments were also to be made on the same material, 
to provide learners with feedback on how accurately they had used the language at 
their disposal In participating In the scenario. The next requirement was therefore 
a mark scheme for this purpose which could be applied In parallel with the 
assessment of Interactions. 
The starting point for recording the diagnostic element was the 011/2 method 
(illustrated In Figure 7.2 by the labels 'attempt/adequate/apt'). However, this blunt 
Instrument, though useful and appropriate for general judgements on utterances, was 
not explicit enough for reporting on what participants had actually done in terms of 
language so that they could be given useful feedback. To meet this shortfall, It was 
decided to record success In the use of language under two overall award categories, 
weaknesses and strengths, and then subdivide each of these categories Into structure, 
lexis and move. This gave scope for credit to be given (or denied) for three aspects 
of each learner utterance, C-unit by C-unit. The units would already have been 
allocated an interaction from the list, and detailed accounts of the learner's use of 
structure, lexis and move within the same Interaction would Indicate what had been 
done In order to carry out the interaction. Successful interactions could then be 
translated Into statements while strengths and weaknesses In the use of structure 
and lexis could be reported from scores for achievements. 
The next consideration was how to generate these scores. It was decided that the 
scoring for lexis, structure and move should be done with ticks (. /) and crosses (x) 
on a 5-point scale (. /. / /0x xx) in preference to the simpler 011/2 basis, so as 
to Improve discrimination by providing for better and poorer (rather than merely 
adequate or apt) performance. This was a compromise with the principle that 
marking should be positive, working up from a zero base, but was necessary If 
inadequacies were to be Indicated In enough detail for recommendations to be 
made on remedial work. The Idea of using 0 as base and scoring down from It as 
well as up was derived from the English Speaking Board's procedures (Burniston 
1982: 28 - see comments In Chapter 2), which rules that examiners should start 
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from an assumption of competence - scored in the present case 0- and add or 
subtract credit according to performance - In the present case moving to V, or X. 
The use of symbols rather than numbers was Intended to combat the almost 
Instinctive tendency for markers to translate numbers Into total scores, thus moving 
Into how well territory rather than remaining within the area of what. Consistently 
with this view, totals derived from occurrences within a performance (eg ""s for 
variety In the use of lexis or x's for repeated errors in the use of particular 
structures) were not to reported as scores to learners, but used by the teacher as 
a basis for review, drawing the learner's attention to notable factors In his 
performance. Diagnostic Information would thus be Included In the writing of 
statements, with remedial suggestions where possible. This development moved 
away from the simple application of 0/l/2 as a counting procedure Into a system 
which could provide for finer judging and at the same time be Integrated with the 
judgements on interactions, since both interactions and achievements could now be 
reported In statements. 
Contributions to group working 
The third part of the assessment was a judgement on the effectiveness of Individuals 
In contributing to the pair or group work Involved In each scenario. They are the 
transactions given In Figure 7.4 as List b, the bank of demands on participants for a 
particular scenario, representing the various activities required. The allocation of 
activities to each scenario depended on the kind of discussion demanded, for 
example the pair work In Books expected participants to understand rapidly what a 
book was about and agree on priorities, whereas Afterthoughts was concerned with 
narrative skills. The marking was to be made on the basis of a scan of each 
participant's Interactions as noted for C-units, and allocation of the S-point 
category system (. /. / v' 0x xx) to each of the activities listed. 
7.4 Setting up a mark scheme 
The next stage was to convert all this thinking Into a practical mark scheme which 
could be applied by assessors on an experimental basis, to explore Its viability. The 
marking was to be done In three parts, firstly allocating one of the list of relevant 
$universal' Interactions to a C-unit, then scoring Its structural and lexical content on 
the five-point scale, and finally giving an overall score to the group on the four 
activities which had been designated as 'particular' for the scenario. 
The following demonstration of the marking process is necessarily based on a 
transcript, though it had been envisaged from the start of the project that the end 
product would be a marking system which a teacher could use In the classroom, 
applying It to a recording or possibly even directly to the participants' contributions 
as they were made. This transcription-based demonstration Is Ideally only a first 
step In the Intended direction, but will provide examples of how the mark scheme 
operates to put Into practice the principles which have been discussed above. 
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A viability exercise was undertaken with a group of the researcher's colleagues. 
They agreed to apply the mark scheme to seven of the eight learner texts extracted 
from the transcripts of the trial series (the eighth was abandoned as too 
Insubstantial for this purpose) and to give expert opinion on the scheme's working 
In practice. A set of Instructions was written to explain what the Interaction 
headings represent and what to enter In the C-unIt boxes; how to score for 
structure and lexis; and finally how to assess the contribution of Individuals to the 
discussion. The resulting comments are discussed later In this chapter; for the 
moment, the scheme will be explained step by step as an assessor would use It (and 
as the group of experts met It In the viability exercise). 
Figure 7.1 gave a few lines of transcript from Extract A. These are repeated here for 
convenience as Figure 7.5. The text Is taken from the scenario Introduction to Dorset. 
The participants, having looked at pictures of people who are going to come to the 
school as students, are now deciding (task 2) which of several activities (suggested 
In advertisements) might interest these newcomers. The participants are coded In 
the transcript as AI and A2, as the first two members of group A. 
Figure 7.5: Transcript: part of Extract A 
Al: saloon stock cars I think she (pic 14] will not be very Interested In It because 
she's more a 
A2: yeah 
Al: a one to look nice 
A2: I think this one perhaps - they go away to the balgh . 31 
Funskating attraction 
[reading events list] or er or even the windsurfing It can be... 
Al: to windsurf 
A2: yeh yeh 
Al: and from Italy she like the sea 
A2: sure 
Al: so it's done 
The first task for an assessor Is to divide the text Into units. A C-unit was defined 
In Figure 7.3 as: 
an Independent grammatical predication consisting of a main clause and Its 
associated subordinate clauses; or 
a grammatically Incomplete but elliptical statement or response which 
conveys a recognisable learner aim; or 
an utterance which conveys a recognisable learner aim whether or not in the 
form of words. 
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The whole of Extract A, divided into sequentially numbered units, is now given in 
Figure 7.6. (In the viability exercise, the experts were given texts already divided 
into units, to save time. ) 
Figure 7.6: Mark scheme: text in C-units 
01 Al: saloon stock cars I think she [pic 141 
will not be very interested in it because she's 
she's more a 
02 A2: yeah 
01 Al: a one to to look nice 
03 A2: I think this one perhaps - they go away 
to the height Funskating attraction Ui [reading events list] or er or even the 
windsurfing it can be ... 
. 
05 Al: to windsurf 
06 A2: yeh, yeh 
07 Al: and from Ital , he like the sea yr 
. 
08 A2: su re 
09 Al: so it's done. 
10 Or what do you think about badger and 
wildlife watch? 
11 no, it's not so 
12 [both laugh] ... 13 1 think it's the best is the windsurfin cos now 
for the IceTrax it's not the time not 
L 
season so 
14 A, 2. so let's choose a 




17 Al: I'd like to give her lessons Ilaughsl 
[PilUsel 
. 
18 Al: I think we've chose now 
It will be seen that in this case participants' turns coincide mainly with unit 
boundaries, the exceptions being A2's 03 & 04; A I's 9,10 &11; and A I's 17 &IB. 
This extract illustrates not the difficulty of dividing the text into units (the subject 
of considerable attention in the development of the mark scheme), but the small 
size of units as elements in a learner's contribution to the exchange (a comment 
from the viability exercise, which will be reported on later in this chapter). The only 
unit open to question is 13, where 'cos' introduces another clause which might have 
been separated into a new unit. 
The second task for the assessor is to allocate to each unit one of the list of IS 
interactions arrived at as a result of earlier discussion. This final draft list is given 
01 Al: saloon stock cars I think she [pic 141 
will not be very interested in it because she's 
she's more a 
02 A2: yeah 
01 Al: a one to to look nice 
03 A2: I think this one perhaps - they go away 
to the height Funskating attraction Ui [reading events list] or er or even the 
windsurfing it can be ... 
. 
05 Al: to windsurf 
06 A2: yeh, yeh 
07 Al: and from Ital , he like the sea yr 
. 
08 A2: su re 
09 Al: so it's done. 
10 Or what do you think about badger and 
wildlife watch? 
11 no, it's not so 
12 [both laugh] ... 13 1 think it's the best is the windsurfin cos now 
for the IceTrax it's not the time not 
L 
season so 
14 A, 2. so let's choose a 




17 Al: I'd like to give her lessons Ilaughsl 
[PilUsel 
. 
18 Al: I think we've chose now 
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in Figure 7.7. The Interactions are the same for all scenarios, and an explanation of 
what each represents Is given alongside It. 
Figure 7.7: Mark scheme: categories of interaction 
- initiation starting off a discussion, a new topic 
acceptance understanding and working with other participants' output 
" Implication making or taking a meaning beyond the literal 
" empathy showing understanding of other participants'feelings 
" interpolation oiling the cogs of discussion 
advance making a new contribution to the discussion 
. eloquence using words to good effect 
" emotion expressing own personal feelings 
" enquiry asking for information, for other participants' views 
" offer helping with information, with opinion 
response taking up the discussion 
" denial disagreeing with facts stated or other participants' views 
" substitution replacing own word or phrase with another 
" first aid asking for or giving missing language 
conclusion finishing the discussion 
Examples of interactions were given in the mark scheme and now appear In Figure 7.8: 
these are all quotations from the transcripts and are Intended to act as illustrations 
for assessors allocating Interactions to C-units. 
Figure 7.8: Mark scheme: examples of Interactions 
- Initiation what happened was 
acceptance yeh me too I think... 
" Implication oh congratulations [sarcasm] 
" empathy and is she still a friend of yours? 
" interpolation yeah, OK, 
advance and so he gets on a boat... 
eloquence she's a fantastic and very good looking woman 
" emotion I was very scared 
" enquiry what do you think about it? 
. offer (A: he's a very well-known scientific -)B: writer 
response (A:... he meets another David) 8: He meets David the second one 
denial no. I think it's quite impossible 
substitution ... trying to rind a phone pho telephone box 
first aid A: ... past machine? (T. time machine) 
- conclusion and that's the story 
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The assessor Is then to write his chosen Interaction In each unit box beside the 
text, but leave the box blank If the Interaction has been unsuccessful, that is, where 
the participant has not communicated anything. 
The third task for the assessor Is to score each unit on a five-point scale In terms 
of structure and lexis. He Is to enter one of the ratings VV V0x xx in each 
box under the headings s and 1. Definitions of structure and lexis for this purpose 
are given In Figure 7.9. 
Figure 7.9: Mark scheme: definitions of structure & lexis 
s- structure: a judgement of what is appropriate for the context, not only the manipulation of 
words but the links between them. including form (for example. subordinate clauses, word order 
to add emphasis, etc) and logic (links such as cause and result -'because... '. or reason and 
consequence -'and so..: ); 
I- lexis: again a judgement on appropriateness, not only In vocabulary, but in overall sense and 
meaning, whether the learner's thought has been suitably expressed, and particularly In phrases 
which indicate 'chunking' and collocation. including original uses where they are appropriate 
rather than merely Inaccurate. (For example, working with the scenarios, learners have quite 
often conveyed humour and emotion. ) 
The assessor's fourth task Is to mark on the same five-point scale the four activities 
set out at the end of the extract by writing the relevant symbols (again, V/V' /0x 
xx) In the boxes given - two for each participant. These activities are selected from 
those listed as 'particular Interactions' In Figure 7.4: they are related to the content 
of the scenario and vary according to the kind of task set and the kind of text It 
produces. The level of marking Is to represent the assessor's judgement of how 
successful the participants have been as a pair/group In fulfilling the demands of the 
scenario In each activity. 
This account has described in some detail the nature of the mark scheme and has 
been necessarily somewhat extended and episodic, though In practice - as for the 
viability exercise - It fits on two sides of an A4 sheet, with a third page for a sample 
of marked text. The following commentary on Its operation In practice should bring 
all the elements together Into a coherent pattern. 
7. S The mark scheme: commentary 
For the viability exercise, Extract A was used as an example of a marked exchange: 
this application of the mark scheme. summarising all that has gone before, is now 
presented In Figure 7.10. C-unit boundaries are represented by horizontal lines, and 
sequentially numbered; an Interaction Is written In opposite each unit; the 
achievements of both participants within the unit are then scored with relevant 
symbols, participants being Identified by boxes in which scores are to be entered; 
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and finally, the activities of each participant are scored, again using boxes. The 
activities are allocated in pairs to each participant depending on his commitment at 
this point in the scenario: in this instance, Al is concerned to discuss the person in 
the picture he has chosen and to match person with activity; A2 is helping his 
partner decide but at the same time is interested in moving on to discuss his own 
choice of picture. 
Figure 7.10: Extract A, marked 
Extract A 
Introduction to Dorset 
Context. sliulents, having looked at pichires of people w1k) art, goijig it) come h) tht: ýOwol jý itmlrilil-5. 
are now deciding (task 2) which of sewal activities (suggested in ad i Pert isetnei i hsi mtere. it thesc, 
newcomers, 
C-unif Interaction 
01 Al: saloon stock cam I think she [pic 141 
will not be very intere-Med in it becaLlSe She's 
she's more a 
-92 -A2: Yeah iýý ý 01 At a one to to look nice 
03 A2: I think this one perhaps - they go away 
to the height Funskating attraction 
04 [reading events list] or er or even the 
wildlife watch? 
II no, it s not so 
TI lboth laughl 
13 1 think it's the best is the windSUrting cos now 
for the IceTrax it's not the time not the season so 
14 A2): so lers cKoose a 
15 Al: 
17 M: I'd like to give her lesso-n-s-gau-gfisj 
18 M: I think we've chose now 
describing the cha racteristics of the person chost-n 
suggesting possible matches F, 9v 
keeping it short to share the discussion u4th partwr 
encouraging keeping l1w disctission Roitig 
[A 
Before an account is given of the viability exercise findings, with general comments 
on the mark scheme as whole, it might be useful to explore what this example of 
assessment shows, though it is too short for any general conclusions to be drawn 
about the qualities of the two participants. According to this assessment, learner 
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, ichwivinenti 
Al made a greater and more varied contribution to the discussion with II of the 
Interactions compared with A2's 9, Including one joint comment (laughter - unit 12), 
as Table 7.1 shows. 











laughter I I 
The general character of the exchange Is that AI leads and A2 supports, yet A2 not 
only contributes both examples of advance (though Al may well have contributed 
others earlier In the Interchange, before the extract began), but also keeps the 
discussion going with interpolations such as 'yeah' and 'sure'. A2's suggestions are 
taken up by AI with supportive implications (line 07 'from Italy she like the sea', line 
17 'I'd like to give her lessons') and then adds them together and suggests 
conclusions (lines 09 'so It's done'. 18 '1 think we've chose now'). The fact that A2 
scores zero for Interpolations (except 'sure' - line 08) and AI scores zero for 'no, 
It's not so' (line 11) do not mean that these contributions count for nothing, merely 
that they add no information about the participant's structural or lexical skills. 
The mechanics of the Interchange are represented more directly by the scores 
entered under s and I In Figure 7.10. Al scores 4 overall for s and 9 for 1; A2, -1 
for s and 2 for 1. The low level of these scores Is partly a result of the short length 
of the extract, but also because A2 is mainly supporting A I's suggestions rather than 
making any of his own, in spite of the two advances discussed above. A2s utterance 
In line 14 Is incomplete, so can score nothing; his support Is expressed In 'yeah'. 
which according to the mark scheme does not earn any credit for mechanics (no 
manipulation, no noticeable lexical content - though It could be argued that It 
should be awarded / on first use); and laughter is awarded zero, although It 
Indicates a fellow feeling of absurdity In line 12 and appreciation by AI of his own 
wit In line 17 (where the V. 1 for AI relates to the fact that his 'thought has been 
suitably expressed' - as suggested In the mark scheme - rather than to his laugh ). 
The numbers of symbols awarded are not totalled because they are Intended as a 
guide to the assessor In writing statements rather than the source of a relatively 
uninformative score. 
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The marks given for the four activities listed at the bottom of the extract show that 
both participants have fulfilled the requirements. but AI has been particularly adept at 
making possible matches between the characters represented In the pictures and the 
activities suggested In the advertisements, adding comments to support his opinions. 
7.6 The mark scheme reviewed 
In the process of development the mark scheme was applied by the researcher to 
all eight extracts from the transcripts of the trial series, and for the viability 
exercise each contributor was allocated a set of extracts for marking. This 
cumulative experience with It In operation Indicated that though It might be feasible 
In principle, there were problems In putting It Into practice effectively. The 
difficulties were centred on three areas: size of units, definition of categories and 
scoring of structure and lexis. 
Units 
It was suspected from the start, and became clear when the first extract was divided 
Into C-units (as demonstrated in Figure 7.6), that even with the wider definition for 
present purposes, the C-unit Is too short for practical judgements to be made about 
the overall quality of a participant's utterances In a scenario. It had been hoped that 
as experience with the marking built up, some means would be found of combining 
C-units to make larger chunks, but no such conglomeration opportunities appeared. 
Further examples of interactions such as the one mentioned earlier In this chapter 
(is and we each know each other from several er letters so we know quite a lot of each 
other [Extract B] one meaning or two grammatical clauses? ) might have led to a 
more generous Interpretation of what a C-unit may embrace. Another source of 
larger units might be to explore the significance of the number of times a given 
Interaction Is allocated successively within a transcript, with a view to Identifying 
conditions for the allocation of more weighty units. For example, If 'offer' Is 
allocated three times In a row, does this imply that this Is one large unit, or that 
there has been some failure In defining categories or applying them? 
A compromise solution to this quandary Is to relate the division of the text Into 
units more closely to the notion of'learner aim'. The term 'unit' has been defined 
(in Figure 7.3 ) as consisting of 
an Independent grammatical predication consisting of a main clause and Its 
associated subordinate clauses; or 
a grammatically Incomplete but elliptical statement or response which 
conveys a recognisable learner aim; or 
an utterance which conveys a recognisable learner aim whether or not In the 
form of words. 
The point of Interest here is that 'a recognisable learner aim' Is mentioned In the 
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present modifications to the Chaudron/Brock definition (see discussion in §7.2 
above), but not in their original definition, which Is exclusively grammatical, as 
reproduced In the first condition above. An alternative approach might be to 
Identify first a learner's aim (his reason for speaking at all), and so to centre the unit 
on purpose. This might lead to a wider Inclusion of related ideas and so a more 
general allocation of categories. This broader definition Is necessarily less precise 
than the the original, and therefore more open to vagaries In application (le loss of 
consistency), but It could result In more realistic divisions of text In terms of 
assessment, since there Is more scope for comment on successes and shortcomings 
and hence for the writing of helpful statements, for both achievement and diagnostic 
feedback. This approach Is adopted In the exercise reported below using the revised 
mark scheme. 
Definition of categories 
There was disagreement between contributors to the viability exercise In the 
allocation of categories to units, In spite of the definitions and examples given In the 
mark scheme. In particular, advance was found to apply with too little discrimination 
to many kinds of continuation of the argument. This Indicated a need for revision 
in two directions: both more detailed Information about the meaning of the 
categories and fewer categories to be considered. In the same vein, there were 
found to be too many categories to be Internallsed and applied appropriately by 
assessors within the time available. These difficulties were compounded by the 
nature of the exercise, which had to cover a range of extracts In order to prove the 
versatility of the mark scheme, but at the same time could not be expected to take 
up more than a limited amount of colleagues' time. In circumstances where a mark 
scheme of this kind was to be used experimentally In a school, more detailed 
preparation could be envisaged, Including agreement trials and further examples on 
which to apply the scheme, with the added advantage that the classroom material 
on which the assessments were to be based would be familiar to the assessors. 
The solution to both problems seems to be to revise the list by setting It out as a 
smaller number of'macro' categories and adding under each of them a number of 
sub-categories. One weighty macro could be used to label each chunk of text, and 
a sub-category added only if and when necessary. Thus the apparent ambiguity of 
advance can be avoided by substituting continuation and focussing this, as needed, 
with sub-categories. Further amendments were made to reduce the detail of the 
listing: the revised version Is given In Figure 7.11. 
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Figure 7.11: Categories revised 
" initiation starting off a discussion, a new topic 
" continuation taking the discussion further, elaborating on the topic 
- enquiry asking for information, for others' opinions 
- Implication making or taking a meaning beyond the literal 
- Interpolation oiling the cogs of discussion 
- offer giving new information or opinion, suggesting logical consequence 
" response taking up the discussion, agreeing. conforming 
- denial disagreeing with facts stated or opinions offered by others 
- first aid asking forlgivinglfinding missing language 
" conclusion finishing the discussion 
- emotion/empathy expressing own feelings, or understanding others' 
The first category, initiation, remains as the starter, but advance Is abandoned as 
being a catch-all category, any event following any other being Interpretable as an 
move forward of some kind. Instead, continuation Is brought In to represent a 
follow-on after initiation, with four possible (but not essential) refinements to the 
definition: enquiry, implication, interpolation and offer, all retalnlng the same 
explanations as before, but now set out In alphabetical order for ease of reference. 
The next heading, response, remains as before, with clarifications, If necessary, 
provided by denial and first aid (which now Includes substitution, since this Is now to 
be regarded as an amendment strategy); and conclusion also remains as before. The 
two categories emotion and empathy are to be added as extra annotations to any 
unit entry where appropriate, signalled by +e. They were rarely used In the viability 
exercise because they were considered secondary to a more direct aim, 
represented by one of the other categories. They both Indicate an expression of 
personal commitment, a giving of self beyond the factual, and there seems In this 
case no need to differentiate for marking purposes between the speaker's own 
reactions and his appreciation of others'. The content of eloquence, now omitted, Is 
to be regarded as represented by V. 1 In the marking of lexis, which Includes 
particular skill In the effective use of words. 
Structure and lexis 
The difficulties with the 'mechanics' of the Interchanges and their valuation on the 
five-point scale are mainly related to levels of operation (eg what can be credited 
to an 'advanced' student as opposed to an 'Intermediate' student? ) and the amount 
of detail to be expected for their assessment (eg does missing Y In third person 
present simple count as an error? and If so, how many times must It appear before 
It Is mentioned in a report? ). 
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Both these problems can be relieved to a certain extent by the simple step of 
reducing the range of marks, which would result In blunter judgements. This 
development was consonant with the reporting of diagnostic Information In the 
form of statements. The use of a 5-point scale had originally been Intended to 
provide maximum feedback to learners, but the level of detail required was 
Impractical to maintain. Using Instead the three-point scale /, 0 and x would 
require only major error or success to be recorded (leaving out of discussion for 
the moment what this might mean). However, writing statements requires a positive 
approach, and It was decided to revise the marking so that elements of structure 
and lexis were positively awarded one of the three options: // for 'noteworthy', 
V for 'acceptable' and x for 'remedial'. This may appear to be no more than a 
variation on the 0/1/2 unit system of marking, but in practice It starts from the 
assumption that the learner Is building a meaning of some kind - that he has 
something to say, though may not have the all the means to say It - so that the 
marking should be concerned with how far he has been successful. Scoring a 
learner's contribution with 0/ 1/2 -'attemptladequate/apt' - starts from zero, looking 
at the language used from the listener's point of view: the first of the three 
judgements Implies a listener's response of. 'I didn't understand', the second: 'l knew 
what you meant' and the third 'I appreciate the language you used'. Starting from 
the other end of the range, with V. I. takes the speaker's aim as guide, and entails a 
positive search for value on the part of the assessor, followed perhaps by some 
disappointment In reporting a mere v/ 'acceptable'; 'remedial' then Indicates that 
something can be done to Improve the language used. In this way, statements can 
relate directly to performance. It had always been ruled that Incomplete units 
would not be annotated, and as a further consequence of the blunter approach to 
marking, It was now decided that unremarkable structure or lexis. le mechanics 
within a unit which were not entirely accurate but could not be described as either 
acceptable (V) or as justifying the 'remedial' label (x), should be left blank In the 
columns headed s and I under achievements. This In effect reduces the spread of 
marking to a three-point scale with a blank In the middle (VV. V. , x) Instead of 
a five-point scale centring on zero (of /. v', 0, x, xx), but since the aim Is to provide 
evidence for direct feedback rather than numerical Information, the blank here 
represents 'no useful Information' rather than the 'no score' of 0, and can safely be 
omitted altogether. 
At this point in the development, It was considered that the use of the word 
achievements for the learner's use of structural and lexical elements alone was 
unhelpful, since the whole of the assessment system of the project was concerned 
with achievement, that Is the learner's progress In language as he experienced It, 
either In class or outside It, but especially In relation to the contents of a course 
book. This is in contrast to the assessment of proficiency, that is the learner's 
current relationship with constructs representing language ability. It was decided 
to restrict the use of achievement to learning, and refer to the learner's use of the 
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mechanics of language as reflecting his resources. 
Activities 
The revision of the part of the mark scheme concerned with activities, that Is, 
participants' pair and group working, was relatively minor. It became clear as the 
marking was done that the activities for each scenario were not always exclusive to 
a particular participant: any of the four, though they had been allocated In pairs to 
each participant, might be evident on occasion In any contribution. A simpler 
system Is to assess across all four for each participant. The principle can be 
maintained that the same symbols are to be used as for the marking of resources 
(now . Iv' / and x) and that these are to be awarded as a result of a scan of 
Interactions. In order to clarify the sources of judgement for the present revision 
exercise, It was decided to enter on the transcripts the Initial letter of the relevant 
activity against each unit. This helps to explain the workings of the mark scheme, 
but It Is not Intended as a requirement for practical applications, where a scan leads 
directly to the allocation of the symbols, giving an overall view of each participant's 
contribution to the pair or group work. The Interactions to be allocated remain 
unaltered, as in List b of Figure 7.4 (particular Interactions'). 
7.7 The revised mark scheme in practice 
The mark scheme, now revised In accordance with these findings, was applied to 
two texts resulting from a further use of the Books for the library scenario. The 
learners were four members of a class preparing for the Certificate In Advanced 
English (UCLES). The first text Is derived from a pair talking about the nature of 
the books and the second comes from a subsequent group discussion among all four 
participants about the varying choices of the pairs. These two examples represent 
different kinds of discussion, the first exploring data with the aim of coming to 
agreement and the second reporting and justifying to others the agreements arrived 
at earlier. The data resulting from the marking of these two texts are now to be 
reported, and a commentary will then follow on these findings. 
Results: Text I 
The first transcript Is of a text produced by two participants, coded BI and B2. It 
provided material for 91 C-units, as defined. The participants were told that they 
had about three minutes to look at each of a series of books and decide whether 
they thought it was for adults or for younger students, and what level of language 
In the book demanded - elementary. intermediate or advanced. It had been 
suggested that to help them, they should look at the information given for each 
book on the cover and Inside It. 
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Figure 7.12 gives the first ten units from the transcript. 
Figure 7.12: Books text 1, marked 
interaction resaurces activities 
sISI 
BI BI B2 B2 BI B2 
01 82 1 hope it was 
02 we've got three more to go 
03 haven't got much time 
04 [blurb] 'truth to character and situation is the 
real attraction of the novel should be read 
by everyone beautiful writing and delicate 
OS I think actually it should be for adults who 
can appreciate much more than just you 
know one step at a time 
06 B2 what else can we get out of this 
07 BI wait a minute this is greatest information 
about this 
08 B2 yeah but 
09 BI [blurb] to catch the spirit of this 
perfectionist novel 
10 B2 but this is for Mermaid Books about the 
series it Is not about this special book this 
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The Interactions, drawn from the revised list (Figure 7.11). begin with several initiations 
(02,04,06,07), as both participants contribute to the start of another discussion with 
reference to a new book. As It progresses, however, there are continuations (03,05.09) 
and responses (08,10). and as the argument develops, with denial (10). 
The participants' resources, recorded In the structure (s) and lexis (1) columns are 
unremarkable, with nothing In s meriting either 'noteworthy' (. /. /) or'remedial' (x) 
comment and nothing beyond routine vocabulary In 1. There are 6 blanks, 
representing Instances where the wording deserves neither v/ nor x. 
For the purposes of the present discussion the activities are to be allocated the 
Initial letter of the relevant category, the four in the case of the Books scenario 
being u, p, k and r, representing respectively: 
understanding - what blurb and book imply 
preference - saying which book is better & why 
keeping It short - to let their partner have their say 
resolving conflict - to agree what recommendations to make 
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The sample of the text given In Figure 7.12 illustrates how the revised mark scheme 
operates; further discussion will now refer to the transcript as a whole, as given In 
Appendix 7.1. 
The contributions of each of the two participants are listed in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2: Books, text 1: contributions 
BI B2 totals 
(blank] 3 2 4 
Initiation 5 Is 20 
continuationloffer 4 is 19 
response 11 6 17 
continuation 5 11 16 
responseldenial 1 2 3 
continuationlimplication 1 2 3 
offer 1 1 2 
continuation/enquiry 1 1 2 
conclusion 0 4 4 
first aid 1 2 3 
a 0 1 1 
Totals 33 62 95 
The overall total of contributions adds up to 95 because In 4 cases there were 
double entries, tallying first aid and e at the same time as other Interactions. The 
listing of Interactions seems to show at first glance that B2 Is the driving force 
behind the discussion, judging bythe number of initiations (14 as compared with BI's 
6) and continuationloffers (132: 15; BI: 4), and this seems to be confirmed by Bl's 
higher total or responses (B 1: 11; 132: 7). BI comes In with initiations later on (units 
35,63,67.76 ... ). It Is B2 however who draws conclusions (28,5 
1,61,90). 
The resources deployed by the two participants are uneven, but overall, as can be 
seen from the transcript (Appendix 7.1), there are few marks of either x or /*/ for 
either structure or lexis: Figure 7.13 lists these occasions. 
Figure 7.13: Books, text 1: resources 
x 
13 82 1 think it's for youngers about all these youngers and confidences 
24 B2 so it's actually quite intelligent book 
31 B2 this is like for everyone who'd like to be remind of childhood 
S2 B2 and you know for someone who like classics basically like Buddenbrooks or you know 
78 B2 OK I would say that this Is sort of action story because all this from this serial er this cover 
what I was saying about it 
VI/ 
23 BI and I'd say the problem for us Is the real appreciation of the level 
48 B2 I would say that this I mean this Is psychological action story so you wouldn't give it to 
children would you? a psychological book 
71 B2 and I would say this is intermediate so not very high level . -well one or two hard bits 
you know 
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BI has made no major mistakes but is not flawless, bearing In mind that the revised mark 
scheme Is more generous than the original, since it makes no comment on unremarkable 
talk, neither good nor bad. B2 (a Polish speaker) has difficulties with articles. 
The activities awarded to each participant are listed In Table 7.3, on the arbitrary 
basis of one / per 10. 
Table 7.3: Books, text 1: activities 
Incidence marks 
BI B2 totals 131 B2 
u- understanding 11 21 32 VIV 
p- preference 2 20 22 Vol 
k- keeping it short 0 4 4 
r- resolving conflict 10 4 14 V 
Totals 23 49 72 
This evidence confirms that, as the table of contributions (Table 7.2) demonstrated, B2 
Is more forthcoming than B 1. showing more understanding of what the books are about 
and especially In giving her opinion on their value for the purposes of the scenario. 
Some awareness of the time pressure under which they are working Is shown by B2 but 
not by B 1; on the other hand BI Is better at bringing the discussion to a close. 
Results: Text 2 
The second text, with four participants, was expected give a different perspective 
on the mark scheme, since It represents reporting rather than discussing and 
agreeing. Each pair of participants was asked to tell the other pair which books they 
had chosen and whether they were considered suitable for adults or younger 
learners and at what level. (The full text Is again given in Appendix 7.1. ) 
As a result of experience with applying the revised mark scheme to the first text, 
units were this time (experimentally) enlarged to Include a group of points which 
could be considered to add up to one meaning. The effect of this was expected to 
be a blunter, more general assessment of Interactions which could be more easily 
used In the writing of statements. The text provided 4S of these units. No other 
changes were made In the marking as compared with Text 1. 
The contributions of the four learners are listed In Table 7.4. 
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Table 7A Books, text 2: contributions 
Al A2 BI 82 totals 
[blank[ I I 
Initiation 3 1 2 6 
continuation/offer 1 2 4 7 
response 3 5 4 12 
continuation 4 31 7 is 
response/denial I I 
continuation/implication I I 
first aid 2 
e I 
Totals 14 13 1 18 46 
This group discussion Is among four participants, two formerly In group A (A I and 
A2 In Table 7.4) and the others from group B (B I and 132). It appears that B2 Is just 
as forthcoming with the group as she was in the pair work: she contributes 18 of 
the 45 units, most of them continuations. Al and A2 offer a greater variety of 
Interactions, but BI makes very little Impact at all. 
Figure 7.14: Books, text 2: resources 
x for structure 
18 B2 .. even if you people would know the language but you have to think what you 
are reading 
24 A2 the vocabulary isn't difficult but the content makes you thinking a lot about 
44 B2 It's almost impossible because if if everyone would have different opinion everyone 
would like.. 
x for lexis 
01 Al - let me say about one thing we wanted to put the same work as well as you did 
25 A2 and really the message and the contents you must read It er many times 




23 A2 I read this book three times I mean if it was really readable I wouldn't have to read It 
three times 
As can be seen in Figure 7.14, the Incidence of x and V1 In this text Is as sparse as in the first 
one: 6 'remedial' (x) and one 'noteworthy' (v'%/). There are three 'remedials' under structure 
(18,24 and 44); and three under lexis (01.25 and 34). The one'noteworthy' award is for line 23. 
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The Incidence of activities for Text 2 Is given In Table 7.5. 
Table 7.5: Books, text 2: activities 
incidence marks 
Al A2 BI B2 totals Al A2 BI B2 
u- understanding 5 8 1 3 17 
p- preference 7 4 1 11 23 
k- keeping it short 0 0 0 0 0 
r- resolving conflict 0 0 0 3 3 
Totals 
1 
12 12 2 17 43 
1 
This shows a very different pattern from the results for Text 1, for though B2 Is still 
the main contributor to the discussion, she devotes more effort to stating 
preferences than to understanding. This Is a clear reflection of the group's alms, 
which are now reporting on earlier decisions rather than exploring understanding 
of the books. None of the group shows any awareness of time constraints: they no 
longer have the limit of three minutes per book, as recommended for the paired 
discussion of Text 1. In the same way, since the main aim Is reporting, they have little 
need to resolve conflict. Finally, it should be noted that B I's contribution Is very 
thin, Indicating perhaps that she was not as confident as the other three. 
Discussion 
These variations between participants demonstrate the extent to which the scheme 
sorts out the Individual responses to the same task. In the case of Text 1, both BI 
and B2 have the same alms (discussing a book and deciding whether It Is suitable for 
a particular purpose), but respond in different ways, and the mark scheme has 
succeeded In qualifying their responses In a form which may be represented In an 
Individual assessment report (rather than a score). The revised mark scheme Is an 
Improvement on the earlier version In that It Is easier to mark and at the same time 
gives a clearer picture of Individual participants' capabilities. The more specific 
attention to the alms of the speakers in the marking of contributions, and less 
concern with the form of what they had to say (which had originally controlled the 
division Into C-units), resulted In an Increase In the number of words per unit: for 
Text 2. units averaged about 13 words each, compared with 8 for Text 1. (For the 
viability exercise, there had been a range of words per unit. averaging at about 5. ) 
This, coupled with the condensation of the list of categories available to the 
assessor, meant that decisions were easier to make. The change In the marking of 
resources from a 5-point to a 3-point scale again made the process easier, especially 
since the blank In the middle eased the marking load even further by reducing the 
number of entries required. In the same way, allocating all four activities to the 
contributions of each participant In a palr or group discussion means that the 
judgements required are simpler and at the same time give a clearer Indication of 
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how participants cooperate In the completion of the task. These blunter 
judgements, with a consequent loss of precision In the assessment, are probably 
a more realistic reflection of the process of understanding in Informal 
conversation, where perception of meaning and argument may often be less than 
entirely accurate. 
On the other hand, all these remedies for the surfeit of detail in the original version 
of the assessment process are likely to reduce the consistency of marking both 
between one assessor and another and within the work of one assessor. The 
Important question Is what level of reliability Is required for classroom assessment, 
and how It Is to be achieved, and this was the subject of lengthy discussion In 
Chapter 3. The answer arrived at there (following the recommendations In Gipps 
1994) was to attack the problem from two directions at once, by defining as exactly 
as possible what criteria were to be used In making the necessary judgements and 
supplying exemplars of what kinds of decision were to be made. This procedure was 
followed In the course of the viability exercise, and appeared to be accepted In 
principle by the experts taking part, their comments being mainly on the criteria set 
rather than the way In which they were to be Implemented. The same principles 
were followed in drawing up the revised mark scheme. 
Some details of the marking have nevertheless thrown up questions of principle. For 
example, what level of error requires attention (see Figure 7.13: verb endings - lines 
31 & 52; articles - lines 24 & 78)? In communicative terms, these are minor errors, 
since the meaning In each case Is clear, but they may represent Instances of learners' 
Intermediate fossilisation: '... If the underlying system does not evolve, and If 
communicative effectiveness Is achieved, the erroneous exemplar may survive and 
stabilize, and become a syntactic fossil' (Skehan 1998: 6 1). In this case the question 
arises as to whether these errors should be reported back to learners so that remedial 
action may be suggested, even though they do not unduly hamper understanding. 
Another uncertainty in the outcome of the marking Is the distinction made In the 
Instructions between structure and lexis. For example, with Text 2, line 24 (see 
Figure 7.14), the substitution of 'has' for 'makes' would result In a perfectly 
acceptable phrase, though one more sophisticated than this participant Is likely to 
attempt ('... the content has you thinking..: ). This Is a lexical rather than a structural 
change. Again, with line 25, the need to supply'[to understand]' Indicates a lexical 
error, but adding 'for' at the beginning of the phrase ('for the message and the 
content..: ) would be acceptable as a structural amendment. The problem arises 
from the learner's shortfall In expression, but here again, the ability of a 
Ilstener/assessor to bridge shortfalls of this kind and make sense of the text as a 
communication mean that the nature of the feedback to be given Is debatable. 
Neither of these problems Is unique to this project: they are constant occurrences 
In language classrooms, yet the availability of transcripts and the way In which they 
have been marked In this Instance highlight the difficulty of making decisions about 
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the formal content of learners' speaking output when the communication of 
meaning has been constantly reiterated as the most Important principle of the 
present assessment system. All the above argument seems to suggest that users of 
the system within any particular situation need to agree on criteria In advance so 
that all can work within the same Intentions and so with a high probability of 
reaching similar decisions. But the overriding consideration Is how Important 
consistency Is In this relatively Informal classroom assessment, where teacher and 
learners are constantly Interacting with each other and a successful outcome Is a 
further advance In the language learning process for all Involved. 
7.8 Assessment reports 
Introduction 
The final topic for the project Is reporting back to the learner. This Is the end 
product of the series of systems which have been developed as reported In 
Chapters 4 to 7. It was argued In Chapter 3 that the results of the assessments 
should be communicated to students In the form of statements, as In Records of 
Achievement (RoA) schemes In secondary schools In Britain (Broadfoot (ed) (1986) 
and elsewhere). The benefits of this approach are several: 
It gives Information In some detail. encouraging the learner (and Incidentally 
the teacher) by showing what he can now do with his available language, with 
the option of telling him In addition what areas he needs to revise; 
It provides a record of what the learner has achieved so far, not related to 
what others have done, but as an Individual; 
It helps the learner to see how far he has come rather than how far he has 
yet to go. 
In addition, In the present Instance: 
0 the reports are linked back to learning through the analysis system and so have 
direct relevance to classroom work; 
the statements result from the learner's engagement with a realistic situation 
which he has experienced In the environment of the classroom and In collaboration 
with other learners. 
Context of statements 
The Information given by statements has only limited value for the learner without 
some Indication of how It connects with his overall learning. The mainspring of the 
present assessment structure Is that the learner should be given Information about 
his progress, butprogress' Is a relative term and the reporting needs some mention 
of both the class work on which the scenario has been based and the context of the 
learner's contributions on which the statements were generated. To fulfil the first 
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of these requirements. the report contains as one of Its headings a reference to the 
course work which underlay the construction of the scenario; the second 
requirement suggests that the statements themselves should Include not just a 
comment on the learner's use of language but also an indication of what he was 
Involved In at the time. 
Originating statements 
The development of a method for translating the results of scenarios Into 
assessment reports brings up Issues similar to those affecting scales which aim to 
describe levels of achievement. For example. there Is a universal need to word 
statements without ambiguity (or with Implications both intended and understood). 
This ambiguity may be reduced by straight talking to the learner In the simplest 
possible English, addressing him directly, and making clear the connection between 
the comments and the learning material on which the scenario was based. Another 
problem Is to achieve a balance between Informality and value. A set of statements 
related to a scenario Is not meant to be presented as a formal certificate, but there 
could be situations In which certification Is expected. This expectation is normally 
to be resisted, for the Intention of the project has been to avoid loading assessment 
with the additional weight of accountability to outside agencies (such as the school, 
parents, potential employers). If some assessment contract is assumed, it should be 
an Informal one between teachers and learners. The value of the assessment report 
Is then that It becomes an Intrinsic part of learning. 
Two possible ways of producing statements are either for each teach er/assessor to 
write them individually for each learner or for a bank of embryo statements to be 
built up on which assessors can draw, altering and adding to them as necessary. As 
argued earlier, an essential condition is that statements should derive from actual 
learner performance rather than from some expert supposition of what speakers 
say In given circumstances. But the theoretical consequences of this condition are 
far-reaching if It means that each scenario must have Its own set of statements 
written on the basis of trials and then attached uniquely to that scenario. This Is 
essentially unrealistic for any application of the scheme In a classroom, although It 
might provide Input for a research study on task-based learning. A more practical 
solution Is to collect and categorise statements, all of which are based on actual 
learner responses to scenarios, but gathered into a bank on which assessors may 
draw. The list of interactions set up for present purposes (see Figure 7.11) will then 
refer to a variety of contexts and be reallsed In different ways by different learners; 
but a fairly generous fit between utterance and statement could be justifiable, 
provided it gave real Information rather than vague generalities. The key to this 
dreal' Information Is to relate the content of any statement to the context in which 
It was generated, by adding to the banked version a link back to the content of the 
scenario. Thus the comment: You led the discussion and kept it going, which could 
apply to any scenario, would have the context added: in the group work on deciding 
which books to recommend, which would link It specifically to the scenario Books for 
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the Library. This would give Immediacy to the comment and at the same time 
connect with the learner's memory of the scenario as It occurred. 
There remains the question of how such a bank of statements is to be set up. The 
context of the present project Is the classroom, with its teacher (or teachers) and 
learners, and the most likely answer Is therefore that the bank would be a 
collaborative effort among teachers using scenarios In a school, or group of schools. 
Guidelines for preparing assessment reports 
The principles on which the reports are written, some of which have been discussed 
earlier In this chapter, may be summarlsed as follows. 
I Headings are to Include name of student, title and date of scenario, reference 
to course work, comments, signature of teach erlasse ssor and date of report. 
2 Statements should be positively worded, and to Improve direct communication, 
are best written In the second person, addressing the learner as 'you'. 
3A report of weakness should be accompanied wherever possible by suggestions 
for work on improvement which the learner can undertake for himself. 
4 Statements should be derived directly from the work concerned, referring to 
what the learner has done, rather than what it is assumed (having done It once) 
he can always do -a prediction which may be contradicted in a lesson following 
shortly after. 
Examples of Assessment Reports 
The Information from the marking of Books Texts I and 2, as given earlier In this 
chapter, Is now used as a basis for an illustration of Assessment Reports, one for each 
of the two learners whose Interactions were recorded In the transcripts. The class 
were working towards the Cambridge Certificate In Advanced English (CAE), and 
though no detailed analysis as such had been undertaken for lack of time, previous 
exploration of material published by Cambridge to Illustrate Its contents (UCLES 
199 1) showed that a large amount of reading was required within a fairly short time 
limit (Papers 2 and 3) and that Paper 5, Speaking, demanded paired discussion and 
reporting, followed by further discussion, as group work. The scenario had 
previously been used successfully with university-level students who were working 
with Headway Advanced (see Appendix 7.1). 
The main findings from the use of the scenario with these learners, as reported In 
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 and Tables 7.2 to 7.5 above. are carried forward to the 
Assessment Reports, which are given In Figures 7.15 and 7.16. 
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Figure 7. / 5: Assessment report for BI 
The Creat of' English ive School 
Student. Barbara Date ot assessment 31.04-99 
Course: CAE - pair and group discussions - descriptions, comparisons, 
agreement, reporting back 
Scenarioý Books for the library 
Statements 
You were better at answering your partners than at starting the discussion 
about the next book. You made some good points about the readers you would 
expect to enjoy the different books, but tended to let the others take the 
lead. In future, try to take what others say and use it to make your own 
ideas clearer. Try to be a little more assertivel 
The language you used was easily understood by the other students, but you 
had some difficulties in explaining what you wanted to say, for example 
about students needing to read books which are not used in class. Listen 
carefully to English speakers (including on television and radio) and try to 
hear in detail how they express themselves. 
In the pair work you responded helpfully to what your partner said, but in 
the group you did not contribute very much to the discussion. 
Comments 
(signed) date 
The Creat of' English ive School 
Student. Barbara Date ot assessment 31.04-99 
Course: CAE - pair and group discussions - descriptions, comparisons, 
agreement, reporting back 
Scenarioý Books for the library 
Statements 
You were better at answering your partners than at starting the discussion 
about the next book. You made some good points about the readers you would 
expect to enjoy the different books, but tended to let the others take the 
lead. In future, try to take what others say and use it to make your own 
ideas clearer. Try to be a little more assertivel 
The language you used was easily understood by the other students, but you 
had some difficulties in explaining what you wanted to say, for example 
about students needing to read books which are not used in class. Listen 
carefully to English speakers (including on television and radio) and try to 
hear in detail how they express themselves. 
In the pair work you responded helpfully to what your partner said, but in 




Figure 7.16: Assessment report for B2 
The Creative School of E, nglish 
Student: Betty Date ot assessment 
Course: CAE - pair and group discussions - descriptions, comparisons, _ 
agreement, reporting back 
Scenario: Books for the library 
Statements 
You spoke more than your partners and tended to lead the discussion, 
especially in the pair work, keeping it going with ideas and suggestion$ such 
as what kind of books appeared in the 'Mermaid' series. You were aware 
that time was important in dealing with each book, and suggested decisions 
to that you could go on to discuss the next one. You had useful things to 
say about the readers who would enj each book, but you sometimes seemed 
impatient with your partners and teriled to interrupt them: in future you 
10 
need to listen more attentively to what your partners are saying. 
You spoke fluently and generally used language well, but had some difficulty 
with the use of 'would', especially in conditional sentences. You missed 
details in grammar, leaving out articles and the ends of verbs: you could try 
speaking more slowly to that you have time to think carefully about these as 
you talk. In the pair and group work you contributed well. You were good 
at introducing new points such as the relationship between ideas and 
language levels in 'Jonathan Livingston Seagull'. You helped to sum up the 
discussion so as to bring it to an end. 
Comments 
(signed) date 
The Creative School of E, nglish 
Student: Betty Date ot assessment 
Course: CAE - pair and group discussions - descriptions, comparisons, _ 
agreement, reporting back 
Scenario: Books for the library 
Statements 
You spoke more than your partners and tended to lead the discussion, 
especially in the pair work, keeping it going with ideas and suggestion$ such 
as what kind of books appeared in the 'Mermaid' series. You were aware 
that time was important in dealing with each book, and suggested decisions 
to that you could go on to discuss the next one. You had useful things to 
say about the readers who would enj each book, but you sometimes seemed 
impatient with your partners and teriled to interrupt them: in future you 
10 
need to listen more attentively to what your partners are saying. 
You spoke fluently and generally used language well, but had some difficulty 
with the use of 'would', especially in conditional sentences. You missed 
details in grammar, leaving out articles and the ends of verbs: you could try 
speaking more slowly to that you have time to think carefully about these as 
you talk. In the pair and group work you contributed well. You were good 
at introducing new points such as the relationship between ideas and 
language levels in 'Jonathan Livingston Seagull'. You helped to sum up the 




These two assessment reports are models rather than detailed examples. They 
Include kinds of comment which may be appropriate In the light of the evidence 
from the transcripts. The teach er/assessor will have more information about the 
learners In his class and may add comments which are more individually relevant, 
and also has pertinent knowledge about the school and the directions of Its 
momentum. The essence of reporting for the present project is that the 
assessment should be done In a known situation, with the teacher, or group of 
teachers, In a position to judge what to use or adapt of the systems proposed. 
7.9 Conclusion 
Summary 
This chapter has dealt In some detail with the last step in the sequence which has 
been reported In previous chapters: after analysis of materials, specification, scenario 
and practical applications In the classroom comes the assessment of learners' spoken 
text and the writing of reports. The starting point for this chapter was an 
Investigation of principles on which a suitable marking scheme might be founded, 
Including adaptation of the system for course book analysis, then a return to a new 
beginning, with a characterlsation of learner's alms as they work through a scenario. 
A mark scheme was devised which assessed three aspects of learner performance: 
Interactions (descriptions of a participant's contributions to the discussion); 
resources (the language used by a participant to put the Interactions Into effect); and 
activities (a participant's Involvement In working with others). This scheme was then 
applied to a set of eight transcripts from the trialling of scenarios (as described In 
Chapter 6) and a viability study carried out with colleagues as experts to advise on 
Its effectiveness. The scheme was then revised In answer to their comments and 
applied to transcripts resulting from a further trial with one of the scenarios. 
Finally, learners' responses were assessed according to the revised mark scheme and 
assessment reports were written to exemplify how a learner's speaking may be 
represented in statements so as to give direct feedback on performance. 
Evaluation 
The marking system as at present organised Is capable of providing each learner 
with Information about his operational performance In three Important areas which 
relate directly back to previous classroom work through the systems set up for 
analysis and specification. This feedback Is given In narrative form and Includes both 
positive and negative comments, with suggestions for remedial work where possible. 
Taking a still wider perspective, the system has potential for generating useful 
Information about learners' speaking In any classroom where the teaching and 
learning of language Is going on. It is not exclusively attached to the output of 
scenarios, but may be adapted for the appropriate assessment of language exchanges 
by learners in whatever context. It could also be useful as a means of Investigating 
language use in classrooms In a different way from classical classroom observation 
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procedures, which are designed to answer questions about organisational 
relationships rather than the Interests and capabilities of learners, as evidenced by 
their utterances. 
All this Is possible because the procedures developed for the assessment of scenario 
participants are systematic. They go beyond the appraisal of the experienced teacher 
who may be informally assessing learners continually In class: they are based on an 
argued theory, detailed development and experience drawn from practical 
experiment. They are adaptable to a wide range of situations provided only that the 
principles on which they have been built are maintained, or consciously amended with 
equally systematic alternatives. In all these uses of the system however It Is Important 
that both Individual teachers (or other users) and groups should experiment with 
agreement trials before action Is taken on the evidence of results. 






The aim of this chapter Is to recapitulate the work done so far, as reported In 
previous chapters, and to set up some kind of profit and loss account of results. 
The original aim of the thesis was to design assessment materials for classroom use 
which would relate more effectively than traditional forms of testing to current 
methods of teaching and learning, so that both learner and teacher could arrive at 
a clearer view of the progress they were making, both severally and together. The 
link between methodology and assessment meant exploring the Implications of a 
communicative approach for learning as well as for assessment, for example the 
effects of its concern with context, its emphasis on use and the achievement of 
practical ends, and hence Its Interest In the relationship of the Individual with 
language both as learner In the classroom and as user beyond It. 
This aim was to be achieved by exploring what It was that teaching materials demanded 
of learners, with the Intention of matching these demands In consequent assessments. 
The method adopted for the investigation was described as 'empirical', that is to say 
taking events as found and exploring how they might be characterlsed so as to suggest 
ways of dealing with the problems that would arise. Many of these problems were 
foreseen, but as had also been foreseen, many more were not, emerging as knots In the 
argument as the work progressed. The empirical approach meant that these could be 
worked on, and In most Instances unravelled, as they appeared. 
If classroom assessment was to be as congruent as possible with the preceding 
learning, the first need was to analyse teach Ing/learning events In classrooms so that 
assessments could be designed to follow on more directly from them. This 
directness was reinforced by adopting a learner's point of view to the demands of 
the classroom materials by sitting In the learner's place and asking, 'What do I have 
to do? '. The results of the analysis were then to feed Into specifications for the 
design of assessment materials. Over a period of development, these materials 
evolved Into the form of a series of Interactions provoked by a live situation In 
which the learners might reasonably expect to be currently or Imminently Involved, 
and In the course of time several of these 'scenarios' were written for trials with 
learners in language schools. The learners' responses to the scenarios were 
recorded and transcribed, and a system was set up for judging what the learners had 
achieved. This mark scheme provided Information which could be reported back to 
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learners In the form of a set of statements. 
It Is now time to render an account of success and shortfall In the work done, 
specifically In relation to the following areas of Interest: 
the approach adopted 
the systems devised for analysis 
assessment materials 
the trials with learners 
the marking system. 
As listed, these represent progressive stages In the thesis and will now be discussed, 
but In a different order, so that comments may be grouped and considered together 
under the relevant headings. 
8.1 Shortfalls 
The most frustrating problem was the division of learner texts, as produced In 
response to the scenarios, Into assessable chunks. There was long debate In the 
working paper concerned with this topic before the C-unit was decided on as the 
only feasible chunking system. But In practice It was too short to make practical 
assessments In the present context. The obvious solution Is for participants' texts 
to be assessed In larger chunks, even at the cost of omitting shorter exchanges and 
some aspects of mechanics, so as to give more holistic Information on the success of 
Interactions. In the longer term, some more empirical approach to chunking might 
be attempted by consulting a group for expert opinion, asking them to apply defined 
categories to transcripts without setting unit boundaries, to see what chunking might 
appear under these conditions. But this too would have its difficulties. 
The teacher who wishes to analyse interaction In his or her own classroom would 
be well advised not to use ready-made systems of coding and categorizing, but to 
look for the dynamics. the participation patterns, the work the language Is made to 
do, and to reflect on its relevance to real communicative requirements in the world 
outside the classroom. 
van Lier 1984: 168 
The 'dynamics, participation patterns and the work the language Is made to do' are 
all represented in the mark scheme as It stands, but van Lier would presumably 
argue that the procedure is vitiated by the prior categorlsation Into C-units. Some 
kind of chunking Is needed however for the maintenance of validity and reliability: 
the difficulty Is to find a universal system for the necessary division which depends 
on the meanings embedded In the text rather than its structural forms. 
Another unsolved problem was the Inability of the analysis system to cope 
adequately with structure and lexis as found in course book material. It was 
obviously necessary to select what was to be entered on the analysis sheets from 
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the total language given or expected by a task, but It was difficult to decide (in spite 
of whatever guidelines might be offered by the course book) what was a relatively 
'good' or'advanced' bit of structure or a relatively'new' or'original' piece of lexis for 
the purposes of the analysis. The principle of 'as found' remained factual but rather 
unhelpful In deciding what was to be Included or omitted on the analysis sheet. 
because of the almost unlimited potential for language use In response to the course 
book's content. Learner responses to a scenario's demands were open and potentially 
Infinite, so that a similar problem appeared In the marking: bearing In mind the level 
of the learners, what was to be counted as 'good' structure or 'new' lexis for the 
purposes of the marking? But these vast potentialities had been foreseen: the difficulty 
was that both systems, though potentially useful for research purposes just because 
of the level of detail pursued, are too fine for easy application In busy classrooms. 
The essence of the quandary for both analysis and marking Is that attention to detail 
Is essential In a research project if a full Investigation of classroom events Is to be 
made. These detailed results are needed to ensure that enough ground has been 
turned over, but a more general view of the field is needed for practical applications. 
In the case of the analysis, some progress has been made towards reducing the 
number of categories, which has helped to make It more cogent and therefore 
easier to use. In the case of assessment, a blunter system of chunking, accompanied 
by a revised list of 'macro' contributions has reduced the load for assessors. 
Further simplification would be helpful, but should be guided by the particular 
circumstances In which the systems are to be used. The scheme has not yet been 
used frequently or widely enough to show whether or not it could be a practical 
addition to (or preferably a replacement for) current testing procedures in schools, 
and this can only be established by further trials In classrooms. 
8.2 Successes 
The course book analysis system grew over a series of trials into an applicable 
method of summarising the demands made by learning material In a range of course 
books. This may be counted a major success, In spite of the detailed (but reparable) 
problems with overlaps between categories and the representation of lexis and 
structure, as discussed above. The computerlsed version was efficient because It 
reduced the paperwork to a minimum by offering Immediate access to Information 
and examples held In a data base. In the viability exercise, colleagues commented 
on aspects which were already known to be problematical, but had no difficulty In 
applying the proposals as a system. 
The second part of the analysis, designating clines In the psychological demands 
made on learners, was successfully Implemented by the use of extensive experiment 
with multiple comparisons of examples drawn from course books. The use of the 
'nine-pile' system enabled levels of difficulty to be established In a good example of 
the empirical approach: what existed was Investigated without preconceptions and 
allocated logically to levels so as to build up into a workable system. 
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After another extended development period, the assessment materials, as reallsed 
In the form of scenarios, were successful In various ways. The Intention of the 
scheme had always been to relate the Interactions demanded of learners In the 
assessment tasks to the circumstances In which they found themselves. This was 
one of the justifications for the preliminary questionnaire for teachers, which asked 
for Information about the school, Its environment and Its activities as well as about 
the course material used. There were several aspects to this relevance of scenarios 
to learners. For example, the subjects dealt with were connected directly with local 
events, either within the school (new students, visiting lecturer, school newsletter) 
or outside It (entertainments, jobs), and as a result learners saw that there could be 
directly practical applications of the language they had been learning. It was also 
clear that learners found that the groupings In which they worked (individual, pair, 
group, class) were familiar reflections of the activities expected by course books and 
perhaps more Importantly, that the language material they found they needed to 
complete the scenarios did come to mind, even If It was not recognised as having 
been covered recently In class. 
The administrative side of the trials can also be counted a success. The materials 
were carefully controlled, with a usable layout for scenarios and clear Instructions. 
A practical and effective procedure was also devised for Identifying speakers on the 
recordings, using multiple checks including precoding the note sheet for each 
learner, noting seating positions, and writing down a loud and significant phrase from 
each participant to Identify voices on the tape recording. 
It became apparent In due course. as more scenarios were devised for specific 
situations, that their social content was potentially universal. Every school has new 
students, most have a library, many arrange visits out to places of Interest, both local 
and further afield. It seemed likely that many of the scenarios so far written could 
be readily adapted for use in schools In different parts of Britain, and the principles 
could be extended to schools In other parts of the world. It may be worth recalling 
that the first experimental scenario had been discussed, written and tried out, with 
some success, In PerO. This method of preparing and writing assessment materials 
might be considered to alleviate the long debated problem of authenticity, since the 
learners are required not only to use language for a realistic purpose but also to 
tackle a problem which they can see is directly relevant to their own here-and-now, 
geographically, socially and personally. This Is an end point of what has been 
discussed earlier as 'Individualisation'. 
The empirical approach adopted to the research was also successful, as far as It 
could be carried through. In the abstract, the Idea was that avoiding theoretical 
presuppositions, and yet at the same time adopting a consistently existential stance 
to the data which appeared, would not only focus on the learner as the centre of 
the language learning (and assessing) procedure. but would also result in a wide- 
ranging discussion without setting preset field boundaries which might limit It to 
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language learning concerns alone. In practice, the result of this approach was a 
series of 'working papers' which were written to attack problem topics as they 
appeared, with the Intention of drawing In possible solutions from other areas, some 
parallel, others remote. This process meant that much of the discussion, though of 
Interest (varyingly) In Itself, reached conclusions which were rejected as impractical 
for current purposes. It was a peripatetic (and, It must be admitted, time-consuming) 
procedure which nevertheless reached mainly practical conclusions. 
The end result has justified this approach. Starting and ending In the classroom, the 
project worked through a series of systems which can be taken up by researchers 
and teachers If found useful for their own purposes. There Is no necessary link 
between the use of the course book analysis system and the application of that 
analysis to assessment; no compulsion to undertake the analysis before taking up 
the suggestions made for the writing of scenarios; no necessity to link the mark 
scheme with the outcome of scenarios alone. The proposals evolved In the working 
papers are available as a source of Ideas for different applications by researchers, 
teachers and students In their own fields of Interest. For example, scenarios might 
be devised as learning material without thought of direct assessment; the analysis 
of course books (or an adaptation of It) could be used to Investigate a proposed 
new course; the mark scheme (or another version of It on the same principles) 
could be used for the assessment of speaking without reference to the rules for 
scenarios. The underlying premise is that informed judgement about learners and 
the language they meet and use Is much more Informative and helpful In assisting 
their progress than an abstract score. Since the whole project Is based on the 
assessment of the Individual In his current situation, It Is only the teacher, and to an 
extent the learner himself, who can appreciate what are the relevant decisions to 
be made In terms of curriculum, forms of assessment and the Impact of contexts, 
linguistic, social and geographical. 
8.3 Evaluation 
It may be useful at this point to consider the achievements of the project In relation 
to an Independent evaluation procedure. Bachman & Palmer (1996: 150-155) offer a 
series of 'questions for the logical evaluation of usefulness' which provides a 
framework for considering the results of the present project. There are six sections 
In this list of questions, headed respectively: Reliability, Construct validity, 
Authenticity, Interactiveness, Impact and Practicality. These areas of concern 
represent a communicatively-oriented update on the standard three criteria for 
good tests: reliability, validity and practicality (quoted, with variations, In books on 
language testing from Lado 196 1 to Weir 1993). Bachman & Palmer set out a series 
of questions under each heading, with space for comments on theextent to which' 
and an 'explanation of how' each of the listed qualities Is satisfied. The present 
project's answers to these questions are given In the following commentary. 
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Reliability: setting, rubric, input 
The setting for scenarios Is consistently the classroom, and there Is no more 
variation between the physical conditions In different classrooms than in different 
examination halls or Interview rooms. But there Is also a certain consistency In the 
candidate's attitude to the assessment: for the Interview It can be nervousness or 
fright, which may be argued to represent some realistic Interview situations but Is 
not conducive to best performance, whereas for assessments which occur In the 
normal course of classroom events, such as scenarios, the learners are used to 
working with others and are ready to enjoy the challenge of new tasks, with the 
likelihood that their performance will accuýately represent their capability. 
Scenarios are written according to a format which follows a recognisable, If In detail 
variable, pattern - Individual, pair, group, class - common In course books and 
therefore familiar, so that rubrics can be short, simple and comprehensible. 
The Input to scenarios developed Into a set of tasks on a standard A4 sheet, with 
additional material (visuals, texts, realla) as necessary. The sheet Is used by 
participants to make notes at intervals as the scenario proceeds, partly to 
consolidate the speaking done so far and partly as a reminder for later discussion. 
In the trials it had a questionnaire on the reverse which asked for participants' 
opinions: this somewhat elementary form of self-assessment could be developed 
further as part of the assessment procedure. 
Responses to the tasks of the scenarios were Intended to vary considerably, because 
they arose from individual views expressed In answer to deliberately provocative 
problems. The marking took a positive attitude to this variety by accepting any 
appropriate response, without attempting to demand any specific structure or lexis. 
This meant that a suitable mark scheme had to be developed (see below). 
Bachman & Palmer suggest that variation in 'the relationship between Input and 
response' is to be avoided. Scenarios are devised and presented so as to take Into 
account variations In local circumstances, Including the course book In use and the 
physical situation of the students. At the same time, they are written In accordance 
with systematically developed principles which ensure that they represent a 
consistent approach to the production of assessment materials. 
Construct validity: definition, relevance, task, scoring, Interpretation. 
The Intention is to provide an assessment of achievement In classroom activities, 
and the construct definition for the assessment In this Instance Is what appeared In 
the course books used, as sampled for the analysis and defined In the specification 
derived from It. The purpose of the assessment Is to give the students, and the 
teacher, helpful feedback on how the work In the classroom Is progressing: the fact 
that It Is based on classroom work defines the link between construct and purpose. 
The scoring was done In accordance with a mark scheme which appreciated each 
learner's engagement with the tasks set. the quality of the language he used and his 
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contribution to group working, with the Intention of providing factual feedback 
on performance. 
In the Bachman & Palmer checklist there are five questions on bias, defined as the 
way In which setting, rubric. Input and so on may cause different takers of the test 
to perform differently. This they describe as a question of equal opportunity: In 
the present case the material Is written for the learners as a group In a specified 
context (the course book, and the social and geographical situation) In which all are 
equally Involved. 
Authenticity 
Bachman & Palmer's concern here Is with the correspondence between 'target 
language use' tasks and test tasks, In other words, the relationship between the test 
and 'real life'. Scenarios are written for a relevant situation, for example, the arrival 
of new students at the school, or the choice of books for the school library, and are 
therefore directly related to possible language uses for the learners. The first few 
scenarios In the trial series were unquestionably local, referring to entertainments 
and jobs advertised In a local newspaper; later ones related to actual events In the 
school as advertised on the notice boards. The content was therefore authentic for 
participants, Involving them In discussions on topics directly arising from their 
Immediate environment. 
Interactiveness 
Scenarios satisfy Bachman & Palmer's requirements for the 'Involvement of test 
takers' topical knowledge', 'suitability of the test tasks to the personal 
characteristics of the test takers' and functions 'other than the simple 
demonstration of language knowledge', since they are devised to meet the demands 
of a current situation and learners make their own choices In response to tasks, 
applying their language knowledge to local circumstances. 'Metacognitive 
strategies' and 'affective schemata, as defined, are Involved In following the 
sequence of events proposed by a scenario and bringing participants' own ideas and 
choices to the discussions. 
Impact 
Individuals are Involved directly In scenarios to the extent that they are given open 
situations to which they bring their own Interests and skills beyond the use of 
language alone. Feedback to learners Is provided In the comprehensible form of 
statements on contributions, resources and activities (see Chapter 7). Feedback 
from learner to teacher on the Impressions made by the scenario has been elicited 
by questionnaire. Interpretations of results and decisions made on them are likely 
to be talked over In class, but the main outcome Is Intended to be better 
Information for both learners and teacher on the progress made in their work 
together. The administrative Impact on teachers Is likely to be heavy if they are to 
be Individually responsible for analysing classroom activities and writing scenarios, 
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but the Intention Is that there should be some sharing of this work among teacher 
groups within a school. In terms of teaching and learning, the result of the systems 
should be a clearer understanding of exactly what goes on in classroom learning. 
The Impact of the scheme 'on society and education systems' Is more difficult to 
estimate because It depends on how far the Ideas are adopted, experimented with 
and adapted to the needs of varying learners and Institutions. 
Practicality 
The resources required are mainly, as suggested earlier, teacher Interest and teacher 
time. From the administrative point of view, however, the production of a scenario 
Is simple enough: preparing a single note sheet with back-up material as necessary, 
to be reproduced In quantity to provide one set for each learner. Feedback on the 
basis of notes taken while the scenario Is progressing has been mentioned but not 
explored: transcripts were used to demonstrate how the scoring system worked, 
but If a system of immediate feedback could be devised, it would be more 
economical and so more practical. 
These answers to Bachman and Palmer's questions on the evaluation of usefulness 
show that the assessment system devised for the present project meets all the 
demands they propose. 
8.4 Outcome 
The original aim of the research was to devise a straightforward procedure for 
writing and using test material which would be effective In the context of 
communicative teaching and learning. In plain terms, the outcome was to be a 
comprehensive manual for'language assessment In the classroom' -a phrase used as 
the provisional title of the thesis. The end finally achieved has been less simplistic. 
The exploration of theory which was embarked on to justify the decisions made 
during the development work revealed areas where universally acknowledged 
problems, such as the relationship between aspirations and events In the language 
classroom and the nature of authenticity for the Individual learner, remain 
unresolved In discussions In the literature. but harden as partial solutions Into the 
dubious certainties demanded by daily survival for the teacher. 
Instead of a handbook, the thesis now presents a series of working systems: 
for the analysis of course book content (potentially extendable to deal with 
any classroom events); 
for the design and production of assessment material which relates to the 
preceding learning and at the same time looks forward to situations which 
are live and relevant for learners (with potentially universal application); 
for the assessment of Interactions produced by learners In response to 
appropriate materials. 
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The systems are built on defensible theory and have the potential for further 
development towards the original aim of providing useful feedback to learners 
and teachers. 
Skehan, In his state of the art paper of 1988, made the following comment about 
achievement testing. 
... one of the most serious shortcomings in language testing has been the lack of 
progress In (or even concern for) the growth and development In proficiency. 
There has been a corresponding stagnation In the area of achievement testing. and 
the measurement of learning. 
Skehan 1988: 219 
More than ten years on, the situation now Is little better. It Is hoped that this thesis 
may be regarded as a step In the right direction. 
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Syllabuses containing communicative elements 
The following sixteen language tests, or testing systems, have been selected as 
Illustrations of communicative testing elements In practice. The examples are listed 
In chronological order. 
The first two headings give the most useful reference(s) consulted and an outline of 
the origins and characteristics of each example. The date is that of the first sitting 
of the test/examinatIon, or for a long-established organisation, the first sitting of an 
examination reflecting a new communIcative-type syllabus. 
The next nine headings are derived from the 'recurrent testing themes' set out In 
Chapter 2. In each case, Information Is as far as possible quoted directly from the 
references, but surnmarised without quotation marks when necessary, and further 
comments by the researcher may be added [in square brackets] for clarification. 
Footnotes point to some apparently questionable claims. Finally, the salient 
characteristics of the test procedure from a communicative point of view are listed 




English Speaking Board ( 1994/5) Syllabuses for EAL (English as an Acquired Language); 
Burniston (1968,1982) Creatiye oral assessment (Southport: ESB) 
origins &characteristics 
19S3. Established'to promote & encourage all aspects of oral communication', as an 
Improvement on the then current concern with elocution and correct speech 
production In examinations for public speaking and drama. Mainly for LI speakers, 
but also 'a finely graded series of assessments for students for whom English Is not 
their mother tongue ... from the simplest Introductory level Foundation through 
Intermediate to Advanced'. Oral test only. 
authenticity 'to encourage enquiry, experiment, discovery & enthusiasm [which] 
Involves the "reporter" In a variety of preceding practical written work & 
encourages dialogue with skilled adults In & beyond school & college'. personal 
project as topic for presentation & discussion 
context situation 'to give confidence In speaking English In a group situation ... a 
supportive atmosphere Is promoted'; 'to provide a meeting point of craft, trade, 
commerce, science, arts & leisure activities through oral, manual & visual 
presentation to a participating group' 
performance task Is to express own enthusiasm, explain, respond to questions on 
topic/artefact; individual written report from examiner to candidate 
context language '[at earlier levels] considerable tolerance towards errors In 
grammar & pronunclation... the main priority Is communication' 
needs [no mention of analysis] 
Integrative'not only effective oral communication but to heighten aural sensibility so 
that listening becomes an active disciplined experience'; 'all candidates will be expected 
to be active members of the listening group, asking questions & joining In discussion' 
strategies 'candidates sitting In semicircle with the assessor as part of the group'; 
'facilities for displaying candidates' pictures, drawings... must be provided'; 'at this 
level [Advanced] It Is Important that candidates are able to use strategies to 
overcome limitations of grammar & vocabulary' 
qualitative/quantitative 'useful for examiner to assume that the candidate Is 
64average" until he proves otherwise'; statements Illustrate requirements for A-E on 
fan-shaped diagram; 'although we do not assess numerically It Is useful to think In 
terms of' percentages for each section of the examination, with project weighted 
double; total aggregated In terms of 5 categories (pass, good pass, very good pass, 
credit, distinction) to arrive at final grade [guidelines on how to do this]; not 
summation of marks to a total; Individual report 
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generallsation presentation and discussion skills regarded as transferable to 
everyday contexts; moderating: 'a wise examiner goes through marks with the 
teacher at the end of the day & discusses any anomalies' 
attributes 
- speaking as a key to personal development 
group assessment 
Individual reports 




Clark JLD (ed) (1978) Direct testing of speaking proficiency, (Princeton: ETS); Jones 
RL (1979)'The oral Interview of the Foreign Service Institute' In Spolsky (ed); Jones 
RL (1985) 'Some basic considerations In testing oral proficiency' In Lee et al (ed) 
origins & characteristics 
1956. The Foreign Service Institute Oral Interview Test (FSI) began as a means of 
setting standards In L2 for US Government personnel In post In foreign countries. 
Oral test, 2 examiners, 6 levels of proficiency. One of the most Influential systems for 
oral examining, constantly quoted as a reference point for subsequent developments. 
authenticity Interview 'as natural as possible', general chat leading on 'from 
concrete to abstract'. Including 'Interpreter situation' which can 'lend reality' 
context situation Interview mode predominates, though'role play' may be Included 
performance 2: 1 Interaction; discussion controlled by examiner 
context language gradual Increase In level of sophistication required over 10-30 
minutes' Interview/discu ssio n/rol e play 
needs originally, language required In foreign postings, but no needs analysis as such 
Integrative speaking only, no R or W; 5 factors: accent/grammarIvocabulary/ 
fl uency/comprehens Ion: so assessment of listening as well as speaking 
strategies not specifically assessed 
qualitative/quantitative checklist of S performance factors on a 6-point scale (cf 
Osgood's (19S7) semantic differential), eg 'accent: foreign .... .... native', but with 
experience, 'Intuitive judgement as accurate as the checklist'; score converted Into 
a rating on a 6-point scale of proficiency 
generalisation '... to observe the examinee function In the language very much as 
he would under normal working conditions' 
attributes 
aim of conducting a natural conversation, but on Incline of difficulty 




ARELS Examinations Trust (nd), ARELS oral examinations: Rationale, development and 
methods (London: AET); ARELS Examinations Trust (nd), Key to the Diploma 
Examination in Spoken English and Comprehension AP29 (London: AET); Button 
(1978) 'The Rolls-Royce of examinations? ' Education & Training October 1978. 
origins & characteristics 
1967. AET set up'for Improvement of skills in the use and comprehension of spoken 
English'; joined up with and eventually taken over by University of Oxford Delegacy 
of Local Examinations (which offers complementary written papers). Originally 
designed for use In language laboratory, but since 1988 Infra-red transmitter used 
with Individual headphones. Every tape marked twice, with third (final) judgement 
In cases of wide disagreement. Mark scheme tailored to each set of questions. 
[Preliminary, Higher & Diploma levels differ In detail: Diploma only referred to 
below] 
authenticity 'non-literary, authenticl materials and situations are used 
throughout'; 'as a means of communication rather than an academic exercise' 
context situation 'in six connected2 sections: Free Oral Expression, Social 
Responses, Intelligible Speech, Aural Comprehension, Sustained Speaking & Oral 
Accuracy'; 'Importance attached to the use of English In everyday, realistic 
situations'; situations are mainly set up by rubric + sentence targeting content of 
Items, with some longer texts for comprehension (from BBC recordings) 
performance 'techniques which show a marked Improvement on conventional 
methods of oral examining'; tape-recorded answers In principle, though a few are 
written; pass candidate 'can be expected to work In an English-speaking 
environment without serious difficulties' 
context language short context (respond appropriately to spoken stimulus); 
longer context for comprehension & summary 
needs 'whether a candidate can survive In an English-speaking environment'; no 
analysis reported 
Integrative specific tests on grammar, vocabulary, Idiom (sentences); longer texts 
assessed on pre-defined aspects of comprehension, & on candidate's summary 
strategies none specifically assessed 
qualitative/quantitative some objective (1/0) marking, some scales (0/ 1/2/3 &I- 
10); Impresssion mark (fail/pass/credit/distinction) awarded at end, before marks 
totalled (to score/200); criteria carefully laid down In mark schemes, but grading of 
results Implies norm reference 
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generalisability Includes wide-ranging samples of language in use; 30 minutes of 
candidate speech assessed 
notes 
I 'authentic': manufactured spoken stimulus In unconnected utterances; 
candidate reads half of dialogue; candidate makes summary of radio 
broadcast... 
2 'connected': no narrative or contextual connection discernible - only 
connection Is the examination 
attributes 
- utterances for response In social situations 




OMLAC (1978) New objectives in Modern Language teaching (Oxford: OMLAC); OMLAC 
(198 1) New objectives in Modern Language teaching 2 (Sevenoaks: Hodder & Stoughton) 
origins & characteristics 
197S. Project of the Oxfordshire Modern Languages Advisory Committee: 'new 
approach to the definitions of objectives In modern language teaching'; 'sequence of 
tests at lower levels [than 16+] graded so as to give even the least able pupil a 
realistic & worthwhile set of objectives'; Levels I&2; tests only - no teaching 
materials; first operational use 1977. Early example of local groups in GOML 
(Graded Objectives In Modern Languages) movement of 1970s/80s. 
authenticity test relates to visit to France/Germany by pupil with parents (level 
1), Including interpreting (indirect, through reading & listening Items)1; storyline 
given In English to connect m/c Items In French/German or English; public signs & 
notices represented, also French/German objects (drawn as visuals); level 2 relates 
to pupil staying with family 
context situation storyline links Items; visuals with speech balloons give context 
for speaking test, with any appropriate answer credited; role plays In speaking test 
at Level 2 
performance speaking tests 1: 1 with teacher (S minutes), prompts In English 
(say.. ask ... ); 'defined syllabus' provided 
context language Individual m/c Items embedded In narrative, so short contexts; 
no extended texts for either reading or listening 
needs 'linguistic objectives should be realistic, taking account of pupils' attitudes & 
needs'; topics Include travel, caf6-restau rant, shopping ... ; no needs analysis reported; 
defined syllabus lists words & phrases for speaking, listening & reading respectively 
Integrative Individual items attached to a storyline; 'since most situations require 
an understanding of both the spoken & the written word, these two skills are tested 
In combination2 ; for practical reasons alone speaking Is tested separately' 
strategies not assessed 
qualitative/quantitative objective Items throughout, listening & reading marked 
1/0, speaking test 0/l/2; 'we are not aiming to discriminate between pupils but 
rather to celebrate their achievement'; marking Is criterlon-referenced If each Item 
Is regarded as an achievement, but pass marks for the award of a certificate range 
from 44% to 50% [= 'mastery'? ]; Intention Is that '10% of the candidates will be 
awarded a "credit". 80% will pass and that 10% will not be awarded a certificate' 
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generalisation not an Issue - Internal school tests for feedback & reward; sets 
of tests on same pattern drawn up for French & German, extending to Spanish, 
Italian, Russian & Chinese; exported to other LEAs (eg Gloucestershire) 
notes 
I listening: dialogues manufactured; prompts read by teacher 
2 combination of reading & listening m/c Items not related to real-life situation 
attributes 
use of storyline to lend realism & interest 
levels from extending social needs: visit with parents at level 1. to family at 
level 2 
'tests are designed to enable pupils to demonstrate positively what they can 
understand and say, not to discover what has not been learnt. ' 
'the language content of the various levels Is relevant to all learners whatever 




Groot PjM& Harrison A (1979) A specimen test for Threshold level English 
(Strasbourg: Council of Europe); Groot PjM& Harrison A (1979) A specimen test 
for Threshold level English: Manual (Strasbourg: Council of Europe) 
origins & characteristics 
1979. Designed as an example of a communicativel test based on The Threshold 
level (van Ek 1975) & developed 'pragmatically over a period by trying out 
successive versions ... & Improving It progressively by means of feedback from 
students & teachers ... over a period of nearly four years, the present specimen test 
has gone through five cycles of tryout and revision ... In five European countries'. 
authenticity based on situations & texts2 predicated by T level syllabus (L: 
dialogue, finding your way, filling In a form ... ; R: tourist Information, letter) 
context situation role plays for writing & speaking tests 
performance texts + m/c or T/F for listening & reading (1/0), speaking test 
Includes reversal (candidate asks questions of examiner) and the unexpected 
(deliberate mistakes by examiner), speaking marked positively, 011/2 
context language texts for listening & reading Include Implication 
needs follows T level syllabus 
Integrative separate tests of 4 skills 
strategies speaking Includes visuals & tokens, student repair of examiner's 
factual error 
qualitative/quantitative scores totalled & weighted by skill to produce overall score 
generalisation 'only one of the many possible tests which could be developed to 
assess the extent to which students have attained the objectives set out In"the 
Threshold Level"'3 
notes 
I 'communicative' In principle only - high proportion of traditional 
testing techniques 
2 scripted L text, doctored/made R texts 
3 'attained the objectives' - an achievement (rather than proficiency) test, with 
specific exclusion of any material beyond the T level syllabus 
attributes 
reversal & repair of factual error included In speaking test 





UCLES/BC (nd) ELTS: User handbook (Cambridge: UCLES); BC, UCLES & IDP (1989); 
An introduction to IELTS (London: BC, UCLES & IDP); BC, UCLES & IDP (1997) 
International English Language Testing Systern: The IELTS handbook (Cambridge: UCLES) 
origins & characteristics 
English Language Testing Service 1980. International English Language Testing System 
1989, 'further modifications' 199S. Started In 1977 as ELTS, a joint development by 
British Council & University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate of testing 
service 'originally designed as a test for prospective postgraduate students' but 
Involvement of International Development Program of Australian Universities & 
Colleges (IDP) Introduced'a growing demand from other student groups and receiving 
Institutions, especially In Australia, as well as new developments In testing theory, 
[which] has resulted In this up-to-date, completely revised and flexible testing system 
[IELTS]'. This now (1997) assesses 'whether a candidate is ready to study or train In 
the medium of English at an undergraduate or postgraduate level' (Academic Modules) 
&'Is suitable for candidates who are going to English speaking countries to complete 
their Secondary education, to undertake work experience or training programmes not 
at degree level, or for immigration purposes' (General Training Modules). 
authenticity reading texts are 'recognisably appropriate' & 'from magazines, 
journals, books & newspapers'; Writing tasks: to present Information from visual, to 
discuss a problem ... ; Speaking tasks: speak at length, role play, talk about future plans 
context situation ELTS had Source Booklet related to 5 specific areas of study 
(+'General Academic'), intended'to test English language skills In use' & referred to 
for Writing & Speaking tests, but abandoned for IELTS. Current texts for both 
listening & reading provide extended context, linked Into background of study 
(academic) or social demands (general training); use of visuals; writing for specified 
audience (tutor or examiner); speak about own situation 
performance profile of 9-band scores on 4 skills with overall band average 
context language completion tests, discussion & argument In writing & speaking 
needs no prior analysis evidentl 
Integrative separate tests of 4 skills 
strategies Listening & Reading tests demand more than factual understanding; 
Writing expects organisation of arguments, evaluation of Ideas; In Speaking, 
4assessment takes into account evidence of communicative strategies' 
qualitative/quantitative 'Individual module scores are added together and 
averaged for an Overall Band Score. Each Band corresponds to a descriptive 
statement giving a summary of the English of a candidate classified at that level: 2 
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general isabil ity up to 30 minutes of pretesting may occur with live administration 
so as to provide material for banking; continual Information collection & test analyses 
notes 
I 'needs': ELTS had detailed specifications based on discipline areas 
(speculative); IELTS has academic/general training slants based on skills 
presumed necessary 
2 'Bands': derivation of band from score not evident 
attributes 
use of descriptive bands (which have achieved International currency) 
available on demand: 'Test centres can arrange an IELTS administration at any 
time, according to local need, so 6-monthly renewal of materials 




RSA (nd) Examinations in the communicative use of English as a foreign language: 
Specifications and specimen papers (London: RSA); RSA (1985) The communicative 
use of English as a foreign language (London: RSA); UCLES/RSA (1990) Certificates 
in communicative skills in English: teachers'guide (Cambridge: UCLES) 
origins & characteristics 
198 1. Study commissioned by Royal Society of Arts from Morrow (I 977)'to develop 
new testing procedures to match recent developments In the communicative 
teaching of foreign languages, which were partly the result of the work done for the 
Council of Europe'. RSA examination 1981: The Communicative Use of English as 
a Foreign Language (CUEFL); administered jointly by RSA & UCLES 1989-90; review 
1989 'with a view to up-dating the examinations & broadening their appeal'; 
Certificates In Communicative Skills In English (CCSE) (UCLES/RSA) from 1990. 
authenticity 'tasks ... replicate tasks which In the real world, users of a language 
might actually carry out'; texts for listening & reading are 'normally 
authentic ... though may be slightly modified; 'where possible the [reading] texts 
used In the examination are genuine samples of the appropriate text type 
reproduced in facsimile from the original publication' 
context situation 'tasks set will normally ... be "In-Britain"... [which] provides a 
plausible context for the use of English' 
performance candidates can enter for any or all of 4 'free-standing' certificates 
(Reading, Writing, Listening, Oral Interaction) 1, at any one of 4 levels (3 levels In 
CUEFL) described In terms of degrees of skill (accuracy, approprIacy, range, 
complexity) specified at each level for each area. 'Each test Is based upon the 
performance of a number of tasks... specification of these tasks defines what the 
candidate must do. ' Functions specified In Writing & Oral & pair & group work 
Included In Oral 
context language pack of source material for Reading, tape for Listening contains 
4genuine samples of the appropriate text type', competencies specified as 'degrees 
of skill' 
needs 'target audience Is adult users of English as a non-native language', but no 
needs analysis reported 
Integrative 4 'areas' (= skills) reported separately 
strategies included In specifications of degrees of skill under 'appropriacy', 'range' 
&'flexibility' 
qualitative/quantitative 'the basis of passing or failing Is the candidate's 
performance relative to the criteria set out here: 




I 'areas: but R&L tests 'may Involve writing'; In Oral Interaction 'Input for 
the tasks may sometimes Involve fairly extended pieces of writing [le 
reading]'. But'As a matter of principle, we believe that the only way to 
ensure that equal weight Is given to all areas Is to offer a set of Independent 
single-skill tests: 
attributes 
- separate certificates for skills 
task-based assessment 
authenticity & relevance of tasks & texts 




Gorman R. White j& Brooks G (1984) Language performance in secondary schools: 
1982 secondary survey report (London: DES); Gorman T& Brooks G (1986) 
'Assessing oracy' In Portal (ed); Portal (1986) 'Methods of testing speaking In the 
APU French surveys' In Portal (ed) 
origin & characteristics 
1982/3. Language Monitoring Project set up by the Assessment of Performance 
Unit of Department of Education & Science. 2 examples: 
a) 1982183. Oracy section of surveys In LI of I I- & 15-year-olds: 'It was an 
Intrinsic objective of the oracy programme to broaden the range of types of 
talk tested ... beyond... 
CSF; 'appropriateness ... an Important criterion of 
assessment'; 'main function of talk Is to communicate'; 
b) 1983-85. L2 (French) tests for 13-year-olds: 'communicative in character', 
'whole ability range', concerns about face validity'. 'conventionally reliable test 
Instrument', 'training of speaking assessors ... figure[s] prominently 
In the 
preparation' for the S tests 
[References below to a) only unless b) mentioned] 
authenticity realistic tasks (eg discussion over differing details of 2 maps) but 
visuals simplified 'to reduce the complexity of the maps ... & reduce the dependence 
of the ability to perform the task on previous experience' 
context situation extended exchanges on visuals (description, discussion) 
performance 'collaborative problem-solving talk'; 9 functions & tasks 'developed 
Interactively'; tasks for pairs (pupil & chosen friend) 
context language appropriateness (rather than correctness) assessed In 
dialogues provoked by situations; b) 3 types of task, all cued In L 1. but Interlocutor 
(assessor) responds in L2 
needs 'different purposes require different varieties of talk', which are sampled 
In tasks 
Integrative 'listening should not be artificially separated from speaking ... assessed 
Implicitly by assessing some form of outcome' 
strategies 'orientation to listener' includes 'both verbal features such as tempo, 
pausing and "stabilisers" (ums and ers), & also, where appropriate, such non-verbal 
features as eye-contact, posture & gesture; map task shows 'the ability to make 
Inferences from conflicting evidence ... willingness to refrain from Interrupting ... when 
a difference ... might not be critical, coupled with an ability to distinguish such cases 
from those when clarification was essential' 
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qualitative/quantitative general Impression of 'communicative effectiveness' on 
scale 1-7; Impression of 'orientation to listener' on scale 1-5; subsequent analytic 
marking on categories (sequential structure, lexical selection, syntax, performance 
features), consolidation not discussed 
generalisation wide range of functions & tasks, surveys with N= 10,000 
attributes 
- assessment of listening through oral interaction (orientation to listener' 
strategies) 
Interaction between function & task 




Weir Cj( 1983) Identifying the language needs of overseas students in tertiary education 
in the United Kingdom (Unpublished PhD thesis: University of London); Weir Cj 
(1988) Communicative language testing (Exeter: University of Exeter) 
origins & characteristics 
1984, now discontinued. Associated Examining Board developed 1978-84 
'examination which would assess performance of students in English for Academic 
Purposes ... later called Test In English for Educational Purposes (TEEP). ' 
authenticity 'performing language tasks relevant to the academic context In which 
he has to operate' 
context situation likely texts & tasks, but not settings; speaking test Is with tape 
(cf ARELS) & requires 'respond to remarks ... Imagine In a discussion group ... tasks on 
non-verbal (graphic) & verbal/numerical tables' 
performance reported In terms of 5 grades 
context language source booklets for Papers I&2 provide extended context for 
candidates 'to demonstrate proficiency In ... enabling skills', eg conceptual meaning, 
distinguishing main Idea from supporting detail, skimming, attitudes, Inferences... 
needs based on research 'ascertaining the language demands made on students In 
the disciplines most commonly studied by overseas students' 
Integrative separate assessments of 4 skills (listening, reading & writing In Papers 
I&2& speaking in an optional Paper 3), but'Include a more Integrated task In each 
of the Papers, in which reading Wor listening activities lead Into a writing task'; 
results In form of profile of 5 grades (same wording for each sklll)l 
strategies 'to test a candidate's proficiency In the range of enabling skills required 
to operate successfully in the various study modes' 
qualitative/quantitative 'there will 
different subjects & departments vary'; 
be no overall result, since it is felt that 
so profiles; objectives apparently not used 
as criteria In marking 
generallsation 'Two versions of the second com pone nt... Intended for .. Arts, 
Social, Business, Administrative Studies ... [& the other for] Engineering & Science'; 
extensive trials; detailed specifications 
notes 
I derivation of grade from score not described 
attributes 
researched needs 






Swain (1985)'Large-scale communicative language testing: a case study' In Lee etal (1985) 
origins & characteristics 
1985. Outcome of a project to develop a testing unit, A vous la parole (Avlp), for 
students at the secondary school level In Ontario, as one of a series of testing units 
'to be used In province-wide assessments of the communicative performance of 
Immersion students. 
authenticity'l 2-page student booklet... about two summer employment possibilities 
for youth'; 'six communicative tasks commonly required of a native speaker' 
context situation booklet as source, tasks derived from areas for student decision 
performance assessed In four areas: grammatical, sociolinguistic. discourse, 
strategic (following Canale & Swain 1980) 
context language 'discourse competence involves mastery of how to combine 
grammatical forms and meanings to achieve a unified spoken or written text In 
different genres..: 
needs 'in Informal sessions ... project staff explored topics of greatest personal 
relevance & Interest of these students' 
Integrative 'the central theme Is summer employment for youth ... provides the 
central focus for all the tasks which the students are asked to do'; 'the specific 
tasks ... must In their entirety provide the opportunity to use each component of 
communicative language behaviour' 
strategies 'strategic performance' Included as a component but 'not scored In 
written data' 
qualitative/quantitative 'scored by mixture of objective counts & subjective 
Judgements'. working 'from data gathered during pilot testing to determine what 
specifically would be scored In each task & what scoring criteria would be used'; 
$selection [by factor analysis] of variables from a much larger set, the larger set 
being determined by the nature of the responses to each task' 
generallsation Intended for large-scale use, but replication of process (eg by new 
materials, different levels) not discussed 
attributes 
application of communicative constructs In development of practical tests 
use of source booklet for consistency of topic, Integration of language use & 
authenticity of tasks 




ULSEB (1986) Graded Tests in English: Introductory booklet (London: ULSEB); London 
Examinations International (1996) Certificate of Attainment in English: syllabus for 
1998 onwards (London: LEI) 
origins & characteristics 
1986. Originated at the University of London School Examinations Board as Graded 
Tests In English (GTE), 'a series of tests at 5 levels of Increasing difficulty.. 
achievements for each level described In detail on the certificates ... students take 
the tests In a language laboratory .. take part In a sequence of events: As Certificate 
of Attainment in English (CAE), 'Iaunched worldwide In 1988'. Language laboratory 
test discontinued 1993, & oral test (optional) Introduced. Syllabus continually 
revised (eg addition of a Level 6, Introduction of writing at Levels 1.2 & 3), listing 
of syntax, morphology & lexis ... ) but retaining principle oftasks based on a situation 
to which the candidate can relate'. 
authenticity GTE: fictional but realistic story, scripted dialogues, concocted texts; 
CAE: 'realistic & practical situations; from 'realistic rather than authentic speech' 
In listening at Level I to 'realistic or authentic speech' at Level 6 
context situation scenario/situation continues throughout tests (Including oral 
In CAE) 
performance GTE: 'opportunity to show how much ... English they can cope with. 
... realistic tasks ... personal commitment'. positive marking of student utterances & 
student writing as related to level descriptions of practical (functional) purposes; 
communication takes priority over accuracy; CAE: 'tasks to which they can apply 
their language skills'. 'allow candidates freedom to show what they can do', 'to 
enhance motivation by use of a positive marking scheme'l , oral Is paired interview 
with Interviewer & assessor & Includes 'scenario-related questions' 
context language GTE: 'students take part In a sequence of events ... extended 
context'; CAE: 'tasks based on a situation to which candidate can relate' 
needs GTE: only as suggested by course books2; CAE: Level Wfor students of all 
ages who are starting to learn English'; Level 6: 'for those using English for 
postgraduate study, or regularly In work at the highest professional level'3 
Integrative GTE: test related to cassette recording with booklet containing visuals 
& (at higher levels) text, skills as required to complete tasks; CAE: 'specific 
objectives' In terms of 4 skills (LSRW), parts of tests headed 'Listening, 'Read Ing'. 
'Writing', 'Exercises Involving the structure of discourse' etc; syllabus includes lists 
of 'syntax, morphology & lexis' per level. 
strategies GTE: assessed as part of response to task 
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qualitative/quantitative results in form of certificate with statement of level on 
the back, criterion-referenced marking system, but no policy evident on mastery 
level 
gene rallsab ility GTE: sampling based on specific course books; CAE: list of 
recommended published materials available 
notes 
I 'motivation': students not necessarily aware of how marking system works, 
so motivation doubtful 
2 'course books': GTE syllabus based on content of Strategies series (Abbs et al) 
3 no evidence of needs analysis for either GTE or CAE 
attributes 
use of scenario 
positive marking 




Shohamy E, Reves T& Belarano Y (1986) 'Introducing a new comprehensive test of 
oral proficiency' ELTJ 40 3 212-220 
origins & characteristics 
1986. Research project leading to Implementation of new oral procedures for the 
EFL Oral Matriculation test administered by the Ministry of Education in Israel. 
'Four tests ... a variety of speech styles ... needed In various oral communicative 
situations: Alm was to replace existing test, &a new test has been Introduced 
(1986) but'a number of changes have been made' to the tests used in the project. 
[All references below are to the project tests] 
authenticity 'represent a broader range of oral speech styles [than existing 
matriculation] which would reflect the type of communicative language that 
students are likely to need in authentic situations'; topics related to possible 
experience of candidates (eg role-play: 'crossed road on red light ... try to persuade 
him [policeman] to let you off'; group discussion: 'schools in Israel') 
context situation role play, discussion with 3 other candidates 
performance assessed on 7-point scale on several variables: Intelligibility, 
language produced, Interaction [at lower end], expression, Interaction & error [at 
upper end], taking part In Interview, role-play, reporting, argument with peers 
context language topics familiar to students, discussion In groups of 4, reporting 
content of Hebrew text, 'expanding the number of speaking Interactions ... will create 
positive washback effects' 
needs 'adding other speech styles ... Involves the use of ... features ... which are part of 
the language proficiency that students are expected to acquire by the end of 
Secondary School' 
Integrative role play, group discussion 
strategies Interaction a criterion In rating scale; Ll as Input 
qualitative/quantitative holistic rating scale, 4- 10. same for all 4 tests I 
generalisability 'Although these situations do not embrace the whole scope of 
oral performance, they were considered by a group of local experts In the field to 
provide a representative sample of useful oral Interactions' 
notes 
I 'scale': but scores summed & used for traditional data analysis 
attributes 
range of tasks 
group discussion 
Interaction rated 
'combining educational research with educational policy' 
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Trinity College London 
references 
Trinity College ( 1989) Syllabus of grade examinations in spoken English for speakers of 
other languages, 1990 edition; Trinity College (1992) Syllabus of grade examinations in 
spoken English for speakers of other languages, 1993 edition; Trinity College (1994) 
Syllabus of grade examinations in spoken English for speakers of other languages, valid 
1995-97 (all published London: Trinity College) 
origins & characteristics 
1993. New syllabus. 'Founded In 1872 ... first to devise the system of offering to 
external candidates progressive examinations based on carefully graded syllabuses... 
first In musical subjects, then In speech subjects, & In 1937 ... spoken English for 
foreign students ... Introduced'; new syllabus 1968, revisions; latest changes for 1993 
6 aim to reflect more recent developments In the theory & practice of language 
teaching, learning & testing' 
authenticity 'the learner is engaged In a real conversation with the examiner'; 
'the topic (prepared & Introduced by the candidate) provides the opportunity to 
talk about something of personal relevance & Interest'; 
context situation discussion of topic & (at upper levels) text, both prepared by the 
candidate; Individual face to face with examiner for'a natural flow of conversation' 
performance 'Each Grade has specific task & language requirements'; "'candidate 
can" statements at each Grade level ... are Intended as samples which are 
characteristic of the relevant level of language ability as a whole' 
context language 'criteria of assessment' include 'readiness (understanding, 
fluency, participation), pronunciation ( ... variety of speech patterns), usage ( ... to use 
language appropriately), focus (organising what Is said ... purposes ... strategles)'I 
needs 'provision Is made for all types of learners - from those still at school to those 
seeking to develop their language skills for professional, academic or other purposes' 
Integrative 'the topic provides the opportunity to Integrate English language skills' 
strategies 'communication strategies' as one of criteria In all examinations; 
Included In "can..: ' statements at higher levels, eg 'within conventions of normal 
turn-taking' (Intermediate Grade 7). 'rephrase where necessary" (Grade 8), 'use 
native speaker communication strategies' (Grade 12) 
qualitative/quantitative 'assessed throughout on a S-point scale, A to E. The 
letters are converted to marks which total 100. Pass level Is 6S% ... Merit 75% ... Distinction 85%' 
generalisability stages Intended to correspond to levels on the ESU scale; finely 
detailed requirements for each Grade (listed as 'can' statements2) should promote 
consistency between sittings 
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notes 
'purposes': but examples include exchanges without Information gap, eg'How 
do I get to the station? what's the girl In the picture doing? ' (both Grade 3) 
2 'can statements': but no supporting evidence for placing a statement at a 
particular level, eg'state communicative purpose In simple terms' (Grade 5), 
'clearly demonstrate the communicative purpose' (Grade 9); 'maintain the 
flow of communication by using appropriate linking language' (Grade 6), 
#maintain conversation In a natural way' (Grade 11). 
attributes 
12 Grades In 4 Stages, all fully detailed In specifications under 4 or S heads 
(depending on Stage) 
'on demand' throughout the year 





Institute of Linguists (1988) Examinations in languages for international communication: 
Syllabus effective from 1990; Institute of Linguists (1993) Diploma in English for 
international communication: Syllabus 1994; Institute of Linguists (1996) Diploma in 
English for international communication: Modules I- III & background knowledge paper 
origins & characteristics 
1994. Institute's examinations (originating 1911) at S levels, starting from low level 
base (Preliminary certificate) to professional qualification for translators & 
interpreters (Diploma). Latest syllabus of modern language examinations 
Introduced In 1990 (ELIC), of revised Diploma In English 1994 (DEIC). Currently 
only Diploma (= first degree') level available In English on new syllabus (other levels 
In preparation). Modular, authentic materials, realistic tasks. 
authenticity 'materials are drawn from authentic original sources... tasks... 
correspond as closely as possible to realistic language use ... each task has a specific, 
realistic purpose' 
context situation candidate's brief for each module sets task to be carried out, 
eg (module 1) with materials & discussion with oral examiner (role play), then 
writing of report for stated audience 
performance module Wpresent, provide & elicit Information; module ll: 'argue/ 
debate a case/negotiate an agreement on behalf of an organization'; module III: 
$summarize ... communicate In writing'; background: write 'knowledge of topics of 
Interest Internationally to the English-speaking world'; candidate Interacts with 
texts & examiner to achieve a stated end; grades Pass, Distinction or Fall In each 
module, on successful completion of each section of the task set according to an 
assessment checklist - 'candidates are expected to cover the following points' - 
special requirements laid down for Distinction for each module 
context language eg (module 1) extensive reading material to Inform candidate 
of topic In form of'dossler' to read & make notes on I hour before test; candidate 
then 'gives presentation of main points, requests additional Information from oral 
examiner.. writes up findings as short report' 
needs 'variety of skill areas [which] will ... benefit the needs of employment & those 
wishing to pursue further study & training at university level'; no research reported 
Integrative 'examination tasks ... require candidates to carry out a chain of 
Integrated activities leading to a final product. Adequate performance in all these 
activities Is a prerequisite for task fulfilment' 
strategies "essential for candidates to be able to deal with the many implications of 
cultural differences'; language strategies essential for successful completions of tasks 
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qu al Itative/ci u antitat ive criterion-referenced assessment, with stated 
requirements for pass & distinction 
generalisability sampling by topic, with extensive dossier on topical Issues; 
requirements set out In terms of 'assessment focus' (abilities, functions), 'skills 









UCLES (1995) First certificate in English: Specifications and sample papers for the 
revised FCE examination; UCLES (1993-5) FCEICPE revision project: Information 
bulletins 1-10 
origins & characteristics 
1996. Originally Introduced by University of Cambridge Local Examinations 
Syndicate (as Lower Certificate In English) In 1939, extensively revised & renamed 
First Certificate In English In 1974, major revision 1984, revision project 1991-1995. 
'Most widely-taken In the range of Cambridge examinations In English as a foreign 
language ... with wide International currency' 
authenticity 'Important aspect of revision ... to consider authenticity', 'as relevant 
as possible to candidates'; Reading paper Includes texts which have a similar topic 
& genre to those of a text which an FCE candidate might expect to meet In non- 
test contexts ... tasks ... Include ones which engage them In processing and 
manipulating English In a similar way to that In which they might outside the test 
situation... select the most appropriate Item for a given context, a task they would 
realistically set themselves..: 1 . 
context situation 6 topics (eg travel & tourism, friendship & social contacts) In 3 
settings ('In an English speaking country, In non-English speaking countries In which 
candidates might use English as a lingua franca, In the candidate's own country); 
contexts clear for L&R tests, audience stated for W, peer discussion In S 
performance pairs In S, 'test focus' specified for each of 5 papers, eg'assessment 
of candidates' ability to understand gist, main points, detail ... write specified text 
types for a specified audience & purpose ... exchange Information, express & 
find out 
about attitudes & opinions' 
context language extended texts set for R&L& expected In W&S 
needs 'Information on candidates' needs & Interests Is continually collected & 
evaluated through Local Secretaries' meetings, the market survey questionnaires, 
Candidate Information Sheets & feedback given by candidates & centres on the 
contents of trial tests' 
Integrative 4 skills tested separately In 4 papers 
strategies design of the revised examination ... alms to provide ... coverage of the 
language abilities underlying these needs & Interests (in reading, writing, language 
systems, listening & speaking) 
qualitative/quantitative apparently scored traditionally as Input to norm. 
referenced system (standard at LICLES) 
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notes 
a authenticity': but R texts are not as source either In wording or layout; L 
texts seem to be scripted speech; 'use of English' based on tests of 
manipulation of grammar & vocabulary.. 
attributes 





King R (1997) Can public examinations have a positive backwash effect on classroom 
language? Presentation at IATEFL Conference April 1997 
origins & characteristics 
1996. Hong Kong Education Authority (instituted 1979), responsible for Hong Kong 
Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE) taken at age 17 (N= 120,000). Filter 
for six-form education. 4 papers: writing, reading, Integrated listen/read/write, oral. 
authenticity published stimulus material adapted to fit exam paper, realistic tasks 
In Integrated paper, 'highest priority Is given to ensuring good face validity'; In oral, 
'role should reflect real-life situations' 
context situation In writing, 'purpose ... play a role & know Intended audience'; 
sequence of events In Integrated paper 
performance In oral, role play with 2 examiners, then discussion In group of 4 
context language 'we test grammatical competence Indirectly: le In context', 
#extensive use of passages'. redundancy of data In Integrative test 
needs 'we aim to narrow the gap between the language tasks set ... & the kind of 
tasks that will be faced by a Chinese speaker of English In the HK work/study 
environment' 
integrative 'priority to setting tasks which need the Integration of a range of 
language skills'; In R/UW test, data file, own Walkman radio, I S-minute broadcast, 
4 tasks to be completed in role 
strategies 'able to function In a group ... appropriate Interaction skills ... turn-taking 
strategies... helping to reach a consensus' 
qualitative/quantitative [no Information] 
general isabil ity problem In converting teachers & students from traditional 
memorising procedures (learning'lists of set phrases to cope with situations In oral test') 
attributes 
public examination using broadcast listening texts 
Integrative paper 
2 examiners & group of 4 In oral 
logistics: 500-600 examiners over 20 afternoons, examining 600 candidates 
each [but these figures do not tally with N entries quoted above] 
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ppen coll", oces 
Appendix 4.1 
Analysis guide: 
The guide explains how to apply the system for analysing course book materials 
which has been devised for this thesis. It uses the computer program HyperCard 
(C Apple Computer Inc 1988). 
It consists of 118 'cards' which are here printed eight to a page. There are three 
kinds of card, containing: 
administrative Instructions about how to work the system; 
guidance on what to enter on the analysis sheets; 
a glossary of the terms used In the analyis. 
The procedure Is self-explanatory, in that once the program has been Initiated, the 
user needs only to follow the Information given on successive cards In order to 
complete the Analysis. In addition to the program and a computer to run It, he 
needs a sample of a completed Analysis sheet, blank Analysis sheets for completion, 
the course book (both student's and teacher's, if existing), and a pencil. 
Every card Includes 'buttons', Icons which can be activated with the mouse. Two of 
them are labelled respectively with forward and reverse arrows (<: 3*), and these 
effect a move to the next card In either direction. The other Icons, In the form of a 
circle or a square with words attached, Initiate longer lumps: to the next or last 
heading, or to the exit from the program. Within some cards there are words or 
phrases highlighted In bold, and these also act as buttons to access definitions from 
the glossary. 
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Course book analysis 
This appendix consists of reproductions of students book, teachers book and 
recordings from Cobuild 2, and the relevant analysis sheets as a demonstration of the 
analysis system in action. 
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Appendix S. I. IS 
Languages you've learnt 
a VAm i2siguagn can you t-peak? How many 
foreign languages have you leartit, or tried to kern 
IM b Cathirivnir talked to wmeone called Stephen 
About the languages they knew- limun and make a 
list of the languaM they knew, and say how gooil 
the'y wevrat each. 
IZ 
C Many pemic %-iv that the British are ve", lan 
abotit krarning fýrcign languages, because they think 
that When they go AFXMJ they Will Usually be able to 
find %mwonc who speaks Eng6h. 
14) find out it this was true. we asked a varwry of 
British peopk- from different walk% of life about Own 
language learning ex pmcncm 
Sortie of their cornawrits and stories arc written hcrc. 
Read thm. Do vou ihink the BnvArr lazy about 
lesming langu-IZI. " 
UPI 
%03171. ; dim 
«4> jep '' *, --e" '. 1 Co Iffi 
1 
0. 




C., ý wd $wk" 
4t , ýl . 
frvýh, ""-" ý ly. 
WOW - 
-. ý 10 st9ty 
aeow *I 
0.0k 104 ""Iq`40s, 1, ý VWSV 
#or I- jh 
I. " 
, , *a tv to'". mbl" I. I 
Ov. .; 





ch., 6 , C-911sh tA. ,, IV 
















. COL ýf low. Ky. t 
d Which of thcc pcop&c do you think is moia 
%Cnrpus abovit leaming Linsuag"? 
Much of them do you think hs% thc lica %aww,, f humour? 
e What do you think is A 
twagin languap? 
By revding a lot 
Dýmg grimmar excivirm-s 
'I rying to sprAk it. even 
though ytm make miuakcs 
or best way C4 lemming a 
Readirig a dictiow ry 
Ifan3laftng 
Wisitching English or 
Anx1rican him% on TV 
f 'Alkat experience dEo yim have of Ica rmng 
English? Write a -joixt paragraph. 
latigissoc survey 
Design a %Urvcy form. Practise the questions 
might ask. A%k imhet people in "r class. 
Tell each cAhef which person you think 
"Kaks the mos; t language-%. 
U%n has Icarnt the mint languagn in the 
clav, as a whole? 
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Appendix S. I. IT 
Languages you've learnt 
Aims: 
. 
Trienorunpe. rturk-, nin to rcad for interesl and 
relevant detaiis only 
2 To give sýudvnts dn opWrtunaty to mict poisonall-i tc, 
other poopir's idear. =: i to rclaic tnern to their own 
feelings and experieTces 
Lexim apail froms [1,1, (any) d*gzee. faireigs 
14musing, literamire, not, pairticuLar, particularty. 
R---- mm Span" g"ggle [ ý1. study tiny kbill) 
Revissm any =are (any imijui), got by in (just iuýnaVeli, 
jal. rty) similim, that's about it 
SBIZ& Psiza 
I Don't go into tho-se questions in detýýl (ornit them 
d1lugathex if you want Ic do l?, l; bvlow) Ins: ead tell 
!, lixientsalknut your OWT) IHIKJUI(Itl ltýdl I eX; )UII"1KYah 
Say whal lancru ges yoi- can 3peak. read and write mw a 
U. M.. L. g S10112b 
M* PB12 
I 'ýtudents listen lathe tape and *ake notes about Catherine 
dill-1.910ph"ll S-it)(JIHNI 01"Y IlMke d 1,111le 0 ý. Il III Milli knVH 
ý--iern a framework like the fclloxng 
Key: 
CATH. STEPR 
-W. NCH le,. Arni at can Upr by 
GEN MAN lewnt at schDol F iC 
SPANISH no lic 
ITALIAN tiny bit 
FUSSIAN r1o 
LATIN r. 0 ric 
('1111PS i tiny hil of G, (ý, k AmeTic-in 
MAUY, 
31 w 
I'& PA N rý, SF 
Wýieti students have June 12x- llv, ýy cýmui extend thi. % IdUý 'c 
'iAule M Wt, s% F I)jmor C FAiviturimidE Tumot 
Listening SB12c (Z: l 
3 Students read the intraductirn to i2c X,, k thom it I hc, y frr I 
that English people are lazy about laamlng other feTeiqn 
laiiquarjes How nicuiv Bjitish peuple cu they kiLow k. iu 
-an speak Lheir [anguagi: really wo. IL/quitr wcTI., nta bill 
Encourage iltern 1ý. ) cyininiew if They wi., -Jk 
4 StudenTs read and ten listen ýo rer-cm 1 4, which cue 
wrillen by Britmh r")I: le k,; k. -r.: de. nIs fnr iheir reaciinrq 
t: ) these befo: e they wcrk in Daii -, t:, complete the table 
Ircm 12b. 
5 PEurs compare an3weis An overhead lianspaiwicy 
w: )WJ provide a gocd ocus for a fLrthcr class Jiscusssyon 
: )fdriswers 
Xey: M. West speakz --orne French and a bit of I(Lm-ýk, 7. n R Turner icarrit rrench at school, was taught 1, a'an ard 
German but didn' Wrn either 
L, ]Ci-,. on learnt I rench and Liparush a* school. learn( 
I'hai 
L Turner stud: ed I iprich, and Latin at schmA 
cfEti i1vili 
SB12d 
9 StU(Jejjtý V1111 hdVtw 111Hady dialIM"I 1A) 111CIC Ilk &)FIP 
dcta,. 1, x go ovci tcsc qu(ztiom to sunnuise. 
Class vote does the class agree lhalthp linlish RTP reAP'j 
lazy dWat War miq ulhw people's 1anqwqes? Let thern 
vote. yet; /mviust a bit. 
SBIZ4 
I Students choose t. w 3 bes-. ways ot leaYning a. canquarle 
indivArally. Then put the claas responsets on the bozard 
and discuss Ask students why they have seleoed ---)ear 
xespomses and whit other ideas ft. ey have, 
8 Tell ntudents to findsow. stwernnnts in the ICxI that app. j 
to them personally. iýýrve students a mindu Oprepme 
their answait; to Iluu) Thwi . -. k tlwci What ajason. e. (A 
the nvw Luvehil Fraghsh phYLqP3 you know alrraýyý When 
miqht yotVdo ycu have to use LngLish in, /om w% 
co"nti y) May are vuu lewaiworj Ri, UILh;, ý% I 
Waiting komow«k MM 
r", vit-%v paqc- 1.3c. 
lia britsh are 
iIIIIIII WkIIIIIJ 1, 
MKnv, 'rnost/, xmw people ýýiy iliat P %. In 




We were taught . at schwl. 
tial 
I tojk d. cuuLbe suititiVimmyAwc yews agu ji. ti L. ýil 
Imedlolearn. bUtLIKIFI*tgjPtV#'rYkil; li? ll, -'IYW. 'Iý 
wimmbw vorv ciich. 
Wlen I try 10 speck . il's always/cile-v a vft)l, 
i INIt 
nmý, into my hew] amtenc. 
My has mwri pat hculai lylclwtv/ ýwiy molkil 
PI-in SBIIg 
10 Sm(kýrts'surwy que. swrwcoult I lw lms", I uci IIm 
mnversat)cn between Catherine and jchr, Flud,, nt 
iiL-colutuidc)uthjwixiaiiylanýiuac)(As; tliootlx-isi x 
and which they are fly) rim--si Now m Fi, tx)uj, K#H dw,,, 
ask- specific questiom about ski-s Witeninij, -irv-alrm) 
lvdding. WrAing. otlentam. iuage learnýii will lAt vorv 
nimm in swe. ftkills and nol in tOwns 
11 Students mire down some of the quostbons thoy will 
moed lu hk THoult"i pmvid,, s m1mi dmi msmisthiwý .. s 
rineded. INturicnis iwed mom help. ir(r. r lhcm i, I. ii :j 
the treview page, but warn their. thal 'hey nrum vh, ý. -w 
Whnled. dýoudwr 
doen not makemmqc 
12 Snicipitts tako, urms to inim 4ww th" (ith"i mombets (, I 
l1wir qzouýxk Aak thum tuapputnt A qivup tmiuuay 1,, 
iecxd remilm for the gr*. )up flolp ntur1pnis milato tho-ii 
'Ev#4ryl:: (x1v 
. 114d W,, ýcanallreiviandwTitv and IW, of Ivi C. W 
kLIUSU JIL 
Report 
13 ',; tuclentseilhor read the roswflts , if Own !., mv"v, % w h. 
CIA--ý:; MI k"41CUL(ld Wiltittli I "IM I WIlItUll I tlýklj ý 
rmllci he mllected laterand put on the w. ail *11 ( w! wi 
students read or hsten to find cmit wtv, in tlw cký% 
tit 0w ll, oNI Im muw'., 
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[a] * 
SB: How many languages ao you speak? 
CM: Erm, well. I learnt, arm English, French and 
German at school, I know a tiny bit of Italian and a tiny 
bit of Greek, from travels, but I can't say that I really 
speak any of the foreign languages to any degree. any 
more. 
SB: Well apart Irom English and American which is 
fairly similar, I can get by in French and I can struggle 
through reading Italian and that's about it. 
Meriel West, Travel Agent, currently working in Now 
York. 
We were taught French at school, but very badly. We 
had to memorise lists of verbs, instead of being given 
sentences to learn which we could use in everyday 
speaking. I took another French course a few years 
ago, and we learrit some quite useful things. I also tried 
to learn Russian. but I did not get very far, although it 
was interesting. In fact I found a number of words have 
nearly the same pronunciation in both Russian and 
English. 
Richard H. Turner, student of Engineering at 
Loughborough University. 
The foreign languages I was taught at school were 
Latin, German and French. However, the only 
language I actually learnt was French. 
(Although I'picked up'English at ihe early age of one. ) 
My French has been particularly useful. For example, 
reading the instructions on imported packets of French 
coffee. And on one occasion, whilst on holiday in 
France, when a vineyard owner explained how he 
produced champagne. 
When in France, the most useful phrase is'Parlez- 
vous anglais? " which means'Do you speak English? 
However I once mistakenly asked a puzzled French 
man it he spoke French! (He did. ) 
Caroline Egerton, publisher. 
I learnt French, German and Spanish at school and 
went on to study German at University. Later, I spent 
Iwo months in Malay speaking countries, followed by 
two years in Thailand. Malay and Thai ought to feel 
quite different to speak from the European languages, 
but for some reason, when I tried to speak Malay, it 
was always Spanish that tried to come out. In Thailand, 
it I couldn't think of a particular word in Thai, it was 
always the German word that came into my head. I 
think it has something to do with the rhythms of the 
languages. 
E. Turner, Cordon Bleu cook and caterer. 
What did I learn at school? Not a lot' I studied Latin and 
French, but they made little impression. However, I 
enjoyed English, both language and literature. Reading 
was, and still is, a great source of pleasure. 
French later became important when I took an 
advanced cookery course, and all the menus and 
specialist terms were in French. This caused dreadful 
problems for the Americans on the course who had 
only learn[ Spanish at sclwol. not French. 
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1V -PVAkIII$ 
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poopk- & mv, 
hiliguage tileneii-I C owit expeneit- S 1" 1. - 
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oI Q% Irmi Aus hv now (%% hok- 
111"I ,, 1.0 
task (as col 1) 
1 12 input 13 response 
14 load 15 search 
16 link 17 know 1X Individual lonand 
/0 /7 /6 /6 /0 /3 /6 
4) ulxlcfs(; Ilxi 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 (2 Brilit talking) simple text W list or 11., 11W L2x Lls L& list recogimse nanw, 11mirs oI 
1V PVAkIIIjt 
9 hirs, L 1) lilies 1411guagms Imiguage,; 
h) chscits, 2 1 1 
(Brits & R, T ui lk, Sit di-w Io reV311 own 
1 1 1 
Wjgkl3gel) sts ths, Ims (U. 'WIISSIO11 exciefience 
people & mv 
hiliguagir xlýncii-j c owit expencit- s 1" 1- 
C) uluierstalid/ 3 1 4 2 (ASCUSS) 
Brits & lauguage 
4 texts, LA'R 
( 14 fitic, eadi) 
S 10 N! "I" Lk 4 texts tactual 
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(1) (Itscuss 4 
(Bras & lang) odwrs' itirmil Sit '11-se "is' jeflivinher imlivi. duals, Just k, iw it "Ilief propir's 
I VolitriNitiolk, previ'mil 
conlent 
expencom expefirow 
r) tell 2 1 1 3 CxpcficI)LV 
of Enghth phrases 
for 'A' lopc Io retrieve kim, I) cxpl; uii ou 15 Owl) OW11 
(W) W atx, ul exprriclkr exticricitcr ex[Vilok-e exivriclitý 
f) dis'lls, 4 1 4 3 4 1 1 (sts, lang') , tlwr Is' group group calegonse ms' Ling leA1111111t fellow 
111foll it. 11'sion restiouses Applicatiom eirwirtelkV survey 
all lux, N 
It) A) 
(granuma Q& A) : 11 Is. 
Sts lo. cck Qs 
allsAers guess Content forrimlate Qus ahstract Quit conumm) gfoulml 'I i"11 
2 
oI Q% Irmi Ails hv now (ms h. k- 
111"I ,, 1.0 
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Who would you get on with? 
ALm: I To secUon students piac- ice u, expiessing likwb. 
lislikes and the type of pe(4Ae they get on wih 
' To padc. iýe wi anKj detctiptivris uf studentr own 
Ojysical appeazanz: p and persor alities 
IAxis: agency, argusseal, character ITI. 
characteristics, computer funny international 
involve [LI, love. mainly. at"Umet, mosting JLJ. 
reasonaldy, shade. skin, tall 
Rt wlý; Iull academic. also, GOP@ (with) easily 
intellectual. medical precis* settle 
Tra. ýfjon hrjký nw- dnecily Wck to llý tust pavs. )Pha UIV It 
L-jaa to pull rwfho, --w, -W ý-I)et Usk-, (tuf 
s! jJvnlN luve (kirm a, -, d 1,! V, Ujt m k-j-hl)V url rj .2 Ail/ 
wigam, lj&k- ýfjbe Sar,, ly;,, j.; CIttx r,, jý i IN, wh, -uz h. ) 
a, ne 
S920a 
I The funny s-ory in suctwii 21 ý,, uilu iwlp vu set Uj- ýviw 
Pq Is- thils a couple vsho aave the Same Interests, and cet 
oll well together III d1l ways? 
2 H"Ip VildWitS t3 UndelSthild Wlk1t tile CUUIWXt Uf tile Id'), 
was - it will he mote Lin if they undefstAnd wha! a 
(A)mputei Dalinj Arji-ncy ki Br u" in anAvoctivimpni 
from a magazine if you can hnJ one Do they have thern in 
Autients'c-aunlyien') Rwnird thoryi ftv thpyare siorrieurnes 
lost for Itionaship, nut juýl Iiiillidge Make it Cledt Oldt tile 
situation is a hypwhelical one Both Catherine and ýohn 
(wiiu dj)j*%djs later Ili Ow IdIA-), ve hzippilv irarriod ind 
ate writtrig and discussing whal lw-y viouldsay awtit 
1hr, rrirr. 1ves if they didapply ionurh, -in agpnry' 
3 Studevil, lead Coolmr. 'sand CatK, rmv'! i denrTiplinw; if 
themselves. Help students to iqi%, Dxe ununpui lant wurdý 
and to quess mp. arin qs olwojds they don I kr. ow Lion't 
'twch'any awt aitý not on t1w luit unless yuLu Mudeiý 
really need them 
4 Shiden's talk infnrmally in pairs or groups about hienos A 
lix-as who jnitjhý get (in widi wiv uf Uje. -Ai WLple. arid 
qive their reasons Get I or 2 stud--nts to tell ý, -ie test ý, l tlw 
(ILm, Mill ihey Wink if ilwyate knen! n talk 
I'tudenis may produce. liko ývý, )oldhotiA 
S 
ýalled who amokes a Ict sc ýleýslbe na 41it (jet aleno 
Willi- 
LisiouLng SB20b EY 
3 StaderaL; laen to Cotim, rirw and Innn deridiri(i what they 
would say about 1hemsei-jes if they weip, irehuiriely 
writingsacha Intier If it iscidnitally acrp. ptabie. tell thpio 
they will be duaN the sdiiw *dsk drid Thev will prohihly 
livell mere av. pnlively. 
Key: Cathetine aclualiv wircite mte than she said she, 
wu Ad, But ý, he rywýYA : )tit ( no thinu, thp fart that she 
hzies faotlAll. 
In common - from whAt they say on Lhc lape. 
buth liko talkinU (john mys'. minp hprp'whpn Cathetine 
mentions talkiixj to ptiopk. -). 
lk)th like readirg - )., hn wartq a Int 
Both hate Wball - julm hdtý% tit fd(-'t 
6 Students ioak backcat bb 14 anct uew wimthei thvy ouei4ý*d 
rightahou"he 1-3pl- boin the photos of them 
Key: definitely M-3 a swse- cf huniour JM 
absolutely lid IVS. S"Al JM 
ri fauly inleiested in sl)ott but hates football CM 
eiijuys wigw sput it; (lijos, tly lennisand -, vvimming) 
CM 
hkvý; nuita bitimalAr. activrip-q whirh involve m"ting and 
talking with people CM 
n mirresi(A in the Airts, P7pociallyctinpmii, and Feads, a 
lot J. M 
Planwag satoc PSZO 
7 To nelp studen'3 with their derwtiptx)rýs ý4 ti-in Ic 
inclutli, fx)mrVnll of the folinwing 
a Name age. whoje Win. whai" (wri, 
b Phymcal clesmiption 
c Inteiests. 1vaUbws 
d Education, wox k expenence 
e Hopes/plarm for the Aintre, 
a UstLxJenI:; net-drnor(,. h(Ap puI-. v)meuwhiJphtasesILke 
these on the boajd: 
My nanie is and I am old I wimborn in in 
Also 
I am blonde/] have lomzi. Lionde hair. 
My hubbies include 
I also emoy .. I wnTk- fnT/, 'IrIdy at 
[ tkipe/p: an to. 
See also section 27a kn J 
Report 
9 Sradelits could W] Ito AIX) Ut ti loll LSVIVeL; al huffic 1114.11 
bring iheii rppnri-t in the lollowm ddy $at thit othept i,, 
j-ad Altumdl, ve[Y. l1w l(Niclu'r cmild Trywi It fPw Ter-, tt, 
to the class, and ask thern to guess who the rapot I ks 
dkxýul' 
N rummy story 
laxis; Argam*St ftnay 
SB21 a] 
sc, e, iiýi*3 i tocrima ki suggesttid 111UL'WIlle JJV4 bkIly 
stviiiH he iead quicidy and bi fun 
F -? Granunar revision 
Aan: To jiýu pli-AiCu !N Im llwalllnjt; ., FUI LL*':; "I hAwO 
SB23 PIB22 
I Sludents read the rubuc ilu-naselves Make suiv they 
kjiuw NvhdI a; expLined of Win Fxpl. sin f1w meanin. 1 nf 
bay* - possess. Explain Uve something in IND timid by 
(jiving an cxampk) like. 1 Naven orwwi ideaf m lie hvin 
Udd lempet' 
2 lAudents do the aztivity individually ca in Imits 
Key: a 1.8 (have lo - mum) 
b34,6 
cZ6.7 
d5 9ý 10 
e "', H 




Appendix S. 1.2F; t 
r2()hl 
JM: Er, thefirst thing on my listwould bethat erm ... that I have a sense of humour, er, and that I would 
need to meet somebody who also had a sense of 
humour. I'm also, erm ... I suppose, interested 
in the 
Arts. So, erm, it'd be - I'd need to - I'd want to meet 
somebody who was, erm, interested in the cinema and 
the theatre and so on. And, somebody who read a lot, 
because I do. And, who wasn't terribly interested in 
sport because I absolutely hate sport. But er - 
CM: Even taking part in sport? 
JM: Oh, participation in sport is even worse then 
actually having to watch the stuff .......... Erm. Yes. So, what er, would you put in your list? 
CM: Ah, I find it very difficult to tell anybody anything 
about me. I suppose erm, I'd probably give them my 
physical characteristics, that fact that I'm, erm, not very 
tall. I'm five foot two and a half, and that halt an inch is 
very important to me. And that, that I have red hair, and 
that I'm Irish. But probably they would get that anyway. 
And I would say that I'm, erm, I'm fairly interested in 
sport but by no means football, I couldn't meet anybody 
who was interested in football. Because I abhor it. 
JM: Mm. 
CM: Erm. And 1, and I would say that I like, er meeting 
people. I like gregarious activities. And I like talking. 
JM: Yes. 
CM: And I like reading .......... 
EZI 
San Francisco disc jockey Don Sherwood tells of an 
argument in a friend's house after a weekend of sports 
television. The wife complained, 'You love football 
more than you love me. ' 
The husband replied, 'Yeah, but I still love you more 
than basketball. ' 
ED I 
CM: Well, er, 1,1 haven't won money. Erm, I don't 
think I've won - oh, 1,1 have won money. Er, a couple 
of years ago, when I was pregnant with my first child, 
erm, my husband put a bet on - is it the Derby? - 
some, some big race, erm, or the National, is that the 
one that's at -? SB: With the fences at Aintree. 
CM: Yes, that's the one. 
SB: The Grand National. 
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relati"41S 
istercumv) 
do 3 3 4 
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'have, 11111ple Owll 
111111 atillientic filld Ilave, 
selliclims 
find bilk U., Preltv 6 
selllelkýs -111, IKV% nwaiviip cach tinbr 
Kired L 
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+ parllwr" Pallier Pullier What? 
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ýi Holiday postcards 
6. ft 
'7"J 
.,, 0. Iýce A ý4 0, .4 
OF vb 
p-Acaroh. What do you think will 




.i Read the two pou"rds. 
,, I, ýNulatc abmt who the wndcn are 
-i their reasocis for sending the 
g. eol LLID 




4. ý C fZl 
b What k) you think about the first postcard? 
IM 
I imen to John and Monk-A. Pld they s.. '% the 
. I% You? 
c VA. vt Axtrue the K-cond posiicýird? 
IZI 
Listen to John and Amica apin. 
%'by &. thm uvc dwsc woeds anJ phfjwý 
Perhaps Do you suppose 
Nfoundsaaftxq tdonlknow 
K"Ybo Pfobwv 
I Suppose So 
11 'oLhy' , 
t55 
too % -Iwpf- C05 
I-Agonc ý'Ov arc tM holidAy abivad. You 
tc a txbotard to a fnend. Your real 
pktqw. tsc is W persuaji: them to mert " at 
the Airpon oF uation. But of counc you 
wAnt to do dus without actuaI4 askinS them 
direcilly. 
Wnte the pcotc3rd. 
34 lWordpowerl .............................................................. L 
I time - mnuics. hoursý. day-s, wtvk. nwmths c- 
Týs t" emt 
five (was u W)A as 
tLe Log 
Mva*. 
5 1., J DwU3 W-14 
ý-l I- ýsw sdw t4ba ar. L%, do thcw exarng4es bcir, % to? 
ICH m1k all & tsk" 
44 tLvsrbj t6 tww? a,: wrje . awt wb it 
to hj%c it unic. Lf. P,. 
UAP 44 a 46.4u tin'. 
tiot - an occawmi when "vethong 
L) 
time v4rc C*bg to " 
late. 
be l6ml.; di Lit. vo 
is ILIA4.4-t" 
IL ý- I. -I 
- Spmd Roc% Willi money a-, well ab time. What Othec 
words arc like spend? 
-astA a lot f tiho u4ri [. *I ex6mW w6b yw rt 
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Appendix 5.1-3T 
[ýjl Holiday postcards 
Aium I To praclL%p nbaknig and undfuslandwQ an 
unphed requem 
2 TD prýe readuW and wntmg hakday 
correspondence. 
3 To kýcus on tW nisamrkg and use o(bedgu4 words 
and ptua= e. g. parbapw I suppme. 
I- QWMWIIT CTI nLim (T- laft), P-va-- 
RevL%KxL basic&Uy 
SB33a pan 
I Arter students have read the postcards and speculated an 
thou rrmxuurws Ln pam, VA some of theu t; uqg(xMons on 
the board IXWt confirm or give away any answers al thL% 
slage- (lus will L*j the puint of fultim-mr cwuvitius It mily 
help the students to 5jx4oulaic, if you put a trarnewoik on 
the board 




2 Students lissen to )ohn and NAon" ýo compwe arKVor 
confam Iheir wi3wer-- 
Ker floocard I 
John and Monica ques-. Apd conecily that Munling is a 
friend of the W 11 on holiday in Austraha. and tla t she 
sent the postcmd in the hop- that the. y wtxild tru-'et her 
and INLI lamily at the ampurt. 
71icie is an additional fact that John and Moruca did not 
know. Munling had leift her car with the Wilioes whde an 
holiday and they had offered b: ) meet the Wiuly at the 
airport The posicard is, therefore, by way of a remmideF. 
PosAcard 2 
They were correct in that Amanda vvw a friend of 
Bm-ky's, thdt Becky wiasked but wits LukdAe tusee hei uff 
a[ the auport; that Amanda had qone back to live in 
Ireland. They did not know that Amanda had spent her 
ruial weekend in Suvjapuze with Becky's Undy 
Li. m. hw M3u ar 
3 In paus students speculate about why John and Monica 
have used the woids and tAuases in the box 
KeT John and Wtuca sayperha4-e, V sounds as though' 
etc because they age not sure; that is. they are 
speculating of guessmq 
4 Elicit a few ideas about how lo drop hint& e. % 
Wit dnnl gm bw* till 1(130 at night. Tin afmid the chddFm 
will be vat y Wed. 
I hopo we don't have to wait too loing Im a lairybun at the 
auriart 
It will be nice to got bLum but I always tw&W ON* iuimy 
busnde from tM airport 
I wish we'd Inft out fmr in thn murpail carrark, but irsm 
expensive we LYAWn't d5wd tu. 
It is probably benez not to put these on the bumd in LIL 
otherwise all you have kift in a nbecharucal copying 
axercism In gmupn Mudents wn le I hnir pualmrds On 
rutind and twilp as nw-NmQwy. 
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JIM: Then we move, move on to Postcard 
Speculations. I'll read this one out. Er. There's a 
postcard for us to look at. 
MJ: Are you supposed to read the back as well? 
JIM: Mm. Read Me two postcards. Note where they 
come Irom. Spec- speculate about who the senders 
are, and their reasons for sanding the postcards. Do 
you think they are both away on holiday? What do you 
think will happen as a result of each of these 
postcards? 
MJ: Can I see that? 
JIM: 'Dear Dave, Jane, Jenny and Becky, ' mine says. 
'My sister lives very close to this picture. The Blue 
Mountains are spectacular. We're having a family time 
here till we leave on Friday the eleventh. This is to 
Inform you that we've changed our flight. We're flying 
out on - from Sydney on QF IET, A. 2 1.10 just in case 
you, you're Ihinking of coming to the airport. See you 
soon, 'and then I can't read the signature. So, this one 
is obviously - 
MJ: It's a Ifiend of theirs that's qme to Australia7 The 
Blue Mountains are in Australia aren't they? 
JM: That's right. Yes. 
MJ: And enn, arm... The purpose of the postcard is, 
of ... to tell. arm, Ova 
Willises about the holiday and 
basically to suggest that they might like tu come and 
pick them up. 
JIM YeS. It Suggests -'If you are thinking of'rather 
than, er, 'please be at lhe airport'. But yes, I imagine, 
arm, they probably will turn up. So what - 
MJ: I can't read the narne 
JIM: No, I can't read the name either. 
MJ: Erm, the other postcard is a picture of, or. a bridge 
in Dublin, and, arm, it's written to Becky Willis and it 
says, 'Sorry you couldn't come to the airporl. Miss you 
lots. Say hi to your parents from Me, Thanks for the 
weekend Please write. Anne Claire has my address. 
Amanda. ' 
JM: Mm. 
W: Perhaps this, erm, this is a trierxi of Becky s who, 
or, left, erm, and was hoping Becky would be able to 
corne to the airport and say goodbye to her. 
JM: Mm. So it sounds as though, eilhor maybe she 
lives in Ireland and, and er. has (jono back, or has just 
moved to Ireland and or, won't he back for soine time. 
MJ: Mnn. 
JM: With the invitation to write. 
W: It's, well, yes, I suppose so. 'Thanks for the 
weekend. 'Do you suppose this, orm, this girl w"nt to 
Singapore for the weekend from Ireland? 
JIM: Singapore? 
MJ: Yes, it's written to Becky in Singapore. 
JIM: Oh. I see. Oh, arm. Min. 
MJ: I don I know. 
JM: No, perhaps they, or - MJ: I thinkwe move on from how 
MJ: Erin, as a result of this postcard, orm, I think 
Bk4; ky will write back. 
JIM: Yes, probably It she's still in Singapore or 
wherever. 
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SB: Look at this list of jobs. Decide which three of 
these jobs are the best paid in Britain, and which two 
are the worst paid. Do you think any of them are 
underpaid*7 So we have a nurse in a hospital, a miner 
at the coallace, a shop assistant, a car-assembly 
worker, a bank manager, a dentist, a schoolteacher, a 
plumber, a top professional footballer, and a nuclear 
scientist. 
CF: Mm. 
SB: Well. I reckon a nuclear scientist is paid 
reasonably well. 
CF: What about a professional footballer? They get a 
lot of money don't they? 
SB: Too much. 
CF: Mm. 
SB: Yes, that must be top of the list. Bank manager 
must also be pretty high up. 
CF: Got no idea. 
Sa: Anybody who handles money tends to gel paid a 
101. 
CF Mm. What about the lowest? Schoolteacher, 
SB: A schoolteacher, or a nurse. 
CF: Mm. 
SB Who are both I would say underpaid. But I think a 
shop assistant probably gels even less. I don't know 
whether it's - I'd say the shop assistant and the car- 
assembly worker were probably the Iwo worst paid. 
But what about the dentist? He must get well paid. 
CF: Mm. Dentists are well paid, I think. It's hard to 
know isn't it? 
SB: Yeah. They're probably worth the money though. I 
think -I think the footballers are probably overpaid 
and I think -I think bank managers are overpaid. but 
then, anybody who's paid more than me is probably 
overpaid. 
CF: So we both agree that teachers and nurses are 
underpaid. 
SB: Teachers and nursers are definitely underpaid. 
CF: Mm. 
ME 
CF: Mm. What about the lowest? Schoolteacher. 
SB: A schoolteacher, or a nurse. 
CF: Mm. 
SB: Who are both I would soy underpaid Butlthinka 
shop assistant probably g6_6 even less. I don't ýýQ%ý 
whether it's - I'd M, Ihe shop assistant and the car- 
assembly worker were probably the two worst paid. 
But what about the dentist? He must get well paid. 
CF: Mm. Dentists are well paid, I think. It's hard to 
know isn't it? 
'98: Yeah. They're probably worth the money though. I 
. 
think -I think the footballers are probably overpaid 
a4d i think -I think bank managers are overpaid, but 
then. anybody who's paid more than me is probably 
overpaid. 
CF. So we both agree that teachers and nurses are 
underpaid. 
SB: Teachers and nurses are definitely underpaid. 
CF: Mm, 
r7,1 L.. m 
A woman went to a dentist in Baghdad to have a tooth 
out and was told it would be the equivalent of C30. 
'But that's ridiculousl'she said. 'My husband has to 
work two hours for that. ' 
'Madam, 'the dentist replied, 'if you like, I will lake two 
hours. ' 
Liked that one did you, yeah, well here's another, 
here's another. 
My bank manager had a lot of trouble with his hot 
water system. Finally he called a plumbef who fixed 
everything in about hall an hour and gave him a bill for 
E75. 'But that works ouilat El 50 an hour. I'm a bank 
manager and I don't make that kind of money. ' 
'I'm not surpnsed, 'said the plumber. 'Neither did I 
when I was a bank manager' 
6;; 6j 
CF: What's the lowest-paid job you've ever had? 
SB: Probably way back when I was a paperboy Of 
babysitting maybe. That's sixpence an hour - 
CF: How old were you then? 
SB: Must have been about eight. 
CF: Babysitting at eight? 
SB: Well. little sisters were even smaller than me, so - 
CF: Yes. I think my worst pay was in a factory - cake 
factory when I was a student and I can't remember how 
much it was, it wasn't much more than a pound an 
hour. But it was pretty awful. 
SB: Mm. 1, I've got a friend who's a waitress who 





As a waitress. Which is, what, twelve pounds an 
hour. 
CF: Mm. 
SB: And sometimes even as much as two hundred 
dollars in a day. 
CF: So that's mainly from lips. 
SB: That's mainly from lips. I think if it wasn't for the 
tips she wouldn't be getting much money at all 
CF: Yeah. 
SB- And I flunk that might be where women have a 
slight advantage. I think they land to get lipped more 
generously than men. 
JF 
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Appendix 6.1 
Experimental materials 
This appendix consists of three examples of experimental materials. The first. 
A visitor, was an illustration for discussion at a workshop with teachers in Per6. The 
second and third were written for the researchers own students as simulations: 
Travel award and Alton Towers. 
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Appendix 6.1.1 
Interactive exercise from PerCt 
A visitor 
I. SiWatioil 
An English-speakiiig person, Mr/Mrs Robinson, is visiting Lima oil 
business and is bringing his/her son Jolu-t (aged 16) with him/her. 
He/she writes to Mr Brown* and asks if he can suggest what Johii 
should do wlule lie is liere. Mr Brown decides to ask the StUdCIItS 
for ideas. 
2. Sequence 
a. Teacher reads Mr/Mrs Robinson's letter to the class. It includes 
information about John's interests (eg surfing, dancing, meeting 
other students, Peruvian food, buying something to take back for his 
girl friend... - whatever teenagers are interested in! ). Students take 
notes, individually. 
b. Students read, individually, a variety of material in English about 
things related to John's interests and beyond (what else should Ile 
do/see while he is here? ). 
c. Students discuss in groups of four what they think would be best 
for John and write a programme for him for the weekend, Saturdav 
& Sunday, making notes and agreeing. 
d. Students each individually write a letter to John explaining what 
they suggest. Mr Brown has agreed to send him the best one! 
I Materials 
a. The letter from Mr/Mrs Robinson. 
b. At least four short texts about possibilities. 
c. A blank diary to help students fill in the activities. 
4. Levels 
The letter from Mr/Mrs Robinson can be more complicated, or less, 
eg mixing up John's interests with other things about him which are 
irrelevant; or it Could be just a straight list. The reading can be 
long and difficult or short and easy, and the timetable could cover 
three days instead of two, or only one. 
(*Noteý Mr Brown %v. is the actuA Director of the Centre. ) 
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Appendix 6.1.2 
The Smith Travel Award: a sinizilatioti 
The Smith Foundation is offering a travel award which will allow two people to spend tour 
weeks anywhere in the world for any purpose they are interested in. All projects In list 
start within six montlis of the award. Past winners of the award have: 
- gone painting in the Kalahari desert 
- driven a relief lorry in Bosnia 
- learnt how beach lifeguards are organised in Australia. 
There are two sets of participants: applicants and interviewers. The tasks are: 
1 Ft)r applicatits: 
Work with a partner. Your are applying together for the travel award. You must think ot 
a suitable project and write a short statement about it. 
- Say where you would like to goand why, 
- Explain what you would cloand how you would do itl 
- State what You hope to achieve, 
- List the preparations you will make over the next six months; 
- Say Wily You think You are Suitable people to do this project. 
Write no more than half a page. 
2 For intenuezvers: 
Work in a group. You are going to interview the applicants for tile award. You will have 
four pairs of applicants to interview and must make the award to tile best project Dis, 11,11% 
and decide on what criteria you will 11se to he]p YOU decide, for example 
- the characters of tile applic, ilits, 
- the value of the project, 
- the likely result, 
- value for money 
Examples of possible projects include: 
designing a solar water pump for Somalia 
finding out how South American Indians use plants for healing 
- making a film in Armenia 
- studying bees in Greece 
- learning about whales in Antarctica 
- working in a conservation area in Europe 
- finding out if tile market economy has anything to learn from in Arab souk 
- photographing the next Olympic, 
But try to find your own. 
UsefUl phrases for applicantsý 
interviewers: 
We should like to... 
It would be useful/interesting because... 
It is necessiry/important/vital for... to... 
If we were given the award %ve would ... The result would be.. 
Useful phroses tor 
why do you want to 
what is the Imint of 
what would yoti do it 
what would You do with 
Timing: 
Introduction: 15 minutes, preparation: 20 IllillLiteS, each interview 10 mintites, including 
reading the application, the interview, making the decision (grading? ); Results and 




Visit to Alt(m a simolation 
1. Situation 
You have been aý, ked by IN - the -school trips organiserl to produce a programme for a visit 
to Alton Towers for students from the school. The article 'The agony and the ecstasy' 
[review of Alton Towers from recent edition of a national newspaper] will tell you all you 
need to know about this theme park, but you will also need other information, like how far 
from here it is 
2. Demandý, 
Youare asked to produ(v 
I. Ail administrative plan for the day, giving times of departure, where to meet, how 
many can go, what transport you will use, who will drive... and so oil. Think abotit all the 
things which will have to be planned in advance, and try to make arrangements for them 
2. A poster for tile classr(min notice boards giving all the necessary information to 
students (what it is, what is exciting about it, when, where, cost ... ). 
The poster for Ithe 
local entertainments centrel and tile picture with the newspaper article may give you some 
ideas. 
IA suggested timetable for the visit. You should take into account the recommendation.,, 
made by [tile author of tile article], but remember that there may be two parties going from 
[tile school] and they cannot both get there at tile same time. What should be visited fir-, t 
What later? When and what will student,, eat/drink, and where? 
4. A letter which is to be faxed to tile parents Of tile Younger Students asking pernir-ion 
for them to go. The letter ý, hould explain how useful the visit will be tor them 
educatimially. 
3. Resource,,, 
Most of the information ý, ()u will need is in the newspaper article, but there may also he 
other things you will want to know. Also, you may need practical resources like coloured 
pens and paper for the poster. I may be able to help: ask me if you want anything. 
4. Organisation 
Work in three groups, with four students in each group. Elect a leader for your group 
Then agree who will be secretary, to write notes as you discuss what you want to do 
messenger, to find out more information when you need it; and artist, to design the 
poster. All decision, -. should be agreed by the group as a whole, but if you cannot agriv, 
the leader has to decide what will be done. 
5. Tasks 
a. The first task is to plan your time. You have until 1030 to do all the other tasks bt-low 
Don't forget to include time for checking the work when you have finished it and tirne tor 
reporting back to the other groups. Discuss what there is to do, and work out a timelabli. 
for the rest of tile lesson. 
b. Then all four of you read the article and discuss the information it contains. Make sure 
you understand it all (use dictionaries if necessary). Then cross out ally parts of it which 
seem irrelevant for the trip. 
c. Decide how many jobs there are to do, and share out the work between you. For 
example one pair could write a draft plan, another pair could make recommendations 
about food, ... - or you could work 
individually, if you prefer. 
d. Discuss all the parts in draft to make sure you agree them as a group 
e. Present your ideas to the other groups - remember to leave time for them to present 
their ideas to you! 
f. The final task is to decide which is the best of the three programmes. 
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Appendix 6.2 
Scenarios for trial series 
The seven scenarios produced for the trial series illustrate a range of exploitations 
of a single format. Some are accompanied by realia - advertisements, postcards, 
reproductions of faces or sculptures, books; some are inventions based on actual 
texts; and one is pure instruction, with the students providing all the information. 
The following notes give some background information to the scenario materials. 
1. Introduction to Dorset 
The students had already been at the school for some weeks, and so were familiar 
with the area and events in it which might be of interest to a those in a new intake. 
They were each given two of the colour pictures of faces from which to choose, and 
the whole set of advertisements, which were chosen from a local newspaper to 
stimulate interest. 
2. A job in Dorset 
The advertisements were again taken from a local newspaper and some were 
deliberately rather odd (mushroom harvester, animal assistant) so as to give scope 
for creative responses in Task 2. The realism of this scenario was somewhat 
compromised by the fact that most students would probably be perfectly able to 
afford to stay on without extra funds if they wanted to. 
3. Compatible friends 
A revised version of Holiday acquaintances. The note sheet now includes the 
rubrics and is intended to be self-explanatory so as to reduce the animateur role 
for the teacher. There were 4 picture postcards with an invented message on the 
back, written in various forms of handwriting, each reproduced 3 times - ie 12 
postcards in all - so that there was one for each student. The clestabilising challenge 
cards were only rarely used but caused some amusement when they were. 
4. Lecturer 
A scenario requiring labour-intensive preparation: most of the biographies were 
adapted from Guardian obituaries. Again there was an attempt to include the 




No stimulus beyond the note sheet, but the tasks were similar to those in the 
course book. This simplicity was meant to provoke straight narrative, and students 
produced it without difficulty. The re-telling of the best story from one group to 
another resulted in improved language, showing the benefits of rehearsal. 
6. Books for the library 
A new version of a previous scenario, with a more structured set of tasks, again 
written directly for students without the intervention of the teacher. The books 
were the researcher's, and handling them as realia seemed to be a stimulus to 
student reaction, and the element of speed reading was emphasised by the need to 
pass on the books to other students. 
7. Four characters in search of a drama 
A deliberate mix of sculptures, intended to stimulate invention, four (from one 
corner of the set of 12) to each student in a group, two groups. The class was 
sitting Cambridge CAE in a few days' time and the teacher welcomed the scenario 
as practice for the paired oral. 
Note 
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Appendix 6.2.1 
Scenario: IntnAuction to Dorset : Questionnaire [10 mins] 
Picase tell me what you think about the scemirio: put a cniss in one box f'or each question. 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, as a group, Wký Lild well Ll fairly well El rather hadly [I 
2 Self -assessment 
III the 
I could say what I wanted to say 
I Understood and talked 
I found that talking about 
- people and relationships was 
- activities was 
- other things was 
- things that are happening now was 
- things that happened in the past was 
oftenD sometimesO notottenLI 
well 0 quite well 0 With diffictilt), 
easy 0 a pn)bleni 0 difficult F] 
easy 0 a pn)blem 0 difficult EJ 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a pn)bleni 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a pn)blem 0 difficult El 
I found that discussing things with tile 
other students waý, easy El a problem F] diflik-1111 [-I 
3 The scenario 
This is how succet LiIItIiiiikt 
Ile sce, 1.1 l'i( 
- it was an enjoyable exercise 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
the course 
- it showed me what I can do with the language 
I have learnt 
4 Noles 
Thank you very much for your help. 
Andrew Harrison 
yes El not really Ej no Ll 
yes 0 not really 0 no D 
yes 0 not really 0 tit) 0 
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Appendix 6.2.2 
Scenario: A job hi Dorset ref E] 
Notes 
A friendin Ot, vti i ha. s mtiI4 d tou it) stilt )if aperthe clido/thecourse. Bilon, vou agier, 
iou it-ill nced iopid work lot allv so that you will have enough inonci-. What kind Ojjob 
wouldinake iou happN! It couldbe soint, thing diffi, rentfrom what vou tit) now 
Tas kI 
Do rset is tit i i; ii/ipiiinii ig ( (, it III rN (I 11,1. % 11 It'. wI ill lot s of people i will 1 ng oil /I 14 1 tit I y. 
Think about an v inti Icsit. hobba's of skills iou have which could be usiJulJor ajob fit the 
area. Write them herr: 
Tw; k2 
Discuss 
, your ideas 
it -i Ill vou r pi i rtne r, the) ii -hoose of u, job P-mil the list it -if ii if % of ii if I it kI ()It 
coulilapplYfor Write the name of the job here: 
Vilk with " your partner 
about both , yourjobs, 
especiall ,v 
what you would be Nippy about 
awl what would worty vou. When You have talked enough, write notes oil thejob vou have 
chosen. 
happY aboul: worry abour 
Tas k3 
Asacla. %, i, talk (dwat Hit mo, st mtcrrsto), ýJobs and who Isgoing 11) app/% Jof /Ill Ill i 
to agree about it If(, o mo sI Ii k, /N it) gO thtjob he of slit, wants. Make ap -it, if, ýics 1), lot, 
oil the discussitm 
Scenario: A job hi Dorset ref E] 
Notes 
A friendin Ot, vti i ha. s mtiI4 d tou it) stilt )if aperthe clido/thecourse. Bilon, vou agier, 
iou it-ill nced iopid work lot allv so that you will have enough inonci-. What kind Ojjob 
wouldinake iou happN! It couldbe soint, thing diffi, rentfrom what vou tit) now 
Tas kI 
Do rset is tit i i; ii/ipiiinii ig ( (, it III rN (I 11,1. % 11 It'. wI ill lot s of people i will 1 ng oil /I 14 1 tit I y. 
Think about lilt v inti Icsit. hobba's of skills iou have which could be usiJulJor ajob fit the 
area. Write them herr: 
Tw; k2 
Discuss 
, your ideas 
it -i Ill vou r pi i rtne r, the) ii -hoose of u, job P-mil the list it -if ii if % of ii if I it kI ()It 
coulilapplYfor Write the name of the job here: 
Vilk with " your partner 
about both , yourjobs, 
especiall ,v 
what you would be Nippy about 
awl what would worty vou. When You have talked enough, write notes oil thejob vou have 
chosen. 
happY aboul: worry abour 
Tas k3 
Asacla. %, i, talk (dwat Hit mo, st mtcrrsto), ýJobs and who Isgoing 11) app/% Jof /Ill Ill i 
to agree about it If(, o mo sI Ii k, /N it) gO thtjob he of slit, wants. Make ap -it, if, ýics 1), lot, 
oil the discussitm 
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Appendix 6.2.2 
Scenarioi A job in Dorset : Questionnaire 110 mills] 
Please tell nie what vou thInk about tlit, sconario: put a cn)ss in mit, box for each question, 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, as a group, %% o did well El fairly well 0 rather badly El 
2 Self -assessment 
In the scenario, 
I could say what I wanted tosay 
I understood and talked 
I found that talking about 
- people and relationships was 
- jobs was 
- other things was 
- things that are happening now was 
- things that happened in tile past was 
often[I sometimesO notoftenO 
well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty F1 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a pn)blem 0 difficult LI 
easy 0 a pn)blem 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a pn)blem El difficult El 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
I found that discussing things with the 
other students easvo aproblemO difficultEl 
3 The scenario 
This is how SUCCeSSWI I think the scenario was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
the course 
- it showed me w1wt I can do with the language 
I have le. irw 
4 Notes 
Thank you very much for your help. 
Andrew Harri. son 
yes D not really El no El 
yes 0 not really 0 no 0 
yes 0 not really 1: 1 no 11 
I 
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Appendix 6.2.3 
Scenario: Compatible friends ref 
name 
Notes 
Iniagim, that when you werc on holiday you met someone and madeftiends with thern. 
Now you have received a postcarilfrom this friend, who suggests you should niect again. 
Task 1 
Read the Imstcard and think about the person w1u) sent it. 
Who sent the Fx)stcard? 
What kind of person is he/she? 
Task 2 
Discuss ulith your partner what I L()LL watit to do, and also what your partner watits to do. 
Do you want to meet your holl, by friend again" 
If yes, why, it not, ýý hN not , 
Task 3 
Thefiriend will telephone you soon. Discuss with the others in your group what you are 
goijig to say. Ifthe answer is 'yes', make arrangemeWs to meet. ýf the answer is 'no', 
think ofexcusez; ilou capi giz, c. Write some excuses here to remind you: 
Task 4- Group A 
Decide which student in Mcgroup will takc the phone call. When thc phone rings, lic or 
slit, must answcr it anda,,, rcc (ol, Hilt tO Mect the holiday fricini, as you 11,17Tdi-Cidi-d! 
Task 4- Groups B&C 
Olle StUdOlt Will make Hit, plw)w call. Read the Plotes and ll. q. HU-111 to hc]p You. 
All groups 
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Notesfi)ryourplioýie call. Life is difficult, always diffien7itftvni wilat you expect! 
Ti-474totit, yourfriend widsee what /it, or slie rt-plies. 
If they doWt want to meet you, try the following: 
But you said you were always free [at weekends/on Fridays... 
But I thought you were interested in walking. 
But I'm only here for two days and I shan't be back in Bournemouth again for 
years 
- But you never told me you lived so far out in the country! 
If they do want to meet you, try: 
-I can't see you on [Saturday/ Sunday ... 1,1 have to go to a meeting - I'm 
terribly disappointed. 
I'm sorry - I'm ringing to tell you that I really can't stv you after all - lily 
husband /wife/ partner... 1 has just come over to join me. 
The trouble is, I've hurt my ankle, so I can't walk very far. 
I'm ever so sorry, but I can't stay in Bournemouth after all - my inother's 
desl: x-rately ill. 
Jan 
Noles fipr your plume call. Liji, is difficult, always difft-mit from what you expect! 
Telephone yourfriend and sce what he or she n-plics. 
If they don't want to meet you, try the following: 
But I thought you liked old cars as much as I do. 
But you said you were always free lat weekends/on Fridays... j. 
But it's not very far over to Beaulieu - only about half an hour. 
But I do need a whole dav, otherwiw I won't see everything. 
If they 3o %, ý, ant to nwet you, try: 
-I can't see you on I'Saturday/ Sunday ... 1,1 have to go to a meeting. 
I'm very disappointed, but the car museum is closed for repairs. 
I'm sorry, but I find my flight is bow)ked for tomorrow and I can't change it. 





Scenarioý Compatible Friends : Questionnaire 
easyO aproblemEl difficultEl 
Please tell nit, what you think about the scenario: put a cross in one box for each ilijestion. 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, as a grOLIP, we did well 0 fairly well 0 rather badly El 
2 Self -assessment 
In the scenario, 
I could say what I wanted to say 
I understcood and talked 
I found that talking about 
- people and relationships was 
- arrangements & excuses was 
- other things was 
- things that are happening now was 
- things that happened in the past was 
often 0 sometimes El not often D 
well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty LI 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
easy 0 a problem 0 di ff icul t El 
easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
I found that discussing things with the 
other students was 
3 The scenario 
This is how successful I think the scenario was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
the course 
- it showed me what I can do with the language 
I have learnt 
4 In comparison 
Compared with the one we did before, 
this scenario was 
5 Any furthercomments 
[10 niiil,., ] 
yes El not really 0 no Fl 
yes 0 not really [I no [-I 
yes 0 not really Ll no LI 
bettor [I about the same [I worse [I 





Scenario: Lecturer ref 
name 
Notes 
The school arrotiges a lecture oti Motiday atid Thursday evetibigs. Ma good der? iocratic 
way, it Itas beeti decided that you, the studeWi, should decide wito is to be itivited to come 
atidgive a lecturefor everyl)(kly. 
Task 1 
What do you thipik are tite r? iost iniportatit qualitiesfir a lecturer? Here art, three: 
an outgoing personality ... something 
interesting to say ... a sense of humour 
Put these in order of import. mce by writiiig 1,2 or 3 beside them, thell add thwe 
more Of YOUr mvii 
Task 2 
Now look at the iiiI0r?? wtio)i alwut three people o? i Sheet 1, alld With your parbier decide 
which JILLi 1k, ople you would like to ask to giVe the lecture, froi? i the six people o)i your two 
shects. 
12 
Why did you Choose OU'Se two, 
Task 3 
Read the bi. tonýwtioii you piou, have oii Sheet 2 a1yout the people you han, chowii alid 
discuss hi the groiip which two are tiov, the I)es-t. 
12 
Task 4 
Now as a class try to niake a tmal choict, oflecturcr. II-you camiot agret, mi otit, ii, 1111c, you 




"allit, ap. occupatim 
Anna Adam,, on 32 editor 
kan Booth 
'15 ýporN coach 
call taIk alx)ut ailn ill lift, strolgOls 
preparing author%' helping people understanding 
writing for publication 
hi% training NN, stem improve confidence 
athletes' 
performance 
Charles Carter 78 doctor (retired) hi,, hoNpital in South healing dedication 
Atrica 
David Dench 28 NtOMTWý011 car% ing in ýtone, mainlY accurao, crattsnianýhip 
for buildings 
Ed Erlanger 01 hMorian, author post-inclustrial culture find the truth abilit. v to think 
about -, ocietN, think 
in US 
Francis Ford 35 explorer walking to the North find out about determination 
Pole the world 
Georgina Garton 82 teacher secondary education in the best efficiency 
England education 
for each pupil 
Hari Harishna 56 Zoroastrian history of religion continuing old al"-aV% tell..,, 
priest traditions the truth 
lan IngliN 70 adVCI)tLirvr escaping from prison always being single 
Camps right rrundvdn(ýN 
JAI Jacký, on w ritL, r discu,, sing social writing & iking ', vIlse ot 
pn)blemN (eg published purpose 
I 
prejud ice) 
Keith Kendal 17 trainee warden, care (if the countryside become a enthuNiasirl 
National TruNt fo re-, t rv warden in 
Scotland 
Lodev Laughton dancer, the human btkkl & expressing glad to be her 
choreographer Movement emotion Owil 




Anna A amson 
She is a wonderful editor - writers discreetly hand Anna their copy and, with a bit 
of judicious cutting here and there, a decent piece is transformed into a very goo)d 
one. Everyone goes to her for comfort. Writers phone up, bitterly asking why 
their article has not been used. Anna will talk them through it, highlight the best 
bits, make them LIP if necessary, and by the time she has finished they feel like 
God's gift to journalism. But she is always convinced she looks a mess. 
(adapted from The Giairdian, 17/; /')'; ) 
Brian Booth 
I am a scientist, 'he says, 'and when I was running myself, and having bad days 
and good days, I thought, there's got to be a reason for this, and it's got to be 
predictable. I spent five years researching it. ' Broadly, his method is similar to 
bio-rhythms, the theory that immutable, innate body rhythms - such as tile daily 24- 
hour cycle and the lunar monthly and yearly cycles - combine with changeable 
cycles, dependent on human habits and character, to produce a three-mode systviw 
tile intellectual cycle (33 days), tile emotional cycle (28 days) and tile physical cycle 
(23 days). 
(adapted froi Guardum, 14/8/93) 
Charles Carter 
Charles and Clara Carter arrived in South Africa in 1945 as medical missionaries to 
take over a dilapidated store in Zululand. Twenty-seven years later, when forced bN 
their principles to leave - they could not countenance a government takeover - they 
had built up not only a large, well-equipped hospital, which drew doctors from all 
over the world, but also a deeply sympathetic relationship with the Coil) ill unity, 
winning the confidence and respect even of traditional healers. Since their 
retirement they have cycled tens of thousands of miles on their tandem, raising 
money for charities in England and South Africa. 
(adapted from Fhe Gamnium, 4/1)/1) 1) 
David Dench 
David's work is extremely varied, ranging from repairs to local church pinnacles 
and carving capitals for new buildings for the City of London, to making garden 
benches. Much of his masonry is created at home. In an idYllic setting behind the 
house is a small stone barn, which he has turned into his workshop. Everything 
inside is thick with stone dust. Machinery is noticeable by its absence I use the 
same type of too)ls that stonemasons have used for hLuidreds of years, ' lie Says. 
David's work is meticulous, often incredibly detailed and almost painfully slow. 
(adapted from Homes &sivings, Halifax Nilding Stwiely, Spring 199 1) 
Ed Erlanger 
Erlanger's books analyse modern industrial consumer society. He argues that we 
think we now have limitless options without consequences, tile 'freedom to choost. 
everything at once'. We clefine who we are through purchases, through opinion 
polls - reactions to pre-set agenda. We have almost no control over our world 
Tile communications industry channels our information, politics studies and 
manages our opinions. No one has purpose, or faith in the future: all that call be 
doneis to chill off, be ironic. But he has some hope for a post-industrial culture 
that will accept limits, respect nature, be humble, local, traditional... and sell- 
disciplined. 




Scenario: Lectuar ý Questionnaire [5 mins] 
Please tell nie Oiat you t1iink al, out Hie scem irto: put ac ross in oýic box /Or eacit iluestion. 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, as a group, we did well El fairly well 0 rather badly 0 
2 Self -assessment 
In the scenario, 
I Could say what I wanted to say often 0 sometimes 0 not often El 
I understood and talked well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty Ll 
I found that talking about 
- people personalities was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
- arrangements & excuses was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
- other things was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
- things thatare happening now was easy 0 a problem El difficult 0 
- things that happened in the past was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
1 found that discussing things with tile 
other students was easy El a problem El difficult El 
3 The scenario 
This is how successful I think the scenar io was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise yes 0 not really Ll no Ll 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
tile course yes 0 not really 0 no El 
- it showed me what I can do with the language 
I have learnt yes El not really 0 no F1 
4 In comparison 
Compared with tile one we did before, 
this scenario was better 0 about the same 0 worse [I 
Why? 
5 Any further comments 




Scenario: Afterthoughts ref: 
name 
Notes 
The editor iýtlw BEET tiewsletter is askbigfi)r cmitributioiisfroni students. This class has 
beeii ask-ed to write a short story. This is one way you could do it. 
It is difficult sometimes to do the right thing at the right time. How often Inive you 
regretted saying something, or not saying something, and then thought what you should 
11,1719' SiNd" 01- INTIU/1ý; it ZC&s ý; onlething you 
did aild then wislu'd You hathl't? 
Task I 
Thbik olaii cve)it , I- conzvrýlltlml III which You wish You luld dom, orsaid Something 
diffi, rent. Write notcs about it herc: 
What happened was 
If it happened apin I WOUld 
Task 2 
Working in a group o/ four, tell your story to the others and listen to theirs. Write a Jew 






The student who told tlit, lpcst story takcs it to a)iotik, r grozip and this group decide u'llet1wr 
the new story is better than their own story, or not so good. 
The better storN, is ours... theirs 
Task 4 
As a class, decide which ýtipnl iý; to be sepit m to the cilitor. 
320 
Appendix 6.2.5 
Scenario: Afterthoughts : Questionnaire 15 mins] 
Please tell me v, hat you thbik about t1u, scenario: put a cross in one box for cach ques-tion. 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, as a group, wk, did well F-I fairly well 1: 1 rather badly El 
2 Self-assessinent 
In the scenario, 
I COUld say what I wanted to say often El sometimes 11 not often El 
I understood and talked well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty P 
Speaking quickly enough was easy 0a pn)bleni 0 difficult El 
I found that talking about 
- what actually happened was easyD aprobleniD difficultO 
- what I wished had happened was easyD aproblemO difficultO 
- things that are happening now was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult 0 
- things that had haprwned in the past wa s easy 0 a pn)blem 0 difficultO 
- things that may happen in flItUre was easy El a problem F-I difficult D 
I found that discussing things with the 
other students was ea sy El a problem [I ditficult U 
3 The scenario 
This is how successful I thiiik the scenario was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
the course 
- it showed me what I can do with the language 
I have learnt 
yes 0 not really 0 no El 
yes 0 not really El no 0 
yes El not really 0 no F1 
4 Notes 






Scenario: Books for the fibrary ref: 
name 
Notes 
Someone has given a It pt of old t1u, school I ibrary, but t1tere arrfar too many of them. As 
students in an advanced class, you have been asked to choose t lie best ones. I It-n- are -8 I)ook. -; fi)r you Io 
look at: 
your comments 
Adams: Watership Lk)wn 
Bach: Jonathan Livingston Scagull 
Chatwin: Utz 
Godden: The River 
Greene: Brighton Rock 
Hemingway: The Old Man and the 'Sca 
MacLean: Where Eagles Dare 
Spielberg: Close Encounters 
Task 1 
Work with a partm-r. W/wit you an-Sive)i a Ilook, n-ad the blurb (flu, information about it which is 
pritited on the back, orsointlimes, inside at flu-front), and then lix)k quickly at the beginnhig and Ilk- 
Old of t1k. book itself. Discuss with your partner what you think about it, then write a fi-w commews 
bcsiih- the tille ill the list above. You should We till more than 3 minutes to look- at each book. Now till 
the same with the other sen-pi books. 
Task 2 
Workoig oii your ozi, pi, lvi, lc : 4,11wIl of Ou. book"; voll thillk woul, l be the best Ilo-tv ij, blilioiis to flic 
library. 
1 Be,, t btx& 
Suitable for: younger students El adults El elementary Cl intermediate Cl advanced 0 
What made you choose it? 
2 Second Ix-K& 
Suitable for: younger students 0 adults El elementary El intermediate El advanced L-1 
What made you choose it? 
3 Third lx)ok: 
Suitable for: younger student-, El adults Cl elementary 0 intermediate Cl advanced El 
What made you choose it? 
Task 3 




Scenarioý Books for the library : Questionnaire 15 mills) 
Please tell "W U, hat you thbik lbout the scoiario: put a cn)ss in one box fOr cach question. 
1 Class assessment 
I think th, it, iý, i group, %'IC d1d vvell 0 fairly well El nither hadly El 
2 Self -assessment 
It) the scenario, 
I could say what I wanted to say often 0 sometimes El not often 11 
I understood and talked well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty F] 
Reading quickly enough w. iý, easy El a problem El ditficult 0 
I found that talking alx)tit 
- the contect of tile books easy [I 
- what nakes. 1 good bookwas ellsy 0 
- things that are happening now was easy 0 
- things that happened ill tile past was easy 0 
- things that may happen Ill future was easy 
1 found that discussing things with tile 
other students was easy El 
3 The scenario 
This is how successful I think tile scenario was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise 
- it included a lot of what I learned during 
the course 
- it showed me what I can do with tile language 
I have leanit 
a problem El difficult El 
a problem 0 difficult 0 
a problem 0 difficult 0 
a problem 0 difficult 0 
aprobleniO ditticultEl 
a problem El difficult El 
yes EI not really EI no EI 
yes 0 not really El no 0 
yes 0 not really U [it) D 
4 Notes 








Tilt- end of terin . 0iou, at the school, 
LIPBEET, incliJes perforinancesffimi students - songs, dances- or 
anything witich contrilnites to tilt, otterfainnit7it. It lws twen suggested that this class should pn-st-Pli a 
short play. It call I)e any kitid of dra? na -a scrious storY, a conit-dy, a dn-ani, a nt. vih, solne Abld (if' 
scienct-fiction... We -will start -with the characters. 
Task 1 
Which one of* the peold" 1ý1 Volo- pictures uNnild vou like it) I)e, as a character lit a plaY? No- 
V'Owt is his or htT nanic? (limt-Pit one if you need Io! ) 
Witat sort of jx-rson is he or. 4u-? Fittilfour suitalyle words and draw a ring round each týtlk-nj. 
brave tender inscrutable careful idealistic dreamy ambitious graceful jxýllsive energetic 
aggressive motherly superior strong secretive hardheaded anxious powerful caring 
arrogant forceful neat mysterious weak unfriendly sensitive warm relaxed cold 
Add thn-e lnon- descriptions hert, 
123 
What is tilt, ont, iýio. q wiportant lhbi, ý aknit thi., , haracter? 
Task 2 
Work rvith apart ner. Takehtrwý. 
a. O)ie of you Sirvs the other )its or herjour pictums, then &. scril)t-, tik- character, asking which pictun- 
it is. Do not say what the character looks likc, just explain what sort of persi)n tilt- character is 
b. Then tilt, othcr paroic? looý at the othcr finir pictures inid decidesfnpin the cluirach-rdes, ription 
which Init, it is. 
Task 3 
Workitig in a ýn)iq) offoia-, I short play in -which thi-jour characters art- involveJ. Where do 
they inect? Wiwi do they say it) each other7 What happols? 
If it helps, wrile few notes oil tilt, pla y /k-rt-: 
Task 4 
Tell Ilk- other group what yoiir play is al)out. Act it fi)r the? n, if you like. 
Task 5 
As a class, decide zvhich of ilit, t-wo plays is Hic opic vou will pt, rfiprin at tik- t-Pid of temi concerf. 




Tilt- end of terin . 0iou, at the school, 
LIPBEET, incliJes perforinancesffimi students - songs, dances- or 
nything witich contrilnites to tilt, enterfainnit7it. It lws twen suggested that this class should pn-st-Pit a 
hort play. It call I)e any kitid of dra? na -a serious storY, a conit-dy, a dn-ani, a nt. vih, solne Abld (if' 
cienct-fiction... We -will start -with the characters. 
Task 1 
Which one of* the peold" 1ý1 Volo- pictures uNnild vou like it) I)e, as a clwractt-r lit a play? No- 
V'Owt is his or htT nanic? (limt-Pit one if you need Io! ) 
Witat sort of jx-rson is he or. sltc? Fittilfour suitalyle words and draw a ring round each týtlk-nj. 
brave tender inscrutable careful idealistic dreamy ambitious graceful jxýnsive energetic 
aggressive motherly superior strong secretive hardheaded anxious powerful caring 
arrogant forceful neat mysterious weak unfriendly sensitive warm relaxed cold 
Add thn-e Inon- descriptions hert, 
123 
What is tilt, ont, iýio. q wiportant lhbi, ý aknit thi., t haracter? 
Task 2 
Work rvith apart ner. Takehtrwý. 
a. O)ie of you Sirvs the other )its or herjour pictums, then iicscril)t-, tik- character, asking which pictun- 
it is. Do not say what the character looks likc, just explain what sort of persi)n tilt- character is 
b. Then tilt, othcr paroic? looý at the othcr finir pictures inid decidesfnpin the cluirach-rdes, ription 
which Init, it iý';. 
Task 3 
Workitig in a ýn)iq) offoia-, I short play in -which thi-jour characters art- involveJ. Where do 
they incet? Wiwi do theysay it) each othcr7 What happols? 
If it helps, wrile few notes oil tilt, pla y /k-rt-: 
Task 4 
Tell Ilk- othergroup what yoiir play is al)out. Act it fi)r the? n, if you like. 
Task 5 
















Scenario: Four characters Questionnaire [5 minsl 
Please tell me zclut ijim think al, ow Hic scemir io: Ind a cn)ss in mic I)oX t or each (IIIestimi. 
1 Class assessment 
I think that, in our grotil), we did well El fairly well 0 rather badly El 
I thillk tjjAt, 1" JIJ. JSý,, %% k' (Ild %vell 0 fairly well El rather badly F1 
2 Self-assessment 
In the scenario, 
I understood Nvh, it pti)plt- , iid to nit, 
E-1 often Ll "onit-tillies [I 
I could say what I wanted to say well 0 quite well 0 with difficulty LI 
To describe a character from a picture was easy 0 a problern 0 difficult 0 
To recognise my partner's L-1mr-icter w. is ea sv [I a problem M dittictilt P 
I found that talking about 
- the story of the play was e, isy LI a problem El ditticult LI 
- the characters in the play was easy 0 a problem 0 difficult El 
- the end of the play was easy El a problem El difficult 0 
1 found that discussion with the 
other StUdellt, WAs easy 0 a problem D difficult I 
The gninimar I needed %v, is easy 0 a problern 0 difficult I 
Tile vocabulary I needed was easy El a problem El difficult LI 
3 The scenario 
This is how succe. sslul I think the scenano was: 
- it was an enjoyable exercise yes El not re ally [I no II 
- it included things I learned during 
the course yes 0 not really El no El 
- it was useful practice for the exam yes El not re ally 0 no [I 
4 Notes 





A mark scheme in action: two learner texts 
The scenario used for this exercise was 'Books for the library'. which asks students to work 
together in pairs (and later in groups) to decide which of eight old books are the best three 
to be taken into the school library. The texts have been adapted from transcripts of an hour's 
discussion in class. The conventions followed in the transcripts are: no punctuation supplied, 
space indicates pause, square brackets indicate comments; ... implies a break in continuity. 
Text I 
This text represents a discussion between 81 and B2 about the books. They have been told 
that they have about three minutes to took at each of a series of books and decide whether 
they think it is for adults or for younger students, and what level of language the book 
demands - elementary, intermediate or advanced. It has been suggested that to help them, 
they should look at the information given for each book on the cover and inside it. 
interaction resaurces 
sIsI 
BIBI B2 B2 
01 B2 I hope it was 
02 we've got three more to go init 
03 haven't got much time cont/offer 
04 [blurb] 'truth to character and situation is the 
real attraction of the novel should be read 
by everyone beautiful writing and delicate' init 
OS think actually it should be for adults who can 
appreciate much more than just you know 
one step at a time cont. /offer 
06 B2 what else can we get out of this init 
07 BI wait a minute this is greatest information about this - 
08 B2 yeah but resp 
09 BI [blurb) to catch the spirit of this perfectionist novel cont 
10 B2 but this is for Mermaid Books about the series 
it is not about this special book this group of books 
what they represent resp/denial 
11 BI [continues reading blurb sotto voce] 
12 B2 all right so they are saying that these may be cheap 














interaction resaurces activities 
sISI 
BI 131 B2 B2 B1 132 
13 132 1 think it's for youngers about all these youngers; 
and confidences - init XP 
14 BI Ws the young spirit of the books which shows that - u 
IS 132 1 mean it's supposed to be like the theme of the 
book is life cont VU 
16 so I should say it's for adults cont VVP 
17 1 mean you get adults from let's say 2S up to 
80 years old cont VU 
18 it's very difficult to decide but I should say that this is 
not for children cont/offer V le P 
19 but it Is like for for young persons cont Vf W, P 
20 BII mean young persons this will be why they 
set the price cont/offer U 
21 82 yes resp 
22 BI and that they had students in mind contlimplic U 
23 and I'd say the problem for us is the real appreciation 
of the level offer U 
[pause while they read] 
24 B2 so it's actually quite intelligent book init XU 
25 BI good writing cont u 
26 B2 I mean for intelligent people so so it has to be 
what stage? cont/enq Vr 
27 advanced I suppose cont/offer P 
28 so I would say for adults and advanced language concl P 
29 BI but a young person's story resp/denial 
30 B2 I think it is for adults I would say this Is for adults cont P 
31 this Is like for everyone who'd like to be remind 
of childhood cont/implic XU 
32 BI mm yes I'd say so resp r 
[pause while they look at next book - Brighton Rock] 
33 B2 OK I would say that this is advanced because 
I consider Penguin talking about er the production 
whatever it is who publisher publisher InIt/aid U 
34 so they are they are having their collection 
In order to 
3S BI quite classic collection init U 
36 B2 yes or this one or that one Sudderibrooks 
[ad in book for another In the 'classics' series] 
this is quite difficult cont/offer P 
37 1 would say that this Is for advanced advanced cont/offer P 
38 BI advanced students resp, r 
39 B2 from the story definitely not for children cont U 
40 BI mm resp 
41 B2 so its about a boy of 17 init U 
[reads sotto voce] 
42 BI yeah this Is definitely higher level cont P 
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interaction resources activities 
sIS I 
BI BI B2 B2 BI B2 
43 B2 [blurb]a mystery story adventure 
psychological action-story at least it -a novel 
which when it is finished seems to have been 
injected Into the veins' cont 01, u 
44 BI yes It seems action structure novel cont x r 
45 B2 quite difficult init p 
46 BI it is difficult? cont/enq r 
47 B2 It is I think it is quite difficult yeah resp p 
48 1 would say that this I mean this Is psychological 
action story so you wouldn't give it to children 
would youl a psychological book cont/offer IV, Of P 
49 BI no certainly no resp V, r 
SO B2 they wouldn't be able to understand it cont V 01 u 
S1 so I think this is definite quite definitely 
advanced language for adult people concl P 
S2 and you know for someone who like classics 
basically like Buddenbrooks or you know contrimplic x V, 
S3 BI yes resp r 
S4 B2 I mean just just read this bit in here first of all cont u 
SS [blurb]'deep mystery and yet it is not mystery story 
there is rare adventure yet more than adventure 
tale psychological action-story mood scene and 
character a novel which when it is finished seems 
to have been injected Into the veins' cont u 
S6 BI yeah but conceming youngsters they have 
more excitement and adventure and and so on 
with films resp/denl V, V u 
S7 B2 but I think you have to if we are talking about 
younger students at the age of IS 12-IS they 
wouldn't be able to understand this book resp/denl u 
S8 BI 1yeah not if they read outside the teaching resp V, 
59 B2 lbecause the action of the story 
I mean ies different like you know 
different things from 20 at about 20 cont/offer u 
60 BI yeah adults resp r 
61 B2 so this sort of book is basically for adults concl V V P, 
62 82 so shall we go for another one? we have two more init W, V k 
63 BI Where Eagles Dare init 
64 B2 it looks like sort of second world war cont/offer V, 'Of u 
6S BI germanic cont/offer 1( 
66 B2 germanic resp r 
67 81 this man could write a very good story ! nit V, V, U 
68 B2 a British expedition or is it ? init 
60 urn I would say this is something for adventure 
readers only cont/offer 
70 and I would say that this Is for adults contloffer 
71 and I would say this is intermediate 
so not very high level -well one or two hard bits hard bits you know cont/offer W, VIV P 
72 an expedition something's gone wrong an action like action book cont/offer U 
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interaction resources activities 
s I s I 
BI BI B2 B2 BI B2 
73 not very important cont/offer u 
74 1 would say something that you are reading 
just you know make your blood pressure 
become higher cont/offer x u 
75 BI Paughs] resp 
76 actually we don't know which level 
they nvjst understand Init P 
77 reading pieces will give us Idea of which language level cont/offer r 
78 S2 OK I would say that this is sort of action story 
because all this from this serial er this cover 
what I was saying about it Init x u 
79 BI but it's something thaes exciting init U 
80 B2 yes yes its easier than classical resp r 
81 about murders I don't know about cont 
82 BI action resp/aid U 
83 B2 action a secret conference aid/offer r 
84 so I would say this Is Intermediate of Init P 
85 er I mean good for men not for women init P 
86 BI [laughs] resp 
87 82 not sort of book for the pillow 
yes so I could say this was not my culture init/e U 
88 B2 yes sort of like there is romance and there is 
there is init U 
89 BI suspense and hero cont/offer r 
90 B2 OK nothing that I could put as a top book cond P 
91 BI no resp V r 





This text represents a group dicussion among the four students who were previously in 
pairs and are now talking about their suggestions for which books are to be chosen, 
whether for adults or younger learners and at what level. 
interaction resaurcesactivities 
sIsIsIsI 
AIAI A2 A2 BIBI B2 B2 AI A2 81 B2 
01 AI... let me say about one thing 
we wanted to put the same work as 
well as you did init 
02 but the first book is one that I saw in 
the programme you have to read it 
so not in the library cont 
03 B2 
... if you have to read it its 
better 
to make it easy to find it somewhere 
it makes it more cont/offer 
04 so that's why we chose it because it's 
classic so everyone should read it and 
everyone should have practice with 
this book ... cont 
05 A2 I do agree ... resp 
(next book] 
06 Al Er we chose MacLean 
Where Eagles Dare init 
07 for it's suitable for younger children cont 
08 and we think that it's a nice adventure... 
it's a clever action novel cont 
09 it's talking about er war which is a 
very important matter we think it's 
very educational very important for 
children to know about war cont/e 
10 A2 for younger students which helps 
them to learn the language cont/offer 
II this is the book to educate you which 
is a history book with facts which we 
cannot change and you learn ... cont 
12 B2 but it can be action book for 
adults for men who will then look for 
a chance to find excitement resp 
13 B2 anyway our second book is 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull init 















interaction resaurces activities 
SISISISI 
AIAI A2 A2 81 BI B2 B2 Al A2 BI B2 
for adults and it It's not very difficult 
like Intermediate level and er cont 
15 A2 no no no resp/den 
16 B2 and we decided that we would 
put it In cont 
17 because It's very - so it's good for 
students it's quite cont 
18 the language used for to put on 
a piece of paper something with a lot of 
thought behind so even if you people 
would know the language but you have 
to think what you're reading contlimpli 
19 Al that's what makes it difficult 
that simple words make such 
difficult meaning resp 
- [several voices together] 
20 B2 you can read all the language because 
Ws easy and you have to use your brain 
to find out what it's about cont 
21 BI- easy to read but to make you 
think about it cont 
22 A2 that is true when I read this book I 
found the thinking difficult resp 
23 1 read this book three times I mean if it 
was really readable I wouldn't have to 
read it three times cont 
24 the vocabulary isn't difficult but the 
content makes you thinking a lot about cont 
25 and really the message and the 
contents you must read it er 
many times cont/offer 
26 AI we didn't think it really for the 
young students to buy specially .. resp 
27 B2 but that's what I mean it's actually 
easy to read as a as a book because 
there are simple words cont/offer 
28 but there's a lot of thought so that's 
why it is not for children that's why it 
is good for adults cont 
29 A2 I think that's one of the reasons 
because if you're mature enough resp 
30 Al maybe reading Is good but the 
understanding isn't there resp 
[third choice of book] 
31 A2 Watership Down for intermediate 
students and young readers easy to read 
novel fiction and educational book Init 
32 B2 we put [in third place] Greene - It's Brighton Rock and we put something 
something classical [laughs] init 
33 we thought it's for adults for advanced 
language quite difficult to read cont/offer 
34 but it's for entertainment so er 
Instructional book cont 
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interaction resaurces activities 
SISIsISI 
Al Al A2 A2 BI Bi B2 B2 Al A2 B1 B2 
welikedit I meanfor itsagood 
book for leisure erm resp P 
36 Al entertainment aid U 
37 A2 and entertainment aid U 
38 Al It's not really the book a library 
needs if you want to you can read it 
on your own cont/offer U 
39 A2 yeah resp U 
40 B2 yeah but I don't want to buy 
that book resp p 
(laughter] 
41 AI that's why I would have so many 
books for everybody's choice Init P 
42 B2 yes It's just difficult to choose 
three books resp r 
43 Al no we get 
44 B2 it's almost Impossible because if 
if everyone would have different opinion 
everyone would like- resp x .1r 
- [several voices together] 
45 B2 one person would prefer to read 
Shakespeare another one would prefer 
to read children's stories because it's just 
easier they want to do light read not to 
use brain to think about what they 
are reading cont/offer r 
CT 
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